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Case Matter: An organized business association appears to be conducting organized crime and 
racketeering activities in violation of RICO and other felony crime laws. This investigation examines 
the merits of said charges.

Investigation Summary: A group of predominantly white males with affiliations from Stanford 
University and other high cost University fraternity organizations, including Yale and Harvard 
Universities, formed an organization which they, and the news media, refer to under various identifiers,
ie: “The PayPal Mafia”, “The Palo Alto Mafia”, “The Tribe”, “The Deep State”, “The Illuminati”, 
“The Guardsman”, and other names. The members photograph themselves dressed as Italian Mafia 
characters, refer to themselves as “Don’s”, “Godfather” and “Consiglieres” and refer to the need to 
“become the Mafia of Silicon Valley...” in their texts and emails. Numerous criminal and illicit actions 
have been organized, financed, operated and profiteered by this organization. Through exclusive access
to taxpayer financed resources, this group has created windfall monopolies which pay dramatically 
large bribes to public officials and attack all competitors in illegal manners. These names, companies, 
trusts, shell corporations, investment bank accounts and cross-connects are now active in the 
XKEYSCORE and OPTI-NEX2 surveillance databases.
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Case Type Charges Against This Organization:

The suspects have engaged in the following felony actions which fully qualify them for RICO 
Racketeering charges:
    
Attack Service Production: The purchasing and operation of services design to harm, damage, defame, 
character assassinate or kill by suicide, another entity as an anti-trust violating tactic

Bank Fraud:  To engage in an act or pattern of activity where the purpose is to defraud a bank of funds.

Blackmail:    A demand for money or other consideration under threat to do bodily harm, to injure 
property, to accuse of a crime, or to expose secrets.

Bribery:    When money, goods, stock warrants, sex workers, revolving door jobs, services, information
or anything else of value is offered with intent to influence the actions, opinions, or decisions of the 
taker. You may be charged with bribery whether you offer the bribe or accept it.

Computer fraud:    Where computer hackers steal information sources contained on computers such as: 
bank information, credit cards, and proprietary information.

Counterfeiting of Online Advertising Views: When someone copies or imitates an item without having 
been authorized to do so and passes the copy off for the genuine or original item. Counterfeiting is 
most often associated with money however can also be associated with designer clothing, handbags and
watches.

Credit Card Fraud:    The unauthorized use of a credit card to obtain goods of value.

Currency Schemes:    The practice of speculating on the future value of currencies.

Embezz1ement:    When a person who has been entrusted with money or property appropriates it for 
his or her own use and benefit.

Environmental Schemes:    The overbilling and fraudulent practices exercised by corporations which 
purport to clean up the environment.

Extortion:    Occurs when one person illegally obtains property from another by actual or threatened 
force, fear, or violence, or under cover of official right.

False Charity Organizations: The creation of hospitals and false charity fund 501 C 3, 501 C 4 and 
other IRS facades to falsify funds transactions

Forgery:    When a person passes a false or worthless instrument such as a check or counterfeit security 
with the intent to defraud or injure the recipient.
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Insider Trading:    When a person uses inside, confidential, or advance information to trade in shares of 
publicly held corporations.

Insurance Fraud:   To engage in an act or pattern of activity wherein one obtains proceeds from an 
insurance company through deception.

Investment Schemes:    Where an unsuspecting victim is contacted by the actor who promises to 
provide a large return on a small investment.

Kickback:    Occurs when a person who sells an item pays back a portion of the purchase price to the 
buyer.

Larceny/Theft:    When a person wrongfully takes another person's money or property with the intent to
appropriate, convert or steal it.

Money Laundering:    The investment or transfer of money from racketeering, drug transactions or 
other embezzlement schemes so that it appears that its original source either cannot be traced or is 
legitimate.

Murder: The act of killing, or ordering the killing, of another person.

Racketeering:    The operation of an illegal business for personal profit.

Securities Fraud:    The act of artificially inflating the price of stocks by brokers so that buyers can 
purchase a stock on the rise.

Self Dealing Through Shell Corporations: 

Stock Market Manipulation: The use of monopolistic search engines coordinated with controlled news 
outlets and computerized stock market actions to manipulate stock valuations, insider trades, pump-
and-dump skims and other illicit technology stock market actions.

Sex Trafficking: The use of “clubs” organized for and by Silicon Valley oligarchs, to move sexual 
providers into, and out of, the area at frequent intervals and to explout underage and at risk young boys 
and girls.

Tax Evasion:    When a person commits fraud in filing or paying taxes.

Telemarketing Fraud:    Actors operate out of boiler rooms and place telephone calls to residences and 
corporations where the actor requests a donation to an alleged charitable organization or where the 
actor requests money up front or a credit card number up front, and does not use the donation for the 
stated purpose.

Weights and Measures:    The act of placing an item for sale at one price yet charging a higher price at 
the time of sale or short weighing an item when the label reflects a higher weight.
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Advanced Fee Schemes:    Actor induces victim to give him some type of advanced fee in return for a 
future benefit. The future benefit never occurs and victim never receives the advanced fee back.

Coupon Redemption:    Tech companies amass large amounts of coupons and redeem them to 
manufacturers when in fact merchandise was never sold.

Directory Advertising:    Actor either impersonates sales person from a directory company like the 
yellow pages or fraudulently sells advertising which the victim never receives.

Ponzi:    An investment scheme where the actor solicits investors in a business venture, promising 
extremely high financial returns or dividends in a very short period of time. The actor never invests the 
money, however, does pay dividends. The dividends consist of the newest investors funds. The first 
investors, pleased to receive dividends, encourage new investors to invest. This scheme falls apart 
when the actor no longer has sufficient new investors to distribute dividends to the old investors or the 
actor simply takes all the funds and leaves the area.

Pyramid:    An investment fraud in which an individual is offered a distributorship or franchise to 
market a particular product. The promoter of the pyramid represents that although marketing of the 
product will result in profits, larger profits will be earned by the sale of franchises. For example, if a 
franchise price is $10,000.00, the seller receives $3,500.00 for every franchise sold. Each new franchise
purchaser is presented with the same proposal so that each franchise owner is attempting to sell 
franchises. Once the supply of potential investors is exhausted, the pyramid collapses. Many times, 
there are no products involved in the franchise, simply just the exchange of money.
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Key Parties Under Surveillance And Investigation:

• Abound Solar - Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated)  
• Adrian Covert – Gawker/Gizmodo/CNN character assassin reporter ( Under surveillance   

and investigation )
• Allison Spinner – Wife of Steve Spinner and lawyer at WSGR and Solyndra who helped   

Feinstein rig the Solyndra cash ((Under investigation. All assets being tracked and 
terminated.)

• Alphabet - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC   
scheme financier (Under Federal and EU investigation)

• Andrew McCormack  
• Andy Bechtolsheim – VC- Insider campaign backer (He is now under investigation)  

(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 
• Aneesh Chopra  
• Arnold Schwarzenegger – Governor (Accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax   

evasion, illicit deal organization with Russians and more…) 
• Austin Lau  
• Bill Daley – White House strong-arm (Forced to resign)(he is now under investigation)  
• Bill Gurley  
• Bill Lockyer – Calif State finance head (Under investigation and sex scandal conflicts,   

charged with corruption by media. Assets and ownerships under investigation)
• Brian Goncher – Deloitte VC intermediary in the stock market rigging (He is now under   

investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 
• Carl Gordon  
• Chad Hurley  
• Civis Analytics  
• Daniel Cohen – DOE Legal counsel who assisted in the Steven Chu scam (Sent   

packing/fired/forced to resign)
• Dave McClure  
• David Axelrod – White House strategist who helped stage the quid-pro-quo (Sent packing/  

fired/forced to resign)(he is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and 
kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• David Danielson  
• David Drummond – Lawyer/Lobbyist– Google, bribes expert for DC and EU regions   

(Under investigation. Quail Road, Woodside, CA home bugged)
• David Mott  
• David Plouffe – White House money packager. Arranged deals between VC campaign   

Donors (Forced to Resign. Under investigation) 
• David Prend  
• David Sacks  
• David Sandalow  
• Denis McDonough  
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• Dianne Feinstein – Corrupt Senator complicit in the Quid-pro-quo scheme (He is now   
under investigation) Wife of Silicon Valley Cartel Member Richard Blum(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

• Draper - Fisher – VC firm (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from   
Russian mining & tech start-up rigging)

• Elon Musk – CEO – Tesla (He is now under investigation & in multiple lawsuits for fraud)  
(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal 
assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation )

• Eric Holder – Attorney General- DOJ (Forced to resign) (Charged with staff & VC   
Protections and blockade of FBI and Special Prosecutor deployments in order to run the 
cover-up)

• Eric Paley  
• Eric Schmidt – Owner- Google (He is now under investigation)(accused of political   

bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 
• Eric Strickland – Head of Auto Safety agency under DOT (Sent packing/fired/forced to   

resign)(he is now under investigation. Charged with cover-up of Tesla and GM auto 
dangers he had known about)

• Facebook - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC   
scheme financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats 
disclosures )

• Fisker - Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated)  
• Gabriel Burt  
• Gawker Media – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool (In Mid-  

Termination)
• Gilman Louie  
• Gizmodo – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool ( Failing, rapidly   

decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )
• Goldman Sachs – Financial packager (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals   

for personal gain & insider payouts)
• Google, Inc. – Data harvesting company(Ran media attacks, stock market pump and   

dump PR hype and character assassinations)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; 
tax evasion, and more…) (charged by EU, and most nations, with multiple abuses of the 
public. Has totally lost the trust of the public. Revenue loss increasing geometrically.)

• Greylock Capital – Silicon Valley Insider trading operator (Under investigation)  
• Harry Reid – Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (Accused of political bribery and  

kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Forced out of Congress in shame) 
• Ian Fette  
• In-Q-Tel, Inc. – CIA off-shoot associated with Eric Schmidt, Google, Elon Musk and the   

Cartel leaders. Ran “hit-jobs” on Silicon Valley VC adversaries and reporters (Sued, 
under investigation, exposed in multiple documentaries, under investigation for Cocaine 
trafficking. Removal of charity status demanded)

• Ira Ehrenpreis – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of   
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, 
investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation)

• Ivanpah Solar - Criminally corrupt crony Google campaign finance front operation. (In   
failure mode) 

• Jack Lew  
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• Jacque Littlefield  
• James Bronkema – West Coast Money Man for David Rockefeller and Feinstein financier   

(Dead)
• James Brown Jr – HHS Programming lead in California (Arrested for corruption)  
• James Comey – FBI Director (Fired)  
• Jawed Karim  
• Jay Carney – White House press lead (Forced to resign)   
• Jeff Lieberman  
• Jeffrey Zients  
• Jeremy Stoppelman  
• Jim Breyer  
• Jim Goetz  
• Joe Lonsdale  
• Johanna Shelton  
• John Cook  
• John Doerr – Owner – Kleiner Perkins. “Godfather” – Silicon Valley Cartel (He is now   

under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)(
All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation )

• John Herrman– Gawker/Gizmodo/CNN character assassin reporter ( Under surveillance   
and investigation )

• John Lindfors  
• Jonathan Silver – DOE VC (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under   

investigation. Shamed in media for epic failures)
• Josh Kopelman  
• Joshua Wright  
• JP Gan  
• Kamala Harris – California Attorney General ( Had crimes reported to her in writing but   

refused to investigate because they involved her campaign financiers)
• Kathy Zoi  
• Keith Rabois  
• Ken Howery  
• Kleiner Perkins – Campaign funding VC who (Received massive windfalls from Russian   

mining & tech start-up rigging. Sued. Under investigation. All assets being tracked )
• Lachlan Seward  
• Larry Page  
• Larry Page  
• Lloyd Craig Blankfein  
• Luke Nosek  
• Marc Andreessen  
• Mario Rosatti  
• Mark Zuckerberg  
• Martin LaGod  
• Mary Meeker  
• Matt Rogers  
• Max Levchin  
• Mckinsey Consulting  
• Megan Smith  
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• Michael Eisenberg  
• Michael Moritz  
• Mikey Dickerson  
• Nathan Parker  
• Neerag Agrawal  
• Nicholas Guido Denton  
• Perkins Coie  
• Peter Fenton  
• Peter Thiel  
• Premal Shah  
• Rahm Emanuel  
• Raj Gupta  
• Ray Lane  
• Reid Hoffman  
• Richard Blum  
• Roelof Botha  
• Russel Simmons  
• Sanjay Wagle  
• Scott Shleiffer  
• Sergy Brin  
• Steve Chen  
• Steve Jurvetson  
• Steve Spinner  
• Steve Westly  
• Ted Schlein  
• The Groundwork  
• Tim Draper  
• Todd Park  
• Tom Perkins  
• Tomorrow Ventures  
• Vinod Khosla  
• Wilson Sonsini  
• XX and DOES 1 THROUGH 120…  
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Staffing The Mob – Who Does Their Dirty Work?

These oligarchs soon discover that they can only buy some many mansions, parties, jets, prostitutes and
rent boys before they become bored. Their circle of confidants and operatives offer them the 
opportunity to use Democracy as their plaything. Almost every one of them has joined this opportunity 
because it appeals to their narcissist sociopath personality type which attracts them to each other.

While most people might have the first impression that Steve Jobs ex-wife is just a “perky blonde party
girl”, they could not be more wrong. Her operatives via the Emerson Collective and Renaissance 
Weekend finance and run a large portion of the California government. In the case of all of the Silicon 
Valley oligarchs, they have hundreds of people employed around them to create a “bubble of positive 
optics” around the oligarch, while their operatives labor behind the curtain on sinister deeds. The 
murder of the journalist Kashoggi, even ensnared Ms. Jobs in it’s clutches. 

Every single one of these supposed “world saving elites” has severe skeletons in the closet:
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The Dirty Law Firms

These are groups of lawyers whose entire job is to avoid law enforcement authorities

Wilson, Sonsini
Perkins Coie
Morrison Foerster
Covington & Burling
(See Complete List In Appendix)
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The Lobbyists

The people who organize bribes without ever using the word “bribe”. They care nothing for the public 
and make laws only-for-oligarchs:

Josh Ackil and Matt Tanielian, Franklin Square Group. With clients including Apple, Google and Intel, 
the two Democrats are among the elite lobbyists for Silicon Valley in Washington. 

Nick Allard, Thomas Hale Boggs Jr., Micah Green, Jonathan Yarowsky and Edward Newberry, Patton 
Boggs. The firm continues to reign on K Street thanks to its roster of seasoned power brokers. 

Andy Barbour, Smith-Free Group. Smith lobbies for several financial and insurance companies but is 
best known for his work as the lead Democratic lobbyist for the Financial Services Roundtable. 

Doyle Bartlett, Eris Group. Bartlett has years of Capitol Hill experience and a busy lobbying practice 
that is on the front lines for clients including MetLife, Genentech and eBay. 

Jeff Berman and David Russell, Bryan Cave. Berman, the former delegate counter for President 
Obama’s 2008 campaign, and Russell, a former chief of staff to the late Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska), 
are standouts on a capable lobby team. 

Wayne Berman, Drew Maloney and Moses Mercado, Ogilvy Government Relations. Ogilvy’s 
commanding K Street presence reflects the firm’s deep ties to leaders in both parties. 

Jim Blanchard and Ilia Rodriguez, DLA Piper. Blanchard, a former Democratic governor of Michigan, 
and Rodriguez, an ex-lobbyist for the Center for American Progress, are at the vanguard of a 
formidable K Street team. 

Daniel Boston, Health Policy Source. Boston’s numerous healthcare clients turn to him for the policy 
expertise he honed as a GOP aide on Capitol Hill. 

Chuck Brain, Capitol Hill Strategies Inc. Once a Clinton White House aide and longtime House Ways 
and Means Committee staffer, Brain would make any list of the best-known Democratic lobbyists in 
town. 

John Breaux and Trent Lott, Breaux-Lott Leadership Group. Now merged with Patton Boggs, the two 
former senators are going strong with a profitable lobbying practice anchored by several blue-chip 
clients. 

Gerald Cassidy and Gregg Hartley, Cassidy & Associates. The trailblazing firm has regained 
momentum by diversifying its practice following a staff shake-up late last year. 

David Castagnetti and Alex Vogel, Mehlman Vogel Castagnetti. The bipartisan shop has heavy hitters 
on both sides of the aisle, thanks to Democrat Castagnetti. 
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Rodger Currie, Foley Hoag LLP. A former lobbyist for PhRMA, Currie now works for several clients at
Foley Hoag in the healthcare, medical and biotechnology fields. 

Al D’Amato, Park Strategies. The former GOP New York senator has been a big advocate for online 
gambling as a lobbyist for the Poker Players Alliance. 

Linda Daschle, LHD & Associates. Daschle, a former administrator for the Federal Aviation 
Administration, remains one of Washington’s top aviation lobbyists. 

Licy Do Canto, The DoCanto Group. The former aide to Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) and the late 
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) is a highly regarded healthcare lobbyist. 

Julie Domenick, Multiple Strategies LLC. The Democratic lobbyist, who was once targeted by the K 
Street Project, has flourished by opening her own firm.

Ken Duberstein and Marti Thomas, The Duberstein Group. Duberstein was floated as a candidate for 
Obama’s chief of staff before the president chose Bill Daley, while Thomas is a Democratic vet who 
worked in the Clinton Treasury Department. 

Steve Elmendorf and Jimmy Ryan, Elmendorf | Ryan. A former aide to ex-House Democratic Leader 
Richard Gephardt (Mo.), Elmendorf brought in Ryan to help expand the Senate ties of his thriving firm.

Victor Fazio, Joel Jankowsky, Scott Parven and Bill Paxon, Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld. Fazio, 
Jankowsky, Parven and Paxon are among the lobbyists who keep Akiwn Gump humming along as one 
of the top earners on K Street. 

Mitch Feuer and Robert Griner, Rich Feuer Group. The two lobbyists work for first-tier clients from the
financial services world, including Visa and Goldman Sachs. 

Mike Fulton, GolinHarris. Fulton is well versed in the minutiae of the Washington bureaucracy and is 
adept at finding federal grants for his clients. 

Sam Geduldig, Clark Lytle Geduldig & Cranford. The former House Republican leadership aide has 
seen a business boom at his firm since the GOP takeover of the lower chamber.

Nick Giordano, Washington Council Ernst & Young. A former counsel to the Senate Finance 
Committee, Giordano is one of the best tax lobbyists in town. 

Rich Gold, Kathryn Lehman and Gerry Sikorski, Holland & Knight. The firm’s flourishing lobbying 
practice is plugged in to both parties. 

Slade Gorton and Emanuel Rouvelas, K&L Gates. Gorton, an ex-GOP senator from Washington, and 
Democrat Rouvelas are just a few of the big names at the prominent law and lobby firm. 

Fred Graefe, Law Offices of Frederick H. Graefe. Graefe is a force among Democratic healthcare 
lobbyists. 
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Lanny Griffith and Loren Monroe, BGR Group. Though it has added Democrats, Griffith and Monroe’s
firm is known for GOP connections and has benefitted from long-standing ties to the new House 
leadership. 

J. Steven Hart, Williams & Jensen. Hart is a sought-after GOP fundraiser who has steered the ship for 
more than a decade as Williams & Jensen’s chairman and CEO. 

Michael Herson, American Defense International. Herson’s Pentagon and White House experience has 
been an asset to him as president of the successful defense consulting and lobbying firm.

Mike House, Hogan & Lovells. House leads the government relations practice at the firm and calls the 
shots on a prized account with Nissan North America. 

Mark Isakowitz, Fierce, Isakowitz and Blalock. Isakowitz and his GOP lobby shop scored a coup this 
year when Apple and Facebook both signed up as clients in a two-week span. 

Chris Jennings, Jennings Policy Strategies. A sage on healthcare reform, Jennings worked on President 
Clinton’s reform push and later lobbied on Obama’s bill. 

Joel Johnson, The Glover Park Group. The former aide to Sen. Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) helps manage 
one of the marquee Democratic-leaning firms in town. 

Thomas Jolly, Jolly/Rissler. Jolly is founding chairman of the Washington Caucus, a group that hosts 
dinners with lawmakers, and a mainstay among Democratic lobbyists. 

Mark Kadesh, Kadesh & Associates. Kadesh, once chief of staff to Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), 
has an A-list of California clients and a reputation as a real pro. 

Matt Keelen, The Keelen Group. The Republican lobbyist and campaign guru is a bridge to labor for 
the GOP. 

Rick Kessler and Steve Sayle, Dow Lohnes Government Strategies. The former House Energy and 
Commerce Committee aides — Kessler a Democrat and Sayle a Republican — have built a well-
established lobbying practice. 

Kenneth Kies, Federal Policy Group. Kies will be one to watch during the corporate tax reform debate 
because he was a key aide during the last overhaul of the tax code. 

Lisa Kountoupes, Kountoupes Consulting. The former aide to Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.) has her 
own lobby shop and contracts with Best Buy, Yahoo and Intel. 

Marc Lampkin and Jack Quinn, Quinn Gillespie & Associates. Republican Lampkin and Democrat 
Quinn make for a blockbuster pairing. 

Bob Livingston, The Livingston Group. Republican Livingston, a former House Appropriations 
Committee chairman, is a statesman on K Street. 
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Sander Lurie and Todd Weiss, SNR Denton. Lurie, a former chief of staff to Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-
Mich.), and Weiss, who has worked for former Sens. Tim Hutchinson (R-Texas) and Rick Santorum 
(R-Pa.), make for a strong one-two punch.

Steve McBee, McBee Strategic. A former aide to Rep. Norm Dicks (D-Wash.), McBee has seen his 
lobby firm take off. 

Al Mottur and Manuel Ortiz, Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck. Mottur heads up lobbying operations at
the K Street giant. Ortiz, one of Brownstein’s newest hires, is a rising star in Democratic circles. 

Larry O’Brien, OB-C Group. O’Brien is one of the most potent Democratic fundraisers in the country.

Tom O’Donnell, Gephardt Government Affairs Group. O’Donnell and his former Capitol Hill boss, ex-
House Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt (Mo.), have done well since joining forces. 

Marty Paone, Prime Policy Group. Paone spent decades on Capitol Hill working for Senate Democrats 
and is part of the leadership team at Prime Policy, one of K Street’s most successful firms.

Jeff Peck, Peck, Madigan, Jones & Stewart. Once an aide to then-Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.) on the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, Peck has carved out a niche working on the Dodd-Frank reform law.

Steve Perry and Andy Wright, Dutko Grayling. Perry and Wright man the roster for one of the top 20 
lobby shops in Washington. 

Jim Pitts and Chris Cox, Navigators Global. Pitts’s firm has welcomed back GOP consultant Mike 
Murphy, adding more Republican talent to pair with Cox, a skilled hand from the George W. Bush 
White House.

Heather Podesta, Heather Podesta + Partners. The former congressional aide has built a solid lobbying 
practice and helps fundraise for Democrats with her husband, Tony. 

Tony Podesta, Podesta Group. The prolific Democratic fundraiser has seen his firm rocket to the 
echelons of the top five lobby shops. 

Thomas Quinn, Venable. Quinn’s ebullient personality is complemented by deep knowledge of the 
financial sector that dates back to his time as general counsel to the Comptroller of the Currency. 

Robert Raben, The Raben Group. Raben, a former aide to Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) and Clinton 
Justice Department official, runs one of the best Democratic-leaning lobby shops in town with clients 
in the corporate and nonprofit world.

John Raffaelli, Capitol Counsel. The former Democratic staffer has more than 25 years of expertise in 
taxation and international trade — two issues at the top of the congressional agenda.

Mark Rayder, Alston + Bird. Rayder’s Hill experience in appropriations and healthcare policy makes 
for a dynamite combination. 
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Melissa Schulman, The Bockorny Group. A former aide to Rep. Steny Hoyer (D-Md.), Schulman has 
the connections to centrist Democrats that are always prized on K Street. 

Scott Segal, Bracewell & Giuliani. Segal is a respected advocate for several electric utilities and energy
companies and played a big part in the industry response to the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 

Rhod Shaw, The Alpine Group. Shaw is an astute observer of Congress who has worked on several 
major pieces of environmental and telecommunications legislation. 

Tom Sheridan, The Sheridan Group. Sheridan uses his social services and public policy experience to 
bolster causes that don’t fit the typical K Street mold. 

Tracy Spicer, Avenue Solutions. Spicer mastered policy working for the late Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-
Mass.) and is a trusted adviser for a number of leading health insurers. 

Charles Stenholm, Olsson Frank Weeda Terman Bode Matz PC. Stenholm’s decades of experience on 
the House Committee on Agriculture will be called upon as Congress crafts the next farm bill. 

Alexander Sternhell, Sternhell Group. Previously a Senate Banking Committee staffer, Sternhell’s two-
year-old venture is in the big leagues with clients such as Citigroup Management and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

Sandi Stuart and Vin Weber, Clark & Weinstock. Stuart’s executive experience under President Clinton 
and Weber’s past as a GOP congressman from Minnesota have lured a diverse clientele to the firm.

Linda Tarplin, Tarplin, Downs & Young. Tarplin remained among the elite healthcare lobbyists during 
the reform debate, and her GOP background makes the 112th Congress a prime time to display her 
prowess. 

Rich Tarplin, Tarplin Strategies. Tarplin exemplifies the breed of lobbyist who makes a living by out-
working the competition. 

Dan Tate Jr., Capitol Solutions. Tate delivers stellar client relations while harnessing 10 years of upper-
level Hill and administration experience. 

Robert Van Heuvelen, VH Strategies. Van Heuvelen shrewdly surrounds himself with the best; he 
recently hired Stephen Ward, formerly chief of staff to Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.), to help keep his 
firm among the elite. 

Stu Van Scoyoc, Van Scoyoc Associates. The man who founded a top-earning lobby firm specializing 
on taxation and appropriations will have plenty of work in the months ahead. 

(See Complete List In Appendix)
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The Hit Job Providers

The kill services firms -

How A Modern Character Assassination and Political "Kill Order" Is Executed By the Silicon Valley 
Oligarchs and their total control of propaganda media

Patrick George At Jalopnik attacks outsiders under contract with Elon Musk and the DNC. Silicon 
Valley campaign finance oligarchs hire him to run hatchet jobs on innocent outsiders and then Gawker-
Gizmodo-Jalopnik uses their financial partnership with the DNC's Google to push the character 
assassination articles to the top of Google web products and searches. Patrick George, Adrian Covert, 
John Hermann and Nick Cook are the sexually degenerate cabin boys that report to boy-loving sleaze-
tabloid oligarch Nick Denton. They created the Fake News crisis in the media by flooding the internet 
with defamation posts and reprisal hatchet job articles designed to damage political enemies of the 
Socialists. They coordinate a large number of the character assassination efforts at Gawker, Gizmodo, 
Jalopnik, CNN, New York Times and other propaganda outlets. These Millennial boys are "Media 
Rapists" and should be treated as abusers.

How and why did a Donald Trump stripper-date named "Stormy" or an Elon Musk sex party or a 
Kavanaugh drinking incident or the Moonves and Weinstein indiscretions suddenly hit the news at 
about the same time in news history?

In addition to actual murder, Politicians and Silicon Valley Oligarchs hire operatives to end people's 
lives in other creative ways.

It is all part of the modern trend in vendetta, revenge and political payback when a Senator or a tech 
oligarch issues a "kill order" on an opponent.

The client does not like to get their hands dirty so the actual social hit job is performed by companies 
such as:

IN-Q-Tel - (DNC); Gawker Media - (DNC); Jalopnik - (DNC); Gizmodo Media - (DNC); K2 
Intelligence - (DNC); WikiStrat - (DNC); Podesta Group - (DNC); Fusion GPS - (DNC/GOP); Google 
- (DNC); YouTube - (DNC); Alphabet - (DNC); Facebook - (DNC); Twitter - (DNC); Think Progress - 
(DNC); Media Matters - (DNC); Black Cube - (DNC); Mossad - (DNC); Correct The Record - (DNC); 
Sand Line - (DNC/GOP); Blackwater - (DNC/GOP); Stratfor - (DNC/GOP); ShareBlue - (DNC); 
Wikileaks (DNC/GOP); Cambridge Analytica - (DNC/GOP); Sid Blumenthal- (DNC); David Brock - 
(DNC); PR Firm Sunshine Sachs (DNC); Covington and Burling - (DNC), Buzzfeed - (DNC) Perkins 
Coie - (DNC); Wilson Sonsini - (DNC)  and hundreds of others…These are the people and companies 
that except cash, revolving door jobs, political appointments, insider trading stock in Silicon Valley 
tech companies, prostitutes and real estate in exchange for destroying the lives of others.

These attackers deserve to be punished for the rest of their lives for taking away the lives of others in 
exchange for cash. Any company who is corrupt enough to hire any of these assassins should be forced 
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out of business. These attack services are responsible for 90% of the "Fake News" problem in the world
because they are the authors of most fake news. Congress must act to make these kinds of companies 
illegal!

These digital assassination services offer hit-jobs, character assassinations and economic reprisal 
programs to famous billionaires and corrupt politicians who are seeking revenge, retribution and 
vendetta executions.

In the case of reporters getting targeted for attacks, President Donald Trump has been accused by the 
liberal corporate media of whipping up a hateful frenzy against the press. But while CNN’s Jim Acosta 
grandstands against Trump, real journalists are still reeling from the draconian extrajudicial measures 
that Barack Obama and his administration used to target them for exposing truth.

This secretive targeting occurred while Obama speechwriter and hate-filled ANTIFA supporter Ben 
Rhodes was running “Operation Echo Chamber,” which reportedly continues, in which he fed 
information to willing corporate media scribes. “They literally know nothing,” Rhodes said of the 
twentysomething journalists he easily manipulated.

The Freedom of the Press Foundation’s Trevor Timm published documents showing how former 
attorney general Eric Holder changed the rules to more effectively intimidate and surveil members of 
the press.

Timm writes: “Today, we are revealing—for the first time—the Justice Department’s rules for targeting
journalists with secret FISA court orders. The documents were obtained as part of a Freedom of 
Information Act lawsuit brought by Freedom of the Press Foundation and Knight First Amendment 
Institute at Columbia University.”

Trending: Brennan and Clapper Accused of Hacking John Roberts To Blackmail Him

Here is the memo published by the Foundation, which dropped the documents in their entirety:

Obama is also clearly linked to the plot to obtain fraudulent FISA warrants on President Trump’s team, 
as evidenced by Peter Strzok and Lisa Page’s texts confirming that Obama was overseeing their fly-by-
night operation.

Larry Schweikart reported for Big League Politics:

For months pundits and researchers have been pondering the mystery of the FISA approval that led to 
the illegal and historically titanic scandals to ever hit the U.S. government. Some have argued that 
Assistant Attorney General Rod Rosenstein knew the FISA was bogus when he extended it. Others 
have wondered if Special Counsel Robert Mueller knew about the fraudulent basis of the FISA when he
used it, in part, to indict Michael Flynn. Other still, that Mueller was fooled by the FBI.

This is what President Trump calls “SPYGATE”.

It may well be that the surveillance that was conducted began with UK intelligence services and then 
was fed back to the White House of Barack Obama. Here’s the kicker:
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President Barack Obama did not need a FISA warrant to authorize spying/electronic surveillance on 
Trump because Obama all along had legal authorization to by-pass the normal court vetting process. 
According to 50 U.S. Code 1802, the “Electronic Surveillance Authorization” () “Foreign intelligence 
in relation to a US person (Trump or his associates) is information that’s necessary for the US to protect
against attack, hostile acts, sabotage, . . . as well as other clandestine activities by a foreign power . . . 
OR . . . information relevant to national defense/security of the US, or the conduct of foreign affairs of 
the U.S.” Such an authorization by Obama required certification by Attorney General Loretta Lynch 
that must be logged with the FISC court. (“The [AG]+ shall immediately transmit under seal to the 
court [FISC] a copy of his certification.”)

In short, the DOJ has this. If we are correct, a copy of that certification is currently under seal at least 
with the DOJ and the FISC.

This is what they are hiding.

However, the Act requires the AG to keep the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate 
Committee on Intelligence informed of these authorizations and unmaskings therein. See 1803 (a) (1) 
(C) If indeed this is what happened, did Lynch report—or only selectively report—to the committees in
a way that excluded non-friendlies? Can you see why Adam Schiff, Mark Warner, and their ilk are 
terrified?

1) Obama authorized spying/electronic surveillance on Team Trump, by-passing normal judicial 
oversight.

2) To create “foreign intelligence,” John Brennan and others organized for UK intelligence to conduct 
surveillance on Trump and his associates, either from the UK or from UK assets within the U.S. This is 
another reason revealing this will unleash an excrement storm: the UK is about to be caught meddling 
bigly in an American election.

3) Lynch certified Obama’s authorization which is now held under seal by DOJ (and FISC).

From this authorization, all unmaking followed, as well as the FBI fraudulent counter intel 
investigation and perhaps the FISA warrant too. Obama knew this was all fake when he made the 
authorization; Lynch knew it was fake when she certified it; the entire inner circle, including the FBI, 
all knew. This takes the U.S. into uncharted territory, and could imperil any politician in the British 
government who supported this or had knowledge of it. Proving any of this would be difficult, as if 
confronted Lynch would almost certainly cover up and Obama would simply deny knowledge. Without
a paper trail, a conviction might be a bridge too far. This is only one of thousands of "kill order" tactics 
introduced by the Obama Administration.

These are the playbook tactics that Senators and tech oligarchs most often use to destroy the lives of 
their political and business enemies:

    - Government agency bosses sometimes solicit the target victims with false promises of future loans, 
contracts or grants from their agency and cause the target victims to expend millions of dollars and 
years of their time for projects which those government bosses had covertly promised to their friends. 
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They use the target victims as a “smokescreen” to cover their illegal government slush-funds for the 
victims competitors and personal enemies. By using this tactic, the attackers can drain the target 
victims funds and force them into an economic disaster in plain view of everyone without the 
government bosses fearing any reprisal for their scam.

    - Every match.com, okcupid.com, Plenty Of Fish, Seeking Arrangements and all other IAC-owned, 
or similar, dating sites (IAC is managed by Hillary Clinton's daughter) have had their profiles, texts, 
and inter-member communications, since those companies were started, hacked or purchased. The 
attack service providers use Palantir and In-Q-Tel financed data analysis software to analyze every 
activity in those dating services in order to find honey-trap, blackmail, sextortion and social conflict 
exploitation opportunities. If you had a bad date with someone, that someone will be hunted down and 
convinced to help harm, #metoo or "rape charge" the intended target. All dates involve a search for sex,
so the likelihood that a sexual disappointment experience will exist in each persons dating history is 
high. Searching every past dating email and text of a subject is quite easy with modern software and 
hacking techniques. A synthetically amplified, PR-agency optimized sex scandal can destroy any target.
Your dating experiences from the 70's or 80's will come back to haunt you decades later. Most dates 
involve drinking alcohol and taking drugs. If you were unattractive or had bad sexual skills your bad 
date will be called "date rape", "drugging your date for sex" and related twisted narratives that are 
designed to shame you, the target. If you try to get a date in the future, your potential date will be 
contacted by a third party who will slander and libel you to make sure your potential first date gets 
cancelled. Your social life will, essentially, end. Every photo on every dating site is cross checked with 
every other photo on the internet in order to cull your Facebook, Linkedin, Snapchat and other social 
media together to create a total psychological manipulation profile data file on you. A single photo on a
dating site can be cross searched on every mugshot archive, photo album and corporate database in the 
worth within minutes using modern super-computers. Your sex life will be on public record in a flash.

    - Social Security, SSI, SDI, Disability and other earned benefits are stone-walled. Applications of 
targets are “lost”. Files in the application process “disappeared”. Lois Lerner hard drive “incidents” are 
operated in order to seek to hide information and run cover-ups.

    - Government officials and tech oligarchs contact members of the National Venture Capital 
association (NVCA) and created national “black-lists” to blockade target victims from ever receiving 
investor funding. This was also confirmed in a widely published disclosure by Tesla Motors Daryl Siry 
and in published testimony. If Silicon Valley political campaign finance oligarchs black-list you (see 
the "AngelGate" Scandal and the "High Tech No Poaching Class Action Lawsuit" cases) you will never
get investor funding again.

    - FOIA requests are hidden, frozen, stone-walled, delayed, lied about and only partially responded to 
in order to seek to hide information and run cover-ups.

    - State and federal employees will play an endless game of Catch-22 by arbitrarily determining that 
deadlines had passed that they, the government officials, had stonewalled and obfuscated applications 
for, in order to force these deadlines that they set, to appear to be missed. This can bankrupt a target 
victim.

    - Some Victims found themselves strangely poisoned, not unlike the Alexander Litvenko case. Heavy
metals and toxic materials were found right after their work with the Department of Energy weapons 
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and energy facilities. Many wonder if these “targets” were intentionally exposed to toxins in retribution
for their testimony. The federal MSDS documents clearly show that a number of these people were 
exposed to deadly compounds and radiations, via DOE, without being provided with proper HazMat 
suits which DOE officials knew were required.

    - Victims employers are called, and faxed, and ordered to fire target victims from their places of 
employment, in the middle of the day, with no notice, as a retribution tactic.

    - On orders from Obama White House officials, DNC-financed Google, YouTube, Gawker Media 
and Gizmodo Media produce attack articles and defamation videos. Google locks this attack media on 
the internet on the top line, of the front page of all Google searches for a decade in front of 7.5 billion 
people, around the world. This attack-type uses over $40 million dollars in server farms, production 
costs and internet rigging. The forensic data acquired from tracking some of these attacks proves that 
Google rigs attacks against individuals on the internet and that all of Google’s “impressions” are 
manually controlled by Google’s executives who are also the main financiers and policy directors of 
the Obama Administration. This data was provided to the European Union for it’s ongoing prosecution 
of Google’s political manipulation of public perceptions.

    - Victims HR and employment records, on recruiting and hiring databases, are embedded with 
negative keywords in order to prevent the victim targets from ever gaining future employment.

    - Gary D. Conley, Seth Rich, Rajeev Motwani and many other whistle-blowers in these matters, 
turned up dead under strange circumstances. It is very possible that some of these attack services, 
operated by former CIA operatives, even offer discrete murder-for-sale services using high-tech 
assassination tools that make murders look like heart attacks and brain failures.

    - Disability and VA complaint hearings and benefits are frozen, delayed, denied or subjected to lost 
records and "missing hard drives" as in the Lois Lerner case.

    - Paypal (A DNC-biased operation) and other on-line payments for on-line sales are de-platformed, 
delayed, hidden, or re-directed in order to terminate income potential for target victims who competed 
with the attackers interests and holdings.

    - DNS redirection, "website spoofing" sends target victims websites to dead ends where no sales 
orders or customer inquiries actually get back to the target. These internet revenue activity 
manipulations are conducted using Google and Amazon servers. All commercial storefronts and on-line
sales attempts by target victims, will have had their sites hidden, or search engine de-linked by a 
massively resourced facility located in Virginia, Texas or Palo Alto, California in order to terminate 
revenue potentials for the target victims.

    - Over 50,000 trolls, shills, botnets and synth-blog deployments are deployed to place defamatory 
statements and disinformation about victims in front of 7.5 billion people around the world on the 
internet in order to seek to damage their federal testimony credibility by a massively resourced facility.

    - Campaign finance dirty tricks contractors are hired by campaign financiers to attack the friends and
family members of the target victim in order to create low morale for the target victims psyche and 
motivation.
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    - Are you getting weird headaches and hearing a "buzzing sound" in your head? The U.S. 
Government has now acknowledged that the Cuban, Chinese and other embassy "sonic attacks" are 
from a known microwave beam weapon. Any one of the technical departments of the attack services 
listed at the top of this article can build such a biological harassment weapon. It can be aimed at the 
target victims office, bedroom or vehicle and, within a week, have caused biological and emotional 
damage using a weapon that has no visible track of trajectory. It is designed to make the target victim 
think they are "going crazy" or "hearing sounds in their head". While this may sound pretty out there, 
web search "Embassy sonic attacks" on the top 5 non-Google search engines and read the very credible 
reports of these attacks.

    - In one case covert political partner: Google, transferred large sums of cash to dirty tricks 
contractors and then manually locked the media portion of the attacks into the top lines of the top pages
of all Google searches globally, for years, with hidden embedded codes in the links and web-pages 
which multiplied the attacks on Victims by many magnitudes.

    - Covert Cartel financier: Google, placed Google’s lawyer: Michelle Lee, in charge of the U.S. Patent
Office and she, in turn, stacked all of the U.S. Patent Office IPR and ALICE review boards and offices 
with Google-supporting employees in order to rig the U.S. Patent Office to protect Google from being 
prosecuted for the vast patent thefts that Google engages in. Google has hundreds of patent lawsuits for
technology theft and a number of those lawsuits refer to Google’s operations as “Racketeering”, 
“Monopolistic Cartel” and “Government Coup-like” behaviors. Thousands of articles and 
investigations detail the fact that Google, “essentially” ran the Obama White House and provided over 
80% of the key White House staff. A conflict-of-interest unlike any in American history. Google’s 
investors personally told Applicant they would “kill him”. Google and the Obama Administration were 
“the same entity”. Applicant testified in the review that got Michelle Lee terminated and uncovered a 
tactical political and social warfare group inside Google who were financed by Federal and State funds.

    - Honeytraps and moles were employed by the attackers. In this tactic, people who covertly worked 
for the attackers were employed to approach the “target” in order to spy on and misdirect the subject.

    - Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Snopes, SPLC and other hired media assassins will be retained to 
produce "hatchet job" character assassination articles about you. Then those articles will be faxed, 
mailed and emailed to your employer and investors with a note saying: "You don't want to have 
anything to do with this person, do you..?" in order to get you fired from your job and get your loans or 
financing pulled. The attackers will use their round one attack media, that they authored, to create a 
round two second wave attack designed to end your life via economic warfare.

    - Mortgage and rental applications will have had red flags added to them in databases to prevent the 
targets from getting homes or apartments.

    - Krebs On Security, Wired, Ars Technica, The Wall Street Journal and most major IT publications 
have reported that hundreds of spy "back-doors" have been found on every Intel, AMD, Apple, Xfinity, 
Cisco, Microsoft, Juniper Networks motherboard, chip-set and hardware component set. This means 
that any kid with the "key" code can open any computer, server, router, cloud-network or other network
connected device and read every file, photo, video, your calendar and email on your devices at any time
from any location on Earth. The key codes have been released to every hacker community in the world 
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for over ten years. There is now no government, corporate or personal data that can't be hacked, even 
data from decades ago. Every single one of your darkest secrets can be in the hands of your enemy 
within 60 minutes, or less. Important meetings you had planned with potential investors, employers, 
clients, dates, suppliers and others will suddenly get cancelled at the last minute. They will get 
cancelled because your enemies are reading your calendar remotely and covertly sending slander 
information to those you had hoped to engage with in order to sabotage your life. Nothing you have 
ever typed on a computer or Smartphone is safe. it WILL be acquired and it WILL be used against you.

    - McCarthy-Era "Black-lists" are created and employed against target victims who competed with 
Obama Administration executives and their campaign financiers to prevent them from getting funding 
and future employment.

    - Obama Administration targets were very carefully placed in a position of not being able to get jobs,
unemployment benefits, disability benefits or acquire any possible sources of income. The retribution 
tactics were audacious, overt..and quite illegal.

    - There are thousands of additional Dirty Tricks tactics being used by these Attack Services yet 
Congress refuses to pass laws out-lawing such attack services. The cost of an attack on a person ranges 
from $150,000.00 to over $50,000,000.00. While a Silicon Valley billionaire can afford to launch 
counter-measures to these attacks, any regular taxpayer will be utterly destroyed, and incapable of 
fighting back, against even the smallest version of one of these "kill orders". A number of modern 
office shootings are the results of these attacks against an individual who has lost everything because of
the attack and has no options left.

Federal law enforcement, the United States Congress and the highest level investigators in the U.S., 
and abroad, have documented (per the “FISA Memo”, Congressional Reports and federal employee 
testimony) and proven the fact that the Obama Administration regularly engaged in the operation of 
retribution, vendetta and reprisal campaigns known as “hit-jobs” against domestic natural born U.S. 
citizen domestic taxpayers. The Federal Court, in at least one previous court case,has ruled that 
Applicants, in this particular matter, were the victims and target of a number of these attacks designed 
to inflict permanent medical, emotional, character assassination, brand negation, economic and career 
damage.

'They Can't Beat Him On The Law So They Are Trying To Destroy His Life' -Sen. Graham Questions 
Dems' Motives On Brett Kavanaugh Sexual Assault Allegations (dailycaller.com)

LINKS TO PROOF THAT WILL STAND UP IN COURT:

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/they-literally-know-nothing-ben-rhodes-bragged-about-manipulating-
clueless-reporters/

https://freedom.press/news/revealed-justice-depts-secret-rules-targeting-journalists-fisa-court-orders/

https://freedom.press/news/lawsuit-seeks-government-guidelines-surveillance-journalists-leak-
investigations-surge/

http://www.attacked.biz
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http://www.google-is-a-mobster.com

https://knightcolumbia.org/

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/brennan-and-clapper-accused-of-hacking-john-roberts-to-blackmail-him/
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!!!!! Mueller Hears That Silicon Valley Has Been Manipulating The Entire BREXIT Campaign  !!!!!!

- Second former employee of controversial data firm to be questioned by special counsel’s inquiry into 
Russia collusion

By Carole Cadwalladr

Brittany Kaiser is said to be cooperating fully with the Mueller inquiry.
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A director of the controversial data company Cambridge Analytica, who appeared with Arron Banks at 
the launch of the Leave.EU campaign, has been subpoenaed by the US investigation into possible 
collusion between the Trump campaign and the Russian government.

A spokesman for Brittany Kaiser, former business development director for Cambridge Analytica – 
which collapsed after the Observer revealed details of its misuse of Facebook data – confirmed that she
had been subpoenaed by special counsel Robert Mueller, and was cooperating fully with his 
investigation.

He added that she was assisting other US congressional and legal investigations into the company’s 
activities and had voluntarily turned over documents and data.

Kaiser, who gave evidence to the UK parliament last April in which she claimed Cambridge Analytica 
had carried out in-depth work for Leave.EU, is the second individual connected to the firm subpoenaed 
by the special counsel. The Electoral Commission has said its investigation into Leave.EU found no 
evidence that the campaign “received donations or paid for services from Cambridge Analytica …
beyond initial scoping work”.

Damian Collins, chairman of parliament’s inquiry into fake news, said it was “no surprise” that Kaiser 
was under scrutiny by Mueller because “her work connected her to WikiLeaks, Cambridge Analytica 
and [its parent company] SCL, the Trump campaign, Leave.EU and Arron Banks”.

He said it was now vital Britain had its own inquiry into foreign interference: “We should not be 
leaving this to the Americans.”

Tom Watson, the deputy leader of the Labour party, echoed Collins’s statement, saying: “This is the 
first evidence that a significant player in the Leave.EU campaign is of interested to the global Mueller 
inquiry. People will be bewildered that the British government has no interest in establishing the facts 
of what happened.”

In August, Sam Patten, a US political consultant who had worked for Cambridge Analytica on 
campaigns in the US and abroad, struck a plea deal with Mueller after admitting he had failed to 
register as a foreign agent for a Ukrainian oligarch.

He became a subject of the special counsel’s inquiry because of work done with Paul Manafort, 
Trump’s campaign manager, in Ukraine. He had also set up a business with Konstantin Kilimnik, a key 
figure who Mueller has alleged has ties to Russian intelligence and who is facing charges of obstruction
of justice. In a 2017 statement to the Washington Post, Kilimnik denied any connection to intelligence 
services. Kaiser, however, is the first person connected directly to both the Brexit and Trump 
campaigns known to have been questioned by Mueller.

The news came to light in a new Netflix documentary, The Great Hack, which premiered at the 
Sundance film festival last month and is expected to be released later this spring. Film-makers followed
Kaiser for months after she approached the Guardian, including moments after she received the 
subpoena. She claims the summons came after the Guardian revealed she had visited WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange while still a Cambridge Analytica employee in February 2017, three months 
after the US election.
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One part of Mueller’s investigation focuses on whether the Trump campaign sought to influence the 
timing of the release of emails by WikiLeaks before the election. Investigators are looking at 
communications between them. In the film, Kaiser says that she has gone from being a cooperating 
witness to a subject of investigation because of her contact with Assange.

In October 2017, it was revealed that Alexander Nix, the chief executive of Cambridge Analytica, had 
contacted Assange in August 2016 to try to obtain emails from Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign 
– which indictments from Mueller’s team say were obtained by Russian military intelligence – to use in
Donald Trump’s campaign. When Kaiser gave evidence to parliament last year, she was asked about 
her relationship with Assange and WikiLeaks but failed to reveal that she had met Assange.

In the documentary, Kaiser is shown after receiving an email from the Guardian last June asking about 
meeting Assange and alleged donations of cryptocurrency to WikiLeaks. Kaiser did not respond to the 
email at the time, but on camera says: “She knows I met Assange. And she knows I donated money to 
WikiLeaks in bitcoin.”

Her legal representatives later wrote to the paper to say that the allegations, including that she had 
“channelled” donations to WikiLeaks, were false. Kaiser said she had received a small gift of bitcoin in
2011 – long before she worked at Cambridge Analytica – and, not knowing what else to do with it, 
gave it to WikiLeaks, because she had benefited from material it had released over the years.

Her lawyer told the Observer that the meeting with Assange came about after a chance encounter in 
London with an acquaintance who knew him. It lasted 20 minutes and consisted mainly of Assange 
telling her “about how he saw the world”. He said they did not discuss the US election.

Patten and Kaiser were involved in a controversial election campaign in Nigeria in January 2015, 
which former Cambridge Analytica employees say had “unsettling” parallels to the US presidential 
election.

The Guardian revealed that the data firm had worked alongside a team of unidentified Israeli 
intelligence operatives on the campaign. Ex-Cambridge Analytica employees described how the Israelis
hacked the now-president of Nigeria’s emails and released damaging information about him to the 
press weeks before the election.
=====================

CBS NEWS 60 MINUTES Lara Logan "I’m Being ‘Targeted’ For Saying the Media is ‘Mostly 
Liberal"
by Tamar Auber 

On Wednesday, former CBS News foreign correspondent Lara Logan spoke with Fox News Sean 
Hannity about her recent comments slamming the media as “mostly liberal.”

Logan told Breitbart podcaster Mike Ritland the remarks made on his show — which drew widespread 
attention online — amounted to “professional suicide.”
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Defending her remarks on Hannity’s show, Logan said that as the result of her speaking out about how 
the media is “mostly liberal” she has been targeted because she is an independent voice.

“Any journalists who are not beating the same drum and giving the same talking points,” she insisted 
“pay the price” for not going along with the liberal crowd.

She also called out her targeters by name.

“I know they’re going to come after me,” she told Hannity. “Michael Calderone who is at the 
Huffington Post. I can give you the script now. I can tell you who the players are. Joe Hagan. Brian 
Stelter.”

She added: “They smear you personally. They go after your integrity. They go after your reputation as a
person and a professional. They will stop at nothing. I am not the only one. And I am just, I am done, 
right, I am tired of it. And they do not get to write my story anymore. They don’t get to speak for me, I 
want to say loudly and clearly to anybody who is listening, I am not owned. Nobody owns me, right? 
I’m not owned by the left or the right.”

Logan made headlines recently when, during a scorched earth podcast interview with Ritland, she said 
that there was a lot of “weight” in most news organizations on “one side of the political spectrum.”

“The media everywhere is mostly liberal. But in this country, 85 percent of journalists are registered 
Democrats. So that’s just a fact, right?” she told Ritland.

She also trashed reporting based on single, anonymous government sources.

“That’s not journalism, that’s horseshit,” Logan stressed. “Responsibility for fake news begins with us. 
We bear some responsibility for that, and we’re not taking ownership of that and addressing it. We just 
want to blame it all on somebody else.”

=================================

Internal documents from a private Israeli intelligence firm called Psy-Group show that, at the time of 
many incidents, the company, and possibly other private investigators, were targeting U.S. citizens 
because they spoke up about crimes.

Psy-Group’s intelligence and influence operations, which included a failed attempt in the summer of 
2017 to sway a local election in central California, were detailed in a New Yorker investigation that I 
co-wrote earlier this month. Before it went out of business (ie: changed it's name) , last year, Psy-Group
was part of a new wave of private-intelligence firms that recruited from the ranks of Israel’s secret 
services and described themselves as “private Mossads.” Psy-Group initially stood out among its rivals 
because it didn’t just gather intelligence; its operatives used false identities, or avatars, to covertly 
spread messages in an attempt to influence what people believed and how they behaved. In 2016, Psy-
Group held discussions with the Trump campaign and others about conducting covert “influence” 
operations to benefit the candidate. Psy-Group’s founder and C.E.O., Royi Burstien, a veteran Israeli 
intelligence officer who established the firm in 2014, told me that his talks with the Trump campaign 
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went nowhere. The company’s posturing, however, attracted the attention of Robert Mueller, the special
counsel, who has been investigating interference in the 2016 Presidential race.' 

================================

FED BOMBSHELL: Fusion GPS Bribed Dozens of MSM Journalists With Cash To Run Character 
Assassinations, While News Companies Paid Firm to Dig Dirt on Trump

High-ranking FBI insiders are pulling back the curtain on Fusion GPS, the firm that commissioned and 
spread the bogus Trump dossier.

It appears the embattled intelligence firm was quite busy paying off Big Media reporters, according to 
federal sources who have traced dozens of transactions between TD Bank and media members as well 
as media organizations, sources confirm.

But stunningly, Big Media organizations have employed Fusion GPS to dig dirt on politicians and 
D.C.’s elite — namely Donald Trump.

“Fusion GPS was on the payroll of the media and in turn had members of the media on its payroll,” one
FBI insider said.

Bombshell revelations.

FBI insiders confirm Fusion GPS employed law firms as well as shell companies to send and receive 
funds to and from media and reporters. But the embattled firm also used its accounts at TD Bank to 
directly commission reporters. Likewise, Fusion GPS received funds from media companies into its 
own accounts at TD Bank, FBI insiders said,

“There are dozens of payments from the media flowing into their (Fusion GPS’) account,” one federal 
law enforcement official said. “One company wired funds to Fusion (GPS) more than a dozen times.”

Why would media companies commission Fusion GPS? Likely to dig dirt on enemies or secure records
that reporters could not legally obtain, one federal law enforcement insider said. One FBI insider said 
the payments to Fusion GPS coincide with Donald Trump’s run for the White House.

The payments were made between Sept. 2015 and Sept. 2017, records show.

The unthinkable: The mainstream media paying Fusion GPS for dirt on Trump to the same firm the 
Democratic National Committee paid to fund the bogus Trump dossier. And at the same time Fusion 
GPS bribing journalists to place stories — likely negative about Trump, as well as spread the bogus 
Trump dossier around.

Stunning.

Was Buzzfeed — the only company to publish the full bogus dossier — on that list?

And who is on the payroll? We are trying to run that information down.
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And why aren’t these people behind bars?

The Silicon Media Manipulators

HOW GOOGLE RIGS ELECTIONS AND CHARACTER ASSASSINATION ATTACKS AROUND 
THE GLOBE

BY ROBERT EPSTEIN

Authorities in the UK have finally figured out that fake news stories and Russian-placed ads are not the
real problem. The UK Parliament is about to impose stiff penalties—not on the people who place the 
ads or write the stories, but on the Big Tech platforms that determine which ads and stories people 
actually see.
Parliament’s plans will almost surely be energized by the latest leak of damning material from inside 
Google’s fortress of secrecy: The Wall Street Journal recently reported on emails exchanged among 
Google employees in January 2017 in which they strategized about how to alter Google search results 
and other “ephemeral experiences” to counter President Donald Trump’s newly imposed travel ban. 
The company claims that none of these plans was ever implemented, but who knows?

While U.S. authorities have merely held hearings, EU authorities have taken dramatic steps in recent 
years to limit the powers of Big Tech, most recently with a comprehensive law that protects user 
privacy—the General Data Protection Regulation—and a whopping $5.1 billion fine against Google for
monopolistic practices in the mobile device market. Last year, the European Union also levied a $2.7 
billion fine against Google for filtering and ordering search results in a way that favored their own 
products and services. That filtering and ordering, it turns out, is of crucial importance.

As years of research I’ve been conducting on online influence has shown, content per se is not the real 
threat these days; what really matters is (a) which content is selected for users to see, and (b) the way 
that content is ordered in search results, search suggestions, news feeds, message feeds, comment lists, 
and so on. That’s where the power lies to shift opinions, purchases, and votes, and that power is held by
a disturbingly small group of people.

I say “these days” because the explosive growth of a handful of massive platforms on the internet—the 
largest, by far, being Google and the next largest being Facebook—has changed everything. Millions of
people and organizations are constantly trying to get their content in front of our eyes, but for more 
than 2.5 billion people around the world—soon to be more than 4 billion—the responsibility for what 
algorithms do should always lie with the people who wrote the algorithms and the companies that 
deployed them.

In randomized, controlled, peer-reviewed research I’ve conducted with thousands of people, I’ve 
shown repeatedly that when people are undecided, I can shift their opinions on just about any topic just 
by changing how I filter and order the information I show them. I’ve also shown that when, in multiple 
searches, I show people more and more information that favors one candidate, I can shift opinions even
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farther. Even more disturbing, I can do these things in ways that are completely invisible to people and 
in ways that don’t leave paper trails for authorities to trace.

Worse still, these new forms of influence often rely on ephemeral content—information that is 
generated on the fly by an algorithm and then disappears forever, which means that it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, for authorities to reconstruct. If, on Election Day this coming November, 
Mark Zuckerberg decides to broadcast go-out-and-vote reminders mainly to members of one political 
party, how would we be able to detect such a manipulation? If we can’t detect it, how would we be able
to reduce its impact? And how, days or weeks later, would we be able to turn back the clock to see what
happened?

Of course, companies like Google and Facebook emphatically reject the idea that their search and 
newsfeed algorithms are being tweaked in ways that could meddle in elections. Doing so would 
undermine the public’s trust in their companies, spokespeople have said. They insist that their 
algorithms are complicated, constantly changing, and subject to the “organic” activity of users.

This is, of course, sheer nonsense. Google can adjust its algorithms to favor any candidate it chooses no
matter what the activity of users might be, just as easily as I do in my experiments. As legal scholar 
Frank Pasquale noted in his recent book “The Black Box Society,” blaming algorithms just doesn’t cut 
it; the responsibility for what an algorithm does should always lie with the people who wrote the 
algorithm and the companies that deployed the algorithm. Alan Murray, president of Fortune, recently 
framed the issue this way: “Rule one in the Age of AI: Humans remain accountable for decisions, even 
when made by machines.”

Given that 95 percent of donations from Silicon Valley generally go to Democrats, it’s hard to imagine 
that the algorithms of companies like Facebook and Google don’t favor their favorite candidates. A 
newly leaked video of a 2016 meeting at Google shows without doubt that high-ranking Google 
executives share a strong political preference, which could easily be expressed in algorithms. The 
favoritism might be deliberately programmed or occur simply because of unconscious bias. Either way,
votes and opinions shift.
It’s also hard to imagine how, in any election in the world, with or without intention on the part of 
company employees, Google search results would fail to tilt toward one candidate. Google’s search 
algorithm certainly has no equal-time rule built into it; we wouldn’t want it to! We want it to tell us 
what’s best, and the algorithm will indeed always favor one dog food over another, one music service 
over another, and one political candidate over another. When the latter happens … votes and opinions 
shift.

Here are 10 ways—seven of which I am actively studying and quantifying—that Big Tech companies 
could use to shift millions of votes this coming November with no one the wiser. Let’s hope, of course, 
that these methods are not being used and will never be used, but let’s be realistic too; there’s generally 
no limit to what people will do when money and power are on the line.

1. Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME)
Ongoing research I began in January 2013 has shown repeatedly that when one candidate is favored 
over another in search results, voting preferences among undecided voters shift dramatically—by 20 
percent or more overall, and by up to 80 percent in some demographic groups. This is partly because 
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people place inordinate trust in algorithmically generated output, thinking, mistakenly, that algorithms 
are inherently objective and impartial.

But my research also suggests that we are conditioned to believe in high-ranking search results in much
the same way that rats are conditioned to press levers in Skinner boxes. Because most searches are for 
simple facts (“When was Donald Trump born?”), and because correct answers to simple questions 
inevitably turn up in the first position, we are taught, day after day, that the higher a search result 
appears in the list, the more true it must be. When we finally search for information to help us make a 
tough decision (“Who’s better for the economy, Trump or Clinton?”), we tend to believe the 
information on the web pages to which high-ranking search results link.

As The Washington Post reported last year, in 2016, I led a team that developed a system for 
monitoring the election-related search results Google, Bing, and Yahoo were showing users in the 
months leading up to the presidential election, and I found pro-Clinton bias in all 10 search positions on
the first page of Google’s search results. Google responded, as usual, that it has “never re-ranked search
results on any topic (including elections) to manipulate political sentiment”—but I never claimed it did.
I found what I found, namely that Google’s search results favored Hillary Clinton; “re-ranking”—an 
obtuse term Google seems to have invented to confuse people—is irrelevant.

Because (a) many elections are very close, (b) 90 percent of online searches in most countries are 
conducted on just one search engine (Google), and (c) internet penetration is high in most countries 
these days—higher in many countries than it is in the United States—it is possible that the outcomes 
ofupwards of 25 percent of the world’s national elections are now being determined by Google’s search
algorithm, even without deliberate manipulation on the part of company employees. Because, as I 
noted earlier, Google’s search algorithm is not constrained by equal-time rules, it almost certainly ends 
up favoring one candidate over another in most political races, and that shifts opinions and votes.

2. Search Suggestion Effect (SSE)
When Google first introduced autocomplete search suggestions—those short lists you see when you 
start to type an item into the Google search bar—it was supposedly meant to save you some time. 
Whatever the original rationale, those suggestions soon turned into a powerful means of manipulation 
that Google appears to use aggressively.

My recent research suggests that (a) Google starts to manipulate your opinions from the very first 
character you type, and (b) by fiddling with the suggestions it shows you, Google can turn a 50–50 split
among undecided voters into a 90–10 split with no one knowing. I call this manipulation the Search 
Suggestion Effect (SSE), and it is one of the most powerful behavioral manipulations I have ever seen 
in my nearly 40 years as a behavioral scientist.

How will you know whether Google is messing with your election-related search suggestions in the 
weeks leading up to the election? You won’t.

3. The Targeted Messaging Effect (TME)
If, on Nov. 8, 2016, Mr. Zuckerberg had sent go-out-and-vote reminders just to supporters of Mrs. 
Clinton, that would likely have given her an additional 450,000 votes. I’ve extrapolated that number 
from Facebook’s own published data.
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Because Zuckerberg was overconfident in 2016, I don’t believe he sent those messages, but he is surely
not overconfident this time around. In fact, it’s possible that, at this very moment, Facebook and other 
companies are sending out targeted register-to-vote reminders, as well as targeted go-out-and-vote 
reminders in primary races. Targeted go-out-and-vote reminders might also favor one party on Election 
Day in November.

My associates and I are building systems to monitor such things, but because no systems are currently 
in place, there is no sure way to tell whether Twitter, Google, and Facebook (or Facebook’s influential 
offshoot, Instagram) are currently tilting their messaging. No law or regulation specifically forbids the 
practice, and it would be an easy and economical way to serve company needs. Campaign donations 
cost money, after all, but tilting your messaging to favor one candidate is free.

4. Opinion Matching Effect (OME)
In March 2016, and continuing for more than seven months until Election Day, Tinder’s tens of 
millions of users could not only swipe to find sex partners, they could also swipe to find out whether 
they should vote for Trump or Clinton. The website iSideWith.com—founded and run by “two friends”
with no obvious qualifications—claims to have helped more than 49 million people match their 
opinions to the right candidate. Both CNN and USA Today have run similar services, currently 
inactive.

I am still studying and quantifying this type of, um, helpful service, but so far it looks like (a) opinion 
matching services tend to attract undecided voters—precisely the kinds of voters who are most 
vulnerable to manipulation, and (b) they can easily produce opinion shifts of 30 percent or more 
without people’s awareness.

At this writing, iSideWith is already helping people decide who they should vote for in the 2018 New 
York U.S. Senate race, the 2018 New York gubernatorial race, the 2018 race for New York District 10 
of the U.S. House of Representatives, and, believe it or not, the 2020 presidential race. Keep your eyes 
open for other matching services as they turn up, and ask yourself this: Who wrote those algorithms, 
and how can we know whether they are biased toward one candidate or party?

5. Answer Bot Effect (ABE)
More and more these days, people don’t want lists of thousands of search results, they just want the 
answer, which is being supplied by personal assistants like Google Home devices, the Google Assistant
on Android devices, Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, and Google’s featured snippets—those answer 
boxesat the top of Google search results. I call the opinion shift produced by such mechanisms the 
Answer Bot Effect (ABE).

My research on Google’s answer boxes shows three things so far: First, they reduce the time people 
spend searching for more information. Second, they reduce the number of times people click on search 
results. And third, they appear to shift opinions 10 to 30 percent more than search results alone do. I 
don’t yet know exactly how many votes can be shifted by answer bots, but in a national election in the 
United States, the number might be in the low millions.

6. Shadowbanning
Recently, Trump complained that Twitter was preventing conservatives from reaching many of their 
followers on that platform through shadowbanning, the practice of quietly hiding a user’s posts without
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the user knowing. The validity of Trump’s specific accusation is arguable, but the fact remains that any 
platform on which people have followers or friends can be rigged in a way to suppress the views and 
influence of certain individuals without people knowing the suppression is taking place. Unfortunately, 
without aggressive monitoring systems in place, it’s hard to know for sure when or even whether 
shadowbanning is occurring.

7. Programmed Virality and the Digital Bandwagon Effect
Big Tech companies would like us to believe that virality on platforms like YouTube or Instagram is a 
profoundly mysterious phenomenon, even while acknowledging that their platforms are populated by 
tens of millions of fake accounts that might affect virality.

In fact, there is an obvious situation in which virality is not mysterious at all, and that is when the tech 
companies themselves decide to shift high volumes of traffic in ways that suit their needs. And aren’t 
they always doing this? Because Facebook’s algorithms are secret, if an executive decided to bestow 
instant Instagram stardom on a pro-Elizabeth Warren college student, we would have no way of 
knowing that this was a deliberate act and no way of countering it.

The same can be said of the virality of YouTube videos and Twitter campaigns; they are inherently 
competitive—except when company employees or executives decide otherwise. Google has an 
especially powerful and subtle way of creating instant virality using a technique I’ve dubbed the Digital
Bandwagon Effect. Because the popularity of websites drives them higher in search results, and 
because high-ranking search results increase the popularity of websites (SEME), Google has the ability 
to engineer a sudden explosion of interest in a candidate or cause with no one—perhaps even people at 
the companies themselves—having the slightest idea they’ve done so. In 2015, I published a 
mathematical model showing how neatly this can work.

8. The Facebook Effect
Because Facebook’s ineptness and dishonesty have squeezed it into a digital doghouse from which it 
might never emerge, it gets its own precinct on my list.

In 2016, I published an article detailing five ways that Facebook could shift millions of votes without 
people knowing: biasing its trending box, biasing its center newsfeed, encouraging people to look for 
election-related material in its search bar (which it did that year!), sending out targeted register-to-vote 
reminders, and sending out targeted go-out-and-vote reminders.

I wrote that article before the news stories broke about Facebook’s improper sharing of user data with 
multiple researchers and companies, not to mention the stories about how the company permitted fake 
news stories to proliferate on its platform during the critical days just before the November election—
problems the company is now trying hard to mitigate. With the revelations mounting, on July 26, 2018, 
Facebook suffered the largest one-day drop in stock value of any company in history, and now it’s 
facing a shareholder lawsuit and multiple fines and investigations in both the United States and the EU.
Facebook desperately needs new direction, which is why I recently called for Zuckerberg’s resignation.
The company, in my view, could benefit from the new perspectives that often come with new 
leadership.

9. Censorship
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I am cheating here by labeling one category “censorship,” because censorship—the selective and 
biased suppression of information—can be perpetrated in so many different ways.

Shadowbanning could be considered a type of censorship, for example, and in 2016, a Facebook 
whistleblower claimed he had been on a company team that was systematically removing conservative 
news stories from Facebook’s newsfeed. Now, because of Facebook’s carelessness with user data, the 
company is openly taking pride in rapidly shutting down accounts that appear to be Russia-connected
—even though company representatives sometimes acknowledge that they “don’t have all the facts.”

Meanwhile, Zuckerberg has crowed about his magnanimity in preserving the accounts of people who 
deny the Holocaust, never mentioning the fact that provocative content propels traffic that might make 
him richer. How would you know whether Facebook was selectively suppressing material that favored 
one candidate or political party? You wouldn’t. (For a detailed look at nine ways Google censors 
content, see my essay “The New Censorship,” published in 2016.)

10. The Digital Customization Effect (DCE)
Any marketer can tell you how important it is to know your customer. Now, think about that simple 
idea in a world in which Google has likely collected the equivalent of millions of Word pages of 
information about you. If you randomly display a banner ad on a web page, out of 10,000 people, only 
five are likely to click on it; that’s the CTR—the “clickthrough rate” (0.05 percent). But if you target 
your ad, displaying it only to people whose interests it matches, you can boost your CTR a 
hundredfold.

That’s why Google, Facebook, and others have become increasingly obsessed with customizing the 
information they show you: They want you to be happily and mindlessly clicking away on the content 
they show you.
In the research I conduct, my impact is always larger when I am able to customize information to suit 
people’s backgrounds. Because I know very little about the participants in my experiments, however, I 
am able to do so in only feeble ways, but the tech giants know everything about you—even things you 
don’t know about yourself. This tells me that the effect sizes I find in my experiments are probably too 
low. The impact that companies like Google are having on our lives is quite possibly much larger than I
think it is. Perhaps that doesn’t scare you, but it sure scares me.

The Same Direction

OK, you say, so much for Epstein’s list! What about those other shenanigans we’ve heard about: voter 
fraud (Trump’s explanation for why he lost the popular vote), gerrymandering, rigged voting machines,
targeted ads placed by Cambridge Analytica, votes cast over the internet, or, as I mentioned earlier, 
those millions of bots designed to shift opinions. What about hackers like Andrés Sepúlveda, who spent
nearly a decade using computer technology to rig elections in Latin America? What about all the ways 
new technologies make dirty tricks easier in elections? And what about those darn Russians, anyway?
To all that I say: kid stuff. Dirty tricks have been around since the first election was held millennia ago. 
But unlike the new manipulative tools controlled by Google and Facebook, the old tricks are 
competitive—it’s your hacker versus my hacker, your bots versus my bots, your fake news stories 
versus my fake news stories—and sometimes illegal, which is why Sepúlveda’s efforts failed many 
times and why Cambridge Analytica is dust.
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“Cyberwar,” a new book by political scientist Kathleen Hall Jamieson, reminds us that targeted ads and
fake news stories can indeed shift votes, but the numbers are necessarily small. It’s hard to overwhelm 
your competitor when he or she can play the same games you are playing.

Now, take a look at my numbered list. The techniques I’ve described can shift millions of votes without
people’s awareness, and because they are controlled by the platforms themselves, they are entirely 
noncompetitive. If Google or Facebook or Twitter wants to shift votes, there is no way to counteract 
their manipulations. In fact, at this writing, there is not even a credible way of detecting those 
manipulations.

And what if the tech giants are all leaning in the same political direction? What if the combined weight 
of their subtle and untraceable manipulative power favors one political party? If 150 million people 
vote this November in the United States, with 20 percent still undecided at this writing (that’s 30 
million people), I estimate that the combined weight of Big Tech manipulations could easily shift 
upwards of 12 million votes without anyone knowing. That’s enough votes to determine the outcomes 
of hundreds of close local, state, and congressional races throughout the country, which makes the free-
and-fair election little more than an illusion.

Full disclosure: I happen to think that the political party currently in favor in Silicon Valley is, by a hair
(so to speak), the superior party at the moment. But I also love America and democracy, and I believe 
that the free-and-fair election is the bedrock of our political system. I don’t care how “right” these 
companies might be; lofty ends do not justify shady means, especially when those means are difficult 
to see and not well understood by either authorities or the public.

Can new regulations or laws save us from the extraordinary powers of manipulation the Big Tech 
companies now possess? Maybe, but our leaders seem to be especially regulation-shy these days, and I 
doubt, in any case, whether laws and regulations will ever be able to keep up with the new kinds of 
threats that new technologies will almost certainly pose in coming years.

I don’t believe we are completely helpless, however. I think that one way to turn Facebook, Google, 
and the innovative technology companies that will succeed them, into responsible citizens is to set 
upsophisticated monitoring systems that detect, analyze, and archive what they’re showing people—in 
effect, to fight technology with technology.

As I mentioned earlier, in 2016, I led a team that monitored search results on multiple search engines. 
That was a start, but we can do much better. These days, I’m working with business associates and 
academic colleagues on three continents to scale up systems to monitor a wide range of information the
Big Tech companies are sharing with their users—even the spoken answers provided by personal 
assistants. Ultimately, a worldwide ecology of passive monitoring systems will make these companies 
accountable to the public, with information bias and online manipulation detectable in real time.

With November drawing near, there is obviously some urgency here. At this writing, it’s not clear 
whether we will be fully operational in time to monitor the midterm elections, but we’re determined to 
be ready for 2020.

- Robert Epstein is a senior research psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and
Technology in California. Epstein, who holds a doctorate from Harvard University, is the former editor-
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in-chief of Psychology Today and has published 15 books and more than 300 articles on internet 
influence and other topics. He is currently working on a book called “Technoslavery: Invisible 
Influence in the Internet Age and Beyond.” His research is featured in the new documentary “The 
Creepy Line.” You can find him on Twitter - Robert Epstein is a senior research psychologist at the 
American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology in California. Epstein, who holds a 
doctorate from Harvard University, is the former editor-in-chief of Psychology Today and has 
published 15 books and more than 300 articles on internet influence and other topics. He is currently 
working on a book called “Technoslavery: Invisible Influence in the Internet Age and Beyond.” His 
research is featured in the new documentary “The Creepy Line.” You can find him on Twitter 
@DrREpstein.@DrREpstein.
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Deaths And Potential Forced-Suicides:

Deaths of a suspicious nature -
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All connected to suspects. 1000 times outside the odds-of-coincidence. Certainly many are accidents 
but forensic math says a large number of them are murders. The family and friends of many of these 
deceased persons have contacted our legal team and stated that they have “evidence of murder”. Our 
staff and Alliance members personally knew many of these people and were told, by some of them, in 
advance of their deaths, of threats on their lives for whistle-blowing. Who would you kill to try to 
control over six trillion dollars of federal funds for your bank account and stock market accounts and 
get to run the White House?

The Snowden Leaks began the Age of Leaks. Because of the leaks that are continuing through today, 
80% of conspiracy theorists charges have been proven to be true. 

Every one of these people are dead. That is a fact!

Every one of these people had knowledge of the suspects. That is a fact!

Many investigators have provided evidence which proves that these people may have been able to have
the suspects arrested if they had been allowed to give testimony in court. That is a fact!

Partial List #2 – Revision 2.09

- Daphne Caruana Galizia, 53 - dubbed a "one-woman WikiLeaks" - was killed as she was driving near 
the village of Bidnija in northern Malta.Car bomb kills journalist behind Panama Papers offshore tax 
evasion investigation 'days after she received threats to her safety'. She had seen leaked documents that 
connected the suspects.

- James D Johnston, GM lobbyist/key witness. Had was connected to the Dept. of Energy car funding 
scheme

- Rajeev Motwani taught Google how to Google. Suddenly, in perfect health, he was found floating 
face-down, dead, in his Silicon Valley swimming pool. It helps certain people that he can no longer 
talk.
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- Gary D. Conley was the CleanTech competitor to, and whistle-blower on, the suspects. He was 
suddenly found with a bullet in his head behind Beale Air Force base. It helps certain people that he can
no longer talk.

- Google programmer Forrest Hayes, who worked on Google search engine rigging, was suddenly 
found dead with the story that “he was overdosed by a Google hooker on his sex yacht”.

- Google associate and Tesla Investments founder Ravi Kumar was aslso killed by a hooker.

- Deep Google investor VC liaison and husband of Facebook executive Cheryl Sandberg, Dave 
Goldberg was suddenly found dead with a hole is his head. The “official” story is that he was the first 
person in history to be killed by his treadmill.

- David Bird was the Wall Street Journal energy reporter who was working on a story that involved 
Cleantech energy connections of some of the suspects. He was working on a story about who 
controlled the modern energy industry and cleantech.He went for a walk and was found a long time 
later, dead, floating in a pond. It helps certain people that he can no longer talk. 

- One Andrew Breitbart was a famous blogger, who railed on the web about the political manipulations 
of the suspects. Suddenly, he had a "heart attack" in his shower and died. It helps certain people that he 
can no longer talk on the blogs. Died of a massive heart attack, walking outside late at night, alone, in 
the dark approximately one week before he was to produce tapes of Obama's extremist activities in 
college.  More speculation: Breitbart: "Wait 'Til They See What Happens March 1st",  Breitbart's 
Footage Shows Obama 'Palling Around' With Terrorists..... Sheriff Joe Arpaio: I Spoke with Andrew 
Breitbart Shortly Before he Died ......An Eyewitness Speaks Out About Andrew Breitbart's Death 
Scene... Breitbart's skin color described as bright red. ... Was Andrew Breitbart assassinated?...More 
murder speculation: Was Andrew Breitbart Murdered?..........Coroner: Breitbart Died of Heart 
Failure...* Christopher Lasseter, Dissapears.....witness to Breitbart's death vanishes -Follows suspicious
demise of member of coroner's team (possibly in hiding to avoid reporters), .... Breitbart witness: He 
dropped like sack of bricks Describes 'thick white band' around forehead at death ;  Ex-CIA Agent 
Claims Obama Killed Breitbart and Clancy (story also linked here ) ;    Ex-CIA Agent Claims Obama   
Had Breitbart and Clancy Killed ; Brandon Walker interviews Doctor Jim Garrow, philanthropist and 
worker for one of the largest non-profit organizations on the planet to save female children from 
slaughter in China.. states he knows that President Obama ordered the murders of Tom Clancy and 
Andrew Breitbart (Audio) Michael Cormier  -  respected forensic technician for the Los Angeles 
County Coroner died under suspicious circumstances at his North Hollywood home April 20, the same 
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day Andrew Breitbart’s cause of death was finally made public.  Medical examiners in Los Angeles are 
investigating the possible poisoning death......Conspiracy theorists cry foul after Andrew Breitbart's 
'coroner' dies of arsenic poisoning- ....Police Debunk Theories Linking Breitbart, L.A. Coroner Tech 
Deaths ; No Answers in Death of Technician Linked to Andrew Breitbart: Killed by high amounts of 
arsinic in his system ; Breitbart's Coroner Murdered. News From LA 

- Karl Slym, with Tata Motors was involved in a car deal with some of the suspects for one of the 
biggest Indian auto-makers. Suddenly he was a stain on the sidewalk, accomplished by his fall from the
top of a skyscraper hotel. It helps certain people that he can no longer talk.

- Doug Bourn, The senior electrical engineer at Tesla (Google's covert partner), Andrew Ingram of Palo
Alto, a top systems electrical engineer at Tesla; and Brian M. Finn the senior manager of interactive 
electronics, at Tesla, had deep knowledge of financial misdeeds and technical cover-ups at Tesla 
Motors. They were key parts of the Tesla operation. For some reason, they all got into a private 
airplane, in perfect health, and then the airplane plowed into the ground, killing all three at once. It 
helps certain people that they can no longer talk. They wrote, and helped describe, in Tesla's own 
federal patent filings, the fact that Tesla's batteries would kill you, maim you and/or burn your house 
down. Tesla did not realize this when they paid the federal patent filing fees. When Tesla, later realized 
this, they were forced to give all of their patents away for free. These three senior engineers had deep 
inside knowledge of the Tesla Motors operations. Their aircraft suffered an "Engineering failure".

-  The health director who approved the release of President Obama’s birth certificate has died in a 
plane crash: Loretta Fuddy. She was one of the few people who could confirm data on the certificate.

- Stanley Meyer - Hydrogen car developer whose technology would have obsoleted Tesla Motors 
lithium ion battery

- Danny Lewin, Creator of Bulk Internet at Akamai. The Architect and Builder of the Internet Tracking 
System- Plane Crash 9/11

-  John Wheeler - Washington DC- Drugged, escaped, recaptured, murdered. former presidential and 
Pentagon aide John Wheeler III was found in a Delaware garbage dump. Wheeler's cell phone 
discovered - Cause of death released in Wheeler case, blunt force trauma -- Wheeler's cell phone found 
in a taxi -- His family wants information - John Wheeler was assassinated by a hitman in a targeted 
killing, his widow has claimed - Who killed Jack Wheeler?  ;  John Wheeler III Murdered for 
Threatining to Expose US Military Test of Poison Gas? 
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-  Ashley Turton, wife of White House liaison Daniel Turton. wife of the Obama administration's House
of Representatives liaison, Dan Turton, was found dead in a burning car Monday morning, Roll Call 
and other news outlets are reporting. Fire officials said it appeared the car crashed as it was pulling in 
or out of the garage behind a rowhouse in the Capitol Hill neighborhood of Washington, D.C., at about 
5 a.m. Neighbors dialed 911 after spotting the fire. The body was discovered after fire crews doused the
blaze. The fire also charred part of the garage. Nobody in the house was injured, fire officials said.
 Ashley Turton worked as a lobbyist for the utility giant Progress Energy, according to Politico. She 
was a former staffer for U.S. Rep. Rosa DeLauro, D-Conn. The Rahm Emanuel Connection to the 
Deceased Ashley Turton, -- The ATF investigates - Ashley Turton Crashed Under the Influence

-  David Werner, Former Member of the Capitol Steps

-  ACLU figure Larry Frankel found dead in Washington creek

-  Josh Burdette, Washington DC’s, 9:30 Club manager

-  Kam Kuwata, Washington, DC. Kam Kuwata -   was found dead inside his Venice home after friend 
— concerned that they had not heard from him for a few days — alerted police. Political consultant in 
California.  Democratic insider.  Possibly the Obama consultant referred to in the Ulsterman Report: 
Alledgedly viewed bizarre drug induced behavior from Obama during the the 2008 campaign.: "The 
Troubling Timeline".... The Death of a Political Operative – The Troubling Timeline… (UPDATED)   

-  Michael Hastings- Reporter. Michael Hastings: Rolling Stone Journalist, Author Believed to be Dead 
in Hollywood Crash... known for his interview of Gen. Stanley McCrystal: Michael Hastings death: 
Coroner still hasn't ID'd badly burned victim: Picture of the burned out car ; autopsy results will take 
weeks; Video report .. was covering a story about the defense dept. and Hollyood... nervous wreck ; 
Michael Hastings, journalist who helped bring down US general, dies at 33 ; WikiLeaks Claims 
Michael Hastings Told Them FBI Was Investigating Him Hours Before He Died ; Hastings' death in 
fiery car crash is just the latest in a growing list of dead investigative journos ; Michael Hastings' 
Chilling Final Story....-->"Why Democrats Love to Spy on Americans" ; Michael Hastings researching 
Jill Kelley case before death ; Hastings "Boston Brakes" Killing a Warning? ; FBI says journalist 
Michael Hastings was not under investigation ; Michael Hastings "CAUGHT ON TAPE" Running 
Red-Light Seconds Before Crash  ; Journalist Michael Hastings Dies in Fiery Crash / Hollywood RAW 
FOOTAGE  ; Hastings Sent Colleagues Email Hours Before Crash ; Was Michael Hastings' Car 
Hacked? Richard Clarke Says It's Possible  ; Journalist Michael Hastings' Body Cremated by 
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Authorities Against Family's Wishes (Video) ; Hackers Reveal Nasty New Car Attacks--With Me 
Behind The Wheel (Video) ; MICHAEL HASTINGS CRASH CAUGHT ON SURVEILLANCE 
CAMERA  ; Bush advisor: Hastings crash 'consistent with a car cyberattack' ; Group sues FBI for 
records after Michael Hastings' mysterious death ; Report: Michael Hastings Was Investigating CIA 
Director John Brennan ; CIA Director Brennan Confirmed as Reporter Michael Hastings Next Target ; 
Coroner Classifies Michael Hastings' Death As Accidental ; Coronor: Drugs in Hastings' system. Was 
Bipolar ; Rolling Stone journalist feared prior to crash his car was tampered with: Report ; Mystery 
grows: Journalist died prepping Obama exposé Major probe tied to agent suspected of sanitizing 
president's passport records ; Who Killed Michael Hastings? ; Why Was the FBI Investigating Michael 
Hastings’ Reporting on Bowe Bergdahl? - see Nachumlist file "Bad Bergdahl Bargain" ; Hastings' 
article in 'Rolling Stone on Bergdail: America's Last Prisoner of War  (June 2012) ;  Michael Hastings: 
CIA Director John Brennan Appears On Fox News Sunday – And Missing Historical Puzzle Pieces 
Simultaneously Fall Into Place….

- Jody Sherman

- Aaron Swartz – Silicon Valley insider running investigation research. Aaron Swartz: 26-year-old 
genius, computer prodigy, co-creator of RSS and Reddit, commits suicide after Obama DOJ 
harassment; 'kill list' critic ; Attorney for Aaron Swartz: Prosecutors' Arguments Were "Disingenuous 
and Contrived" ; Aaron Swartz dead; was this brilliant internet revolutionary 'taken out?'( disclose tv ) 
The cause of death is currently unconfirmed. :  The father of information activist Aaron Swartz blames 
US prosecutors for his son’s death: Aaron Was Killed By The Gov't ; Aaron Swartz' suicide raises 
questions for Eric Holder and the Justice Dept. ; Issa, Cummings press Holder for answers about Aaron
Swartz trial ; Aaron Swartz files reveal how FBI tracked internet activist ; Daryl Issa (on Twitter): Very
concerning allegations about DOJ's handling of Aaron Swartz case on pg. 67-68 of MIT Report ; 
Documents show Secret Service kept tab of Swartz ; First 100 Pages of Aaron Swartz's Secret Service 
File Released

- Ilya Zhitomirskiy, 22-year old a co-founder of the start-up social network   Diaspora  , which has been   
described as the "anti-Facebook" for its emphasis on personal privacy and decentralized data collection.
Friends and associates of Mr. Zhitomirskiy said there were indications of suicide.

- Jeff Joe Black:  Found dead on a hiking trail from "blunt force trauma to the head":  Chicago activist 
who claimed that Emmanuel was put into place in Chicago to oversee a coming false flag event.

- Robin Copeland, 46, 11/4/2011: former Energy Department official who took part in several 
significant disarmament programs, died suddenly
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- Dominic Di-Natale; Veteran Fox News correspondant in the middle east, committed suicide; covered 
the Arab Spring, Egypt, fall of Libya and Benghazi Fox News journalist Dominic Di-Natale dead at 
43 ;    I debated whether to repost this (I taped this in February 2013) ….and decided that I would like   
you to know my good friend and colleague Dominic Di-Natale …this is tough for many of us at Fox 
News (Greta Van Sustern Interview) ; Mysterious Death of Obama Critic and Reporter on Bin Laden’s 
Death and Ferguson Labeled Suicide

- Tyler Drumheller; CIA Figure in Hillary Clinton Email Scandal Dies at 63 ; Tyler Drumheller, CIA 
officer who exposed U.S. reliance on discredited Iraq source ‘Curveball,’ dies at 63

- Bill Gwatney, a close friend of Bill and Hillary Clinton and a Clinton super delegate at an upcoming 
convention in Denver and was fatally shot in 2008.  Shooter had a post-it note with a mystery phone 
number.  Did Obama Assassinate Clinton delegates? Bill Gwatney and Stephanie Tubbs Jones?  Video: 
Bill Gwatney Murder Linked to Obama 

- Lieutenant Quarles Harris Jr.-   A key witness   in a federal probe into passport information stolen from 
the State Department was fatally shot in front of a District church.   Obama's Passport Breach: 
Unanswered Questions, and an Unsolved Murder : Harris worked for a security firm run by John 
Brennan, later to be a terrorism advisor to Obama. Listed as a detail in Youtube video "Shocking 
Secrets and Verifiable Facts about Barack Obama the MSM Refuses to Report" (at approx. 22 minutes 
in the video);  Was an employee of John Brennan when murdered.  John Brennan confirmed to head 
CIA.

- Barnaby Jack: Hacker found dead days before he was to demonstrate how to hack a pacemaker. 
Claimed to have hacked White House.

- Stephanie Tubbs Jones: found brain dead in 2008.  Democratic Rep. Stephanie Tubbs Jones of 
Cleveland, a super delegate and one of Hillary Clinton’s most prominent black supporters, was found in
her car unconscious Also: Did Obama Assassinate Clinton Delegates?  Additional: Hollywood 
Producer Bettina Viviano: Bill Clinton Directly Told Me Barack Obama Not Eligible - ....Caucus death 
threats (audio)... also reported by Jerome Corsi at WND: Hillary supporter's untold Obama horror 
stories Allegations of intimidation, manipulation, sudden death

- David Koschman, Mudered in a Chicago Rush Street brawl by Richard J. “R.J.” Vanecko, a nephew 
of Mayor Daley and White House Chief of Staff Bill Daley-  Homicide case involving Daley nephew 
closed without charges  , Witness to Killing Involving Daley Nephew: Deceased Didn't Start It

- Robert McKeon: founder of private-equity firm Veritas Capital, dies Sept. 10, 2012 of suicide;
  General Dynamics bought company in August 2011 to expand influence into Obamacare IT

- Alex Okrent: -Apparently found dead at Obama's campaign headquarters in Chicago. Witnesses say 
he collapsed, found dead after.  Okrent had long been a staffer back the Obama 2004 U.S. senate 
campaign, on staff for eight years.  Parents immediately say the cause of death was "heart attack", but 
no autopsy was yet performed.  Medical examiner said the cause of death was  "inconclusive".  Internet
recornds have been scrubbed. Twitter account timeline also makes no mention of his work for Obama:
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 Okrent Twitter file (on Twitter). - Speculation as to whether he was a witness to an Obama gay 
connection: Who Is Dead Obama Staffer Alex Okrent?  Youtube video: Who is Dead Obama Staffer 
Alex Okrent? Part 1 .........-Part 2  ;    Autopsy Inconclusive for Obama Campaign Worker Who 
Collapsed at Chicago Campaign HQ ;  Gay opinion piece...-Alex Okrent: Equality is a Moral 
Equivalent;  What Do Colorado Shooter James Holmes And Obama Staffer Alex Okrent Have In 
Common?....no digital footprint on the internet;  Was Obama Staffer Alex Okrent Murdered Because he
was Going to Expose Obama's Anti-Israel Ties?

- Seth Rich, Supposed leaker of Podesta and Clinton emails. Seth Conrad Rich : DNC Staffer; 
Democratic National Committee staffer killed in Washington, D.C. shooting ; WIkileaks Offers $20K 
Reward for Information on Murder of DNC Staffer Seth Rich ;  Julian Assange on Seth Rich

- Rafael Prieto: Secret service apparent suicide under investigation: D.C., police are investigating the 
apparent suicide of a U.S. Secret Service supervisory agent assigned to President Obama's security 
detail.  -Was under investigation for going to prostitutes; Secret Service agent kills self amid affair 
probe....Prieto’s apparent cause of death was carbon monoxide poisoning 

- Keith Ratliff; ..was well known for a series of videos he produced on Youtube, known as 
"FPSRussia," in which various high-powered firearms were demonstrated. Found  with a single shot in 
the head - Two gun makers killed in two days, and no answers (Photos) ; Partner YouTube video-maker
FPSRussia Home Raided by ATF

- Justice Antonin Scalia ; Supreme Court Justice Scalia dies ; Obama “Thrilled” Over Justice Scalia’s 
Death… ; Ranch Owner Recalls Finding Justice Antonin Scalia’s Body ; Cibolo Creek Ranch owner 
recalls Scalia’s last hours in Texas-..We discovered the judge in bed, a pillow over his head. His bed 
clothes were unwrinkled," said Poindexter.; The death of Antonin Scalia: Chaos, confusion and 
conflicting reports ; Presidio County Judge Cinderela Guevara, a Democrat, acknowledged that she 
pronounced Scalia dead by phone, without seeing his body. ; Justice Scalia Dies At Ranch Resort 
Owned By Democrat Party Donor & Obama Award Winner ; Scalia's Death Spares Unions From 
Losing Political Power; Scalia's Death Spares Unions From Losing Political Power ; Antonin Scalia 
Conspiracy Theories: Top 5 Questions About His Death ; ´Rest in paradise, Pop-Pop´: Scalia´s 
grandson leads family tributes as doctor reveals he had high blood pressure, heart problems and was 
too weak for surgery ; Justice Scalia Was Found Dead With A Pillow Over His Head, And His Body 
Was Just Cremated, Destroying Any Chance Of An Autopsy ; Obama-Poindexter pics fuel Scalia 
suspicions 'Conspiracy? That will be for you the readers to decide' ; (Michael Savage)      WAS SCALIA   
MURDERED? ; Was Scalia murdered? Forget "conspiracy theory." This is real. ; Detectives question 
lack of autopsy in Scalia death ; Obama skipping Scalia funeral to golf? 'The president will pay his 
respects at the Supreme Court on Friday';  Scalia's son calls the conspiracy theories about his dad's 
death a 'hurtful distraction' ; US Justice Scalia Had Secret Texas Meeting With Obama Hours Before 
His Death ; Report: Sheriff was told he had no authority in Scalia death ; Justice Scalia spent his last 
hours with members of this secretive society of elite hunters ; Timeline of Events Surrounding Scalia's 
Death ; Chief justice rejects plea to block air pollution rule (rumor why Justice Scalia was removed) ;
 Justice Antonin Scalia:  3 DAYS b4 Scalia died this Podesta email was sent, using the term 
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"wetworks" - exclusively used in Military meaning "assassination"  ; Wikileaks exposes the 
Assassination of Scalia and it could bring down the Clintons and the Democratic Party

- SEAL Team 6:  Helicoptor shot down by terrorists.  Possibly given location by infiltrators.  Obama 
rules of engagement possibly lead to deaths.  Father of fallen SEAL begs for military officer to tell the 
truth about "criminal" rules of engagement ;  The deaths of Seal Team Six ...who never would fly an 
entire company in one helicopter alone.  UNBELIEVABLE: 'More Than 20 Navy SEALS From The 
Unit That Killed Osama Bin Laden' Die In Helicopter Crash ;  31 US troops, mostly elite Navy SEALs,
killed in Afghanistan 7 Afghan commandos also die in attack; SEALs were from same unit but not 
same team that killed Osama bin Laden ; Navy SEAL Team 6 Families To Reveal Government's 
Culpability In Death Of Their Sons ; OUTRAGE! Obama Administration Allowed Radical Cleric to 
Curse US Navy SEAL Heroes at Funeral Services (Video) ; TrentoVision 5.9.13 - Navy SEAL 
Extortion 17 EXPOSED - Obama Failures  ; SEAL Team Six Parents Demand Obama Answer For 
Funeral Desecration  ; UNANSWERED QUESTIONS PLAGUE SEAL TEAM 6 LOSSES Lawsuit 
claims Navy used for White House effort to 'coddle Islamist fundamentalists'  ; Congress to probe lethal
SEAL crash ; The unexplained ambush of Navy SEAL Team Six ; A Scandal Bigger Than Benghazi? ; 
SEAL Team 6 families' suspicions of gov't grow 'I believe someone on their side definitely made a deal
with somebody on our side' ; SEAL's Parents: Obama's Rules Of Engagement Killing Our Troops ; Did
SEAL Team 6 die in Afghanistan to give Obama good publicity? [VIDEO] ; Michael Savage: SEAL 
Team Six was set up, murdered in Afghanistan  ; Senator: SEAL Team 6 At Risk After OPM Hack ; 
Obama stonewalls probe into deadly SEAL Team 6 helicopter crash, watchdog says Brett D. Shadle: 
SEAL, Special Warfare Operator Chief ;  Member of SEAL Team 6 killed, another SEAL injured in 
parachute accident

- Holiyah Soetoro Sobah, aka Lia Soetoro, Obama’s adopted sister: died under mysterious, sudden, and 
unusual circumstances just as she was getting ready to be reunited with her childhood companion and 
adopted brother. She spoke of many specific incidences in the household, where she grew up with 
"Barry" in Indonesia. She saved many items that Barry used during childhood. She was looking 
forward to seeing him, because she’d seen him on TV and was told that was “Barry”, her little brother; 
however, Lia had reservations about it and so was anticipating seeing the scars he had from falling out 
of the mango tree and the limp she said he walked with. That was not to be because she up and died. 
Read about it here and watch video of here........PDF document from a web site of the Consulate 
General of the Republic of Indonesia appears to confirm a relationship between Lia and Barack 
Hussein Obama.  Update On The Sudden Death Of Obama’s Sister Lia Soetoro: Information From The 
Consulate General Of The Republic Of Indonesia.

- Ambassador Chris Stevens: (Also see the Nachumlist: "Benghazi-Gate" file )  Killed by a mob in 
Libya.  The Obama administration ignored warnings two days prior to the attacks. Hillary Clinton 
made the decision not to post Marines.  New now comes out that Stevens was gay: meaning that 
Obama sent a publicly gay man to be an ambassador in a Muslim country. Obama skipped intel 
meetings for days leading up to the attacks despite credible information of the attacks.  Video: Libyan 
democratic party spokesman: amb christopher stevens was a muslim  (Statement that Ambassador 
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Chris Stevens was a Muslim is made between 1:00 & 1:20);     Col. David Hunt: "State Department just   
allowed our guys to get killed" :  Glenn Beck video: Stevens was a CIA operative and weapons dealer-
   Glenn Beck "the Blaze TV" 9-17-12 US arms terrorists in Middle East?   ;  Report: Terrorist Behind 
Ambassador Murder 'Ally of Sorts' to Obama Admin ; Report: Murdered Ambassador Knew He Was 
On Al Qaeda Hit List ; Video of Stevens Murder: What Really Happened- Video which some news 
outlets claimed had showed Libyans trying to save Ambassador Stevens turns out to show the 
opposite.; Clinton: 'No Info' Amb. Stevens Was on al Qaeda 'Hit List' ;    Evidence mounts that al-Qaida   
group killed US ambassador to Libya ;  Obama Politicizes The Sacrifices Of The SEALs - Again ;   Did
Hillary Clinton send a gay ambassador to Libya as intentional provocation? ; CNN obtains journal of 
slain ambassador, reportedly goes against his family’s wishes ;  Anderson Cooper admits that CNN 
found slain American ambassador's journal inside U.S. consulate in Libya and 'secretly' used it in 
reporting ; Obama Went to Bed While Consulate was Under Siege ; CNN Hid Knowledge of Libya 
Ambassador Diary For Days ; Report: State Dept Left Consulate Unsecured Days After Ambassador 
Murder ; Prior attacks on the embassy...Flashback: Bomb targets U.S. mission in Libya's Benghazi ; US
Consulate in Libya Bombed Twice in Run-Up to 9/11 Attack, Ambassador Known Target 
(+video) ; Obama to UN: It's Not My Fault Stevens is Dead ; Obama Administration Knew Libya 
Attack Was Terrorism Within 24 Hours  ; Obama Administration Deleted State Dept. Memo From 
Internet After Discovering Al-Qaeda Was Behind Benghazi Attack ; Christopher Stevens, U.S. 
ambassador to Libya, dead body. No bruises on face.; Despite looting of the embassy and the loss of 
sensitive documents, CNN finds Stevens' diary. ; Benghazi: The Unanswered Question-  what lapses on
the part of the Obama/Clinton State Department made his murder sickeningly easy?;  In Libya, Security
Was Lax Before Attack That Killed U.S. Ambassador, Officials Say ; Did the White House order a 
cover-up over the murder of Libya's US Ambassador? ; Report: Obama Admin Rejected Military 
Intervention in Benghazi During Attack ;  Benghazigate: Obama Chose Not to Save Ambassador 
Stevens' Life ; Was Ambassador Stevens' death a hit? ; Mother of Slain State Dept. Official Tired of 
Being Lied To and Stonewalled by Obama Administration ;  Benghazi Attack Was Botched Kidnapping
To Trade Blind Sheik... and arranged by Obama? ;  Obama Arranged Benghazi Trip That Resulted In 
Murder Of US AMB Chris Stevens; ... Stevens in possession of death certificate of Osama Bin Laden?, 
- OBL died in 2001? ; CIA operators were denied request for help during Benghazi attack, sources 
say: .....Denied 3 Times ;  John McCain: Obama Administration has Classified Benghazi Surveillance 
Tapes Top Secret ; Obama avoids question on whether Americans in Libya were denied requests for 
help ; Why Did CIA Director Petraeus Suddenly Resign … And Why Was the U.S. Ambassador to 
Libya Murdered? : (Ann Barnhardt) Proof Benghazi was Murder of Stevens: "Hillary (Clinton) began 
pushing the fake "protests against a video blaspheming the prophet" BEFORE WOODS AND 
DOHERTY WERE KILLED. Per the story below, the Associated Press first published a story on 
Hillary's official statement on Benghazi at 10:58pm Eastern, which means that the State Department 
must have released it BEFORE 10:58 pm EDT. Which means that is was actually written and 
composed hours before that. State Department press releases in the Secretary of State's name aren't 
written and released without all kinds of "approvals" and process. And this statement is written in 
nuanced prose, referencing "religious tolerance" and all kinds of bullshit. It isn't a flash bulletin. It was 
thought out, long and hard.  Doherty and Woods were killed by mortar fire between 11:14 and 11:26 
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pm EDT. Here is the citation link." ; Lindsey Graham: Hillary Clinton 'got away with murder' ;   The 
secret war behind Benghazi A stealth campaign of assassinations, run by CIA nominee John Brennan, 
resulted in the death of the US ambassador, a new book claims...- Claim that secret war ran behind the 
back of      Gen. Patreus   ; Video: The John Brennan puzzle is slowly being pieced together: Stevens 
recruited by Hillary Clinton to run guns to Syria from Libya ; Ambassador Chris Stevens didn’t have to
die in Benghazi – The real story of what led to his death on 9/11: Book Benghazi: The Definitive 
Report ; More evidence of slain U.S. ambassador's secret activities ; Is Muslim Brotherhood working 
together with Amb. Chris Stevens' assassin? ; 15 Benghazi Eyewitnesses “Unable” to Testify- : 
Because they're dead  RELATED:  Colonel Ibrahim al-Senussi Akila- was shot to death in his car, in 
downtown Benghazi. ; Ali Ani al Harzi was killed in a U.S. airstrike in Mosul;  Why Was a Key 
Benghazi Suspect Free?

- Sarah Kershaw,  Former Times Reporter, Dies at 49 ; Former NYC journalist Sarah Kershaw found 
dead in Dominican Republic, told friends she planned to end her life ; Sharing Their Demons on the 
Web ; NY Times Reporter Murdered in Dominican Republic Spoke about Psychotronic Warfare and 
MK-ULTRA ;  NY Times Reporter Found Dead After Exposing MKUltra ; Occipital Neuralgia

- Mikhail Lesin, a close ally of The Kremlin and the man credited with “inspiring” the creation of 
Russia Today, was found dead on an “upper floor” in the hote ; Putin's Multi-Millionaire Media Mogul 
Dies Of Mysterious "Heart Attack" In Luxury

- Gareth Williams:  Clinton secrets hacked by spy in bag- THE MI6 spy found dead in a holdall had 
illegally hacked into secret data on Bill Clinton ; MI6 spy found in holdall 'hacked into secret data 
about Bill Clinton' ; Spy found dead in a bag 'had infuriated his MI6 bosses by illegally hacking into 
secret US data on Bill Clinton' (Also see the Hillary Clinton Dead Pool)

- Stephen Ivens FBI special agent :    Body Found  . Worked in counter terrorism.  Is the FBI Investigating
Obama?  Video: What Really Happened To FBI Special Agent Stephen Ivens ? ; FBI Agent Fleeing 
Massive Manhunt Warns "They’re All Insane" :  Speculation of a 'False Flag' operation such as 
Operation Northwoods.  Shortly before his death: Donald Sachtleben, former FBI agent, arrested on 
child pornography charges.   Note: Two Hikers happened to find Ivens' body, but over 100 FBI agents 
could not.  

- Bob Simon, CBS Correspondant;  '60 Minutes' correspondent Bob Simon dies in car accident ; : Bob 
Simon's final 60 Minutes report airs: Ebola treatment story was finished on the day he died in tragic 
crash and was produced by his beloved daughter Tanya. Helped 60 Minutes create the CLEANTECH 
CRASH segment and was working on follow-up segment idea.

- Don Pyle, wife, 4 realatives:  missing after home fire. Fire guts Annapolis mansion; cybersecurity 
exec Don Pyle, wife, 4 relatives feared inside; Technology tycoon, wife and their four grandchildren 
confirmed dead in 'suspicious' fire at $9million Annapolis waterfront mansion - as police probe ruins 
for the hallmarks of arson: Donald Pyle is chief operating officer of ScienceLogic, a Reston-based 
cybersecurity company that monitors networks for private and government clients, including the 
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Pentagon. The company last year announced a partnership with L-3 Data Tactics of McLean to bring 
“big data” monitoring to the U.S. intelligence community and federal government.

DEAD BANKERS INVOLVED IN FINANCING SCHEMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
CLEANTECH CRASH

Dead Bankers: Alex Lagowitz,  Banker plunges to his death after eating magic mushrooms

Dead Bankers: Michael Tabacchi, wife Denise Iran Pars Tabacchi: Baby son found abandoned in house 
as newly-married couple are found stabbed to death in murder-suicide ; Was an "Associate for JP 
Morgan Global Custody"; Another JPMorgan Banker Dies After Murder-Suicide: Chokes Wife, Stabs 
Himself To Death

Dead Bankers: (same event that took the life of Eric Vandercar) Joseph Nadol,  Eric Vandercar, Aditya 
Tomar, Walter Liedtke, Robert Dirks ; Six People Died in a Fiery NY Train Crash Packed with 400 
People… 3 Were Top Investment Bankers

Dead Bankers: Eric Vandercar, Dies in Rail Crash, 53, a married father-of-two, was named as the first 
of the train passengers who died ; 'She was not careless': Friends defend mother of three whose SUV 
got stuck on tracks and caused NY train crash that killed five, as witnesses describe waiting for her to 
reverse before tragedy struck ; Eric Vandercar, Morgan Stanley Veteran, Dies in Crash

Dead Bankers: Chris Van Eeghen; "Cheerful" Dutch Financier Becomes 4th ABN Amro Banker 
Suicide

Dead Bankers, Pierre Wauthier: Senior boss at insurance giant Zurich is found dead in his apartment ; 
Suicide Banker's Widow Blasts Alleged "Cover-Up", Asks "Unbecoming Questions"

Dead Bankers: Valery Morozov ;: Banker dies after becoming impaled on railings in 60ft fall from 
central London home ;  Was death plunge tycoon murdered by Russian gangsters who stitched him up 
for his fortune? Dissident claims mafia helped Scot Young hide £400m from his divorced wife then 
refused to give it back

Dead Bankers: Geert Tack, a private banker for ING who managed portfolios for wealthy individuals,
 "Riddles" Surround 36th Dead Banker Of The Year

Dead Bankers: Shawn D. Miller, 42, Citigroup environmental policy expert, Banker found dead with 
throat slit in apparent suicide: cops

Dead Bankers: Calogero Gambino,  Another Deutsche Bank executive commits suicide ; Another 
Deutsche Banker And Former SEC Enforcement Attorney Commits Suicide

Dead Bankers: Thierry Leyne, a French-Israeli banker and partner of Dominique Strauss-Kahn, Banker 
Suicides Return: DSK's Hedge Fund Partner Jumps From 23rd Floor Apartment
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Dead Bankers: Nicholas Valtz, Goldman Sachs Managing Director Nicholas Valtz Found Dead 

Dead Bankers: Julian Knott, JPMorgan Executive "Blasts Wife, Kills Self" With Shotgun

Dead Bankers : Andrew Jarzyk, Body of missing New Jersey jogger, banker found in Hudson River: 
family

Dead Bankers:  An employee of the Bred-Banque Populaire, 52-year-old female banker at France's 
Bred-Banque-Populaire, 52 Year-Old French Banker Jumps To Her Death In Paris (After Questioning 
Her Superiors)

Dead Bankers:  Li Jianhua, director of China's Banking Regulatory Commission; Banker Death 
'Epidemic' Spreads To China

Dead Bankers: Paribas Fortis,  BNP Banker, His Wife And Nephew Murdered In Belgium

Dead Bankers: Juergen Frick, CEO of local financial institution Bank Frick & Co. AG, CEO Of 
Liechtenstein Bank Frick Murdered

Dead Bankers:  Jan Peter Schmittmann, his wife and a daughter: ABN Amro Ex-CEO Found Dead ; 
Ex-ABN Amro CEO Killed Family Before Hanging Himself

Dead Bankers: Huibert Gerard Boumeester; former chief financial officer of Dutch bank ABN Amro 
found dead with shotgun wounds near his home in Surrey, ABN Amro Ex-CEO Found Dead

Dead Bankers: Kenneth Bellando , 28-Year Old Former JPMorgan Banker Jumps To His Death, Latest 
In Series Of Recent Suicides

Dead Bankers: Joseph A. Giampapa, Another JP Morgan Banker Dead; JP Morgan bankruptcy lawyer 
killed in hit & run ;  Cyclist, 56, struck by minivan in Piqua

Dead Bankers: Edmund (Eddie) Reilly, 47, a trader at Midtown’s Vertical Group:  Trader kills self in 
finance world’s latest suicide

Does Obama murder people?...Interview with Dr. Jim Garrow details support and threats he's received: 
"Obama does kill people" (audio) ;Blogger overhears intel officials saying NSA leaker should be 
'disappeared' ( See Obama and Your Privacy) : Code name 'Verax': Snowden, in exchanges with Post 
reporter, made clear he knew risks- The U.S. intelligence community, he wrote, "will most certainly kill
you if they think you are the single point of failure that could stop this disclosure and make them the 
sole owner of this information."

Dead Bankers: Jason Alan Salais, Another Sudden Death of JPMorgan Worker: 34-Year Old Jason Alan
Salais, 

Dead Bankers: Autumn Radtke, CEO of Bitcoin,   Bitcoin Claims Its First "Real" Victim   ; American 
Bitcoin exchange CEO found dead in her Singapore home after suspected suicide at age 28

Dead Bankers: James Steward Jr., Former National Bank of Commerce CEO, Another "Successful 
Banker" Found Dead
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Dead Bankers: Does The Trail Of Dead Bankers Lead Somewhere? ...  Do recent events tie into the 
deaths? China selling off U.S. Treasuries, Buying Gold, Soros betting on a huge market fail....

Dead Bankers: Li;  Second JPMorgan Banker Jumps To His Death: Said To Be 33 Year Old Hong Kong
FX Trader

Dead Bankers: Ryan Henry Crane; Another JPMorgan Banker Dies, 37 Year Old Executive Director Of
Program Trading ; Crane was an Executive Director in JPM's Global Program Trading desk ; JP 
Morgan Vice President's Death in London Shines Light on Banks close Ties with CIA ; JP Morgan 
Executive Becomes 5th Banker to Die in Last 2 Weeks

Dead Bankers: Richard Talley, founder and CEO of American Title, was found dead in his home from 
self-inflicted wounds - from a nail-gun. ; 4th Financial Services Executive Found Dead; "From Self-
Inflicted Nail-Gun Wounds" ;  Under investigation, American Title CEO dead in grisly suicide ; "Nail 
Gun Suicide" Banker's Firm Probed Over Missing Millions

Dead Bankers: Mike Dueker: Russell Investments' Chief Economist (and former Fed economist); Third
Banker, Former Fed Member, "Found Dead" Inside A Week ; Another American banker commits 
suicide as New Mexico family demand answers over workload of banking executive who jumped to his
death in London ; Subud cult and a World Bank? "A Bank for Mankind" ; Subud, Obama and Laurel 
Canyon rock hits - a connection?  (also possible CIA links with Rubin, Geitner)

Dead Bankers: Gabriel Magee, JP Morgan Banker & William "Bill" Broeksmit, Duetch Bank Senior 
Manager: (under working theories); Two London Bankers commit suicide on the same day ;  Suicides 
come on the same day as Obama's State of the Union address where he proposes government 
guaranteed retirement accounts offered through the US Treasury; State of the Union 2014: Obama touts
'MyRA' retirement savings proposal ; Deutsche Bank-er Explains Why He Committed Suicide

Dead Bankers: Tim Dickenson, a U.K.-based communications director at Swiss Re AG, also died last 
month, although the circumstances surrounding his death are still unknown.; London rocked by City 
suicides 

Dead Bankers: Other financial industry deaths/missing persons possibly related? - Exposing what lies 
beneath the bodies of dead bankers and what lies ahead for us -->Missing Wall Stree Journal Journalist 
David Bird, and Car Executive (suicide) Karl Slym;  writer Doug Hagmann makes the case for "house 
cleaning" by connecting JP Morgan and Deutsche Bank, together with The White House, CIA and the 
NYPD to hide global criminal activity. Hagmann makes the assertion of a massive global banking 
conspiracy with transcends multuple administrations.  Karl Slym was connected to Tata Motors and 
Deutsche Bank, while David Bird was reporting on market manipulation of commodity markets.

Dead Bankers: The Krim Children:  CNBC Exec’s Children Murdered, 1 Day After CNBC Reports $43
Trillion Bankster Lawsuit ; Police: Nanny stabbed herself upon mother's arrival ; Screen Shot of 
original CNBC Article :  Another source for article: ...Targets of Spire Law Group;  Law Suit 
Documents ; Book; "Bankster Chronicles"
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A DIFFERENT SET OF DEATHS- Are these related to the ones above?

http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/DEAD/clinton.bodycount.gif

Don Adams

Died January 7, 1997
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Long before Whitewater's land flips made the Clinton's circle of friends rich, many of the same players 
had been involved in a similar land swindle in Branson. Don Adams was a lawyer in Arkansas who got 
involved trying to help the people who were being swindled out of their life savings.

Click for full size Harrison Daily Times article of Don Adams missing.

Click for full size Springfield News Ledger article of Don Adams found dead.

The successor attorney for Don left for parts unknown about a year after Don was killed.

John Ashe

Former United Nations General Assembly President

Died: June 22, 2016

Initially reported as having died from a heart attack, John's throat had obviously been crushed. At that 
point the official story changed to him accidentally dropping a barbell on his own throat (the plot line 
from the episode "An Exercise in Fatality" from the TV series "Columbo.") crushing his larynx.

Ashe was about to begin trial for a bribery charge involving Chinese businessman Ng Lap Seng, who 
had been implicated but not charged in the 1996 "China-gate" scandal for funneling illegal donations to
Bill Clinton's re-election fund through Arkansas restaurant owner Charlie Trie. Ashe was supposed to 
testify about Hillary's links to Ng Lap Seng later the same day he died.

Robert Bates

Barry Seal's aircraft mechanic at Mena

Died: March 29th, 1995

Robert Bates supposedly died of an "overdose of mouthwash". Regarded by local authorities as an 
obvious homicide.

Gandy Baugh

Attorney representing Mr. Lassater in a case concerning alleged financial misconduct.

Died: January 8, 1994
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Died in an alleged suicide by jumping out of a window of a multi-story building. - Mr. Lassater was a 
close associate of Gov. Clinton, and was later indicted on drug related charges, among other things. 
Baugh's law partner was "suicided" one month later on February 9, 1994.

Admiral Jeremy Boorda

Chief of Naval Operations

Died May 16th, 1996 

Boorda supposedly went home for lunch and decided to shoot himself in the chest twice, using two 
guns, rather than be interviewed by Newsweek magazine that afternoon.

Explanations for Boorda's suicide focused on a claim that he was embarrassed over two "Valor" pins he
was not authorized to wear.

Former CNO Admiral Elmo Zumwalt said on the May 17 Larry King Live show that Admiral Boorda 
was not only authorized to wear the "V" on his medals, but that had personally authorized him to do so 
when he was serving as Commander Naval Forces Vietnam.

When it turned out that Boorda was entitled to those decorations, blame shifted to stresses over the 
down sizing of the Navy, and even (Washington Times) the adverse affect that feminism was having on 
the Navy's morale.

Boorda supposedly left two suicide notes, neither of which was released.

On Thursday, June 25, 1998, Navy Secretary John Dalton formally acknowledged that Boorda had been
entitled to wear the decorations.

So, like Brown, and like Foster, the proximate cause for the "suicide" turns out to be fraudulent.

Ron Brown

Former Chairman, DNC; Commerce Secretary

Died: May 3, 1996

Ron Brown died along with 39 other people when the T-43 (a converted 737 used by the Air Force) 
carrying the group on a trip to Bosnia crashed while approaching the Dubrovnik airport. On the verge 
of being indicted and having stated publicly his willingness to make a deal with prosecutors, Ron 
Brown's death brought to an end his ability to testify. The very next day, Ron Brown's personal lawyer 
was murdered in a drive-by shooting. A few days later, the Air Traffic Controller who had been in 
charge during the aircraft crash was found dead and declared a suicide.
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On leaving Ron Brown's funeral, President Bill Clinton was seen laughing and joking ... until he saw 
the camera, then he went into his sad act!

James Bunch

Influential Texan

Exact date of death unknown

Died from a gunshot "suicide", similar to Vince Foster. - Was discovered to have a "little black book" 
containing the names of many influential persons in Texas and Arkansas who visited certain prostitutes.

Eric Butera

Witness

Died: December 4, 1997

An informant who came forward offering information regarding the murder of White House intern 
Mary Mahoney. He was then sent into a known crack house to make an undercover buy for the police 
and was beaten to death. His mother was awarded $100 million in compensation, but a Federal Judge 
later slashed it to just $1 million.

Caetano Carani

Witness to a shooting near the White House.

Died: November 11, 1994

Suffered an unknown infection just before he was to testify. Death attributed to "apparent" food 
poisoning.

Danny Casolaro

Journalist

Died: August 10, 1991
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Casolaro had been working on a project he called "The Octopus." Casolaro had started his investigation
over the Justice Department's theft of a software package called PROMIS from a company called 
Inslaw.

PROMIS stood for "Prosecutors Management Information System" and it was a law enforcement 
database system that included a feature unique for the time. This was a module that could be 
programmed to automatically access other databases, in order to present to the user a single picture of 
financial transactions or suspects from multiple sources. This made it a powerful spying tool, and the 
US modified their version to include a back door, then made gifts of the software to other governments.

All this was happening at the same time as the CIA's clandestine gun and drug running operation to 
supply the Nicaraguan Contras with untraceable weapons. A totally illegal operation (which violated 
the Boland Amendment and the Logan act) the US end of the smuggling pipeline was located in Mena, 
Arkansas under the protection of then-governor Bill Clinton. The arming of the Contras was funded by 
smuggling vast quantities of cocaine into the US (a violation of drug laws) and then laundered through 
various banks, land flips, and a state agency, the Arkansas Development Finance Authority, created by 
Webster Hubbell and signed into law by Bill Clinton.

The shoot down of one of the CIA planes by Nicaragua and the capture of CIA asset Eugene Hasenfus 
blew the cover off of the operation and it became known as the Iran-Contra affair. During the 
Congressional hearings into the scandal, attention was focused on the gun-running, and all mention of 
the CIA's cocaine flowing into the US was kept from the public eye by the Committee chairman, 
Hawaii's Senator Daniel Inouye (a fixture in Hawaii going back to the CIA's smuggling of heroin from 
Vietnam back to the US).

Casolaro apparently stumbled over the existence of a vast network of government operatives and 
politicians all linked together by the vast wealth acquired from the selling of CIA cocaine in the US and
was working on a book exposing the government-sanctioned drug running when he was found in a 
bathtub in a hotel room, his wrists both deeply slashed in a manner that the pathologist declared did not
appear to have been done by Danny himself. In particular, the deep cuts severed the tendons of the 
fingers, which would have made it impossible for Danny to slash his other wrist with the now useless 
hand.

Despite this, the official verdict was suicide, although none of Danny's friends and families believed 
that, especially those who had been direct witnesses to the many death threats he had received.

When found, the large accordion file of the notes for his new book had disappeared from his hotel 
room.

Berta Caceres

Human Rights Activist
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Died: March 3, 2016

Killed while sleeping in her home in La Esperanza, Honduras. Berta Caceres had named Hillary 
Clinton as responsible for the Honduran coup which toppled democratically elected President Manuel 
Zelaya. Since the coup, Honduras has become one of the most violent places in the world. Growing 
awareness of Hillary's role in Honduras became a serious liability during Hillary's 2016 campaign.

William Colby

Director of Central Intelligence (ret)

Died: April 27(?), 1996

William Colby had been the DCI from 1973 to 1976 under Nixon and Ford.

At age 76, Colby had found a new career and had just started writing for Strategic Investment at the 
time of his death. This had worried many insiders in the intelligence community who felt that Colby 
had already divulged too many of the CIA's secrets in the preceding years. Indeed, his dismissal by 
Ford because of his over-cooperation with Congressional investigations into CIA wrongdoing. It was 
Colby who had revealed to Congress the plans to kill Fidel Castro, the spying on American citizens (in 
direct violation of the CIA charter) and the conducting of biological tests by the CIA on unsuspecting 
citizens. George Bush replaced him.

According to the original CNN report, Colby was reported missing by neighbors who "recovered" his 
canoe, by one story from under the dock at Colby's house, by another report, 1/4 of a mile downstream 
from Colby's home.

Colby was by all report a methodical, tidy man, yet police found his home unlocked, his computer on, 
and a partly eaten dinner on the table. The official story is that Colby just put down his fork and 
decided to drop everything and go canoeing.

Colby at 76 was still a world-traveler and consultant to many corporations. He recently became an 
editor of an important financial newsletter, "Strategic Investment," which covered the Vince Foster 
"suicide" in detail. Its editors hired three renowned handwriting experts to investigate Foster's suicide 
note, which hadn't been found when his briefcase was first searched, but later materialized, torn into 
pieces, with no fingerprints on any of the pieces. Upon comparing this document with others of Foster's
writings, these experts declared it was a forgery, and a not very good one at that.

Colby had old enemies as well as new, with plenty of motives for his extermination. He was in charge 
of the infamous Operation Phoenix during the Vietnam War, in which more than 20,000 South 
Vietnamese citizens -- supposedly Vietcong sympathizers -- were rounded up, tortured and executed. In
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the 1970s he opened some of the secrets of the CIA to Congress: "Colby insisted on going public about 
the agency's role in tapping the telephones and opening the mail of Americans; plotting the 
assassination of Fidel Castro, and using human guinea pigs for mind-control experiments involving 
LSD," the Times reports.

On Monday, May 6th, Colby's body was found just 20 yards from where his canoe had been recovered, 
in an area that had been thoroughly searched several times by helicopters and search teams.

Most notable about the body was the absence of a life jacket, which according to his wife, Colby 
always wore on the water.

As has since been proven to have happened in the JFK Jr. case false stories were being deliberately 
planted in the media, including one quoting Mrs. Colby herself as having been told by William Colby 
by phone that he was going canoeing. Mrs. Colby denied any such story. The week that he died, Colby 
was scheduled to meet with the Disclosure Project.

Suzanne Coleman

Had affair with Clinton when he was attorney general of Arkansas.

Died: February 15, 1977

Died of "suicide" with gunshot wound to the back of her head. No autopsy allowed. Was 7 months 
pregnant at time of her death. She had told friends it was Bill Clinton's child. (See Danny Williams). 
She was 26 at the time of her death.

Gregory Collins

Witness to the Train Deaths

Died: January 1989

Greg had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. He died from a gunshot blast to the face. Declared a 
suicide.

Keith Coney (or Koney)

Witness to the Train Deaths

Died: May 1988

Keith had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. Died in a motorcycle accident in July 1988 while 
being chased by a car. Ruled a traffic accident.
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L.J. Davis

Reporter investigating Clinton scandals. Attacked at his hotel room in Little Rock. His notes were 
stolen.

David Drye

Died 8/1999. Pat Matrisciana, owner of "Jeremiah Films" (which produces such vides as The Clinton 
Chronicles), and David Drye planned a trip to Washington DC by Private plane. At the last second, pat 
had to cancel and David left without him, dying when the plane crashed.

Daniel A. Dutko

C-chairman of Leadership 2000

Died: July 27, 1999

Daniel A. Dutko, 54, was the co-chairman of Leadership 2000, the Democratic National Committee's 
main fund-raising effort. He held many other high-level political positions, including vice chairman of 
finance for Clinton-Gore in 1995; finance chairman of the 53rd inaugural ball; and vice chairman of 
finance for the DNC in 1996 (when the Chinese money poured in). Attributed to a bicycle accident in 
which it's claimed he struck his head on the concrete twice.

Klaus Eberwein

Haitian government official

Died: July 14, 2017

Just says before Eberwein was due to appear before the Haitian Senate Ethics and Anti-Corruption 
Commission where he was widely expected to testify that the Clinton Foundation misappropriated 
Haiti earthquake donations from international donors, he was found dead in a Miami hotyel of a 
gunshot to the head. Ruled a suicide. Eberwein, who had acknowledged his life was in danger, was a 
fierce critic of the Clinton Foundation's activities in the Caribbean island, where he served as director 
general of the government's economic development agency, Fonds d'assistance conomique et social, �conomique et social, 
for three years.

Five Navy aviators

Clinton bodyguards/escorts
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(names not determined) Died: 3/26/93 - all died in a crash of an E-2C Hawkeye in Italy. The crash 
occurred shortly after the plane was "waved off" from a landing attempt on the Carrier Roosevelt, due 
to a "foul deck". - All five men had been Clinton's escorts during Clinton's visit to the Roosevelt 2 
weeks prior. Three other men, who had flown Clinton to the Roosevelt for that visit also died later in a 
helicopter crash.

Hershell Friday

Attorney and Clinton fund raiser.

Died: March 1, 1994

Killed when his plane exploded. Cause unknown.

Vincent Foster

Deputy White House Counsel

Died: July 20, 1993

Found dead in Ft. Marcy Park in Washington, DC, of a supposed suicide by gunshot. A suicide note 
was supposedly found a few days later, torn into several pieces, in his briefcase, after his office had 
been entered by White House staff and materials removed. The "suicide" note, (leaked despite official 
efforts to keep it from view) has since been revealed to be a forgery.

The gun which he supposedly used to kill himself was reported to be still in his hand, but the person 
who first found the body reports that there was no gun at that time. Many irregularities surround the 
death and the investigation of it. For one thing, neither Foster's fingerprints or blood were on the gun he
supposedly inserted into his mouth and fired. There was no blood on Foster's hands.

Foster was also from Hope, Ark., like Clinton, and also worked for the Rose Law firm. Foster had 
intimate knowledge of the Clintons' personal finances. Foster was involved in an investigation of their 
finances, and reportedly made a phone call to Hillary Clinton, in Los Angeles, just hours before his 
death. Foster had been called to testify to Congress about the records Hillary refused to turn over. 
Another possible motive for the murder relates to the Clinton Presidential Blind Trust, being prepared 
by Foster, but six months late. Testimony during the Whitewater hearings suggests the trust was 
fraudulent, with the Clintons retaining control over much of their finances, in order to profits from 
inside information.

Recently, the signed report of M.E. Dr. Donald Haut was uncovered at the National Archives, proving 
that Foster had a previously unreported gunshot wound to his neck.
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Finally, an FBI memo surfaced dated the day after the date of the official autopsy, in which the 
pathologist informed the FBI that there was NO exit wound.

Aldo Franscoia, Secret Service Agent

Cpt. Kevin N. Earnest, Aircraft Commander

Cpt. Kimberly Jo Wielhouwer, Pilot

2Lt. Benjamin T. Hall, Navigator

SSgt. Michael J. SmithJr., Loadmaster

Sr. Airman Rick L. Merritt, Flight Engineer

SSgt. Michael R. York, Loadmaster

Sr. Airman Billy R. Ogston, Crew Chief

Airman Thomas A. Stevens, Loadmaster.

Died: August 18, 1996

Killed when the C-130 carrying the Presidential Limos crashed near Jackson Hole, Wyoming. All nine 
people on board a White House support plane were killed late Saturday (10:48pm MDT), when it 
crashed into Sheep Mountain (also known as Sleeping Indian Mountain) near Jackson Hole Wyoming. 
The aircraft was en route from Jackson Hole to John F. Kennedy International airport. The Air Force 
Lockheed Martin C-130 Hercules transport aircraft was carrying a presidential vehicle and many pieces
of luggage, all related to the president's vacation (50th birthday celebration in the Grand Tetons). 
President Clinton said Sunday afternoon that he was told the pilot was attempting to return to the 
Jackson Hole airport when it crashed (CNN news report). The Air Force reported finding no evidence 
of an in-flight mechanical emergency after examining the flight data and flight voice recorders and 
could not find evidence that the pilot radioed mechanical trouble before crashing into the mountainside 
as reported by the White House. The victims included 8 crew members and one Secret Service agent. 
The aircraft and crew were stationed out of Dyess Air Force Base.

Four Marine Pilots

Marine One Presidential Helicopter pilots.

Died: April 8, 2000

(names not determined) - all died (with 15 others) in a crash of a V-22 Osprey near Tucson. Witnesses 
reported the craft burst into flames in mid-air, then crashed.
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Kathy Ferguson

Witness

Died: May 10, 1994

Kathy Ferguson supposedly committed "suicide" May 10,1994 when she shot herself in her living 
room. Kathy's ex husband was Danny Ferguson, who was the Arkansas trooper who said he escorted 
Paula Jones to Bill Clinton's hotel room. Kathy often told friends and co-workers about how Bill had 
gotten Danny to bring women to him and stand watch while they had sex. Danny Ferguson was a co-
defendant along with Bill Clinton in Paula Corbin Jones's sexual harassment suit. Kathy Ferguson was 
a corroborating witness for Ms. Jones.

Oddly, next to Kathy's body were her packed bags, as if she was expecting to be going somewhere.

Duane Garrett

Radio Host and Al Gore fund raiser.

Died: 7/26/95

A lawyer and a talk show host for KGO-AM in San Francisco, Duane was the campaign finance 
chairman for Diane Fienstein's run for the senate, and was a friend and fundraiser for Al Gore.

According to Garrett's lawyer, Garrett was under investigation for defrauding investors in Garrett's 
failed sports memorabilia venture. There was talk of a deal to evade prosecution. On July 26th, Garrett 
canceled an afternoon meeting with his lawyer because he had to meet some people at the San 
Francisco airport.

Three hours later he was found floating in the bay under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Cpl Eric S. Fox

Crewman for Marine One, the Presidential Helicopter.

Died: March 22, 1999

Shot in the head, and declared a suicide.

Carlos Ghigliotti

Thermal Imaging Expert

Died: April 28, 2000
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Carlos Ghigliotti: 42, was found dead in his home just outside of Washington D.C. There was no sign 
of a break-in or struggle at the firm of Infrared Technology where the badly decomposed body of 
Ghigliotti was found. Ghigliotti had not been seen for several weeks.

Ghigliotti, a thermal imaging analyst hired by the House Government Reform Committee to review 
tape of the siege at Waco, Texas, said he determined the FBI fired shots on April 19, 1993. The FBI has 
explained the light bursts on infrared footage as reflections of sun rays on shards of glass or other 
debris that littered the scene.

Judi Gibbs

Penthouse model, and call girl

Died: January 3, 1986

Judi Gibbs (along with her sister Sharon) appeared in the December 1979 issue of Penthouse, and later 
worked at a bordello in Fordyce, near Mena, Arkansas which also ran a blackmail operation with 
photos taken of the customers with their girls. According to the Gibbs family, Bill Clinton was a regular
customer of Judi, and there were photos of him having sex with her that threatened his Presidential 
campaign! While cooperating with law enforcement in a drug investigation, Judi died when her house 
burned down. No cause for the fire was found. Judy had called the fire department to report the fire, but
her body was found on the floor in front of a ground floor window, near a door that would have 
allowed her escape. In a sworn statement, Clinton bodyguard Barry Spivey related how he had been 
with the governor when the governor's plane had flown over Judi Gibb's house and Clinton had shown 
Judi's penthouse photos on the plane and pointed out the house.

Paula Grober

Clinton's speech interpreter for the deaf.

Died: December 9, 1992

Died in a one-car accident with no known witnesses. Her body was thrown 33 feet from the car, 
indicating a very high speed. A very attractive women, Paula traveled extensively with Clinton from 
1978 until her death. Clinton, through a spokesman, called Grober's death "a great personal loss." He 
also said, "Hillary and I extend our sincere sympathy to Paula's family. I had the privilege of working 
with her over many years."

Staff Sgt. Brian Haney

Marine Sgt. Tim Sabel
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Maj. William Barkley

Capt. Scott Reynolds

Clinton bodyguards

Died: May 19, 1993

All four men died when their helicopter crashed in the woods near Quantico, Va. - Reporters were 
barred from the site, and the head of the fire department responding to the crash described it by saying, 
"Security was tight," with "lots of Marines with guns." The Marines seized a videotape made by a 
firefighter. All four men had escorted Clinton on his flight to the carrier Roosevelt shortly before their 
deaths. 

Michael Hastings

Journalist for Rolling Stone

Died: June 18, 2013

Michael Hastings died in a highly suspicious single-car accident. He had told friends that he was afraid 
for his life following stories he had written which were critical of Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. 
One of the emails leaked during the 2016 Democratic Convention confirmed that Hillary had received 
Hastings' damning investigative report of the attack on the Benghazi consulate 5 months before his 
death.

Stanley Heard

Chairman, National Chiropractic Health Care Advisory Committee

Steve Dickson

Counsel to Mr. Heard

Died: September 10, 1993

Both died in a plane crash outside Dulles airport, after their aircraft, rented after Heard's personal craft 
developed troubles, crashed while attempting an emergency landing after reporting a fire on board. 
Let's repeat that. They took off in a plane. It developed problems. They got it back to the airport. They 
rented a new plane. They took off in the new rented plane and IT developed a problem. On the way 
back to the airport it crashed. - Heard, in addition to serving on Clinton's advisory council, also 
personally treated Clinton's mother, stepfather, and brother.
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John Hillyer

NBC and freelance cameraman

Died: 1996

Hillyer passed away in a Dentist's office from unknown causes, despite being very health-conscious 
and in good physical condition. Declared a heart attack. Was working on an investigation into Mena 
and assisted with the "Circle of Power," and "Clinton Chronicles." Some time after his passing, his 
widow recalled her husband saying he felt he could be in danger.

Stanley Huggins

Partner in Memphis law firm

Died: June 23, 1994

Investigating Madison Guaranty. Reported to have succumbed to viral pneumonia (See attack on 
Russel Welch). His 300-page report has never been released. Stanley had been at a Cotton Carnival 
Party on a Friday night. He was supposed to escort his wife all week during the 7 day event, but told 
her he couldn't as something important was going down. He has recently left the law firm in Little 
Rock where Hillary C worked and set up a small office in Memphis. On that Friday night I saw Stan 
and spoke to him briefly. He seemed extremely nervous & about to jump out of his skin. The word 
circulated throughout the party that he had been involved in some secretive issue that was under the 
microscope. Soon after that we were told by his wife that he had flown up to a NE University to give a 
speech on a Saturday. He checked into the provided dorm room, by the university employees that said 
he looked fine. When they called up to his room later in the day he didn't answer the phone, so they 
went to check on him and found him dead. The death was declared due to viral pneumonia. His wife 
has tried to get the hospital records, but they were sealed by Janet Reno under presidential orders of 
Clinton. Over that weekend his Memphis office was broken into and the only noticeable thing taken 
were his files. His 300 page report was never released.

Sandy Hume

Journalist

Died: February 2, 1998

On Sunday, February 22nd, 1998, Sandy Hume, the 28-year-old son of journalist Britt Hume, was 
reportedly found dead in his Arlington, Virginia home. Aside from the statement that this was an 
"apparent" suicide, there remains in place a total media blackout on this story, possibly out of concern 
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that the actual facts will not withstand public scrutiny. Indeed, it was reported in Associated Press that 
the Arlington Police were not responding to any inquiries.

Hume was a reporter for The Hill magazine, newspaper about Congress for Congress, and had broken a
major story in 1997 regarding the friction between House Speaker Newt Gingrich and a faction led by 
Representative Paxon (who announced his resignation just 24 hours after Hume's death).

In addition, Sandy Hume had just joined the staff at Fox TV News and was just three weeks into a job 
that represented the pinnacle of his young career. Oddly enough, aside from echoing the one Associated
Press story, the Fox News website has ignored the death of its newest commentator.

Sandy already had a reputation for getting the story that nobody else wanted to look at. It is worth 
noting that his death came hard on the heels of reports that "a reporter" was about to break a story 
confirming the White House's use of investigators to dig up dirt on critics.

It has recently been confirmed that the man who performed the as-yet-unreleased autopsy is none other 
than Dr. James C. Beyer, who has a record of concealing homicides behind a ruling of suicide.

Kenneth Starr's "suicidologist" Dr. Alan L. Berman has waded in again and as he did in the Foster death
ruled it "100% certain that this is a suicide and can be nothing else".

Kevin Ives & Don Henry

Witnesses

Died: August 23, 1987

Initial cause of death was claimed to be the result of passing out on a railroad track in Arkansas after 
smoking twenty marijuana cigarettes. This ruling was reported by the State medical examiner Fahmy 
Malak, and supported by Sheriff Jim Steed, whose "thorough" investigation of the crime scene left one 
of the boy's foot sitting in the open for two days! In April 1988, Kevin's body was exhumed, and 
another autopsy was performed, this one by Atlanta medical examiner Dr. Joseph Burton who 
discovered that Kevin died from a crushed skull prior to being placed on the tracks. Don Henry's body 
was exhumed and discovered to have been stabbed in the back prior to being placed on the tracks. 
Governor Bill Clinton excused Fahmy Malek's "errors" saying that Malek was "tired and stressed 
out." Reports indicate that Ives & Henry might have stumbled upon part of the Mena drug operation, 
specifically a drop site in the area of Bauxite and Alexander, Arkansas. The police chief of Alexander, 
John Brown, acknowledged he obtained a taped confession from one of the murderers of the two boys, 
which was suppressed at the request of the FBI!

Jean Duffey headed up Arkansas' 7th District drug task force in 1990. She was never allowed to 
conduct a thorough investigation of drug running in Mena or any possible connection to the train 
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deaths. Her task force and a federal grand jury were shut down after they started examining corruption 
involving public officials.

Dan Harmon was a local government official, the prosecuting attorney for Saline, Grant, and Hot 
Springs counties in 1979 and 1980 and then again from 1991 through 1996. He was convicted in June 
of 1997 on drug, racketeering, and extortion charges and has started serving eight years in prison. In 
January 1991, long before his drug offenses became public knowledge, Harmon convinced a judge to 
subpoena evidence obtained by Jean Duffey's task force -- evidence gathered against him and other 
public officials. Ms. Duffey refused to honor the subpoena, fearing for the lives of witnesses (many of 
whom did turn up dead) and fled the state when a warrant was issued for her arrest.

Gary Johnson

Witness

Attacked: June 26th, 1992

Beaten near death and left for dead. Someone in the Clinton organization sent 3 goons to beat up and 
almost murder Gary Johnson, who was Gennifer Flowers’ neighbor. Gary Johnson had a security 
camera installed at his condominium and by chance he had many tapes of Bill entering Gennifer's 
condominium while governor and married to Hillary). Gary's tapes were taken.

John Jones

Julian Assange's lawyer

Died: April 18, 2016

John Jones, QC, was killed when struck by a commuter train on his way to work. The police 
immediately declared the death as non-suspicious. The Q.C. initially said it was not suicide. Great 
Britain has the highest per-capita presence of surveillance cameras of any nation in the world, yet no 
video has been forthcoming as to just how Jones wound up in front of that train. John Jones was 
working to prevent the extradition of Julian Assange to the United States. Assange and WikiLeaks have
produced some of the most damaging information about Hillary Clinton's scandals.

John F. Kennedy Jr.

Potential Candidate for Senator from New York.
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Died: July 16, 1999

Within days of an NBC Dateline story hinting at a possible run for the Senate seat currently assumed to
be the property of Hillary Clinton, JFK Jr. and his wife and sister-in-law died when the Piper Saratoga 
II TC JFK Jr. was piloting crashed in to the ocean just short of Martha's Vineyard. The NEWSWEEK 
issue for the following Monday, which NBC Dateline had reported would announce JFK Jr's candidacy,
was yanked from distributors and destroyed.

Even before the wreckage of the plane had been found, the media was saturated with news stories 
declaring the weather to have been very hazy (the weather was VFR conditions, and 8 mile visibility, 
plus weather radar and witnesses on Martha's Vineyard all reported clear skies) making it impossible 
for JFK Jr. to know which way was up (he also had working instruments in the aircraft).

As was the case when TWA 800 was shot down, the United States Navy took control of the crash site, 
ordering an unprecedented 5 mile wide no-fly zone while the wreckage of the aircraft was recovered 
and taken to a military base.

Reporters Cindy Adams and Andrew Goldman have documented the planting of false information 
about JFK Jr. in the media in the days following his crash. The feeding of false information to the press 
proves there is a cover-up. The existence of a cover-up is why JFK Jr. gets an entry on the Dead Bodies
List.

According to some reports, Mrs. Kennedy was pregnant.

Jordan Kettleson

Witness to the Train Deaths

Died: June 1990

Kettleson had information on the Ives & Henry deaths. He was found shot to death in the front seat of 
his pickup.

Johnny Franklin Lawhon, Jr.

Witness

Died: March 29, 1998

In the spring of 1997, a tornado ripped through some junked cars at Johnny's transmission and opened 
up the trunk of a car that proved to have a box of Whitewater records in it, including a copy of a 
$27,000 cashiers check drawn on Madison and payable to Bill Clinton. Johnny Franklin Lawhon, Sr. 
realized what he was looking at and turned the box of documents over to the FBI.
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According to police, Lawhon Jr. (the son) and a friend hit a telephone pole at a high rate of speed after 
their car had become airborne and left the road. They had driven less than 1/4 of a mile at the time of 
the accident.

This manner of death is similar to the single vehicle accidents that killed Paula Grober, and Neil 
Moody.

Shawn Lucas

ATTORNEY

Died: August 2, 2016

On July 3, 2016, Shawn Lucas and filmmaker Ricardo Villaba served the DNC Services Corp. and 
Chairperson Debbie Wasserman Schultz at DNC's headquarters in Washington, D.C., in the fraud class 
action suit against the Democrat Party on behalf of Bernie Sanders supporters. This was before 
Wikileaks released documents proving the DNC was working against the Sanders campaign during the 
2016 primary.

Shawn was found dead by his girlfriend. He had been in perfect health and did not do drugs. The 
authorities are refusing to disclose the cause of death even after three weeks. Meanwhile, the DNC is 
trying to delay the lawsuit until after the November election by saying Lucas did not "properly" serve 
the papers ... with Lucas conveniently unable to testify on his own behalf.

Mary 'Caity' Mahoney

White House Intern

Died: July 6, 1997

An attractive 25-year-old woman, Mary was a former White House Intern for Bill Clinton working as 
the Assistant Manager at a Starbuck's Coffee shop in Georgetown.

In the pre-trial publicity surrounding Paula Jones lawsuit Mike Isikoff had dropped hints that a "former 
White House staffer" with the initial "M" was about to go public with her story of sexual harassment at 
1600 Pennsylvania. Just days later, gunmen entered the Starbuck's while the crew was cleaning up after
closing.
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Mary's two associates, Aaron Goodrich, 18 and Emory Evans, 25, were taken to a room and shot. Mary 
herself had five bullets in her, from at least two different guns, most likely with silencers. A total of ten 
shots were fired; none of them heard by neighbors in the densely populated Georgetown section.

Mary was shot in the chest, her face, and in the back of the head. Someone wanted her very dead. Or to 
send a message.

Even though more than $4000 remained in the store, the police have categorized the triple murder as a 
robbery, even as they acknowledge the "execution style" killings.

There was no sign of forced entry, which means that either Mary of one of the employees let the killers 
in (at least one hour after closing). That means that the killers included at least one person known to the
victims.

One report is that the Starbuck's was still locked when the bodies were found the next morning. 
Robbers don't bother locking doors.

George Stephenopolis, Monica Lewinsky, and Chelsea Clinton were all regulars at the Starbuck's.

Carl Cooper, the man charged with the Starbuck's murders on the basis of a confession has now 
recanted that confession, claiming that it was obtained under coercion (not unlike that of James Earl 
Ray).

A affidavit filed by NOAA's Sonya Stewart, confirms that the Department of Commerce was selling 
trade mission seats in exchange for campaign donations, and illegally blocking FOIA requests. Named 
in the affidavit as the White House staffer directly connected to this obstruction was Doris Matsui. 
Doris's assigned intern during this period was Mary Mahoney.

Lieutenant General David J. McCloud

Commander of Alaskan Command, 11th Air Force, and the Alaskan North American Aerospace 
Defense Command Region, headquartered at Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska.

Died: July 26, 1998

On July 26, 1998, McCloud died when his YAK-54 aerobatic plane crashed, allegedly from sabotage. 
McCloud was one of several flag officers (including Admiral Boorda) who had assembled evidence 
against President Bill Clinton, leading to his arrest.

Christine M. Mirzayan

White House Intern

Died: August 1, 1998
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On August 1, 1998, yet another young female government intern with the initial "M", Christine M. 
Mirzayan, was murdered, beaten to death with a heavy object near Georgetown University.

Eventually, Mike Isikoff's "former White House staffer" finally surfaced and its NOT Mary Mahoney, 
or Christine M. Mirzayan, but Monica Lewinsky. If the killing of Mary Mahoney and Christine M. 
Mirzayan was to silence a "bimbo eruption", they got the wrong woman! (Just how many of the interns 
was Clinton getting oral sex from anyway??)

Florence Martin

Accountant subcontracting to CIA

Died: October 30, 1994

Related to the Barry Seal case. Dead of three gunshot wounds to the head. At the time of her death she 
had the account numbers and PIN for a bank account in the Cayman's in the name of Barry Seal which 
held 1.4 million dollars. Immediately following her death, the money was moved to someplace in the 
Virgin Islands.

Gordon Matteson

Clinton associate.

Died: May 15, 1997.

Shot in the head. Declared a suicide.

James McDougal

Crook

Died: March 8 1998

Jim McDougal was serving his 3-year sentence for bank fraud at the Fort Worth Federal Medical 
Center in Texas, a facility operated by the federal Bureau of Prisons for inmates who need medical 
attention.

Just prior to another round of testimony before Kenneth Starr's grand jury, and while the reporters who 
were covering that story were two hours away covering a standoff situation in Waco that just "went 
away", Jim McDougal suffered a heart attack while in solitary confinement. Left alone for too long, 
when Jim McDougal was taken out of solitary, instead of attempting to defibrillate his heart with 
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equipment on hand at the facility, he was driven over to John Peter Smith hospital. Not the closest 
hospital to the Fort Worth Federal Medical Center, John Peter Smith hospital is a welfare hospital, 
where (in the words of one local) ,"They let interns practice on deadbeats".

NEW! The Fort Worth Star-Telegram acquired the official report of the McDougal death via a Freedom
Of Information Act request, and report that doctors ignored McDougal's signs of imminent death.

Keith McKaskle

Witness to the Train Deaths

Died November 10, 1988

Keith had information on the Mena drug running and the henry & Ives murders. Stabbed 113 times. He 
had told his family someone was out to kill him and told them "good bye".

Charles Meissner

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for International Economic Policy.

Died: May 3, 1996

John Huang was placed on a Commerce Department contract that allowed him to retain his security 
clearance by Charles Meissner. Charles Meissner died on the plane with Ron Brown.

James "Dewey" Milam

Witness to Mena drug operation and Henry/Ives murders

Died: 1989

Milam was decapitated. Clinton's notorious state Medical examiner, Fahmy Malak, initially ruled death
due to an ulcer, claiming that the victim's small dog had eaten the head, which was later recovered from
a trash bin several blocks away.

Charles Wilbourne Miller

Vice President and Board Member for Alltel

Died: January 12, 1999.

Alltel was the computer company that wrote the White House "Big Brother" computer system. Found 
shot to death with two guns. Multiple shots had been fired. Declared a suicide.
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Ron Miller

Witness

Died: October 12, 1997

Ron Miller, investigated by authorities over the sale of his company, Gage Corp. to Dynamic Energy 
Resources, Inc. was the man who tape recorded Gene and Nora Lum and turned those tapes (and other 
records) over to congressional oversight investigators. The Lums were sentenced to prison for 
campaign finance violations, using "straw donors" to conceal the size of their contributions to various 
candidates. Indeed, Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc. had hired Ron Brown's son Michael solely for the 
purpose of funneling $60,000 through him to the Commerce Secretary, according to Nolanda Hill's 
testimony.

Reportedly a healthy man, Ron suddenly took ill on October 3rd, and steadily worsened until his death 
9 days later. (This pattern fits Ricin poisoning.) Owing to the strangeness of the illness, doctors at the 
Integris Baptist Medical Center referred the matter to the Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office.

The Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office promptly ran tests on samples of Ron Miller's blood, 
but has refused to release the results or even to confirm that the tests were ever completed.

John Millis

Staff Director of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence Committee

Died: June 4, 2000

Millis had just helped the HPSCI complete it's "investigation" into alleged CIA cocaine smuggling 
which predictably (given that Millis was himself a long time CIA agent) concluded that the CIA was 
innocent of all allegations of wrongdoing. Fairfax, Virginia police were tipped off by an anonymous 
phone call claiming that "a man" was threatening suicide in a motel room. Police arrived to find Millis 
dead of a gunshot wound. As was the case with Vincent Foster and Sandy Hume, the death was 
immediately declared a suicide.

Joe Montano

Chairman DNC (before Debbie Wasserman Shultz) and Regional Director for Tim Kaine

Died: July 25, 2016

Supposedly died of a heart attack right after the WikiLeaks email dump proving the DNC had worked 
to sabotage Bernie Sanders and hand the nomination to Hillary Clinton. Joe was 47, with no history of 
heart problems.
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Neil Moody

Died August 25, 1996

Following Vincent Foster's murder, Lisa Foster married James Moody, a judge in Arkansas, on Jan 1, 
1996.

Near the time Susan McDougal first went to jail for contempt, Judge Moody's son, Neil died in a car 
crash. There were other reports that Neil Moody had discovered something very unsettling among his 
stepmother's private papers and was threatening to go public with it just prior to the beginning of the 
Democratic National Convention. He was alleged to have been talking to Bob Woodward of the 
Washington Post about a blockbuster story. Witnesses said they saw Neil Moody sitting in his car 
arguing with another person just prior to HIS CAR SUDDENLY SPEEDING OFF OUT OF 
CONTROL AND HITTING A BRICK WALL.

Tony Moser

Anti-Corruption Journalist.

Died: June 10, 2000

Tony Moser, a critic of the Arkansas Democratic Party political machine, was killed as he crossed a 
street in Pine Bluff 10 days after being named a columnist for the Democrat-Gazette newspaper and 
two days after writing an article which exposed the looting of programs designed to obtain money from
"Dead beat" parents to then give to their children.

Click for full size image.
The police declared that no crime had been committed since the anonymous driver of the 1995 Chevy 
Pickup truck that struck and killed Moser was not intoxicated nor was he speeding. In Arkansas, that 
apparently makes it legal to run down a politically unpopular journalist.

Larry Nichols

Former official at ADFA and author of "The Clinton Chronicles."

The man who broke many of the Clinton scandal stories. Several attempts on his life, but still alive.

Paul Olson

Federal witness in investigations to drug money corruption in Chicago politics

Died: September 8, 1994
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Paul had just finished 2 days of FBI interviews when his plane ride home crashed, killing Paul and 130 
others. The Sept. 15, 1994 Tempe Tribune newspaper reported that the FBI suspected that a bomb had 
brought down the airplane.

Jerry Luther Parks

Head of Clinton's Gubernatorial security team in Little Rock.

Died: September 26, 1993

Gunned down in his car at the intersection of Chenal Parkway and Cantrell Road, near Little Rock. 
Parks was shot through the rear window of his car. The assailant then pulled around to the driver's side 
of Park's car and shot him three more times with a 9mm pistol.

His family reported that shortly before his death, unknown persons were following them, and their 
home had been broken into (despite a top quality alarm system). Parks had been compiling a dossier on
Clinton's illicit activities. The dossier was stolen.

When news of the discovery of Vincent Foster's body came over the news, Parks is reported to have 
said, "I'm a dead man." He had told his wife that Bill Clinton's people were "cleaning house," and he 
was "next on the list."

Dennis Patrick

Court clerk

Had millions of dollars laundered through his account at Lassater & Co without his knowledge. Four 
attempts on his life.

Monica Peterson

Haitian government official

Died: November 13, 2016

Monica Petersen was in Haiti working for the Human Trafficking Center and also previously worked 
for the Colorado Human Trafficking Council's Data & Research Task Force. A good friend of Monica 
picked up a Reddit thread and posted it on her Facebook. This says quite a lot."It seems that Monica 
was in Haiti investigating the Clintons possible ties to a pedophile ring. Monica family hasn't been able
to get any straight answers about her death." Ruled a suicide, but this is disputed by Monica's mother.
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Joseph Rago

Wall Street Editorial Writer

Died: July 20, 2017

Joseph Rago was a 34-year old Pulitizer prize winning journalist who had been highly critical of 
Obamacare and had a general reputation for "going against the grain." At the time of his death, he was 
reportedly working on an article about Hillary Clinton's links to Russia. We was found dead in his 
apartment just hours before he was suppopsed to meet with Russian consulate officials to discuss 
Hillary's role in bypassing Russian sanctions in the 2014 sale of Veropharm (one of Russia's largest 
medical companies) to the American medical corporation Abbott Laboratories. Handling this takeover 
transaction was the Russian investment bank Renaissance Capital, who paid former President Bill 
Clinton $500,000 for a speech he gave before their top executives in Moscow.

Police ruled out foul play in Rago's death before an autopsy was even performed. The official autopsy 
results were sarcoidosis -- "a disease involving abnormal collections of inflammatory cells" 
(Wikipedia) whose cause is unknown. "Some believe it may be due to an immune reaction to a trigger 
such as an infection or chemicals". Diagnosis of sarcoidosis is a matter of exclusion, as there is no 
specific test for the condition.

C. Victor Raiser II

National Finance Co-Chairman, Clinton for President Campaign

Montgomery Raiser

Son of C. Victor Raiser II

Died: July 30, 1992

Both men died in a private plane crash in Alaska, one day before a scheduled interview with John 
Hillyer. The crash was blamed on the pilot, who survived. Five others not connected to Clinton died in 
the crash. - DeeDee Meyers described Raiser as a "major player" in the Clinton organization. Victor 
raiser was also chairman of Mobile Telecomm Technologies Corp., whose subsidiary, SkyTel Corp. is 
an international paging company used by federal police agencies such as the FBI.

Victor Raiser was a Washington lawyer and he was counsel to the Washington law firm of Jones Day 
Reavis & Pogue until 1991. At his death, he was the national finance co-chairman of the Clinton for 
President campaign. The campaign's press secretary, Dee Myers, described him as a "major player" in 
the Clinton organization. He and his wife had been friends of the Clintons for ten years. He was the 
past national finance chairman of the Democratic National Committee. He served on the boards of the 
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Democratic Business Council and the Center for National Policy and the board of advisers of the 
Democratic Leadership Council.

On May 29, 1993, President Clinton announced that he had selected Raiser's widow, Molly Raiser, 50, 
former Democratic co-chair of the Women's Campaign Fund, to be his protocol chief and stated that he 
planned to nominate her for confirmation as an ambassador.

Seth Conrad Rich

DNC Voter Expansion Data Director

Died: July 10, 2016

Seth Conrad Rich was shot several times in the back a block from his home in D.C.'s neighborhood of 
Bloomingdale. The police declared it a robbery gone bad, but nothing had been taken; Seth still had his 
wallet, watch, and cell phone.

One possible motive for his assassination lies with the WikiLeaks dump of 20,000 DNC emails which 
proved the DNC was rigging the primaries to favor Hillary Clinton. The scandal forced DNC chair 
Debbie Wasserman Shultz to resign. Although Hillary's people tried to portray this as a hack by Russia, 
to cast Hillary as a victim of international intrigue, WikiLeaks, while not identifying the leak, denied it 
was Russia, and stated it was an "internal" leak. If Seth (who was in a perfect position to acquire the 
data) were the leak, that would be ample motive to murder him, as a warning to others inside the DNC 
not to blow any whistles.

Shortly after the killing, Redditors and social media users were pursuing a "lead" saying that Rich was 
en route to the FBI the morning of his murder, apparently intending to speak to special agents about an 
"ongoing court case" possibly involving the Clinton family. Reports are that we was set to testify before
the Congressional Commitee looking into Hillary's email server. According to Rich's girlfriend, Seth 
Rich had uncovered evidence of massive fraududing thr primaries involving a voter app he himself had 
written.

A reward has been offered for information on this murder.

UPDATE: FOX News is now confirming that Seth Rich was in contact with WikiLeaks prior to his 
assasination.

UPDATE 2: FOX News has now removed the above story.

UPDATE 3: Steven Wasserman, the US Attorney for the District of Columbia, and in charge of the Seth
Rich investigation, is the brother of Debbie Wasserman Shultz.

Jeff Rhodes
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Witness in the Train Deaths

Died: April 1989

Jeff had information on the deaths of Ives, Henry & McKaskle. His burned body was found in a trash 
dump. He died of a gunshot wound to the head and there was some body mutilation, specifically that 
his hands and feet had been partially sawn off, leading to the speculation that he was tortured prior to 
being killed. The body was then burned.

Maj. Gen. William Robertson

Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, Europe

Col William Densberger

V Corps Chief of Operations and Plans

Col. Robert Kelly

V Corps Chief of Intelligence

Spec. Gary Rhodes

Crew Chief

Died: February 23, 1993

All were killed when their Army UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter crashed in Wiesbaden, Germany. No 
cause was ever determined. - V Corps figured prominently in the US Bosnia-Serbia peacekeeping 
operations, along with the carrier Roosevelt. These men, and 8 others associated with Clinton's visit to 
the Roosevelt all died within 4 months of each other.

Dr. Ronald Rogers

Dentist from Arkansas

Killed in plane crash as he was on his way to an interview with a "London Sunday Telegraph" reporter 
to reveal some Clinton dirt.

Charles Ruff

Clinton lawyer

Died: November 20, 2000
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Charles Ruff was one of Clinton's attorneys during the impeachment trial and was known to have inside
information on the White House emails scandal as well. Original reports were that he died in an 
accident in his home although no details were given. Then the report changed to claim that he was 
found in his bedroom unconscious, then declared dead on arrival at the hospital. The authorities will 
provide no details other than the usual (and quite premature) assurances that there was no foul play 
involved.

Col. James Sabow

Died: 1991

Supposedly about to blow the whistle on drug running activity taking place on the naval base where he 
was stationed, Col. James Sabow was found by his wife in the backyard of their home with his head 
blown off with a shotgun. The Navy ruled it a suicide. In all, more than 40 deaths by individuals 
concerned with drug traffic on military bases have been declared as suicides despite evidence that 
murder was involved.

Antonin Scalia

Supreme Court Justice

Died: February 12, 2016

Justice Scalia was a major thorn in many sides. He opposed Obamacare, thought global warming was a 
fraud, supported individual gun rights, and mostly to the point, was involved with Senate leval 
discussions on how to arrest Hillary Clinton for massive corruption and possible espionage.At the time 
of his death, Scalia was set to vote to overturn affirmative action.

Scalia died at Cibolo Creek Ranch on February 12th. His body was found by the ranch owner, lying on 
the top of the undisturbed bed covers, with a pillow over his face! Despite the suspicious circumstances
surrounding his death, no autopsy was performed and Scalia was immediately embalmed.

Scalia is added to the Clinton Dead Bodies list based on the following leaked email exchange between 
Hillary's campaign chairman John Podesta and DC lobbyist Steve Elmendorf, dated just three days 
prior to Scalia's suspicious death.
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"Wet work" is a well-known euphemism for assassination.

Walter Scheib

Clinton White House Chef.

Died: June 13, 2015

Walter Scheib was hired by the Clinton White House and continued to serve the Bush administration. 
He was reported missing by his family when he failed to return from a hike. His body was found more 
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than one and as half miles off of the trail he was supposed to be on, at the bottom of a river. No official 
cause of death has been released.

Tom Schweich

Waco Investigator and candidate for governor

Died: February 26, 2013

Schweich served as Chief of Staff for former U.S. Senator John Danforth's investigation of the federal 
government's actions in connection with the 1993 FBI siege of the Branch Davidian compound in 
Waco, Texas. He had announced his candidacy for governor just one month before his death, and was 
found with a gunshot wound to the left temple. Tom Schweich was right-handed. One month later, his 
media director, Robert "Spence" Jackson, was found dead of a similar wound.

Barry Seal

CIA drug pilot

Died: February 19, 1986

Now known to have been a gun and drug smuggler for the CIA, operating out of the Mena airport, 
Barry Seal had reportedly kept in contact with Bill Clinton's head of security at the governor's mansion,
Raymond "Buddy" Young, the ex rodeo clown who is now the number 2 man at FEMA.

Following his fall from CIA grace, Barry was sentenced to live at a Salvation Army Housing Complex 
by a judge who also prohibited Barry Seal to either have any guns or to employ any bodyguards. 
Corruption doesn't become any more obvious than this. Barry was gunned down with machine gun fire 
in the parking lot of the Salvation Army Housing Complex.

In violation of the court order, Barry had hired bodyguards who worked a rotation schedule. But the 
bodyguard who was to be there when Barry was killed never showed up. That bodyguard, according to 
video producer Daniel Hopsicker, was a former associate (meaning drug pilot) of Barry's named 
William "Bear" Bottoms. Bottoms prowled the internet insisting that there never was any drug running 
operation at Mena, Arkansas.

Bill Shelton

Arkansas state trooper and fiancee of Kathy Ferguson

Died: June 1994
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Allegedly committed suicide by shooting himself at the grave site of his fiancee - Officer Shelton was 
the fiancee of Kathy Ferguson, who was the ex-wife of Trooper Danny Ferguson. Kathy Ferguson also 
supposedly committed "suicide" June 1994 when she shot herself in her living room. Oddly, next to the 
body were her packed bags, as if she was expecting to be going somewhere. Danny Ferguson was a co-
defendant along with Bill Clinton in Paula Corbin Jones's sexual harassment suit. Kathy Ferguson was 
reported as a corroborating witness for Ms. Jones.

Peter Smith

GOP operative

Died: May 14, 2017

Peter W. Smith was found dead just 10 days after he admitted to trying to get Hillary Clinton's missing 
emails from Russian hackers. He left a note behind in all caps saying there was "NO FOUL PLAY" 
involved. Charles Ortel, a Wall Street investment banker and market analyst, had spoken with Smith 
the day before his death and said Smith did not show any indications of a man considering suicide.

Kurt Smolek

State Department Diplomatic Security Agent

Died: Aug 28-30, 2017

Kurt went missing on Monday Augist 28, 2017. His body washed up along the shores of the Potomac 
Wednesday, August 30. Kurt worked with then Secretary of State Hilllary Clinton and had jurisdiction 
over classified data and secure emails for the State Department. Cause of death is listed as "unknown."

Victor Thorn,

Independent Journalist

Died: August 1, 2016

Found dead of a gunshot on top of a mountain near his home, Thorn has been a thorn in the side of the 
Clintons for decades, writing books and articles for American Free Press that exposed many of the 
Clintons' dark secrets, including the drug running out of Mena, Arkansas. While officially declared a 
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suicide, it is worth noting that Victor Thorn was at the height of his success, with a long line of 
successful books, including Crowning Clinton: Why Hillary Shouldn't Be in the White House and the 
Hillary (And Bill) trilogy, which were strong sellers. The trilogy had just been purchased for translation
and foreign distribution.

Paul Tully,

Democratic National Committee Political Director

Died: September 24, 1992

Found dead in a hotel room in Little Rock Arkansas of "unknown causes." No autopsy allowed. - 
Described by Clinton as a "dear friend and trusted advisor. Tully authored several key strategies for 
Clinton and the party. Paul Tully, 48, Democratic National Committee political director and architect of
a strategy to make the party competitive again in presidential elections, was found dead in his hotel 
room on September 24, 1992, in Little Rock, Arkansas of unknown causes. Authorities speculated his 
death was from a heart attack or stroke. In a press release, then-presidential candidate Clinton called 
Mr. Tully "a dear friend and trusted adviser." He said he was "deeply saddened by the loss." Tully 
devised a strategy of targeting states based on their value in the Electoral College, and coordinating the 
presidential campaign with state and congressional races.

Jon Parnell Walker

RTC investigator

Died: August 15, 1993

Mysteriously fell to his death from an apartment balcony. He was investigating the Morgan Guaranty 
scandal. The same apartment which was alleged to have been a secret getaway which Vince Foster may
have visited.

Calvin Walraven

Drug witness

Died July 30 1994 
24 year old Walraven was a key witness in Jocelyn Elder's son's drug case. Ten days after Elder's son 
was convicted of trafficking in cocaine, Walraven was found dead in his apartment with a gunshot blast
to the head. Tim Hover, a Little Rock police spokesman said no foul play was suspected.
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Gary Webb

Journalist

Died: December 10, 2004

Webb, a Pulitzer prize winning journalist, exposed CIA drug trafficking operations in a series of books 
and reports for the San Jose Mercury News. He was found dead on Friday morning in what the police 
said was an apparent suicide. Webb had been shot in the head TWICE!

Maynard Webb

Mena airport witness

Died: Late 1994 
Maynard Webb had stumbled on several aircraft whose tail numbers were being changed on a regular 
basis. Was about to go public when he walked headfirst into a spinning propeller.

Russel Welch

Infected with military grade anthrax September 21, 1991 after reporting on the mena drug smuggling 
operation.

Alan G. Whicher

Oversaw Clinton's Secret Service detail.

Died: April 19, 1995

In October 1994 Whicher was transferred to the Secret Service field office in the Murrah Building in 
Oklahoma City. Whatever warning was given to the BATF agents in that building did not reach Alan 
Whicher, whom died in the bomb blast. 

�conomique et social, 

Beranton J. Whisenant Jr.

federal prosecutor involved in the investigation of voter fraud connected to the DNC.

Died: May 24, 2017

Beranton J. Whisenant Jr was discovered in the water by a passer-by on Hollywood Beach, in Debbie 
Wasserman Shultz' congressional district. His death bares striking similarities to the death of murdered 
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DNC whistleblower Seth Rich. The prosecutor had been shot in the head, according to police, and he 
had all of his personal effects on him when he was discovered, which rules out the likelihood of a 
robbery. Whisenant worked for the U.S. Attorney's Office in Miami in its major crimes unit. He was 
investigating a mail theft case involving voter fraud involing the destruction of Republican absentee 
ballots. 

�conomique et social, 

Paul Wilcher

Washington attorney investigating gun running out of Mena, Arkansas.

Died: June 22, 1993

Found dead on a toilet in his Washington apartment. No cause of death was ever reported by the 
coroner. At the time of his death, he was investigating connections between the "October surprise" 
during the 1980 federal election campaign and drug and gunrunning out of Mena, Arkansas, as well as 
the BATF assault on the Waco, Texas Branch Davidians. Was planning on producing a television 
documentary on his findings. He had delivered a 105-page affidavit to Janet Reno detailing the 
evidence he had collected regarding the drug operation at Mena, just three weeks before his death.

Ed Willey

Real Estate Attorney, Clinton Fund Raiser

Died: November 30, 1993

Died of a shotgun blast to the head. Body found in deep woods in Virginia. Ruled a suicide, no note 
was found. Died on the same day his wife was sexually assaulted in the White House by Bill Clinton. - 
Intimately involved in several Clinton fund raising events.

Gareth Williams

MI6 Agent

Died: August 16. 2010

Gareth Williams, an MI6 spy who worked on both sides of the Atlantic, engaged in some unauthorized 
hacking by breaking into Bill Clinton's database of friends and connections, ostensibly to give to a 
friend in the media. This breach caused a diplomatic nightmare for MI6's new director, Sir John 
Sawers.
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Gareth was found naked, padlocked into a sports bag, in his own bathtub. No fingerprints, palm-prints 
footprints or traces of William's DNA were found at the scene. The key to the padlock was inside the 
bag, underneath his body.

As usual, declared a suicide! The sheer absurdity of this claim provoked a public uproar, and the 
promoters of the suicide theory even went so far as to try to demonstrate how Williams could have 
inserted himself into the bag!

But even this charade failed to convince anyone and the police were finally forced to acknowledge 
William's murder, even to the point of admitting they had two suspects in the crime ... who were never 
arrested.

John Augustus Wilson

Former Washington DC Council member

Died: May 18, 1993

Wilson claimed to have info on Whitewater, a political controversy that began with the real estate 
dealings of Bill and Hillary Clinton and their associates, Jim and Susan McDougal in the Whitewater 
Development Corporation, a failed business venture in the 1970s and 1980s, and was willing to talk. 
Found hanged. Declared a suicide.

Jim Wilhite

Vice Chairman, Arkla, Inc.

Died: December 21, 1992

Died in a one-person skiing accident. - Wilhite had extensive ties with Clinton and Mack McLarty, with
whom he visited by telephone just hours before his death. 

Theodore Williams, Jr.

Bettie Currie's brother.

Died: December 16, 1997

A passing car hit the brother of Presidential Secretary Betty Currie after his own car had somehow run 
off the road. Bill Clinton called Monica Lewinsky at 2:00 AM the next morning to tell her of the death 
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and alert Monica that her named appeared on the Paula Jones witness list. Betty's brother had also been 
beaten shortly before Betty testified in a previous matter.

Steve Willis

Robert Williams

Conway LeBleu

Todd McKeehan

Clinton bodyguards

Died: February 28, 1993

"executed" by gunfire in the Waco, Texas assault on the Branch Davidians. - All four were examined by
a "private doctor" and died from nearly identical wounds to the left temple, so-called execution style. 
According to Linda Thompson, videotapes and other evidence indicates that none died from guns fired 
by Branch Davidians. In his address to employees of the Treasury Department in the Cash Room on 
March 18, 1993, Clinton said: "My prayers and I'm sure yours are still with the families of all four of 
the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents who were killed in WACO -- Todd McKeehan and Conway 
Le Bleu of New Orleans; Steve Willis of Houston, and Robert Williams from my hometown of Little 
Rock. Three of those four were assigned to my security during the course of the primary or general 
election." However, the Little Rock, Arkansas office of the ATF confirmed that all four had at one point
been bodyguards for Bill Clinton, three while he was campaigning for President, and while he had been
governor of Arkansas. In the videotape by the American Justice Federation, "WACO II, the Big Lie 
Continues," Linda Thompson demonstrates that 15 shots were fired from six separate weapons into and
out of a room into which three of the four agents had entered through a window. Four of these shots 
were fired from an overhead helicopter, an agent outside the window, firing an MP5 submachine gun, 
who also threw in a concussion grenade, fired at least two shots into the room. In the autopsies of these 
agents, three had virtually identical wounds to the left temple that exited through the rear of the head, 
execution-style. A "private physician" treated all four. 

Barbara Wise

Commerce Department Staffer

Died: November 29, 1996

As the scandals continued to swirl around the John Huang, one of Huang's associates, Barbara Wise, 
was found dead in her locked office on the fourth floor of the Department of Commerce, partially nude 
(by one report completely nude) and covered with bruises. No cause of death has ever been announced 
even though an autopsy was conducted (prior to next of kin being notified). Calls to the D.C. 
pathologist, Dr. Jaardemal have gotten an assurance that the bruises were not from being beaten but 
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nothing else. Despite claims of ongoing illness, no record of a hospital visit in the months leading up to
her death has surfaced. Oddly enough, following the discovery of her body, Bill Clinton made an 
unscheduled return to the White House from Camp David, claiming he needed a book of poetry in 
order to complete his inauguration speech.

Richard Winters

Suspect in the deaths of Ives & Henry

Died: July 1989

Winters offered to cooperate. He was killed by a shotgun blast to the face during a "robbery" which was
subsequently proven to be a setup.

Dan Harmon, the Prosecutor who Winters reportedly made the offer to, was implicated in the 
Kevin/Ives deaths and was jailed for running his office as a criminal enterprise to extort narcotics and 
cash, proof that elements of Arkansas law enforcement were corrupted by drugs during Bill Clinton's 
tenure as governor.

Terrance Yeakey.

First police officer to arrive at the Murrah Building following the OK City bombing

Died: May 8, 1996

Terrance Yeakey had collected together a vast amount of hard data on the bombing of the Murrah 
building. Terrance Yeakey's patrol car was found abandoned along a dirt road, the front seat covered 
with blood. Officer Yeakey himself was found a short distance away, with 11 cut wounds on both arms 
and two in his throat, plus a gunshot through the head. No gun was ever found, and the death was 
declared a suicide. His material on the OK City bombing was never found following his death. His life 
had been threatened.

Shawn Lucas – Aug. 2, 2016

On July 3, attorney Shawn Lucas, 38, helped serve the DNC with a lawsuit claiming then-DNC 
Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz “rigged the primary for Hillary Clinton.”

The complaint was served before Wasserman Schultz resigned amid the Wikileaks email scandal on 
July 24.

Less than one month after he helped serve the lawsuit, Lucas’ girlfriend found him dead in his 
bathroom.
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Beverly Ann Fields, chief of staff at the Washington, D.C., Medical Examiner’s office, told WND, “The
cause and manner of death for decedent [Shawn] Lucas are still pending.”

THE COVERT CRIMINAL CARTEL OF THE SILICON VALLEY MAFIA

The Cartels of Silicon Valley - They Rape, Steal, Lie, Bribe, Black-List and Abuse Society With 
Impunity

by Dean Baker

Mark Ames published an article ( http://pando.com/2014/01/23/the-techtopus-how-silicon-valleys-
most-celebrated-ceos-conspired-to-drive-down-100000-tech-engineers-wages/ ) that should forever 
destroy any connection between the Silicon Valley tech billionaires and libertarian worldviews. The 
article reports on a court case that alleges that Apple, Google, and other Silicon Valley powerhouses 
actively conspired to keep their workers’ wages down. According to documents filed in the case, these 
companies agreed not to compete for each others’ workers dating at least as far back as 2005. Workers 
in the industry have filed a class action suit that could lead to the payment of billions of dollars in lost 
wages.

This case is striking at many levels, the most obvious being the effective theft of large amounts of 
money by some of the richest people on the planet from their employees. This is pernicious, but not 
altogether surprising. After all, the boss stealing from the workers is as dog bites man as it gets. Few 
would be surprised that rich people were willing to break the law to get even richer.

The real news here is how the Silicon Valley barons ( 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/17/books/review/book-review-railroaded-by-richard-white.html?
pagewanted=all&_r=0 ) allegedly broke the law. The charge is that they actively colluded to stifle 
market forces. They collectively acted to prevent their workers from receiving the market-clearing 
wage. This means not only that they broke the law, and that they acted to undermine the market, but 
that they really don’t think about the market the way libertarians claim to think about the market.

The classic libertarian view of the market is that we have a huge number of people in the market 
actively competing to buy and sell goods and services. They acknowledge the obvious — some actors 
are much bigger than others — but there is so much competition that no individual or company can 
really hope to have much impact on market outcomes.

This point is central to their argument that the government should not interfere with corporate practices.
For example, if we think our local cable company is charging too much for cable access, our libertarian
friends will insist that the phone company, satellite television or other competitors will step in to keep 
prices in line. They would tell the same story if the issue were regulating the airlines, banks, health 
insurance, or any other sector where there is reason to believe that competition might be limited.

They would tell the same story on the labor side. If we are concerned that workers are getting low 
wages then the answer is to improve their skills through education and training rather than raise the 
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minimum wage. If workers were worth more than the minimum wage, then the market would already 
be paying them more than the minimum wage.

They have the same story when it comes to requiring family leave, sick days, or other benefits. 
Libertarians would say that if workers value these benefits they would negotiate for them and be 
willing to trade off wages. There is no reason for the government to get involved.

This story about the wonders of the free market is simple in its appeal and it has the great implication 
that nothing should be done to keep the rich from getting ever richer. However the Silicon Valley non-
compete agreements show that this is not how the tech billionaires believe the market really works. 
This is just a story they peddle to children and gullible reporters.

If they really believed the market had a deep sea of competitors in which no individual actor could 
count for much, then their non-compete agreements would serve no purpose. If Google, Apple, Intel 
and the other biggies agreed not to hire each others’ workers, it really wouldn’t affect their pay since 
there would always be new upstarts ready to jump in and hire away underpaid engineers.

The fact the Silicon Valley honchos took the time to negotiate and presumably enforce these non-
compete agreements was because they did not think that there were enough competitors to hire away 
their workers. They believed that they had enough weight on the buy-side of the market for software 
engineers that if they agreed to not to compete for workers, they could keep their wages down.

It shouldn’t be surprising that the Silicon Valley billionaires really are not libertarians. After all, much 
of their fortunes rest on patents and copyrights, both of which are government granted monopolies: the 
opposite of a free market.

But for some reason, seeing the tech whiz-kids forming a cartel to keep down their workers’ wages 
seems an even more direct violation of any belief in libertarian principles. This is the same sort of cartel
behavior that we associate with the cigar-chomping robber barons of the late 19th century. It turns out 
that the biggest difference between the tech billionaires of the Internet Age and the high rollers of the 
railroad age is the cigars.

Dean Baker is the co-director of the Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR). He is the 
author of Plunder and Blunder: The Rise and Fall of the Bubble Economy and False Profits: 
Recoverying From the Bubble Economy.

=========================================

Is Silicon Valley’s Immigration freak-out actually about cutting off the supply of young Asian boys for 
the tech pervert CEO’s?

Is Silicon Valley’s Immigration freak-out actually about cutting off the supply of young Asian boys for 
the tech pervert CEO’s?       By Ashely Fin       Silicon Valley and San Francisco tech oligarchs have a 
Gay Tech Industry Mafia.     When you pack all of those elite white boys into snot-nose … Continue 
reading Is Silicon Valley’s Immigration freak-out actually about cutting off the supply of young Asian 
boys for the tech pervert CEO’s? ( https://newyorknewssentinal.wordpress.com/2017/01/31/is-silicon-
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valleys-immigration-freak-out-actually-about-cutting-off-the-supply-of-young-asian-boys-for-the-tech-
pervert-ceos/ )

Tagged Elon Musk, Facebook, Gay Mafia, Google, ladyboys, larry page, nick denton, queer mafia, 
Reid Hoffman, Silicon Valley Billionaires, Silicon Valley Cartel, silicon valley gay mafia, Trump vs. 
Silicon Valley

================================================

Silicon Valley Cartel Convinced Hillary Clinton They Could Manipulate The Election For Her To Win: 
THEY BLEW IT

Dems don't want Hillary Clinton to run again, ever, according to poll (mic.com) The DNC's Google, 
Twitter, Facebook, Ebay, Linkedin Cartel sold the Clintons on their belief that they controlled 
psychological warfare technologies that could gaurantee her win, like they did when they rigged the 
election … Continue reading Silicon Valley Cartel Convinced Hillary Clinton They Could Manipulate 
The Election For Her To Win: THEY BLEW IT
 
https://newyorknewssentinal.wordpress.com/2016/12/23/silicon-valley-cartel-convinced-hillary-
clinton-they-could-manipulate-the-election-for-her-to-win-they-blew-it/

=================================================

SILICON VALLEY CARTEL TAKE-DOWN PLAN SHOWS UP ON WEB
https://newyorknewssentinal.wordpress.com/2016/11/18/silicon-valley-cartel-take-down-plan-shows-
up-on-web/

Who is In “The Silicon Valley Cartel”? Who are these folks we hear so much about?: Gilman Louie- 
Creator on In-Q-Tel and NVCA James Breyer- Creator of In-Q-Tel and NVCA Joe Lonsdale – VC, 
charged with rape Larry Summers- White House, charged with organizing "skims" of DOE cash to 
intermediaries Larry Page- Google, In-Q-Tel Lachlan Seward- … Continue reading Who is In “The 
Silicon Valley Cartel”? Who are these folks we hear so much about?:

https://newyorknewssentinal.wordpress.com/2016/08/28/who-is-in-the-silicon-valley-cartel-who-are-
these-folks-we-hear-so-much-about-4/

The big dirty players in the Silicon Valley Mafia Cartel are: Amy Pascal; Bill Daley; Bill Lockyer; 
Brian Goncher; Daniel Cohen; David Axelrod; David Drummond; David Plouffe; David E. Shaw; 
Dianne Feinstein; Elon Musk; Eric Holder; Eric Schmidt; John Zaccarro, Jr.; Frank Giustra; Nick 
Denton; Harry Reid; Haim Saban; Hillary and Bill Clinton; Ira Ehrenpreis; Jay Carney; James Comey; 
Jared Cohen; Jeffrey Katzenberg; John Doerr; Harvey Weinstein; Yasmin Green; Jonathan Silver; Ken 
Brody; Lachlan Seward; Judge Stewart M. Bernstein; Larry Page; Google; Alphabet; YouTube; 
Facebook; In-Q-Tel; Amazon; Twitter; WordPress.Org; The Law Firm of Perkins Coi; Mark 
Zuckerberg; Martin LaGod; Matt Rogers; Marc Benioff; Michael Birch; S. Donald Sussman; Pierre 
Omidyar; Rahm Emanual; Raj Gupta; Ray Lane; Tom Perkins; Robert Rubin; Rob Friedman; Reid 
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Hoffman; Richard Blum; Robert Gibbs; Robert Shwarts; Roger Altman; The Law Firm of Covington 
and Burling; Sanford Robertson; Steve Jurvetson; Steve Rattner; Steve Westly; Steven Chu; Steve 
Spinner; Susie Tompkins Buell; George Soros; Warren Buffet; Tom Steyer; The Clinton Foundation, 
Tim Draper; Valarie Jarrett; Jeffrey Epstein; Vinod Khosla; Michelle Lee; The law firm of Wilson 
Sonsini Goodrich and Rosatti; Lawrence Summers; Marc Andreessen Sheryl Sandberg; Yuri Milner; 
Fenwick & West LLP; James W. Breyer; McBee Strategic; Mike Sheehy; Nancy Pelosi; Gilman Louie; 
Thomas J. Kim; Ping Li; Greylock Capital, Accel Partners; Jim Swartz; Bank Menatep; Alisher 
Asmanov; Marc L. Andreessen; Peter Thiel; Clarion Capital; Richard Wolpert; Robert Ketterson; David
Kilpatrick; Tesla Motors; Solyndra; BrightSource; IDG Capital Partners; Goldman Sachs; Morgan 
Stanley; State Street Corporation; JP Morgan Chase; Lloyd Blankfein; Jamie Dimon; Steve Cutler; 
Rodgin Cohen; Sullivan Cromwell, LLP; Jeff Markey; Steve McBee; Michael F. McGowan; Toni 
Townes-Whitley; CGI Federal; Todd Y. Park;  Frank M. Sands, Sr.; Robin Yangong Li; Parker Zhang; 
Jonathan Goodman; Gawker Media; Jalopnik; Adrian Covert, John Herrman; Gizmodo Media; K2 
Intelligence; WikiStrat; Podesta Group; Fusion GPS; Think Progress; Media Matters; Black Cube; 
Debbie Wasserman, The DNC Executive Committee; Correct The Record; Stratfor; ShareBlue; Sid 
Blumenthal; David Brock; Barack Obama; Sen. Robert Menendez; Jerry Brown; Ken Alex; Susan 
Rice; Kamala Harris; Bruce Ohr; Nellie Ohr; and other names to be identified in court...

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Cartels, Collusion and Price Fixing in Silicon Valley
- The intrigue behind Michael Arrington's new bombshell
John Hudson

Michael Arrington has a history of breaking big news stories for his technology site, TechCrunch. His 
modus operandi is "to bust the door down and clean the mess up later." Today--he's got a big mess to 
clean up.

On Tuesday night, Arrington published a sizzling bombshell about powerful Silicon Valley investors 
seemingly engaged in collusion and price fixing. The story begins when Arrington is tipped off to a 
secret meeting of 10 "super angel" investors at a wine bar in San Francisco. Arrington says these 
investors account for "nearly 100% of early stage startup deals in Silicon Valley." When he walks in on 
their meeting, the silence is "deafening" and he says he's "never seen a more guilty looking group of 
people."

After an awkward exchange, he leaves the meeting but manages to speak with a handful of investors 
afterwards to find some damning testimonies. According to Arrington, the super angel investors were 
colluding against both entrepreneurs and traditional venture capital firms. They wanted to act together 
to "keep traditional venture capitalists out of deals entirely" and "keep out new angel investors" from 
entering the market and driving up valuations. They also kept an online wiki to coordinate their ideas. 
A handful of attendees said they were "extremely uncomfortable" with the manner of the discussion 
and Arrington explains why:
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    What's wrong with this? Collusion and price fixing, that's what. It is absolutely unlawful for 
competitors to act together to keep other competitors out of the market, or to discuss ways to keep 
prices under control. And that appears to be exactly what this group is doing.

    This isn't minor league stuff. We're talking about federal crimes and civil prosecutions if in fact that's
what they're doing. I had a quick call with an attorney this morning, and he confirmed that these types 
of meetings are exactly what these laws were designed to prevent.

Hold On, Give Arrington Some Credit Here, writes Henry Blodget at Business Insider:

    In other industries, such behavior is known as "price fixing" and "collusion" -- and it's illegal.

    We... want to tip our hat to Mike for his story (it's great) and his, well, balls. It's this sort of work that
makes this new form of journalism so valuable and fun. It's also the type of work that would make the 
tech industry barely notice if the mainstream media just rolled over and died.

    As Mike observes, many of the folks he calls out for this meeting are friends and sources, some of 
whom will undoubtedly be furious at him for exposing their little game.

    It takes balls to lob a grenade at your friends like that. It also takes finesse and skill (and power) to 
do it and still have many of those folks rushing to call you after the meeting to preserve their 
relationships with you.

    I'm With Arrington, writes Mike Masnick at TechDirt:

    While there are plenty more angels in Silicon Valley than just 15, it is true that, these days, 
companies getting investments from some of the "top" angels is seen as the ticket needed to move up 
the chain to big name venture capitalists as well. So hearing that a group of these investors may be 
colluding to effectively fix pricing is bad news for the supposed "meritocracy" of funding in Silicon 
Valley, and should be seen as a pretty serious problem.

    Along those lines, I should say kudos to Arrington for publishing such a story. While he doesn't name
names, these investors are the key sources for many of his stories, so publishing this story is probably 
burning some bridges with sources. It's good to see that he wouldn't let that get in the way

http://www.abeldanger.org/web/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/The-Silicon-Valley-Mafia-Update-4.2-
1.pdf

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Today’s Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the Robber Barons

Yes, Jay Gould was a bad guy. But at least he helped build societal wealth. Not so our Silicon Valley 
overlords. And they have our politicians in their pockets.

By Joel Kotkin
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A decade ago these guys—and they are mostly guys—were folk heroes, and for many people, they 
remain so. They represented everything traditional business, from Wall Street and Hollywood to the 
auto industry, in their pursuit of sure profits and golden parachutes, was not—hip, daring, risk-taking 
folk seeking to change the world for the better.

Now from San Francisco to Washington and Brussels, the tech oligarchs are something less attractive: a
fearsome threat whose ambitions to control our future politics, media, and commerce seem without 
limits. Amazon, Google, Facebook, Netflix, and Uber may be improving our lives in many ways, but 
they also are disrupting old industries—and the lives of the many thousands of people employed by 
them. And as the tech boom has expanded, these individuals and companies have gathered economic 
resources to match their ambitions.

And as their fortunes have ballooned, so has their hubris. They see themselves as somehow better than 
the scum of Wall Street or the trolls in Houston or Detroit. It’s their intelligence, not just their money, 
that makes them the proper global rulers. In their contempt for the less cognitively gifted, they are 
waging what The Atlantic recently called “a war on stupid people.”

I had friends of mine who attended MIT back in the 1970s tell me they used to call themselves “tools,” 
which told us us something about how they regarded themselves and were regarded. Technologists 
were clearly bright people whom others used to solve problems or make money. Divorced from any 
mystical value, their technical innovations, in the words of the French sociologist Marcel Mauss, 
constituted “a traditional action made effective.” Their skills could be applied to agriculture, 
metallurgy, commerce, and energy.

In recent years, like Skynet in the Terminator, the tools have achieved consciousness, imbuing 
themselves with something of a society-altering mission. To a large extent, they have created what the 
sociologist Alvin Gouldner called “the new class” of highly educated professionals who would remake 
society. Initially they made life better—making spaceflight possible, creating advanced medical devices
and improving communications (the internet); they built machines that were more efficient and created 
great research tools for both business and individuals. Yet they did not seek to disrupt all industries—
such as energy, food, automobiles—that still employed millions of people. They remained “tools” 
rather than rulers.

With the massive wealth they have now acquired, the tools at the top now aim to dominate those they 
used to serve. Netflix is gradually undermining Hollywood, just as iTunes essentially murdered the 
music industry. Uber is wiping out the old order of cabbies, and Google, Facebook, and the social 
media people are gradually supplanting newspapers. Amazon has already undermined the book 
industry and is seeking to do the same to apparel, supermarkets, and electronics.

Past economic revolutions—from the steam engine to the jet engine and the internet—created in their 
wake a productivity revolution. To be sure, as brute force or slower technologies lost out, so did some 
companies and classes of people. But generally the economy got stronger and more productive. People 
got places sooner, information flows quickened, and new jobs were created, many of them paying 
middle- and working-class people a living wage.
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This is largely not the case today. As numerous scholars including Robert Gordon have pointed out, the 
new social-media based technologies have had little positive impact on economic productivity, now 
growing at far lower rates than during past industrial booms, including the 1990s internet revolution.

Much of the problem, notes MIT Technology Review editor David Rotman, is that most information 
investment no longer serves primarily the basic industries that still drive most of the economy, 
providing a wide array of jobs for middle- and working-class Americans. This slowdown in 
productivity, notes Chad Syverson, an economist at the University of Chicago Booth School of 
Business, has decreased gross domestic product by $2.7 trillion in 2015—about $8,400 for every 
American. “If you think Silicon Valley is going to fuel growing prosperity, you are likely to be 
disappointed,” suggests Rotman.

One reason may be the nature of “social media,” which is largely a replacement for technology that 
already exists, or in many cases, is simply a diversion, even a source of time-wasting addiction for 
many. Having millions of millennials spend endless hours on Facebook is no more valuable than 
binging on television shows, except that TV actually employs people.

At their best, the social media firms have supplanted the old advertising model, essentially undermining
the old agencies and archaic forms like newspapers, books, and magazines. But overall information 
employment has barely increased. It’s up 70,000 jobs since 2010, but this is after losing 700,000 jobs in
the first decade of the 21st century.

Tech firms had once been prodigious employers of American workers. But now, many depend on either
workers abroad of imported under H-1B visa program. These are essentially indentured servants whom 
they can hire for cheap and prevent from switching jobs. Tens of thousands of jobs in Silicon Valley, 
and many corporate IT departments elsewhere, rent these “technocoolies,” often replacing longstanding
U.S. workers.

Expanding H-1Bs, not surprisingly, has become a priority issue for oligarchs such as Bill Gates, Mark 
Zuckerberg, and a host of tech firms, including Yahoo, Cisco Systems, NetApp, Hewlett-Packard, and 
Intel, firms that in some cases have been laying off thousands of American workers. Most of the 
bought-and-paid-for GOP presidential contenders, as well as the money-grubbing Hillary Clinton, 
embrace the program, with some advocating expansion. The only opposition came from two candidates
disdained by the oligarchs, Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.

Now cab drivers, retail clerks, and even food service workers face technology-driven extinction. Some 
of this may be positive in the long run, certainly in the case of Uber and Lyft, to the benefit of 
consumers. But losing the single mom waitress at Denny’s to an iPad does not seem to be a major 
advance toward social justice or a civilized society—nor much of a boost for our society’s economic 
competitiveness. Wiping out cab drivers, many of them immigrants, for part-time workers driving 
Ubers provides opportunity for some, but it does threaten what has long been one of the traditional 
ladders to upward mobility.

Then there is the extraordinary geographical concentration of the new tech wave. Previous waves were 
much more highly dispersed. But not now. Social media and search, the drivers of the current tech 
boom, are heavily concentrated in the Bay Area, which has a remarkable 40 percent of all jobs in the 
software publishing and search field. In contrast, previous tech waves created jobs in numerous locales.
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This concentration has been two-edged sword, even in its Bay Area heartland. The massive infusions of
wealth and new jobs has created enormous tensions in San Francisco and its environs. Many San 
Franciscans, for example, feel like second class citizens in their own city. Others oppose tax measures 
in San Francisco that are favorable to tech companies like Twitter. There is now a movement on to 
reverse course and apply “tech taxes” on these firms, in part to fund affordable housing and homeless 
services. Further down in the Valley, there is also widespread opposition to plans to increase the density
of the largely suburban areas in order to house the tech workforce. Rather than being happy with the 
tech boom, many in the Bay Area see their quality of life slipping and upwards of a third are now 
considering a move elsewhere.

Once, we hoped that the technology revolution would create ever more dispersion of wealth and power.
This dream has been squashed. Rather than an effusion of start-ups we see the downturn in new 
businesses. Information Technology, notes The Economist, is now the most heavily concentrated of all 
large economic sectors, with four firms accounting for close to 50 percent of all revenues. Although the
tech boom has created some very good jobs for skilled workers, half of all jobs being created today are 
in low-wage services like retail and restaurants—at least until they are replaced by iPads and robots.

What kind of world do these disrupters see for us? One vision, from Singularity University, co-founded
by Google’s genius technologist Ray Kurzweil, envisions robots running everything; humans, outside 
the programmers, would become somewhat irrelevant. I saw this mentality for myself at a Wall Street 
Journal conference on the environment when a prominent venture capitalist did not see any problem 
with diminishing birthrates among middle-class Americans since the Valley planned to make the hoi 
polloi redundant.

Once somewhat inept about politics, the oligarchs now know how to press their agenda. Much of the 
Valley’s elite–venture capitalist John Doerr, Kleiner Perkins, Vinod Khosla, and Google—routinely use
the political system to cash in on subsidies, particularly for renewable energy, including such dodgy 
projects as California’s Ivanpah solar energy plant. Arguably the most visionary of the oligarchs, Elon 
Musk, has built his business empire largely through subsidies and grants.

Musk also has allegedly skirted labor laws to fill out his expanded car factory in Fremont, with $5-an-
hour Eastern European labor; even when blue-collar opportunities do arise, rarely enough, the oligarchs
seem ready to fill them with foreigners, either abroad or under dodgy visa schemes. Progressive 
rhetoric once used to attack oil or agribusiness firms does not seem to work against the tech elite. They 
can exploit labor laws and engage in monopoly practices with little threat of investigation by 
progressive Obama regulators.

In the short term, the oligarchs can expect an even more pliable regime under our likely next president, 
Hillary Clinton. The fundraiser extraordinaire has been raising money from the oligarchs like Musk and
companies such as Facebook. Each may vie to supplant Google, the company with the best access to 
the Obama administration, over the past seven years.

What can we expect from the next tech-dominated administration? We can expect moves, backed also 
by corporate Republicans, to expand H-1B visas, and increased mandates and subsidies for favored 
sectors like electric cars and renewable energy. Little will be done to protect our privacy—firms like 
Facebook are determined to limit restrictions on their profitable “sharing” of personal information. But 
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with regard to efforts to break down encryption systems key to corporate sovereignty, they will defend 
privacy, as seen in Apple’s resistance to sharing information on terrorist iPhones. Not cooperating 
against murderers of Americans is something of fashion now among the entire hoodie-wearing 
programmer culture.

One can certainly make the case that tech firms are upping the national game; certain cab companies 
have failed by being less efficient and responsive as well as more costly. Not so, however, the decision 
of the oligarchs–desperate to appease their progressive constituents–to periodically censor and curate 
information flows, as we have seen at Twitter and Facebook. Much of this has been directed against 
politically incorrect conservatives, such as the sometimes outrageous gay provocateur Milo 
Yiannopoulos.

There is a rising tide of concern, including from such progressive icons as former Labor Secretary 
Robert Reich, about the extraordinary market, political, and culture power of the tech oligarchy. But so 
far, the oligarchs have played a brilliant double game. They have bought off the progressives with 
contributions and by endorsing their social liberal and environmental agenda. As for the establishment 
right, they are too accustomed to genuflecting at mammon to push back against anyone with a 10-digit 
net worth. This has left much of the opposition at the extremes of right and left, greatly weakening it.

Yet over time grassroots Americans may lose their childish awe of the tech establishment. They could 
recognize that, without some restrictions, they are signing away control of their culture, politics, and 
economic prospects to the empowered “tools.” They might understand that technology itself is no 
panacea; it is either a tool to be used to benefit society, increase opportunity, and expand human 
freedom, or it is nothing more than a new means of oppression.

========================================================
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Appendix A – Case Reports; Various Investigators

FROM SOLYNDRA TO JEFFREY EPSTEIN - THE ROAD TO
POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND PERVERSION

2007: CHARGES FILED!
In 2007 we filed federal charges that some said "could not possibly happen in real life..."

2019: CHARGES PROVEN!
Now, every claim has been proven true in headline news, historical leaks and Congressional

investigations. All of the crimes and corruption we described actually did happen in "real life..."

2020: THE EXPOSURE!
Where will you be when history is made? YOU are now part of changing the way the world works....

forever!

Here are hundreds of thousands of pages of proof and hundreds of hours of video showing indisputable 
facts.

Corporate fake news networks and collusion-based law enforcement insiders stonewalled our case. We 
are the public and we will NEVER give up, though. Not until the U.S. Government provides us with 
our justice!

We discovered that most "politicians" are hired actors working for corporations and billionaire 
sociopaths. They have few skills aside from feigning interest and glad-handing. Their campaign 
managers are primarily criminal-type people whose job it is to take the fall. They will lie and embezzle 
as much cash as possible as covertly as possible. The motto of the campaign manager is to "lie and win
and pay for the crime after you get control of the office". They hide their crimes with plausible 
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deniability and financial records manipulation. Politicians get paid an average of $150K per year in 
salary and $50M+ in bribes.

Jeffrey     Epstein   was a member of a cult of business men who craved political power and sexual   
deviancy.

Solyndra was a crony political payola operation led by Brian Harrison, a veteran of Intel Corporation. 
He took the reins on July 27, 2010, when founder Chris Gronet was replaced as CEO.[13] Major 
investors included the "Tech Mafia" of  George Kaiser Family Foundation, U.S. Venture Partners, 
CMEA Ventures, Redpoint Ventures, Virgin Green Fund, Madrone Capital Partners, RockPort Capital 
Partners, Argonaut Private Equity, Masdar and Artis Capital Management.[14] 

These people, and these kinds of operations, typify the extremist, sociopath, sex-addicted cult of the 
high tech political power mongers who live by bribery and crony payola. They are ALL connected. 
Why was Elon Musk involved with all of these people? Why were these men so driven to manipulate 
elections and public news media? The premise of their cult reveals the truth about who, and what, they 
are!

Solyndra received a $535 million U.S. Department of Energy loan guarantee, the first recipient of a 
loan guarantee under President Barack Obama's economic stimulus program, the American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act of 2009. However, Solyndra officials used inaccurate which White House staff 
knew of, to help mislead the public in its application.[16] The overall loan program took a $528 million
loss from Solyndra.[17]  [18]   Additionally, Solyndra received a $25.1 million tax break from California's
Alternative Energy and Advanced Transportation Financing Authority.[19] Solyndra was not a unique 
case for the U.S. Department of Energy because Tesla also got a cash give-away from insider friends.
[20]      

Following the bankruptcy, the government was expected to recoup $27 million under the Solyndra 
restructuring plan, or up to 100% of loaned funds from a $1.5 billion lawsuit filed against Chinese 
solar-panel makers for alleged price fixing.[2] The outcomes of the lawsuits were that, in November 
2015, Yingli Green Energy Holding Co Ltd. settled a claim filed by Solyndra for $7.5 million, and in 
April 2016 Trina Solar Ltd. settled a claim filed by Solyndra for $45 million. In June 2016 a Stipulation
Of Dismissal was filed jointly between Solyndra and Suntech Power Holdings Co Ltd. and later signed 
by Hon. Saundra B. Armstrong on November 30, 2017 .[21] 

On November 3, 2010, Solyndra said it would lay off around 40 employees and not renew contracts for
about 150 temporary workers as a result of the consolidation.[22]
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Solyndra facility in Fremont with a "For Sale" sign in September 2012. Seagate purchased the facility 
in 2013.

On August 31, 2011, Solyndra announced it was filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, laying off 
1,100 employees, and shutting down all operations and manufacturing.[26] 

In September 2011 the company ceased all business activity, filed for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, 
Title 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, and laid off all employees.[2]  [3]  [27]   The company was 
also sued by employees who were abruptly laid off.[28] Solyndra was raided by the FBI investigating 
the company.[29] Federal agents visited the homes of Brian Harrison, the company's CEO, and Chris 
Gronet, the company's founder, to examine computer files and documents.[30] Also, in September 
2011, the US Department of the Treasury launched an investigation.[31] Bloomberg reported in 2011 
that Solyndra's $733 million plant had whistling robots and spa showers, along with many other signs 
of extravagant spending.[32] 

Also in 2011, a US Department of the Treasury official confirmed that the criminal probe of Solyndra 
was focused on whether the company and its officers misrepresented the firm's finances to the 
government in seeking the loan or engaged in accounting fraud.[33] Emails showed that the Obama 
administration had concerns about the legality of the Department of Energy's loan restructuring plan 
and warned OMB director Jeffrey D. Zients that the plan should be cleared with the Department of 
Justice first, which the Department of Energy had not done. The emails also revealed that, as early as 
August 2009, an aide to then-White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel had asked a Department of 
Energy official if he could discuss any concerns among the investment community about Solyndra but 
that the official dismissed the idea that Solyndra had financial problems.[34] The bankruptcy court 
approved the hiring of the chief restructuring officer Todd Neilson.[35] Rocket Renewables 
(rocketrenewables.com) incorporated in Delaware[36] with Gronet as the President and CEO.[37] On 
May 20, 2013, Rocket Renewables filed for a corporation license in California.[38] 

In 2012 a very small fraction of the glass tubes, which Solyndra had produced, became part of an art 
installation at the University of California Botanical Garden.[39] Also in 2012, the US Department of 
Justice objected to the bankruptcy plan amid allegations that "the plan's primary purpose is tax 
avoidance through the preservation of hundreds of millions of dollars of net operating losses (NOL) 
after reorganization".[40]  [41]   Also, the successor company is named 360 Degree Solar Holdings, Inc., 
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which would have control over "approximately US$350 million in tax attributes", such as NOL 
carryovers.[40] The case In re Solyndra LLC et al., No. 11-12799 (Bankr. D. Del.), discused tax 
avoidance. [27] "Solyndra's owners, Argonaut Ventures I LLC and Madrone Partners LP" will "realize 
the tax benefits of between $875 million and $975 million of net operating losses, while more senior 
creditors, including the Department of Energy, which provided a $535 million loan guarantee to 
Solyndra, will receive nearly nothing."[27] 

In 2011 and 2012, during Obama's re-election campaign, the political advocacy group Americans for 
Prosperity spent $8.4 million in swing states on television advertisements denouncing the loan 
guarantee.[2]  

In 2013, Elevated Design LLC filed as a domestic in California. Gronet became an officer of Elevated 
Design LLC. This filing was canceled sometime later.[44] The Contra Costa Times reported that 
Gronet was unlikely to face criminal charges in connection with Solyndra.[45] In August 2015, the 
Inspector General of the U.S. Energy Department put most of the blame for the incident on Solyndra.
[46]  [47]   On March 21, 2016, Gronet incorporated a company named 4th-Phase, Inc., doing business as 
4th-Phase Washington, Inc., in Delaware.[48] Gronet also became an advisor to Global Water 
Innovations, Inc., which was founded in May 2016.[49] 

THESE FACTS PROVE CRIMINAL MISCONDUCT BY PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND THEIR
SILICON VALLEY DEEP STATE FINANCIERS AND HANDLERS! THIS IS OUR DEMAND TO
THE ATTORNEY GENERALS, FBI AND RELATED OFFICES, TO ARREST THESE PEOPLE

AND DELIVER JUSTICE!

TO DATE, NO INVESTIGATOR OR ORGANIZATION HAS PROVEN THESE FACTS TO BE
FALSE. IN FACT, WE ACCEPT ANY PUBLIC CHALLENGE TO THIS EVIDENCE AND WILL

CORRECT ANY DATA PROVEN TO BE IN ERROR. WE ARE PREPARED TO TESTIFY IN
GRAND JURY OR PUBLIC CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS AND BEFORE CIVIL JURIES..."

We do not stand-by in the presence of evil!

 

FROM THE SOLYNDRA-REDUX CASE:

Rick Perry
Secretary of Energy
United States Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
the.secretary@hq.doe.gov
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July 29, 2019

Dear Rick:

What is the status of our case?

Here are the key reasons we think that The U.S. Department Of Energy 
("DOE") is criminally corrupt and did violate our rights based on our
actual experience with The Department, Congressional reports and law 
enforcement investigations:

- DOE solicited our involvement and asked us to invest our time, 
money, resources, technology and years of our brand value in their 
project, BUT, DOE bosses had already covertly hard-wired, insider-
rigged, and locked-off the funds and directed them to our competitors
(who DOE bosses owned stock in and later got jobs from). We were 
defrauded by DOE and federal executives. We are owed damages 
recovery.

- DOE executives said that they did not get direct orders from the 
White House or private White House financiers about who to fund and 
who to sabotage, but that turned out to be a lie, as proven by expert
testimony.

- Every insider that DOE funded either failed as a brand or was 
proven to have been involved in corruption and payola, in historical 
retrospect.

- We were the ONLY applicant that refused to pay bribes, as proven by
federal reports! We were asked to participate in these illicit 
schemes and we refused to engage in pay-to-play. In fact, we 
campaigned for, and created, laws to prevent this from happening 
again.

- The single largest set of failures of government funded projects, 
IN AMERICAN HISTORY, were the insiders that we told DOE not to fund 
because we knew they were staged to fail in order to produce: 1.) 
Windfall tax write-offs, 2.) Stock market pump-and-dump valuation 
skims 3.) Campaign money laundering 4.) Goldman Sachs services "fee" 
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skims, 5.) Tech building real estate scams, 6.) Insider trading by 
U.S. Senators and their families... and other crimes. IN FACT, EVERY 
SINGLE one of the other companies was later found out to have 
profited in each of these illicit ways. History, corporate document 
leaks and FBI-class forensics prove this as inarguable fact!

- If none of these illicit things are crimes then we missed out on 
$22+ billion dollars of profits. If we had been allowed to operate 
our business without sabotage from DOE then we would have made, at 
least, $200+ million in legitimate profits. So we were defrauded out 
of, at least $200M and up to $22B. The numbers are proven by comps 
from other companies who got to sell what we made in the same time 
period because DOE acted as a gate-keeper and industry saboteur. 
Those comps will stand up in court.

- After DOE bosses realized we had our shit more together than the 
competitors and were first-in-line with submissions, DOE bosses 
illegally eliminated the "first come, first served" rule which the 
Section 136 rules say they can't do.

- Freedom of Information (FOIA) filings, that we generated, produced 
evidence emails, federal reports and government surveillance videos 
that proved every one of our assertions. Additionally, our friends 
worked at DOE and gave us whistle-blower tips.

- The U.S. Government offered the funding to EVERY American yet the 
only people who got the funding were 47 men who lived 20 minutes from
each other and who partied at each other's homes and who IRONICALLY 
had financed the political campaigns of the top government 
executives. When you map out the final beneficiaries on a database 
like XKEYSCORE, Palantir, or related financial crimes computerized AI
analysis; it is quite clear that the entire DOE funding program was 
created by, and only benefited, a handful of men who were all 
connected previous to the application announcement.

- Our group hand-delivered the largest set of customer letters of 
support (from Americans) to the U.S. Congress and the Department of 
Energy HQ. We delivered more letters of support, from customers who 
wanted to buy our products, than EVERY OTHER APPLICANT COMBINED. Yet 
we were stone-walled because our products were more in demand than 
the products that DOE funded and that DOE executives owned stock 
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market stock in.

- Kleiner, Greylock and other competitors stuck moles in our 
operation but we used them against the people that sent them and 
filed FBI, GAO, SEC, DOJ, FTC and other charges against them.

- Federal investigators, our private investigators and the news 
media, have yet to find a single person that DOE had "reviewing 
applications" who was not getting paid bribes or stock holdings by 
our competitors.

- Our products beat EVERY other Applicant and Awardee on: 1.) Price, 
2.) Value, 3.) Manufacturing cost, 4.) Debt ratio, 5.) MPG, 6.) No 
foreign outsourced jobs, 7.) No bribes paid... and hundreds of other 
metrics. Yet we were stone-walled because our products were more in 
demand than the products that DOE funded and that DOE executives 
owned stock market stock in.

- DOE bosses demanded unfair cash payments from us, then some DOE 
bosses waived those fees, then other DOE bosses LIED about confirming
the funds, when we got the funds from outside investors, DOE bosses 
refused to take the money until after the deadline had passed in a 
classic stone-wall procedure in order to try to cut us out of the 
program. This was one of many violations of anti-trust laws.

- DOE stone-walled our follow-up reviews for nearly a decade in order
to punish us for reporting them for crimes and for helping law 
enforcement investigate them.

- DOE staff "Lois Lerner'd" our paperwork and manipulated the context
and semantics of our application documents and refused to take our 
calls to clarify issues. One of their negative staff DOE comments was
that our electric vehicle product was "not using enough gasoline". 
Another DOE staff comment was that our product was not expensive 
enough. DOE staff outright lied about submission data that our team, 
(hundreds of the top engineers from Detroit who had been laid off in 
The Crash), had carefully calculated. DOE did not want to know the 
truth. DOE couldn't handle the truth. DOE only wanted to manipulate 
data interpretations to protect their buddies and sabotage the 
competitors of the companies they held stock, assets and future job 
promises from.
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- If you think these charges sound harsh or are just "sour grapes", 
read the testimony of the hundreds of other applicants that DOE 
scumbags did the same thing too. DOE staff only exist to protect 
their corrupt stock holdings in Tesla, Solyndra and Google and to 
operate as the dogs-on-a-leash for K Street lobbyists paid for by 
Tesla, Solyndra and Google!

- DOE officials had direct profits, "job" payola promises, stock 
holdings and relations with 
Google/YouTube/Netflix/Facebook/Tesla/Solyndra. They had the Deep 
State Silicon Valley media cartel only promote their friend's 
companies and hide all press releases about competitors to their 
special interests. They produced hit-job movies and articles which 
Google/YouTube/Facebook (known in the news media as "The Deep State")
locked into the top results of their search engines globally, against
DOE staff competitors. An impossible feat unless 
Google/YouTube/Facebook executives did so manually. A comparative 
search for "Tesla Motors" from 2005 to 2019 and all Tesla 
competitors, across all search engines, per data archives, proves 
this to be true and is jury trial ready for confirmation. While the 
public, in 2009, may not have believed such massive web information 
manipulation was possible, in 2019 the EU and U.S. Congressional 
hearings have proved that such anti-trust violations were going on 
and have been accelerated by Google/YouTube/Facebook executives. 
These anti-competitive efforts were implemented by White House staff,
Secretary of Energy Steven Chu, his staff and later DOE staff after 
we had him fired!

- Every DOE official refused to EVER call our founders or engineers 
to ever discuss any of the submission details yet those same 
officials were on the phone daily with our competitors and had 
regular meetings with those competitors at DOE offices in order to 
hand-walk their friends into the set-aside cash.

- DOE executives established a covert scheme with every major 
institutional investor and every major member of The National Venture
Capital Association in such a manner so that no American company 
could get funded, once they applied to DOE, without the say-so from 
DOE bosses. The NVCA is a collusion-based organization designed to 
rig markets and DOE staff illegally participated and directed those 
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collusion's using state resources.

- The FBI raided Solyndra based on some of our tips. The following 
investigations led right back to The White House.

- Every executive and VC in charge of Google, Facebook, Twitter and 
Tesla was involved in RICO-violating organized crime efforts which 
have been proven to have manipulated DOE taxpayer funds straight back
to their own pockets. In fact, forensics has tracked the money flow 
to EVERY SINGLE one of them. Since Google is now 1.) more powerful 
than the U.S. Government, 2.) under investigation in every nation in 
the world, 3.) the primary provider of White House staff in 2009+, 
4.) the primary beneficiary of government benefits in 2009+, 5.) the 
largest tax evader on Earth, 6.) the biggest user of sex trafficking 
services, 7.) A covert, unregistered, unregulated, political PAC 
organization; and other listed concerns...it raises suspicions!

- There are a few hundred other hard-fact reasons we believe That The
U.S. Department Of Energy Was Run By A Pack Of Lying, Self-Dealing, 
Insider-Trading, Crony Political Mobsters. We can go over those facts
in a public Congressional hearing, Grand Jury Hearing or Civil Jury 
Trial at any time, but we have already seen thousands of third 
parties prove these facts to be true, in addition to ourselves. It is
time for compensation. The proof is on the table! DOE officials are 
sniveling criminal scum bags it seems, according to all of the 
Congressional and law enforcement evidence!

We, and most of the independent press, have submitted all of the 
facts and evidence for these charges to the FBI, OSC, GAO, FTC, DOJ, 
FEC, SEC, Congress and any other law enforcement agency we could 
find. If they don't want to take any action against the bad guys 
because it would embarrass public figures in ways beyond even the 
Jeffrey Epstein class of scandals then they have made a statement by 
ignoring that which even the average voter can plainly see.

We won't give up until our damages are paid for!

How will you be paying us for the damages DOE caused?

Thank you.
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Sincerely,

The Automobile Alliance

BCC: Independent media reporters, White House, Congressional Chief's 
of Staff, Voters

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

OUR CITIZEN FORENSICS TECHNOLOGIES, SOCIAL NETWORKS AND WIKI 
NETWORKS GIVE EVERY VOTER THE SAME POWER THAT AN FBI AGENT HAS; 
FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR LIVING ROOM. CITIZEN FORENSICS IS OPEN TO 
EVERYONE, FOR FREE, AND ALL OF THE TOOLS ARE 100% LEGAL, FREE TO USE 
AND OPEN-SOURCE.

TODAY, BILLIONS OF YOU TAXPAYING VOTERS ARE ABLE TO FIGHT CORRUPTION 
WITH JUST YOUR PHONE AND YOUR COMPUTER!

WE ARE THE LARGEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE PUBLIC FORENSICS CITIZEN-
SLEUTHS ALLIANCE ON EARTH!

ALUMNI FROM FBI, NSA, CIA, FTC, SEC, CONGRESS, EU, DOJ, ET AL; PARTNER WITH
UNIVERSITY GROUPS AND EVERY MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC ACROSS COMPARATIVE
DATABASES AROUND THE GLOBE.

WE HAVE TARGETED THE TECH INDUSTRY BRIBES, CALIFORNIA SENATOR 
PAYOLA, COLLUSION, BLACK-LISTING, SEX TRAFFICKING, DARK MONEY, STOCK 
MARKET KICK-BACKS, REVOLVING DOOR JOBS AND GOVERNMENT FUNDS-
RIGGING THAT THEY ENGAGE IN! OUR MO:

1. IDENTIFY

2. VERIFY

3. EXPOSE GLOBALLY

4. INTERDICT AND BANKRUPT THE TARGETS

5. FILE FORMAL FBI-QUALITY PROSECUTION DEMANDS

"YOU", THE PUBLIC, CAN NOW GET ANY CORRUPT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 
(BECAUSE THEY WORK FOR YOU) FIRED, SUED, DEEPLY INVESTIGATED AND 
PROSECUTED. SENATOR'S, WHITE HOUSE STAFF, AGENCY HEADS AND SSA/HUD/IRS 
COUNTER STAFF WORK FOR "YOU" AND CAN BE TERMINATED BY "YOU" IF THEY 
BREAK THE CONSTITUTION. YOU CAN USE THOUSANDS OF 100% LEGAL METHODS,
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TACTICS AND INTELLIGENCE TRADE-CRAFT TECHNOLOGIES TO TERMINATE ANY 
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE WHO ABUSES DEMOCRACY!

"EVERY SINGLE BRIBE, PAYOLA TACTIC OR COVERT COMPENSATION CONDUIT WILL 
BE IDENTIFIED, CIRCUMVENTED, PUBLICLY SHAMED AND DOXED FOR EVERY 
POLITICIAN... THIS IS EVIDENCE THAT DELIVERS HARD FACTS TO 1.) THE STATE AND 
FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS THAT WE HAVE FILED CHARGES WITH, 2.) MEMBERS OF 
THE PUBLIC, AND 3.) NEWS ORGANIZATIONS INVESTIGATING THESE 
CHARGES....EVERY LEAKED DOCUMENT SET (FOR EXAMPLE; THE SWISS LEAKS, THE 
PANAMA PAPERS, THE EPSTEIN DOCS, ETC.) ARE GLOBALLY CROSSED CHECKED WITH
OUR LISTS OF CORRUPT POLITICIANS AND THEIR FINANCIERS)..." 

-----------------------------

U.S. SENATORS OWNED THE STOCK IN THEIR FRIENDS COMPANIES AND WORKED 
AGAINST THEIR OWN CONSTITUENTS, USING GOVERNMENT TAXPAYER-FUNDED 
RESOURCES, TO HARM THEIR BUSINESS COMPETITORS AND SEND GOVERNMENT 
RESOURCES TO THE SENATOR'S FRIENDS IN A FELONY-CLASS SET OF CRIMES!

-----------------------------

Now that many under-cover videos and Congressional investigations have exposed the true purpose 
behind Google and the Silicon Valley Cartel: "...To manipulate politics, stock market valuations and 
government funds to their own nefarious ends..." ; it is time to bankrupt these criminal oligarchs!

The victims had global character assassination and political propaganda-media defamation reprisal 
attacks operated against them by White House staff including Robert Gibbs, John Podesta, David 
Axelrod, Rahm Emanual, David Plouffe, Steve Rattner, Susan Rice, Valarie Jarrett, et al.,  and their 
political financiers: Elon Musk, Larry Page, John Podesta, Reid Hoffman, Vinod Khosla, David 
Plouffe, Steve Jurvetson, Tim Draper, George Soros, Jared Cohen, Steve Spinner, David Drummond, 
Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, John Doerr, etc. 

What kinds of people are the perpetrators?:
- The perpetrators operate a massive and abusive sex cult. The perverts in the SandHill Road Venture 
Capital offices, located between Highway 280 down to to Santa Cruz Avenue on Sand Hill Road in 
Menlo Park, California, are the main perpetrators of this global cartel. Their executives at Google, 
Facebook, Netflix, Linkedin, Twitter, and their related holdings, comprise the rest. Their sex cult 
actions have been widely covered in the news individually in the Joe Lonsdale rape case, The Kleiner 
Perkins Ellen Pao sex abuse lawsuit, The Eric Schmidt sex penthouse stories, The Jeffrey Epstein case, 
The Google Forrest Hayes hooker murder case, The Andy Rubin sex slave case, The Sergy Brin 3-way 
sex romp scandal, The British Hydrant investigation, The Elon Musk Steve Jurvetson billionaire sex 
parties scandals,The NXIVM sexual slave cases, The Michael Goguen anal sex slave trial, The Tom 
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Perkins Hooker Parties and thousands of other cases and federal divorce court filings. This group of
people have proven themselves, over and over, to be sociopath control freaks not fit for participation in 
public commerce, public policy or media control. The Four Seasons Hotel and Rosewood Hotels in 
Silicon Valley are estimated to engage in over $30,000.00 of high-end escort sex trafficking per day, a 
portion of it managed by Eastern Bloc Mafia operators. At least 10 Ukrainian escorts fly in and out of 
SFO and SJO airports every week for these Cartel members. You here about the female victims of this 
sex cult but you rarely hear about the young male victims.

- An inordinate number of the members are closeted homosexuals who seek to use their media 
monopolies and massive lobbyist ownership's to promote child sex and child sex change consideration. 
Hence the massive, sudden, promotion of those issues in all of their media since they took power in 
2008 and pretty much ran the Obama White House. The press has widely reported on underage boy sex
clubs and the payment to parents for the blood of young boys by these oligarchs. A large number of 
tech VC's and senior executives are covert gay activists who hire women to act as their "beards". Their 
elitist Yale and Stanford fraternity house upbringings promoted "bromances", "rape culture" and a 
don't-worry-daddy-will-fix-it mentality. Highly gay law firms, (like Covington, Perkins and Sonsini), 
actively lobby to place gay politicians in office from their Bay Area offices.

- The AngelGate Conspiracy ( https://venturecapitalcorruption.weebly.com/the-angelgate-
conspiracy.html ); The Job Collusion Case ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-
Tech_Employee_Antitrust_Litigation ) and hundreds of other cases, prove that the perpetrators 
regularly meet, conspire, collude and racketeer, in full view of law enforcement, without ever getting 
arrested by the FBI because they bribe public officials in order to avoid prosecution. The perpetrators 
operate in extreme violation of federal RICO laws yet no DOJ or SEC RICO case has been filed against
them by federal officials because, according to Senator Nunes: "Some FBI executives are 
compromised...."

- The perpetrators have used their exclusive monopolized cash flow of taxpayer financed grants, 
contracts and internet infrastructure to purchase the majority of the political lobby firms and technology
law firms in America. This gives them an illegal, illicit and unfair ability to control: 1.) which laws are 
made or stalled, 2.) who gets government funded or blocked, 3.) Who gets kick-back tax breaks, tax 
credits and tax waivers and who does not,  4.) Who gets state-sponsored reprisal targeting or benefits 
blockades,  5.) Who gets revolving door payola jobs at their companies, 6.) Who gets PAC money 
bribes, 7.) and many other effects that are legally defined as "racketeering".

- The perpetrators conspire, coordinate and manually manipulate their digital media mass broadcasts in 
order to collude in a manner that injects coordinated subliminal messages, that no regular voting citizen
can detect, into their media in order to manipulate co-aligned political and ideological messages that 
will promote their ideological beliefs and promote public and policy actions which will provide profits 
to their stock market holdings which they co-own. Many of those stock market holders, (ie: in Tesla, 
Google, Abound, Solyndra, rare earth metals, Disney, etc) were coordinated between all of the 
perpetrators by their partners at JP Morgan, Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs in such a manner as to 
collude to rig markets via insider trading ownership's that U.S. Senators, and their families, shared.
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- The perpetrators have used their subliminal media control technologies to manipulate every national 
election since 2008.

- The perpetrators use a contrived Scientology-like hiring and HR management system which seeks out
the most vulnerable, naive, easily influenced, and damaged people to fill their employee coffers with, in
order to do their bidding. Their employees are nothing less than tools, sheep and fodder for their media 
manipulations, sexual abuses and ego-mania.

- These people are absolutely evil, sick and sociopath-like individuals who operate with impunity 
because they are never arrested. They thumb their noses at the law and anyone who does not agree with
them. They create fake political issues to milk the emotions of the public in order to gain power by 
rigging elections, voter rolls and fake news. 

Congressional reports, NSA, SEC, FBI and private investigation evidence proves this as fact.

The victims were attacked because 1.) they helped law enforcement investigate the attackers, and 2.) 
They competed with the attacker's products. The Silicon Valley Cartel attackers chose to "cheat rather 
than compete". Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

The attackers spent over $30M+, part of that using taxpayer resources, attacking the victims as proven 
in the financial transaction records from hired attackers: Google, Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Think 
Progress, Media Matters, Facebook shadow-banning, troll farms, Media Matters, Black Cube, Fusion 
GPS, et al. (All of whom are now being forced out of business by federal and public investigatons). 
Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves the assertions.

The U.S. Department of Energy, SSA, HUD, IRS, EPA, and other agencies, are used as political slush 
funds to pay back (In Plain Sight) campaign finance millionaires while blockading the Silicon Valley 
oligarch's competitors from reaching the market or receiving funding. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence
proves this as fact. The White House has total and covert control over those agencies and can order any
federal agency to screw over any voter if that citizen "mouths off". The Lois Lerner case, and thousands
of similar cases, proves that!

The only entities who participated in the global character assassination and propaganda-media 
defamation reprisal attacks were those entities owned and controlled by the attackers. Jury and FBI-
compliant evidence proves this as fact. Follow-the-money and the proof is quite clear.

Through corrupt rare-earth mineral high tech company mining scams and control of federal contracts 
and grants, attackers had planned to acquire at least one trillion dollars in unjust gains and illegal 
profiteering. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

This amount of money they sought, and the "Mafia-like" structure they adopted, caused the suspects to 
engage in the most extreme crimes, including murder and "Deep State" coup attempts. Jury and FBI-
compliant evidence proves this as fact.

A significant number of person's who were in conflict with the attackers have died in suspicious 
manners. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.
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The suspects have hired the largest numbers of lobbyists and corporate manipulation lawyers in U.S. 
history in order to manipulate political decisions. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

The suspects have spent more money on political bribes than any group of men has spent in the last 
century. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

The suspects placed top federal law enforcement and agency bosses (ie: Michelle Lee, Steven Chu, 
Kamala Harris, James Comey, et al) from their own Cartel, into top government positions, with orders 
to run cover and protection schemes for them. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

California State officials including the Governor, Controller, The Senators, Secretary of State and 
regional officials participated in these crimes and pocketed the initial profits from these crimes in 
covert investment banking. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

Tesla Motors, Google, Netflix, Facebook, Linkedin, Amazon and other tech Cartel members operate 
with a common goal of psychological mass ideology manipulation and monopolistic profiteering based 
on government sponsored anti-trust violations and server control exclusivity. Jury and FBI-compliant 
evidence proves this as fact.

WHY IS GOOGLE SUCH A BIG PART OF THESE CRIMES?:
"Google is a sick corrupt criminal business run by perverts and sociopaths..." SAY GOOGLE'S 
OWN STAFF

- Google spies on competitors and steals their technology
- Google runs tens of millions of dollars of defamation attacks against competitors
- Google hides all media and news coverage for competitors of Larry Page's boyfriend: Elon Musk
- Google lies to the public about what they really do with the public's data
- Google promotes illegal immigration in order to get cheap labor and control votes
- Google runs VC funding back-lists against start-ups that are competitive
- Google bribes thousands of politicians
- Google is a criminal RICO-violating monopoly
- Google rigs the stock market with Flash-boy, Pump/Dump and Microblast SEC violating computer 
tricks
- Google pays bribes to politicians in Google and YouTube stock
- Google manipulates who gets to see what web-sites, globally, for competitor black-lists
- Google has a "no poaching" Silicon Valley jobs blacklist
- Google bosses sexually abuse women and young boys
- Google bosses run sex trafficking operations in the Epstein and NXVIUM cults
- Google bosses control the NVCA financing cartel over start-ups
- Google has placed the majority of the corporate staff in at least one White House
- Google controls national elections for anti-competitive purposes
- The company "Polyhop", in the HOUSE OF CARDS tv show, does all the crimes that Google 
actually does in reality
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- Google's law firms, like Wilson Sonsini, are corrupt conduits for payola and political conduit-relays
- Google bribes some politicians with revolving door jobs
- Google is primarily responsible for destroying the Bay Area Housing opportunities
- Google runs DDoS attacks on competitors by massively crawling their sites
- Google boss Andy Rubin runs a sex slave farm according to his own family
- Google boss Eric Schmidt was a philandering sex-penthouse owner according to vast news articles
- Google executives hire so many hookers that one of them, Mr. Hayes, was killed by his hooker
- Google executives sexually abuse so many women that the women staff of Google walked out one 
day
- In the 2009 White House, you could not swing a cat without hitting a Google insider
- Google has paid covert bribes, PAC funds, real estate and search rigging payola to every CA Senator
- Google has paid bribes, through its lobby fronts, to halt FBI, SEC, FEC and FTC investigations of 
Google crimes
- Google was funded by the CIA, via In-Q-Tel, a so called "501 c3 charity" which was caught with tons
of cocaine
- Google gets millions of dollars of taxpayer cash for spying on Americans inside the USA
- Google's map service was a spy system paid for by taxpayers money that Google now profits off of
- Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein have promised to "protect" Google because their families profit 
off Google stocks
- Payment receipts prove that Google and Gawker/Gizmodo exchanged cash and staff for Character 
Assassination attacks
- Google VC's and bosses have spent $30M+ rigging the U.S. Patent Office to protect Google and harm
Google competitors
- Google bribed it's lawyer into position as head of the U.S. Patent office in order to have her protect 
Google
- To rig insider stock trades, Google hides negative Tesla stories and pumps positive Tesla stories on 
"push days"
- Google and Elon Musk Co-own, co-invest and co-market stocks covertly while running anti-trust 
schemes
- Google rarely likes, or hires, black employees per federal and news media investigations
- Google hired most of the Washington, DC K Street lobby firms and told them to "do what ever they 
could"
- The film: "Miss Sloane" depicts only 2% of the illicit lobbying tactics Google employs daily
- Demands for an FTC and FBI raid of Google, for criminal activity, securities law and election 
felonies have been filed
- Google's David Drummond had his Woodside, CA Quail Road house bugged revealing sex and 
financial misdeeds
and so much more...

Google, and it’s Cartel (Alphabet, Youtube, and hundreds of other shell-company facades) are a 
criminal organization engaged in felony-class crimes. Google’s bosses bribe politicians, regulators and 
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law enforcement officials to hold off prosecution. At Google: Kent Walker, Andy Rubin, Larry Page, 
Eric Schmidt, Sergy Brin, Jared Cohen, Yasmin Green, David Drummond and Ian Fette are so 
enmeshed in sex scandals, election manipulation, and White House bribes that it is hard to comprehend 
how they can get any legitimate work done. Between all of the sex cult activity; hookers; rent boys; 
political bribes to Pelosi, Harris, Newson, and Feinstein; DDoS attacks they run; CIA and NSA stealth 
deals; privacy harvesting; Scientology-like employee indoctrination; cheap Asian labor; covert Axciom 
scams and other illicit things they get up to; one just has to wonder.

Some of the largest political bribes in American or European history were paid via billions of dollars of
pre-IPO cleantech stock, insider trading, real estate, Google search engine rigging and shadow-banning,
sex workers, revolving door jobs, nepotism, state-supported black-listing of competitors and under-the-
table cash. Why are these Silicon Valley Oligarchs and their K-Street law firms and lobbyists immune 
from the law?

"Google is designed to be digital Scopolamine Devil's Breath for the masses. Under the influence, 
voters will do things they would not otherwise believe they could be made to do. The tactic hides 
itself in plain sight..."

- Senior CIA Operations Director
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Your Personal Worst Enemy Is Their Political Corruption And Public Policy
Bribery 

Did you know that 85% of every dime you earn is affected by political bribery?

Political corruption is the use of powers by public officials, their network contacts, or the 
coordination of such corruption by Silicon Valley oligarchs, or VC's, for illegitimate private gain. 

Forms of corruption vary, but include bribery, extortion, cronyism, nepotism, parochialism, patronage, 
influence peddling, graft, and embezzlement. Corruption may facilitate criminal enterprise such as drug
trafficking, money laundering, and human trafficking, though it is not restricted to these activities. 
Misuse of government power for other purposes, such as repression of political opponents and general 
police brutality, is also considered political corruption. Masiulis case is a typical example of political 
corruption. 

Over time, corruption has been defined differently. For example, in a simple context, while performing 
work for a government or as a representative, it is unethical to accept a gift. Any free gift could be 
construed as a scheme to lure the recipient towards some biases. In most cases, the gift is seen as an 
intention to seek certain favors such as work promotion, tipping in order to win a contract, job or 
exemption from certain tasks in the case of junior employee giving the gift to a senior employee who 
can be key in winning the favor.[1] 

Some forms of corruption – now called "institutional corruption"[2] – are distinguished from bribery 
and other kinds of obvious personal gain. A similar problem of corruption arises in any institution that 
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depends on financial support from people who have interests that may conflict with the primary 
purpose of the institution. 

An illegal act by an officeholder constitutes political corruption only if the act is directly related to their
official duties, is done under color of law or involves trading in influence. The activities that constitute 
illegal corruption differ depending on the country or jurisdiction. For instance, some political funding 
practices that are legal in one place may be illegal in another. In some cases, government officials have 
broad or ill-defined powers, which make it difficult to distinguish between legal and illegal actions. 
Worldwide, bribery alone is estimated to involve over 1 trillion US dollars annually.[3] A state of 
unrestrained political corruption is known as a kleptocracy, literally meaning "rule by thieves". 

Investigations by the United States Congress have shown that The U.S. Department of Energy, SSA, 
HUD, IRS, EPA, and other agencies, are used as political slush funds to pay back (In Plain Sight) 
campaign finance millionaires.

Corrupt politicians steer payola to campaign financiers while blockading the Silicon Valley oligarch's 
competitors from reaching the market or receiving funding. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves 
this as fact. The White House has total and covert control over those agencies and can order any federal
agency to screw over any voter if that citizen "mouths off". The Lois Lerner case, and thousands of 
similar cases, prove that!

In every case, the only entities who participated in the global character assassination and propaganda-
media defamation reprisal attacks were those entities owned and controlled by the attackers. Jury and 
FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact. Follow-the-money and the proof is quite clear.

The suspects have hired the largest numbers of lobbyists and corporate manipulation lawyers in U.S. 
history in order to manipulate political decisions. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact. 

The suspects have spent more money on political bribes than any group of men has spent in the last 
century. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

The suspects placed top federal law enforcement and agency bosses from their own Cartel, into top 
government positions, with orders to run cover and protection schemes for them. Jury and FBI-
compliant evidence proves this as fact.

California State officials including the Governor, Controller, The Senators, Secretary of State and 
regional officials participated in these crimes and pocketed the initial profits from these crimes in 
covert investment banking. Jury and FBI-compliant evidence proves this as fact.

Tesla Motors, Google, Netflix, Facebook, Linkedin, Amazon and other tech Cartel members operate 
with a common goal of psychological mass ideology manipulation and monopolistic profiteering based 
on government sponsored anti-trust violations and server control exclusivity. Jury and FBI-compliant 
evidence proves this as fact.
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The Silicon Valley oligarchs campaign contributions to individual federal candidates are well-
documented, with each contribution limited to $2,700 (of visible cash) per cycle to each candidate or 
their personal political action committee.

WE KNOW HOW EACH POLITICIAN IS BRIBED!

WE KNOW WHO BRIBES EACH POLITICIAN!

WE KNOW WHICH INTERMEDIARIES THE BRIBES ARE PAID 
THROUGH!

THIS IS HOW THEIR BRIBES WORK:
But political influence from outside groups, for example via Google's massive army of lobbyists and 
crooked law firms, is far more than just cold hard cash in the form of direct campaign contributions. A 
large portion of the people who run political election programs, ie: "Campaign Managers" are no more 
than mobsters who run various financial shake-down and transparency evasion efforts.

The Washington Post reports on many bribery matters, for example, that the Palo Alto Mafia of High 
Tech billionaires has donated less than $4 million publicly visible dollars to members of Congress in 
the last 18 years.... BUT.. In an era where some Senate races cost nearly $100 million, $4 million seems
like very little. Here are other ways the Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires bribe their way into 
policy and politics:

1. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires also give to party committees and the national 
party. A maxed-out donation to the national party quickly increases campaign spending to more 
than $100,000. Any organization – or person – can also give $33,400 to a party committee. 
Finally, state and local parties can each receive a $10,000, quickly allowing campaign finance 
totals to sour to nearly half-a-million dollars. 

2. While the organization has to follow campaign limits, its members can make their own political 
donations, also following campaign finance limits noted above. But with millions of members, 
political clout builds quickly. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires have people like 
Steve Spinner and Steve Westly who use computerized manipulation systems to get members to
over donate. 

3. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires has a politically active membership on the social 
networks they own. With more than five million members, the Facebook and Google constantly 
communicates with its members about immigration and climate issues that affect the Palo Alto 
Mafia of High Tech billionaires stock market holdings and advising them how to vote. The 
organization is also constantly increasing its voter rolls by registering people to vote. 

4. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires also activates its membership when elected 
officials are facing climate-related legislation, resulting in phone calls and emails and letters to 
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Congress. In addition, lawmakers' votes are noted and advertised to their issue-oriented 
membership. 

5. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires has its a massive number of their own super 
PAC's and 501c4 political organization which can run hundreds of their own political 
campaigns. The groups combined spent more than $40 million in the midterm elections on 
Senate and Congressional candidates, according to the Center for Responsive Politics. A lot of 
that money was spent on political advertising on television, radio and digital, and on direct mail.

6. The Palo Alto Mafia of High Tech billionaires tip off Senator's staff as to which stocks to have 
their Goldman Sachs brokers buy and which laws to manipulate that will pump those stocks that
the families of Sen. Reid, Harris, Pelosi, Feinstein, etc. have already insider traded. Why do you
think Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein have $100M in their bank accounts from only a $170K
per year salary? (ie: If Tesla Motors went bankrupt would Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein, 
who own covert stock in Musk's companies, go bankrupt?) 

7. Political attackers spend over $30M, part of that using taxpayer resources, attacking each victim
that exposes them. This is proven in the financial transaction records from hired attackers: 
Google, Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Think Progress, Media Matters, Facebook shadow-
banning, troll farms, Media Matters, Black Cube, Fusion GPS, et al. (All of whom are now 
being forced out of business by federal and public investigations). Jury and FBI-compliant 
evidence proves the assertions. Hiring services, that wipe out a Senator's adversaries, is an overt
form of bribery and Dark Money financing by Oligarchs. 

8. There are hundreds of other such examples... 

Certain California State officials, Obama White House Staff and Federal Agency staff accepted 
bribes from Silicon Valley Oligarchs and Investment Bank Cartels. They were bribed with: 
Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures stock and stock 
warrants which is never reported to the FEC; Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, 
Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures search engine rigging and shadow-banning which is never 
reported to the FEC; Free rent; Male and female prostitutes; Cars; Dinners; Party Financing; 
Sports Event Tickets; Political campaign printing and mailing services "Donations"; Secret PAC 
Financing; Jobs in Corporations in Silicon Valley For The Family Members of Those Who Take 
Bribes And Those Who Take Bribes; "Consulting" contracts from McKinsey as fronted pay-off 
gigs; Overpriced "Speaking Engagements" which are really just pay-offs conduited for donors; 
Gallery art; Private jet rides and the use of Government fuel depots (ie: Google handed out 
NASA jet fuel to staff); Recreational drugs; Real Estate; Fake mortgages; The use of Cayman, 
Boca Des Tores, Swiss and related money-laundering accounts; The use of HSBC, Wells Fargo, 
Goldman Sachs and Deustche Bank money laundering accounts and covert stock accounts; Free 
spam and bulk mailing services owned by Silicon Valley corporations; Use of high tech law firms 
such as Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, MoFo, Covington & Burling, etc. to conduit bribes to 
officials; and other means now documented by us, The FBI, the FTC, The SEC, The FEC and 
journalists.
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Senior White House staffer Steve Rattner was indicted for stock market securities fraud, Former 
President's campaign manager and Uber executive David Plouffe has been fined $90,000 for illegally 
bribing Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel (Obama's former Chief of Staff, on behalf of the ride-hailing 
company, the Chicago Tribune reports.

In another case, White House buddies Marty Nesbitt and Harreld Kirkpatrick III formed a private 
equity investment firm called Vistria created to interface to the 2012 election.

A curious pattern began to emerge. The White House administration would attack industries with 
government power, which led to substantially lower valuations for these companies. Nesbitt and 
Vistria, or others close to the White House, could then acquire those assets for pennies on the dollar. 
For example: The for-profit higher education schools like University of Phoenix, ITT Technical 
Institute, and DeVry University; In 2013, White House staff blamed the schools for taking advantage of
students by saddling them with student debt, ruining their credit and making a profit on it. The White 
House ordered the Federal Trade Commission to go after them. In the case of the University of 
Phoenix, its parent Apollo Education Group was suspended after a Federal Trade Commission 
investigation in 2015. The following year, three companies, including Vistria, swooped in to buy what 
remained of Apollo at a price 90% below its share price before the investigation. As Vistria's education 
investment portfolio bulged, a number of White House Education Department officials, including 
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, ended up taking high-level jobs with Vistria.

In another instance both the Vice President and Secretary of State were deeply involved in trade and 
security talks with China even as that country began its aggressive campaign to expand its military and 
physical presence in the South China Sea. Contrary to standard diplomatic practice, however, both 
played "good cop," not seriously confronting China on its misbehavior. These two officials were close 
friends from their years spent together in the Senate. Their families went into business together in 2009.
They created a number of equity and real estate investment firms allied to Rosemont Capital, the 
alternative investment fund of the Heinz Family Office. Over the next seven years, as the Vice 
President and Secretary of State negotiated sensitive and high-stakes deals with foreign governments, 
Rosemont entities secured a series of exclusive deals with those same foreign governments. In 
December of 2013, for instance, when one of those politicians traveled to China for talks. He brought 
his family along. While there, the father soft-pedaled China's clear aggression, and played up the 
bilateral trade partnership. Ten days after the trip concluded, China's central bank, the Bank of China, 
set up a $1 billion investment joint venture called Bohai Harvest RST. For the record, the "RS" referred
to Biden's son's firm, Rosemont Seneca.

That's questionable enough; But months later, in July 2014, the Secretary of State traveled to China, 
also for talks. He talked little of China's clear aggression, but did conspicuously note that "China and 
the United States represent the greatest economic alliance trading partnership in the history of 
humankind." He should know. In the ensuing months, Chinese government-linked firms took major 
stakes in several of the firms owned or controlled by their family, and provided them with massive 
funding totaling billions of dollars. Nor is this the only scandal involving these guys.
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While we can provide hundreds of thousands of such examples, it is up to YOU, as a citizen, to call 
these public figures (who are your EMPLOYEES) to task when it occurs and remove them from office 
in special elections, mid-term.

-----------------------------------------------------
This is a chart of the essence of the criminal cycle of corruption engaged by Silicon Valley

oligarchs and the Senators and public officials they own:
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JOE SIX-PACK: YOU ARE NOW PART OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE,
100% LEGAL, CORRUPTION TERMINATION TEAM EVER 
ASSEMBLED! YOU ARE A CROWD-SOURCED CRIME FIGHTING 
COLLECTIVE THAT HUNTS DOWN,  AND TAKES DOWN, 
CRIMINALS THAT STEAL DEMOCRACY AND ROB TAXPAYERS. 

YOU ARE NOW A THOUSAND TIMES MORE POWERFUL THAN 
NADER, ASSANGE, SNOWDEN, NESS, GOWDY, THE U.S. 
CONGRESS AND MILLIONS OF TAXPAYERS COMBINED. YOU 
ARE "THE WEB-POWERED PUBLIC"

YOU DEMAND JUSTICE, ARRESTS & INDICTMENTS! HERE 
THEY COME:

We have absolute and indisputable intelligence agency, FBI-
verifiable and forensic expert proof of all of these assertions. All 
of the bad guys manipulated fake news outlets are being 
bankrupted. All of their sex trafficking and sex slave rings are 
being exposed. All of their philandering and sexual extortion 
schemes with their interns are being exposed. All of the abuse 
charges in their divorce proceedings are being exposed. All of 
their bribes are being revealed. All of their back-room Angelgate-
like collusion meetings are being revealed. They are all being 
sued in epic "no poaching tech job blacklisting" class action 
lawsuits. Every one of their employees is now able to win 
whistle-blower rewards for exposing them. Every law 
enforcement and regulatory agency in the world is receiving 
anti-trust, RICO and bribery complaints about them. 
THOUSANDS OF INTERDICTION PROGRAMS ARE UNDER WAY 
TO (100% LEGALLY) END THEM, THEIR CRIMES AND THEIR 
CORRUPTIONS.
This material includes the evidence sample-sets for the RICO Racketeering cases and 
investigations involving political corruption, Democracy abuse and one of the largest insider 
stock market scams in American history! 
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Silicon Valley oligarchs and corrupt U.S. Senators conspire, plot, finance and execute felony 
crimes that are using taxpayer money, covert investment bank accounts and stock market 
manipulation to steal your money and manipulate public policy. Now we have the proof and 
public court hearings should be held to show that evidence! If you are a voter: Demand the 
public release of the California and Nevada politicians tax records, stock market records and 
investment bank off-shore profit records - the data proves the crimes, the bribes and the 
corruption that we have charged!

These Certain California State officials, Obama White House Staff and Federal Agency staff have
deployed every trick in the book to harm, damage, intimidate and pay-back those who reported 
them. They are engaging in REVENGE by abusing State, County and Federal Agencies to use 
Government resources to attack, benefit-block and damage members of the public in reprisal! 

When you peel back the onion-skin of corruption around the covert stock market and investment bank 
holdings of Eric Schmidt, Dianne Feinstein, Nancy Pelosi, Elon Musk, etc.; you find that they are 
invested in something called "rare-earth mining". Rare earth mines are generally in third world nations 
and use child slave labor. These toxic corrupt operations are responsible for more murders, beatings, 
rapes and genocides (over control of these "blood minerals") than anything on Earth. These minerals 
are used in the electric cars, cell phones and solar panels that Silicon Valley has attempted to control. 
So, you see, it isn't about "saving the environment"; it is about greed, bribes and corruption on an epic 
scale.

These folders contain millions of pages of hard-evidence clippings from news media, public internet 
postings, investigation task force groups, E.U. groups, Congressional committees and forensic 
specialists. The material shown here represents only a small portion of the evidence in-hand and 
available for trial. The victims of these crimes have pledged to fight to-the-end to get the justice, 
damages compensation, whistle-blower rights and fairness that they deserve!

Additionally, a "dead-man switch" insurance policy protection data-set has been pre-distributed to 
journalists to protect the whistle-blowers in these matters.

A portion of this material is protected by attorney/client privilege. All videos on this system are news 
videos, previously publicly distributed, and compliant with U.S. First Amendment, Freedom-of-the-
Press, SLAPP/Anti-SLAPP, Fair-Use Press Rights, Public Domain Law, GDPR and Human Rights 
U.N. laws. This is a legal rights WIKI. These sites do not track users or violate their rights. Please 
submit any court-ready data evidence you uncover, for a reward, that shows that Google or Facebook is
censoring or hiding this data on the web, or selling data to corporate brands and political 
organizations.This material is usually updated hourly by public volunteers. Check back for updates. 
Public submissions by whistle-blowers, law enforcement and tipsters are always appreciated. The links,
below, resolve to additional evidence repositories containing millions of pages of evidence designed to 
stand up in: 1.) Civil Jury Hearings, 2.) Grand Jury Hearings, and 3.) Live Broadcast Public 
Congressional Hearings. 
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Our global team is committed to the 100% legal, crowd-sourced, public take-down of each, and every: 
person, organization and company that chose to attack the public, cheat rather than compete, run 
character assassination and defamation reprisal operations, bribe politicians, embezzle taxpayer funds, 
run monopolies using taxpayer funded networks, run high-tech sex trafficking operations and use 
Democracy as their play-thing. The corrupt entities on THE LIST are each being hunted down, exposed
and terminated using 100% legal methodologies. 

CASE AREAS COVERED IN THESE INVESTIGATION:

DOCUMENTING POLITICAL BRIBES - How the Suspects were bribed. What do you do when 
your own elected officials are competing with you, and your businesses, and using government-owned, 
taxpayer-funded, resources to attack you so that they, and their monopoly-owning friends, can gain 
billions of dollars in anti-trust violating stock market profits?

COORDINATED SILICON MEDIA CENSORSHIP -  How the Suspects mass-manipulate news & 
information to hide the truth and operate "fake news" disinformation campaigns through Google, 
Facebook and other monopoly global information-control networks

EVERY PUBLIC OFFICIAL INVOLVED GOT PAYOLA -  Confirmations of the fact that the 
Senators & agency bosses who were supposed to protect the public were taking bribes in the crimes. 
They took stock market warrants, revolving door jobs at monopolistic Silicon Valley companies and 
insider trading tips as political bribes

FIGHTING CORRUPTION -   What you can do, from the comfort of your home, to fight this kind of
political corruption. Over a billion dollars-a-year is spent, by the corrupt, to stop the FBI, GAO, FTC, 
FEC, OSC from enforcing the law against these criminal oligarchs... so YOU have to do it!

GOOGLE IS CORRUPT -  The overall corruption that Google executives and VC's audaciously 
engage in via a planned organizational strategy of tax evasion, media manipulation, anti-trust 
violations, shadow-banning, sex trafficking and worse. For decades, Google VC's and executives have 
conspired to monopolistic-ally manipulate politics, stock markets and information towards their 
personal ideological and profiteering extremes.

GOOGLE MANIPULATES ELECTIONS - The most extreme crime that Google operates is the 
manipulation of Democracy in order to please the extremist owners of the monopoly in the Alphabet 
Cartel. Using the largest bribery and lobbying network in history, The Alphabet Cartel operates 
criminally and with impunity.

KEY POINTS - Capsule summations of the main issues, illicit actions and criminal charges

SILICON VALLEYS SEX ABUSES -  The Silicon Valley oligarchs, and the politicians they control, 
reveal their true sick sociopath nature in the massive number of perverted sex scandals they are always 
involved in 
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SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM -  The abuse of privacy, created by the Silicon Valley technology 
monopoly mafia, for the mass harvesting of humans as "digital information cows" and tools for 
political behavior manipulation

THE DARK MONEY LAUNDERING -   The way that the bribes are paid using covert asset layering
techniques. How does a California Senator that is only supposed to be making $170K per year end up 
with $160+ Million in their bank account, all derived from profiteering on the backs of taxpayers?

THE DOE CLEANTECH PAYOLA SCAM -   The U.S. Department of Energy was converted to a 
Dark Money political slush-fund to pay back Obama Administration campaign financiers by 
distributing payola in plain sight. They thought they could never get caught if they pulled it off right in 
front of everybody, but their smoke-and-mirrors scheme blew up when the deciders, financiers, 
beneficiaries and government staff all turned out to be holding the same stock, job offers and insider 
trading moves.

THE ELON MUSK SCAMS -   Elon Musk operates Tesla Motors, SpaceX, Solar City, Neuralink,The
Boring Company, etc. as government mooch stock market scams and dark money political campaign 
finance conduits in partnership with Goldman Sachs. The lies, financial crimes, arrogance, narcissism 
and manipulations of Musk are endless

THE HIRED CHARACTER ASSASSINS -  When the Suspects get bent-out-of-joint, they use 
Gawker, Gizmodo, Fusion GPS, Black Cube, Jalopnik, CNN, Media Matters, etc. to "kill" those they 
don't like. Victims have suffered defamation blasts, character assassination, employment black-listing, 
investor black-listing, toxic poisoning, government benefits blockades and stonewalling, Google & 
Facebook shadow bans, and worse. Patrick George At Jalopnik attacks outsiders under contract with 
Elon Musk and DNC. Silicon Valley campaign finance oligarchs hire him to run hatchet jobs on 
innocent outsiders and then Gawker-Gizmodo-Jalopnik uses their financial partnership with the DNC's 
Google to push the character assassination articles to the top of Google web products and searches. 
Patrick George, Adrian Covert, John Hermann and Nick Cook are the sexually degenerate cabin boys 
that report to boy-loving sleaze-tabloid oligarch Nick Denton. They created the Fake News crisis in the 
media by flooding the internet with defamation posts and reprisal hatchet job articles designed to 
damage political enemies of the Socialists. They coordinate a large number of the character 
assassination efforts at Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, CNN, New York Times and other propaganda 
outlets. THE LITHIUM BATTERY SCAM - The Obama campaign financiers promised exclusive 
lithium, indium, cobalt & rare-earth metals mining deals to Silicon Valley oligarchs who rigged the 
internet for Obama. The batteries they exploit turned out to be deadly, toxic, war-causing, child-labor 
camp harvested, cancer-causing, working killing, self-exploding disasters

THE PALO ALTO MAFIA -   Also known as "The PayPal Mafia" or "The Deep State"; these 
sociopath frat boys, mostly homosexual, delight in bribes, sex abuse, monopolization, tribal boys clubs,
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elitism and tax evasion

THE POLITICAL DEATHS -  When the character assassinations don't work, the Suspects just have 
people killed

USING PUBLIC AGENCIES AS HIT-JOB OPERATORS -  HUD, SSA, SEC, DOE and your City 
and County offices are used by the Suspects, via their control of U.S. Senators, to harm those who 
speak out against the corrupt insiders who run this scheme

VENTURE CAPITAL TECHNOLOGY THEFT - Expect to have every great idea, start-up, 
invention or business venture stolen and copied by Google, Facebook, Kleiner Perkins, Draper Fisher, 
Greylock, etc. (The Palo Alto Mafia) and get blockaded from ever getting them into a jury trial to hold 
them accountable 

Silicon Valley oligarchs, and the corrupt West Coast Senators they bribe, pretend to support 
'green' issues, sex issues and immigrant issues in order to sucker the largest mass of the public 
into supporting schemes designed, exclusively, to put stock profits in their covert family stock 
market accounts. They spend over a billion dollars a month to rig government policy against you.
The only way to stop them is to A.) vote them out, B.) expose them in the media using CIA/FBI-
class financial forensics doxing and C.) bankrupt their assets and stock market holdings, D.) 
expose their corrupt lobby companies, "think tanks", Fusion GPS operatives and facade law 
firms. The true financiers of every politician are being publicly revealed! "Politicians" are your 
EMPLOYEES, never let them forget that fact!

Everyone has seen the news reports about Solyndra, Uranium One, The Tesla Stock Manipulations, 
and the trillions of dollars of related energy industry financial crimes (ie: The CBS News 60 Minutes 
reports: "The Cleantech Crash" & "Congress Trading On Insider Information"...). The victims of 
these crimes have never been compensated, never had their claims addressed, and are attacked DAILY 
for reporting the crimes and for assisting law enforcement agencies. The victims have joined together 
to get justice..one way or another!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

What Is An 'Extinction-Level Interdiction Program' For Corrupt Companies And 
People?

By The Leesberg Foundation

It only works on corrupt companies that bribe, break the law, abuse employees, rape, tax evade, lie, 
cheat, steal, run character assassinations, operate anti-trust violating monopolies, spy and are generally 
dirty pigs.

That is why it works so well on Google, Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Univision, Facebook, Tesla, 
Goldman Sachs and other creepy corps who bribe, break the law, abuse employees, rape, tax evade, lie,
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cheat, steal, run character assassinations, operate anti-trust violating monopolies, spy and are generally 
dirty pigs.

'Extinction-level' means that the goal is to put them-out-of-business.

'Interdiction' means that the effort involves interrupting their corruption, crimes, bribes, payola and 
sex trafficking.

It is a 'Program' because it is a constant, unwavering, long-term effort that the entire public population 
is continually expanding and adding to the effort of.

The efforts are long and take many years but they always work.

If your company does not bribe, break the law, abuse employees, rape, tax evade, lie, cheat, steal, run 
character assassinations, operate anti-trust violating monopolies, spy and they are not generally dirty 
pigs then they have nothing to worry about.

If the truth can't hurt a Facebook, Google or Tesla then they should have no concern about the truth 
being exposed.

Alas, though, those companies are targeted for extinction and any smart investor should remove their 
investment funds from those companies. The way that they are taken down includes exposing every 
time each investor engages in a bribe, breaks the law, abuses employees, rapes, tax evades, lies, cheats, 
steals, runs character assassinations, operates anti-trust violating monopolies, spies and is generally a 
dirty pig.

Bill Cosby thought he could not be taken down. He was!

Enron thought they could not be taken down. They were!

Dick Nixon thought he could not be taken down. He was!

Hillary Clinton thought she could not be taken down! She was!

Theranos thought it could not be taken down! It was!

The list is endless. The fact is clear: If you cheat rather than compete you will be destroyed.

It is now easier than ever to kill a corrupt entity!

We have hard-fact FBI and CIA-class evidence that Google, Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Univision, 
Facebook, Tesla, Goldman Sachs and others are breaking the law and exist based on a criminal 
operation. That is why they are going down! We witnessed them do the crimes. Their ex-employees and
federal investigators saw it too. That is why they are helping with the take-downs. Millions of web 
users who hate corruption are helping too, using crowd sourced forensics.

The deaths of these crooked behemoths will be long, slow and hard..but the crash they make when they
finally fall will resound throughout history!
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An Extinction-Level Interdiction Program known as an "ELIP" always guarantees that a corrupt 
attacking corporation will:

A. Lose a minimum of one billion dollars in stock market and brand valuation from exposure of the 
truth about them.

B. Suffer the firings or forced terminations of multiple senior staff.

C. Have draft FBI 302 forms authored and submitted to the relevant regional FBI offices where those 
companies are located.

D. Have private investigators prepare case files on the company, or individual, and submit those to 
every relevant law enforcement and regulatory agency on every continent.

E. Have every investor who has placed over $50,000.00 in the company investigated for tax fraud, 
expense fraud, drug abuse, spousal abuse, sexual extortion, off-shore accounts, political bribery, kick-
backs, payola, under-the-table payments, real estate fraud, 501 c 3 and 501 c 4 charity fraud, self-
dealing, revolving door political payola and other relevant issues.

-----------------------------------------------------------

How To Destroy ANY Corrupt Politician or Dirty Silicon Valley Campaign Financier, 100% 
Legally!

Organized crime is alive and well in public offices across the nation. This is how you utterly destroy 
any person who engages in it, using 100% legal tactics and the power of crowd-sourced law 
enforcement.

FBI and other government officials will even help you do it. The voters will help you do it. Your 
friends will help you do it. Total strangers will help you do it. The entire internet will help you do it.

You will use CIA-class databases, social media, public watch-dog technologies, FBI-quality monitoring
systems and open-source collaborative forensics comparison data to hunt down every: hooker, real 
estate asset, male prostitute, mistress, secret email account, social media posting, family trust fund, 
shell corporation, family stock market transaction, off-shore account, covert investment brokerage, 
email, Uber and Lyft ride, hotel entry and exit, credit card transaction, Paypal account, search engine 
manipulation, venture capital connection, Stanford University admissions bribe, expense account 
abuse, taxpayer funds abuse, rape, sextortion, covert tech company stock they own under another name,
every party they attended, every tag they appear in on social media, every Cayman Island account, 
every crooked CPA or law firm they have used, every lobbyist they ever paid....EVERYTHING.. and 
you will drop the data into a simple database and cross matrix everything even better than the spy 
agencies can do it..

...AND EXPOSE IT ALL. YOU WILL SUE THEM IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT. YOU WILL 
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LAUNCH CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS. YOU WILL HOLD PRESS CONFERENCES IN FRONT 
OF THEIR HOMES. YOU WILL CONFRONT THEM WITH FACTS AT EVERY SINGLE TOWN 
HALL AND PUBLIC APPEARANCE. YOU WILL PUT UP A BOOTH AT EVERY STREET FAIR 
AND PUBLIC ASSEMBLY AREA AND HAND OUT LITERATURE. YOU WILL CREATE A 
MASSIVE PUBLIC MEDIA CIRCUS. YOU WILL MAKE DISCLOSURE WEBSITES. YOU WILL 
NOT LET THEM ESCAPE!

Each person from each political office, lobby firm, law firm or company who engaged in the 
subversion of the government and the bribery of public officials WILL have EVERY personal email 
account, text message account, voice-mail hard drive, social media account, dating account or other 
PERSONAL communications account examined via investigators. Such examinations shall begin from 
the date of the opening of each account and run up to today. Law enforcement believes that such parties
used personal data systems to subvert the laws of public disclosure and engage in criminal financial 
crimes and democracy subversion efforts.

You will be even more powerful than Ralph Nader, Julian Assange and Edward Snowden 
COMBINED!

You will ensure that the public servants, who are your EMPLOYEES!!!!, are held accountable and 
totally, completely devastated for their crimes against the public. 

IT IS TIME FOR 100% LEGAL REVENGE AGAINST THESE POLITICAL MOBSTERS!

====================================

THESE ARE THE FOLKS WHO ARE BEING TAKEN DOWN. THEY EITHER PAID 
BRIBES, TOOK BRIBES OR OTHERWISE ENGAGED IN CRIMINAL CORRUPTION. THIS
IS THE HIT LIST OF THOSE BEING EXPOSED, SUED, TERMINATED AND REPORTED 
TO LAW ENFORCEMENT:

By Dawson Le and Kevin Everly 

PALO ALTO MAFIA

Case files exist on each part, below. Surveillance is under-way for each. Financial and beneficiary historical cross-matrix

database forensic payola and payment tracking underway via XKEYSCORE, FINTRACK, et. al. These parties are targeted

for arrest, indictment, doxing and/or additional investigation. Draft 2.7 – not inclusive. See master DOJ7 list.

WHO TOOK BRIBES? -

A.J. Delaurio– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Adam Dachis– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Adam Weinstein– Defamation-for-sale blogger
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Adrian Covert– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Adrien Chen– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Alan Henry– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Albert Burneko– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Alex Balk– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Alexander Pareene– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Alexandra Philippides– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Allison Spinner – Wife of Steve Spinner and lawyer at WSGR and Solyndra who helped Feinstein rig the Solyndra cash ((Under investigation. All assets being tracked and 
terminated.)

Allison Wentz– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Andrew Collins– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Andrew Magary– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Andrew Orin– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Angelica Alzona– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Anna Merlan– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ariana Cohen– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Arnold Schwarzenegger – Governor (Accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, illicit deal organization with Russians and more…) 

Ashley Feinberg– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ava Gyurina– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Barack Obama – Chicago politician

Barry Petchesky– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Bill Lockyer – Calif State finance head (Under investigation and sex scandal conflicts, charged with corruption by media. Assets and ownerships under investigation)

Brendan I. Koerner– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Brendan O’Connor– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Brent Rose– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Brian Hickey– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Camila Cabrer– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Choire Sicha– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Chris Mohney– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Clover Hope– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Daniel Cohen – DOE Legal counsel who assisted in the Steven Chu scam (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)

Daniel Morgan– Defamation-for-sale blogger

David Axelrod – White House strategist who helped stage the quid-pro-quo (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and 
kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

David Matthews– Defamation-for-sale blogger

David Plouffe – White House money packager. Arranged deals between VC campaign Donors (Forced to Resign. Under investigation) 

Dark Money Group relay

Denis McDonough – White House adviser

Diana Moskovitz– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Dianne Feinstein – California politician

Eleanor Shechet– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Elizabeth Spiers– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Elizabeth Starkey– Defamation-for-sale blogger
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Emily Gould– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Emily Herzig– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Emma Carmichael– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Eric Holder – Attorney General- DOJ (Forced to resign) (Charged with staff & VC Protections and blockade of FBI and Special Prosecutor deployments in order to run the 
cover-up)

Eric Strickland – Head of Auto Safety agency under DOT (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under investigation. Charged with cover-up of Tesla and GM auto 
dangers he had known about)

Erin Ryan– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ethan Sommer– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Eyal Ebel– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Gabrielle Bluestone– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Gabrielle Darbyshire– Defamation-for-sale blogger and attack services director

Gawker Media – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool (In Mid-Termination)

Georgina K. Faircloth– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Gizmodo – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )

Gregory Howard– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Hamilton Nolan– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Hannah Keyser– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Harry Reid – Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (Accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Forced out of Congress in shame) 

Heather Deitrich– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Hillary Clinton – Dynastic politician

Hudson Hongo– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Hugo Schwyzer– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Hunter Slaton– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ian Fette– Defamation-for-sale blogger and Google, Gawker, Jalopnik, Gizmodo media assassin

Irin Carmon– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Jalopnik – Online defamation facade political publication. Pretends to be about cars but is DNC hit job rag

James Brown Jr – HHS Programming lead in California (Arrested for corruption)

James Brown Jr. - Head of California HHS Obamacare

James J. Cooke– Defamation-for-sale blogger

James King– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Jay Carney – White House adviser

Jennifer Ouellette– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Jerry Brown – California politician

Jesse Oxfeld– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Jessica Cohen– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Jesus Diaz– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Jillian Schulz– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Joanna Rothkopf– Defamation-for-sale blogger

John Cook– Defamation-for-sale blogger and director of media assassins group

John Herrman– Defamation-for-sale blogger

John Podesta – White House adviser

Jordan Sargent– Defamation-for-sale blogger
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Joseph Keenan Trotter– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Josh Stein– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Julia Allison– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Julianne E. Shepherd– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Justin Hyde– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Kamala Harris– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Kate Dries– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Katharine Trendacosta– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Katherine Drummond– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Kathy Zoi

Kelly Stout– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ken Alex – Adviser to Jerry Brown

Kerrie Uthoff– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Kevin Draper– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Lacey Donohue– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Lachlan Seward – Energy Department gatekeeper

Lucy Haller– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Luke Malone– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Madeleine Davies– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Madeline Davis– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Mario Aguilar– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Matt Hardigree– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Matt Novak– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Michael Ballaban– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Michael Dobbs– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Michael Spinelli– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Nancy Pelosi – California politician

Neal Ungerleider– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Nicholas Aster– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Nicholas Guido Denton– Defamation-for-sale blogger and head of the Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik sleaze tabloid empire

Omar Kardoudi– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Owen Thomas– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Patrick George– Defamation-for-sale blogger and Character Assassination expert

Patrick Laffoon– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Patrick Redford– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Pierre Omidyar– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Rich Juzwiak– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Richard Blakely– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Richard Blum - Investment banker 

Richard Rushfield– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Robert Finger– Defamation-for-sale blogger
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Robert Gibbs – White press office head

Robert Sorokanich– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Rory Waltzer– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Rosa Golijan– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ryan Brown– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Ryan Goldberg– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Sam Faulkner Biddle– Defamation-for-sale blogger, Runs a large part of the Anti-GOP blog programs

Sam Woolley– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Samar Kalaf– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Sarah Ramey– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Shannon Marie Donnelly– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Shep McAllister– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Sophie Kleeman– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Stephen Totilo– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Steve Rattner – White House car czar, indicted for fraud

Steve Spinner – Energy Department manipulation expert, Wife was Solyndra’s lawyer

Steven Chu – Secretary of Energy – The most corrupt in US history

Tamar Winberg– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Taryn Schweitzer– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Taylor McKnight– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Thorin Klosowski– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Tim Marchman– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Timothy Burke– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Tobey Grumet Segal– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Tom Ley– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Tom Scocca– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Veronica de Souza– Defamation-for-sale blogger

Wes Siler– Defamation-for-sale blogger

William Haisley– Defamation-for-sale blogger

William Turton– Defamation-for-sale blogger

XXXX ...Plus additional persons to be named...

WHO PAID BRIBES? -

(In many cases the bribes were paid through their hired intermediaries)

Abound Solar - Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated) 

Al D’Amato, Park Strategies. The former GOP New York senator has been a big advocate for online gambling as a lobbyist for the Poker Players Alliance. 

Al Mottur and Manuel Ortiz, Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck. Mottur heads up lobbying operations at the K Street giant. Ortiz, one of Brownstein’s newest hires, is a rising 
star in Democratic circles. 

Alexander Sternhell, Sternhell Group. Previously a Senate Banking Committee staffer, Sternhell’s two-year-old venture is in the big leagues with clients such as Citigroup 
Management and PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

Alphabet - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme financier (Under Federal and EU investigation)

Andrew McCormack
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Andy Barbour, Smith-Free Group. Smith lobbies for several financial and insurance companies but is best known for his work as the lead Democratic lobbyist for the Financial 
Services Roundtable. 

Andy Bechtolsheim – VC- Insider campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

Aneesh Chopra

Austin Lau

Bill Daley – White House strong-arm (Forced to resign)(he is now under investigation)

Bill Gurley

Bob Livingston, The Livingston Group. Republican Livingston, a former House Appropriations Committee chairman, is a statesman on K Street. 

Brian Goncher – Deloitte VC intermediary in the stock market rigging (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

Brobeck Law Firm

Carl Gordon

Chad Hurley

Charles Stenholm, Olsson Frank Weeda Terman Bode Matz PC. Stenholm’s decades of experience on the House Committee on Agriculture will be called upon as Congress 
crafts the next farm bill. 

Cheryl Sandberg – Facebook boss, reports to Larry Summers

Chris Jennings, Jennings Policy Strategies. A sage on healthcare reform, Jennings worked on President Clinton’s reform push and later lobbied on Obama’s bill. 

Chuck Brain, Capitol Hill Strategies Inc. Once a Clinton White House aide and longtime House Ways and Means Committee staffer, Brain would make any list of the best-
known Democratic lobbyists in town. 

Civis Analytics – Social manipulation group

Covington & Burling

Dan Tate Jr., Capitol Solutions. Tate delivers stellar client relations while harnessing 10 years of upper-level Hill and administration experience. 

Daniel Boston, Health Policy Source. Boston’s numerous healthcare clients turn to him for the policy expertise he honed as a GOP aide on Capitol Hill. 

Dave McClure – VC

David Castagnetti and Alex Vogel, Mehlman Vogel Castagnetti. The bipartisan shop has heavy hitters on both sides of the aisle, thanks to Democrat Castagnetti. 

David Danielson

David Drummond – Lawyer/Lobbyist– Google, bribes expert for DC and EU regions (Under investigation. Quail Road, Woodside, CA home bugged)

David Mott

David Prend

David Sacks

David Sandalow

Debbie Wasserman Schultz

Doyle Bartlett, Eris Group. Bartlett has years of Capitol Hill experience and a busy lobbying practice that is on the front lines for clients including MetLife, Genentech and 
eBay. 

Draper - Fisher – VC firm (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from Russian mining & tech start-up rigging)

Elon Musk – CEO – Tesla (He is now under investigation & in multiple lawsuits for fraud)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his 
personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation )

Emerson Collective

Eric Paley

Eric Schmidt – Owner- Google (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 

Facebook - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats 
disclosures )

Fisker - Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated)

Fred Graefe, Law Offices of Frederick H. Graefe. Graefe is a force among Democratic healthcare lobbyists. 

Fusion GPS – Defamation and journalist bribery service

Gabriel Burt

Gerald Cassidy and Gregg Hartley, Cassidy & Associates. The trailblazing firm has regained momentum by diversifying its practice following a staff shake-up late last year. 
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Gilman Louie – VC, founder on IN-Q-Tel

Goldman Sachs – Financial packager (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals for personal gain & insider payouts)

Google, Inc. – Data harvesting company(Ran media attacks, stock market pump and dump PR hype and character assassinations)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax
evasion, and more…) (charged by EU, and most nations, with multiple abuses of the public. Has totally lost the trust of the public. Revenue loss increasing geometrically.)

Greylock Capital – Silicon Valley Insider trading operator (Under investigation)

Heather Podesta, Heather Podesta + Partners. The former congressional aide has built a solid lobbying practice and helps fundraise for Democrats with her husband, Tony. 

In-Q-Tel, Inc. – CIA off-shoot associated with Eric Schmidt, Google, Elon Musk and the Cartel leaders. Ran “hit-jobs” on Silicon Valley VC adversaries and reporters (Sued, 
under investigation, exposed in multiple documentaries, under investigation for Cocaine trafficking. Removal of charity status demanded)

Ira Ehrenpreis – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, 
investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation)

Ivanpah Solar - Criminally corrupt crony Google campaign finance front operation. (In failure mode) 

J. Steven Hart, Williams & Jensen. Hart is a sought-after GOP fundraiser who has steered the ship for more than a decade as Williams & Jensen’s chairman and CEO. 

Jack Lew

Jacque Littlefield – VC, Dead

James Bronkema – West Coast Money Man for David Rockefeller and Feinstein financier (Dead)

Jared Cohen – Google boss and international political manipulator

Jawed Karim

Jay Carney – White House press lead (Forced to resign) 

Jeff Berman and David Russell, Bryan Cave. Berman, the former delegate counter for President Obama’s 2008 campaign, and Russell, a former chief of staff to the late Sen. Ted
Stevens (R-Alaska), are standouts on a capable lobby team. 

Jeff Lieberman

Jeff Peck, Peck, Madigan, Jones & Stewart. Once an aide to then-Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.) on the Senate Judiciary Committee, Peck has carved out a niche working on the 
Dodd-Frank reform law.

Jeffrey Zients

Jeremy Stoppelman

Jim Blanchard and Ilia Rodriguez, DLA Piper. Blanchard, a former Democratic governor of Michigan, and Rodriguez, an ex-lobbyist for the Center for American Progress, are 
at the vanguard of a formidable K Street team. 

Jim Breyer – VC and CIA intermediary

Jim Goetz

Jim Pitts and Chris Cox, Navigators Global. Pitts’s firm has welcomed back GOP consultant Mike Murphy, adding more Republican talent to pair with Cox, a skilled hand from 
the George W. Bush White House.

Joe Lonsdale – VC, famous for rape and abuse scandal and domestic spying via Palantir

Joe Rhodes – White House shill

Joel Johnson, The Glover Park Group. The former aide to Sen. Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) helps manage one of the marquee Democratic-leaning firms in town. 

Johanna Shelton

John Breaux and Trent Lott, Breaux-Lott Leadership Group. Now merged with Patton Boggs, the two former senators are going strong with a profitable lobbying practice 
anchored by several blue-chip clients. 

John Doerr – Owner – Kleiner Perkins. “Godfather” – Silicon Valley Cartel (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and 
more…)( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation )

John Lindfors

John Raffaelli, Capitol Counsel. The former Democratic staffer has more than 25 years of expertise in taxation and international trade — two issues at the top of the 
congressional agenda.

Jonathan Silver – DOE VC (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under investigation. Shamed in media for epic failures)

Josh Ackil and Matt Tanielian, Franklin Square Group. With clients including Apple, Google and Intel, the two Democrats are among the elite lobbyists for Silicon Valley in 
Washington. 

Josh Kopelman

Joshua Wright

JP Gan

Julie Domenick, Multiple Strategies LLC. The Democratic lobbyist, who was once targeted by the K Street Project, has flourished by opening her own firm.

Keith Rabois -VC
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Ken Duberstein and Marti Thomas, The Duberstein Group. Duberstein was floated as a candidate for Obama’s chief of staff before the president chose Bill Daley, while Thomas
is a Democratic vet who worked in the Clinton Treasury Department. 

Ken Howery – VC

Kenneth Kies, Federal Policy Group. Kies will be one to watch during the corporate tax reform debate because he was a key aide during the last overhaul of the tax code. 

Kleiner Perkins – Campaign funding VC who (Received massive windfalls from Russian mining & tech start-up rigging. Sued. Under investigation. All assets being tracked )

Lachlan Seward – Energy Department gatekeeper

Lanny Griffith and Loren Monroe, BGR Group. Though it has added Democrats, Griffith and Monroe’s firm is known for GOP connections and has benefitted from long-
standing ties to the new House leadership. 

Larry O’Brien, OB-C Group. O’Brien is one of the most potent Democratic fundraisers in the country.

Larry Page – Google Boss

Larry Summers – VC

Licy Do Canto, The DoCanto Group. The former aide to Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) and the late Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) is a highly regarded healthcare lobbyist. 

Linda Daschle, LHD & Associates. Daschle, a former administrator for the Federal Aviation Administration, remains one of Washington’s top aviation lobbyists. 

Linda Tarplin, Tarplin, Downs & Young. Tarplin remained among the elite healthcare lobbyists during the reform debate, and her GOP background makes the 112th Congress a 
prime time to display her prowess. 

Lisa Kountoupes, Kountoupes Consulting. The former aide to Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.) has her own lobby shop and contracts with Best Buy, Yahoo and Intel. 

Lloyd Craig Blankfein – VC and Sachs boss

Luke Nosek

Marc Andreessen -VC

Marc Lampkin and Jack Quinn, Quinn Gillespie & Associates. Republican Lampkin and Democrat Quinn make for a blockbuster pairing. 

Margaret Sullivan – VC, USAID Boss and Tom Steyer bpartner

Mario Rosatti – VC

Mark Isakowitz, Fierce, Isakowitz and Blalock. Isakowitz and his GOP lobby shop scored a coup this year when Apple and Facebook both signed up as clients in a two-week 
span. 

Mark Kadesh, Kadesh & Associates. Kadesh, once chief of staff to Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), has an A-list of California clients and a reputation as a real pro. 

Mark Rayder, Alston + Bird. Rayder’s Hill experience in appropriations and healthcare policy makes for a dynamite combination. 

Mark Zuckerberg – Facebook Boss

Martin LaGod -VC

Marty Paone, Prime Policy Group. Paone spent decades on Capitol Hill working for Senate Democrats and is part of the leadership team at Prime Policy, one of K Street’s most 
successful firms.

Mary Meeker – VC

Matt Keelen, The Keelen Group. The Republican lobbyist and campaign guru is a bridge to labor for the GOP. 

Matt Rogers – VC and pass-through conduit

Max Levchin -VC

Mckinsey Consulting – The firm you hire to rig white papers and insider hires in government positions for the Palo Alto Mafia

Megan Smith

Melissa Schulman, The Bockorny Group. A former aide to Rep. Steny Hoyer (D-Md.), Schulman has the connections to centrist Democrats that are always prized on K Street. 

Michael Eisenberg

Michael Herson, American Defense International. Herson’s Pentagon and White House experience has been an asset to him as president of the successful defense consulting and
lobbying firm.

Michael Moritz -VC

Mike Fulton, GolinHarris. Fulton is well versed in the minutiae of the Washington bureaucracy and is adept at finding federal grants for his clients. 

Mike House, Hogan & Lovells. House leads the government relations practice at the firm and calls the shots on a prized account with Nissan North America. 

Mikey Dickerson

Mitch Feuer and Robert Griner, Rich Feuer Group. The two lobbyists work for first-tier clients from the financial services world, including Visa and Goldman Sachs. 

Morrison and Foerster
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Nathan Parker

Neerag Agrawal

Nicholas Guido Denton – Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik homosexual scandal mob boss

Nick Allard, Thomas Hale Boggs Jr., Micah Green, Jonathan Yarowsky and Edward Newberry, Patton Boggs. The firm continues to reign on K Street thanks to its roster of 
seasoned power brokers. 

Nick Giordano, Washington Council Ernst & Young. A former counsel to the Senate Finance Committee, Giordano is one of the best tax lobbyists in town. 

Perkins Coie – Campaign conduit law firm

Peter Fenton

Peter Thiel – VC

Rakesh Saxeena – Canadian in-house arrest, arms dealer, western political packager

Rahm Emanuel – White House boss

Raj Gupta – VC, arrested

Ray Lane – VC

Reid Hoffman – VC and sex.com partner with Gary Kremen, also match.com 

Rhod Shaw, The Alpine Group. Shaw is an astute observer of Congress who has worked on several major pieces of environmental and telecommunications legislation. 

Rich Gold, Kathryn Lehman and Gerry Sikorski, Holland & Knight. The firm’s flourishing lobbying practice is plugged in to both parties. 

Rich Tarplin, Tarplin Strategies. Tarplin exemplifies the breed of lobbyist who makes a living by out-working the competition. 

Richard Blum – VC and director/husband of Dianne Feinstein

Rick Kessler and Steve Sayle, Dow Lohnes Government Strategies. The former House Energy and Commerce Committee aides — Kessler a Democrat and Sayle a Republican 
— have built a well-established lobbying practice. 

Robert Raben, The Raben Group. Raben, a former aide to Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) and Clinton Justice Department official, runs one of the best Democratic-leaning lobby 
shops in town with clients in the corporate and nonprofit world.

Robert Van Heuvelen, VH Strategies. Van Heuvelen shrewdly surrounds himself with the best; he recently hired Stephen Ward, formerly chief of staff to Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-
N.M.), to help keep his firm among the elite. 

Rodger Currie, Foley Hoag LLP. A former lobbyist for PhRMA, Currie now works for several clients at Foley Hoag in the healthcare, medical and biotechnology fields. 

Roelof Botha

Russel Simmons

Sam Geduldig, Clark Lytle Geduldig & Cranford. The former House Republican leadership aide has seen a business boom at his firm since the GOP takeover of the lower 
chamber.

Sander Lurie and Todd Weiss, SNR Denton. Lurie, a former chief of staff to Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.), and Weiss, who has worked for former Sens. Tim Hutchinson (R-
Texas) and Rick Santorum (R-Pa.), make for a strong one-two punch.

Sandi Stuart and Vin Weber, Clark & Weinstock. Stuart’s executive experience under President Clinton and Weber’s past as a GOP congressman from Minnesota have lured a 
diverse clientele to the firm.

Sanjay Wagle – VC

Scott Segal, Bracewell & Giuliani. Segal is a respected advocate for several electric utilities and energy companies and played a big part in the industry response to the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill. 

Scott Shleiffer

Sergy Brin – Google boss

Slade Gorton and Emanuel Rouvelas, K&L Gates. Gorton, an ex-GOP senator from Washington, and Democrat Rouvelas are just a few of the big names at the prominent law 
and lobby firm. 

Solyndra Solar Company – FBI raided corrupt Clean Tech company

SpaceX – Elon Musk company that Obama gave part of NASA to in exchange for campaign conduits

Steve Chen

Steve Elmendorf and Jimmy Ryan, Elmendorf | Ryan. A former aide to ex-House Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt (Mo.), Elmendorf brought in Ryan to help expand the 
Senate ties of his thriving firm. 

Steve Jurvetson – VC embroiled in sex abuse charges

Steve McBee, McBee Strategic. A former aide to Rep. Norm Dicks (D-Wash.), McBee has seen his lobby firm take off. 

Steve Perry and Andy Wright, Dutko Grayling. Perry and Wright man the roster for one of the top 20 lobby shops in Washington. 

Steve Spinner – VC
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Steve Westly – VC

Stu Van Scoyoc, Van Scoyoc Associates. The man who founded a top-earning lobby firm specializing on taxation and appropriations will have plenty of work in the months 
ahead. 

Ted Schlein

Tesla Motors – Car Company that conduits money to campaigns

The Groundwork– Social manipulation group

Thomas Jolly, Jolly/Rissler. Jolly is founding chairman of the Washington Caucus, a group that hosts dinners with lawmakers, and a mainstay among Democratic lobbyists. 

Thomas Quinn, Venable. Quinn’s ebullient personality is complemented by deep knowledge of the financial sector that dates back to his time as general counsel to the 
Comptroller of the Currency. 

Tim Draper – VC

Todd Park – IT manipulator inside White House

Tom O’Donnell, Gephardt Government Affairs Group. O’Donnell and his former Capitol Hill boss, ex-House Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt (Mo.), have done well since
joining forces. 

Tom Perkins – Dead KPCB Palo Alto Mafia founder

Tom Sheridan, The Sheridan Group. Sheridan uses his social services and public policy experience to bolster causes that don’t fit the typical K Street mold. 

Tom Steyer – VC

Tomorrow Ventures – Social manipulation group

Tony Podesta, Podesta Group. The prolific Democratic fundraiser has seen his firm rocket to the echelons of the top five lobby shops. 

Tracy Spicer, Avenue Solutions. Spicer mastered policy working for the late Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) and is a trusted adviser for a number of leading health insurers. 

Victor Fazio, Joel Jankowsky, Scott Parven and Bill Paxon, Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld. Fazio, Jankowsky, Parven and Paxon are among the lobbyists who keep Akiwn 
Gump humming along as one of the top earners on K Street. 

Viktor Vekselberg – Russian business entity

Vinod Khosla -VC

Wayne Berman, Drew Maloney and Moses Mercado, Ogilvy Government Relations. Ogilvy’s commanding K Street presence reflects the firm’s deep ties to leaders in both 
parties. 

Wilson Sonsini Partner Club

Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich and Rosatti

XXXX ...Plus additional persons to be named...

What Kind Of Bribes Were Paid?

Certain California State officials, Obama White House Staff and Federal Agency staff accepted bribes 
from Silicon Valley Oligarchs and Investment Bank Cartels. They were bribed with: Billions of dollars 
of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures stock and stock warrants which is never 
reported to the FEC; Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures 
search engine rigging and shadow-banning which is never reported to the FEC; Free rent; Male and 
female prostitutes; Cars; Dinners; Party Financing; Sports Event Tickets; Political campaign printing 
and mailing services "Donations"; Secret PAC Financing; Jobs in Corporations in Silicon Valley For 
The Family Members of Those Who Take Bribes And Those Who Take Bribes; "Consulting" contracts 
from McKinsey as fronted pay-off gigs; Overpriced "Speaking Engagements" which are really just pay-
offs conduited for donors; Gallery art; Private jet rides and the use of Government fuel depots (ie: 
Google handed out NASA jet fuel to staff); Recreational drugs; Real Estate; Fake mortgages; The use 
of Cayman, Boca Des Tores, Swiss and related money-laundering accounts; The use of HSBC, Wells 
Fargo, Goldman Sachs and Deustche Bank money laundering accounts and covert stock accounts; Free 
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spam and bulk mailing services owned by Silicon Valley corporations; Use of high tech law firms such 
as Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, MoFo, Covington & Burling, etc. to conduit bribes to officials; 
Payroll W2 and 1099 payments which were actually bribe payments for political work such as 
character assassinations and internet rigging; and other means now documented by us, The FBI, the 
FTC, The SEC, The FEC and journalists.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY VEHICLE MANUFACTURING LOAN
AND LOAN GUARANTEE SLUSH-FUND CORRUPTION

 

THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY VEHICLE MANUFACTURING LOAN
AND LOAN GUARANTEE SLUSH-FUND CORRUPTION

The Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing (ATVM) Loan Program is a $25 billion direct 
loan program funded by Congress in fall 2008 under the guise of "providing debt capital to the U.S. 
automotive industry for the purpose of funding projects that help vehicles manufactured in the U.S. 
meet higher mileage requirements and lessen U.S. dependence on foreign oil. " The PR department for 
the U.S. Department of Energy spends nearly a million dollars per year seeking to manipulate news and
social media to try to pitch their message that the program was a "success". In fact, it has been, and 
remains today, one of the most criminally corrupt failures in American history.. It was only a 
"success" as one of the biggest political slush-funds ever created!
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 A case study in pay-to-play 
cronyism 

By Dan Epstein (White House Counsel)

News flash: Government subsidies and special-interest favors go hand in hand. 

The latest example comes from a federal green-energy loan program. Last month, the DC District 
Court   ruled   that Cause of Action, where I am executive director, can proceed with a lawsuit 
against the Department of Energy. We’re suing the federal government for the blatant political 
favoritism in its $25 billion “Advanced Technology Vehicle Manufacturing Loan Program.” 

In principle, this taxpayer-funded program was supposed to support the manufacture of energy-
efficient cars. In practice, it rewarded a select few well-connected companies. 

Since the program was created in 2008, numerous businesses have applied for its taxpayer-
backed financial support. Yet only a small number were approved. Among the lucky few were two 
electric car manufacturers: Teslaand Fisker. 

Both companies’ political connections run deep, especially Tesla’s. The company’s founder, Elon 
Musk, was a max donor for President Obama. One of its board members, Steven Westly, was 
appointed to a Department of Energy advisory board. And another Obama bundler, Tesla 
investor and adviser Steven Spinner, secured employment in the department’s Loan Program 
Office—the very office that gave the company a taxpayer-backed loan. 

Fisker also has friends in high places. The company, which has since gone bankrupt, was 
backed by a San Francisco venture capital firm whose senior partners donated millions to the 
2008 Obama campaign and other Democrat causes. One partner, John Doerr, parlayed his 
support into a seat on the President’s Council of Jobs and Competitiveness. 

Such connections can allow a company to exert political pressure to enrich itself. Unsurprisingly, 
Department of Energy emails show that such pressure was rampant in its loan programs. 

There’s no shortage of examples. The department’s leaders—including then-Secretary of Energy 
Steven Chu—repeatedly promised to deliver results to politicians like Rep. Steny Hoyer (D-Md.) 
and Sen. Harry Reid (D-Nev.). One emails reads, “DOE has made a political commitment” to 
approve a company’s loan. Another says the “pressure is on rea lheavy” from none other than 
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Vice President Joe Biden. And still another shows an employee asking, “what’s another billion 
anyhow?” 

Unsurprisingly, the Obama administration gave Tesla and Fisker preferential treatment, and then 
some. 

The Department of Energy revised its review process in order finish the companies’ applications 
faster. The government gave them extraordinary access to its staff and facilities—even to the 
point of having government employees personally walk them through the loan application and 
approval process.The department ignored its own lending rules in order to approve the 
companies’ loans. And it renegotiated the terms of some loans after the companies could not 
keep their original commitments or were experiencing financial difficulties. Tellingly, Fisker has 
since gone out of business, despite receiving over a billion dollars in loans through this federal 
program. 

Now contrast this preferential treatment with what happened to XP Vehicles and Limnia, neither of
which have the same political connections. (My organization is suing the Department of Energy on
their behalf). The two companies partnered to manufacture an energy-efficient sport utility vehicle 
that would have competed with Tesla and Fisker’s cars. They applied for loans in 2008 and 2009 
under the same loan program.

The department refused them both—and it used bogus reasons to do so.  

For starters, the department made claims that were laughably false. To take one example: It 
rejected XPV’s application because its vehicle was powered by hydrogen. It was an electric 
SUV. It also raised objections that it didn’t raise with other companies whose applications were 
approved. For instance: The bureaucracy criticized the proposed all-electric vehicle for not using 
a specific type of gasoline. Yet Tesla and Fisker received the loans despite producing similar all-
electric cars. 

In light of these obvious problems and hypocrisy, both companies presented the Department of 
Energy with detailed rebuttals. Yet the government failed to respond. To this day, both XPV and 
Limnia are awaiting a satisfactory reply. In the meantime, XPV has gone out of business, unable
to compete against its politically connected—and subsidized—rivals. 

This casts the Department of Energy’s loan program in a new light. It was sold to the American 
public as a means of promoting energy-efficient vehicles. Instead, it was used to benefit a select 
few well-connected companies. It was a blatant crony handout, paid for by the U.S.taxpayer. 
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Sadly, similar examples are widespread in Washington. That’s no surprise considering the feds 
spend roughly $100 billion a year in taxpayer-funded handouts to businesses. This breeds the 
sort of government-business collusion Americans think is rampant in Washington. In fact, over 
two-thirds of likely voters think the federal government helps businesses that hire the most 
lobbyists, shake the right hands, and pad the right pockets. They’re right. 

This points to a simple conclusion: Politicians and bureaucrats shouldn’t use the public’s money to
pad private companies’ bottom lines. As the Department of Energy’s green-vehicle loan program 
shows, the capacity for corruption is immense—and inevitable.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Note: We have absolute and indisputable intelligence agency, FBI-verifiable and forensic expert proof 
of all of these assertions.

The program was used by the Obama Administration to provide crony payola kick-backs to financiers 
and friends of the Obama Administration and to attack the competitors of the Silicon Valley financiers 
of the Obama Administration.

As of 2019, the U.S. Department of Energy claims that they "overhauled" and "re-did" the ATVM 
program and it's sister program: the Loan Guarantee Program. In fact, that is false.

When you peel back the onion-skin of corruption around the covert stock market and investment bank 
holdings of Eric Schmidt, Dianne Feinstein, Nancy Pelosi, Elon Musk, etc.; you find that they are 
invested in something called "rare-earth mining". Rare earth mines are generally in third world nations 
and use child slave labor. These toxic corrupt operations are responsible for more murders, beatings, 
rapes and genocides (over control of these "blood minerals") than anything on Earth. These minerals 
are used in the electric cars, cell phones and solar panels that Silicon Valley has attempted to control. 
So, you see, it isn't about "saving the environment"; it is about greed, bribes and corruption on an epic 
scale.

The program continues today as a political slush-fund and it is as corrupt as ever. It has NOT been 
"cleaned-up"! It is STILL a cesspool of corruption! Obama hold-overs and corrupt insiders, with 
personal conflict-of-interest stock and revolving door career deals, still control the funds and steer the 
monies exclusively to their friends.

The program has not funded any company who is not a campaign-finance friend of the Obama 
Administration. The DOE program attacked, lied to, stalled, delayed, gate-keeper blocked and harmed 
any Applicants who competed with Tesla, Fisker and the Obama financiers. Through the Silicon Valley 
control of the facade group: "The National Venture Capital Association", DOE ensured that NO car 
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company or solar company in America could get funded, by any private means, without Silicon Valley 
oligarch approval. The DOE is a corrupt organization operated by corrupt insiders for corrupt purposes!

DOE's two main manipulation tricks are: 1.) STONE-WALLING - Where DOE staff throw outsider 
Applicant's filings in a box and forget about them for many years in a Lois-Lerner'd review process that
takes any commercial bank only 2 weeks to complete. DOE spends years doing hyperbolic nothings in 
order to delay campaign financiers competitors, and 2.) INTERPRETIVE LYING - Where DOE staff 
make up things that Applicant's never said and twist the Applicant's words into anything BUT what the 
Applicant's intended, in order to manipulate non-favored Applicant's into negative interpretations. DOE
staff never even called outsider Applicant's for clarity discussions of any key data. They did not want to
hear the truth, they couldn't handle the truth! They only wanted their crony's to win the funding!

Every applicant who applied, who was not a crony insider, hard-wired, Obama bagman was 
DEFRAUDED, LIED TO, STONE-WALLED and used as a smoke-screen to hide the true nature of 
the crony payola scheme operated by Secretary of Energy bosses Chu, Moniz and Perry. They are owed
money to pay for their damages from tort-based interference in their businesses and other fraud-related 
DOE-operated causes-of-action.

Silicon Valley oligarchs hired "Lobbyists" (who are political operatives who offer bribes to politicians 
without ever using the word "bribe") to take-over the program. Silicon Valley insider McKinsey staffed 
the DOE department while working for the Silicon Valley oligarchs. In a typical corruption example: 
Steve Spinner worked at DOE handing out money to Solyndra which his wife Alison Spinner worked at
as Solyndra's lawyer, while the DNC mailer referred to each of them as the "top West Coast fund-
raisers for the DNC".
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Originally Obama's "car Czar" Steven Rattner (indicted for stock market securities fraud), working 
from the West Wing of the White House, had offered a portion of the money to Detroit Auto Unions if 
the Detroit Unions ordered all of their members to vote for Obama in exchange for bail-outs. Obama 
insiders David Plouffe (indicted for payoffs to Rahm Emanual), David Axelrod, and Robert Gibbs 
extended the deal to the Silicon Valley oligarchs in exchange for global search engine manipulation 
favoring Obama

A "Silicon Valley Mafia" (AKA - "The PayPal Mafia") exists and is populated by the Bay Area 
technology oligarchs, their operatives and the West Coast Senators, all of whom profit illicitly off of a 
combined monopoly and stock market cartel that they control. FBI Director James Comey was fired for
protecting his friends in this cartel.

Let us examine the charges against the Department of Energy supported by the factual evidence:

- DOE officials told Applicant's they had to pay tens of thousands of dollars in order to apply for the 
LGP monies but with-held responses until after the dead-line had passed in order to cut non-Obama 
financiers out of the running.

- Google provided the staffing for the agencies involved, the media manipulation for the politicians 
involved, and was the beneficiary for some of the funds in a 4-way conflict of interest in which Google 
staffed the largest contingent of Obama White House staff.

- Steven Chu handed massive amounts of DOE cash to Russian billionaires from Ener1, Severstal and 
other Russian connections even though they were foreign billionaires who had no need of U.S. 
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taxpayer subsidies. If one wants to look at dirty Russian collusion, they need look no further than 
Steven Chu, the architect of the failed Iran Nuclear deal and corrupt Uranium One deal. Steven Chu 
and Rahm Emanual ordered DOE's Sandia Livermore Labs and Argonne Labs (who they were both 
connected to) to manipulate Applicant data in order to only favor camapign financiers companies.

- DOE abuses of process defrauded non-insider Applicants out of billions of dollars of their savings and
investor monies yet DOE never offered those that it harmed and recompense.

- DOE officials owned stock market stock and revolving door job promises in the very companies that 
they were supposed to be conducting "due diligence" on.

- Tesla Motors and SpaceX were staged as campaign finance dark money conduits to transfer taxpayer 
cash from government treasuries to private parties and then into campaign funds without transparent 
public disclosure.

- The Obama Administration promised an exclusive on Afghanistan mining deals to Frank Guistra and 
the Silicon Valley oligarchs for lithium, indium, cobalt and rare-earth metals mining after USAID 
pitched (   http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_VyTCyizqrHs/TBaffwKixYI/AAAAAAAAH74/Wee8LTQfo3k/
s1600/afghanminerals.jpg )   manipulated reports from McKinsey Consulting saying that "Afghanistan 
was the Saudi Arabia of lithium and had trillions of dollars of lithium" to dig up. It turned out to be a 
lie to get oligarchs to support Obama's Afghan invasion. (  http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2007/3063/pdf-
page.jpg  ) DOE helped sell this lie because the Russians had already scoured Afghanistan and found it 
to be fairly worthless as a mining potential. Elon Musk bought into this for his battery monopoly. This 
is why Steven Chu gave so much money to Russians at Ener1 and Severstal. DOE staff were fully 
aware of this. (  http://www.mining.com/1-trillion-motherlode-of-lithium-and-gold-discovered-in-
afghanistan/ )

- Google, a Tesla investor and bromance buddy with Elon Musk, hired more lobbyists for DOE 
influencing than anybody had ever hired before in U.S. history. Google hides all negative news stories 
about Musk and Tesla and only shows fake news hype about Musk, Tesla and SpaceX because Larry 
Page and Elon Musk share an apartment and financial programs.

- The DOE ATVM and LGP programs are based on arbitrary metrics which are not even followed by 
DOE evaluation staff. There is a secret black-list in operation to keep companies who are competitors 
to Obama's financiers from ever getting funded. Even though many Applicant's beat every "winner" in 
Obama's DOE handouts, they were excluded, denied and discriminated against simply for competing 
with Obama's Silicon Valley oligarchs.

- Steven Chu, after getting thrown out of office, went to work for the very people he was supposed to 
have been conducting due diligence on. Chu is considered to be one of the most criminally corrupt 
public officials ever in charge of an agency aside from his peer, who also made corruption history: Eric 
Holder, who helped Comey cover-up the crimes.

- The DOE ATVM and LGP programs resulted in: THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTION OF TAXPAYER
CASH TO THE MOST COMPANIES THAT THEN WENT IMMEDIATELY WENT BANKRUPT 
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IN THE HISTORY OF AMERICA! Not only has the DOE ATVM and LG program been NOT A 
SUCCESS, they have been a disaster!

- Goldman Sachs and Deloitte engineered INTENTIONAL bankruptcies so that their Silicon Valley 
oligarch clients could claim windfall tax write-offs which the U.S. Treasury said resulted in "unjust 
gains" for those oligarchs. In other words, the tech oligarch billionaires took U.S. taxpayer subsidies, 
which they did not need, and then bankrupted their own companies so that they could reap profits in tax
write-offs. On top of this Goldman Sachs skimmed "fees" off-the-top for arranging these deals, at 
taxpayer expense, and then ALSO profited from the "bumps" to the stock market valuations in pump-
and-dump crimes. TO BE CLEAR: MANY OF THESE BANKRUPTCIES WERE TAX SKIMS 
CREATED TO FAIL! After realizing this, Applicants and Congressional insiders forced ALL of 
the kick-back funded companies into bankruptcy as payback for the corruption and abuse of 
their resources. Said one Senator: "If they want bankruptcies, we will give them bankruptcies..."

- Lachlan Seward, one of the DOE money laundering insiders, threatened Applicant's that if they "made
trouble" they "would never be funded by DOE as long as they lived".

- When Tesla Motors got their DOE money approved they had NO DESIGN AND WERE PLANNING
TO BUILD A FACTORY. Both of which were against the so-called Section 136 Rules. Tesla used the 
DOE money to hire engineers to design the car from scratch as proven by the engineers that were hired.
Tesla was running all over the country trying to stage a real estate scam with Dianne Feinstein's 
Husband's company CBRE. Tesla even got sued for these real estate scams. DOE stated that the "rules" 
said you already had to have a factory and a design, which the other applicants had. So, against the 
"rules" Tesla got the money and figured out the car LATER and did not use a pre-existing factory until 
they were later forced to follow the rules.

- For the same kind of commercial loans, Bank of America and Wells Fargo take 4 weeks to approve 
loans this large. DOE staff were either too stupid to review loans in less than 3 years or were 
intentionally stone-walling every applicant who was not an Obama crony.

- As shown by this letter: https://news.wttw.com/sites/default/files/Letter%20from%20Bright
%20Automotive%20to%20US%20Dept%20of%20Energy.pdf    ...and hundreds of Congressional 
reports, DOE staff proved themselves to be liars and scumbag political manipulators at every turn.

- The public has not seen the entire FBI and SEC investigation records on the FBI raid and 
investigation of Solyndra because the records point straight back to the White House Oval Office!

- A Congressional report on the ATVM and LG programs exposed layers and layers of crony payola.

- The only Judges who got to rule on the cases were "Obama Judges" appointed by or beholden to the 
Obama Administration.

- A CBS News 60 Minutes segment called: "The Cleantech Crash" revealed that many of the assets of 
the ATVM and LGP disasters had been funded by the taxpayers and then sold to China in deals that 
benefited Diane Feinstein's family and financiers. Later Dianne Feinstein was found to have Chinese 
spies and insiders on her staff. The Feinstein family owned the stock, staffing services, construction 
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company and services companies at Tesla and Solyndra, which Feinstein got the federal cash for. Her 
staff then went to work at Tesla and Solyndra.

- Although felony-class crimes occurred, no DOE officials have ever been charged with 
crimes..although multiple FBI officials have been charged with covering up those crimes.

- Vice President Al Gore, John Doerr and Vinod Khosla have had all of their finances tracked and 
connected together through covert routes that reveal insider stock trading and government policy 
manipulation, in this case, for their own personal profiteering.

- Attorney General William Barr has been formally asked, by Applicants, to appoint a federal Special 
Counsel to investigate this matter.

- The Dark Money FEC campaign finance limits were exceeded by the Silicon Valley oligarchs by 
many magnitudes in this novel deployment of quid-pro-quo and search engine rigging services for 
political favors and funding.

- There has not been a single person involved in "green" DOE funding programs who cared anything 
about "green energy". The use of the term "green" was a psychological ploy to seek to pacify the public
with a crunchy granola positive vibe while stealing taxpayer money in plain sight.

- The Obama White House produced a "white list" of friends companies who could get funded and a 
"black list" of their competitors who could never be funded because Silicon Valley financiers said so. 
These lists were created from input from John Doerr, Steve Westly and Doerr's business partner: Al 
Gore. Even though most Applicant's beat the metrics, features and national security issues of favored 
Obama Applicant's, no outsiders and no non-campaign financiers would ever be approved.

- The very first Applicant for the ATVM fund was XP Vehicles, which was solicited to apply by DOE 
and Barbara Boxer's office. The 1.) Section 136 law, 2.) DOE videos of meetings and 3.) DOE 
documents clearly state that Applicant's would be reviewed on a "first-come, first served" basis per the
federal law. When XP, which was black-listed by the White House because it competed with Obama 
financiers Tesla and Fisker, moved far ahead in the Applicant list, DOE illegally changed the rules so 
that "first come - first served" was ignored and only favored insiders were reviewed. XP, Brammo, 
EcoMotors, Elio, etc. were all "bottom drawered".  Even though XP hand delivered, to DOE and 
Congress, more customer order proofs than ALL other Applicant's combined, DOE insiders, who held 
stock in competing companies, placed XP on a permanent black-list.

- As of December 28, 2008 DOE staff already decided who would "win" the money, and who would 
not, because the entire program had been hard-wired, via lobbyists and insiders, to only go to the 
"white list" applicants. Nobody who was not on the original "white list" could ever get DOE funding. It
only takes one "insider" at DOE, from the Obama Administration (many are still there) to kill any 
application, no matter how much better that proposal is compared to every other applicant.

- U.S. Department of Energy and White House officials hired Nick Denton's sleaze-ball tabloid empire 
comprised of Jalopnik, Gawker Media and Gizmodo Media to run character assassination and 
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defamation campaigns, in partnership with the DNC's Google, to attack any person who exposed the 
corruption scam at DOE.

- The GAO wrote multiple federal reports confirming that DOE was running one of the most poorly 
administrated non-transparent operations ever and that DOE staff were not even following the Section 
136 law.

- White House and DOE staff hired Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik defamation bloggers to attack those 
who exposed the plot. Patrick George At Jalopnik attacks outsiders under contract with Elon Musk and 
DNC. Silicon Valley campaign finance oligarchs hire him to run hatchet jobs on innocent outsiders and 
then Gawker-Gizmodo-Jalopnik uses their financial partnership with the DNC's Google to push the 
character assassination articles to the top of Google web products and searches. Patrick George, Adrian 
Covert, John Hermann and Nick Cook are the sexually degenerate cabin boys that report to boy-loving 
sleaze-tabloid oligarch Nick Denton. They created the Fake News crisis in the media by flooding the 
internet with defamation posts and reprisal hatchet job articles designed to damage political enemies of 
the Socialists. They coordinate a large number of the character assassination efforts at Gawker, 
Gizmodo, Jalopnik, CNN, New York Times and other propaganda outlets.

- DOE staff never even communicated with Applicant's, who were not Obama insiders; yet Tesla, 
Fisker and other Obama insiders got hundreds of phone calls, meetings and careful help to hand-hold 
them through the process to make certain that they got their payola while the outsiders only got 
blockades, Lois Lerner "missing hard drives" and stone-walls.

- The DEFRAUDED staff and employees of Bright, XP, Limnia, ZAP, Brammo, and the other 
Applicant's, have NEVER gotten a fair court hearing, Congressional or IG hearing that was not 
compromised by an Obama Judge or stock-owning insider. They are owed money for their damages 
from the deeply corrupt DOE programs!

- The Obama Administration officials who carefully manipulate the DOE and federal process for crony 
favorites include: Steven Chu, Kathy Zoi, Carol Battershal, Steve Westly, Steven Spinner, John 
Podesta, Jonathan Silver, Danial Cohen, et al; with cover-up support from James Comey, Eric Holder, 
Steve Rattner, et al...

- Over a thousand other criminal and ethics violation charges are charged against DOE and its 
associates yet no actual interdictions have taken place in California or federal government actions 
because the "Deep State" cover-ups are so extensive. The raw criminality of the U.S. Department of 
Energy in these matters is verified, proven and audacious...
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'Treason!' - AG Barr Finds 'Government Power Was Used 
By Obama Administration To Spy On American Citizens 
And Run Dirty Tricks Reprisal Operations'

 
by Tyler Durden
 
In his first pair of interviews since being sworn in, Attorney General Barr told Fox News and WSJ that 
he was pursuing the investigation into the origins of the Trump-Russia probe - an investigation he has 
tasked     
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John Durham, the US Attorney from Connecticut, with leading - because Americans need to know 
whether the government "put a thumb on the scale" to try and undermine President Trump both 
during the campaign and during the first two years of his term, just like "we need to ensure that 
foreign actors don't influence the outcome of our elections."

Separately, he told WSJ that "government power was used to spy on American citizens...I can't 
imagine any world where we wouldn't take a look and make sure that was done properly."

Barr has doubled-down on using the term 'spying', which has angered Democrats, after first using it 
during Senate committee testimony from April 10, where he uttered the now-infamous phrase "I think 
spying did occur."

The AG has declined to elaborate on what prompted these concerns, though he has said he'd be 
interested to see the underlying intelligence that sparked the FBI decision, in the summer of 2016, 
to open a counterintelligence investigation. At this point, Durham's review isn't a criminal 
investigation, and Barr hasn't offered a timetable for when the investigation might be completed. 
Ultimately, the probe could lead to changing FBI protocols involving investigations into political 
campaigns.

Appearing to respond to Barr's interviews, President Trump declared that his campaign was 
"conclusively" spied on.

My Campaign for President was conclusively spied on. Nothing like this has ever happened
in American Politics. A really bad situation. TREASON means long jail sentences, and this 
was TREASON!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) May 17, 2019
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As far as we know, the FBI first started investigating the campaign after an Australian ambassador told 
his superiors that George Papadopoulos had appeared to know about Russian plans to release 'dirt' on 
Hillary Clinton. The FBI later sent an informant, Stefan Halper, and a woman who identified herself as 
a research assistant, to meet with Papadopoulos and push him to say whether Russia was helping the 
Trump campaign.

The Corrupt Mafia-like Greentech VC Influence Over
Washington
Katie Fehrenbacher 

 

- How Silicon Valley Oligarchs Took Over The Obama Administration

There’ve been a couple articles in the past few weeks pointing to President Obama as the “clean tech 
investor in chief” and the presidential VC with bets on clean energy. The real trend is that venture 
capitalists focusing on greentech seem to have had an unprecedented influence on U.S. federal policy 
and allocations of the stimulus package.

When I attended the Department of Energy’s (DOE) first ARPA-E conference (Advanced Research 
Projects Agency-Energy) earlier this year in Washington D.C., I was struck by how many venture 
capitalists were there. I shared a cab back to the airport with some familiar Silicon Valley faces, and 
was told if your firm didn’t have a dedicated person in Washington — in some circles they call them 
lobbyists — maneuvering grant and loan programs, you weren’t able to be competitive.

Just look at the figures from the stimulus package (which I am fully in support of): somewhere between
$50 billion and $80 billion into clean power and energy efficiency initiatives (depending on how you 
slice it). The Obama administration has gone out of its way to seek the advice of green-leaning venture 
capitalists and entrepreneurs in the Valley on how to spend that colossal amount and what programs 
would be the most affective.
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Kleiner Perkins managing partner John Doerr is on President Obama’s Economic Recovery Advisory 
Board, and was able to convince Vice President Al Gore to join Kleiner, in addition to former Secretary
of State Colin Powell. Kleiner’s investments have had some successful government bids, most notably 
the $529 million loan to Kleiner portfolio company Fisker Automotive out of the DOE’s highly 
competitive Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing, or ATVM, program. Fisker plans to use the
loan to build its factory and launch its electric vehicle in 2011.

If you remember, another winner of the $25 billion ATVM program was Tesla Motors (s TLSA), which,
as most of us know, was backed by venture capitalists from Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Technology 
Partners, and Vantage Point among others.

I attended Khosla Venture’s LP meeting earlier this year where the firm announced that former UK 
Prime Minister Tony Blair would be joining the firm as Senior Advisor. Several of my journalism peers
were comparing the political influence Blair could wield to what Kleiner was doing with Gore.

The Obama administration appointed former venture capitalist Jonathan Silver as its loan chief to lead 
both the DOE’s loan guarantee and ATVM loan programs. About a third of the DOE’s loan guarantee 
commitments went to venture-backed startups, including thin film solar maker Solyndra and solar 
thermal company BrightSource.

I wondered earlier this year if the loan guarantee for Solyndra wasn’t a mistake, given the company has
one of the highest manufacturing costs out of its competitors. The company withdrew its IPO plans, 
citing poor market conditions. The Government Accountability Office also found that the loan 
guarantee process treated some companies unfairly in their bids and risked “excluding some potential 
applicants unnecessarily.”

There’s nothing inherently wrong with venture-backed companies getting government support, and the 
energy sector needs even more federal funding to create innovation. I support Doerr and Bill Gates’ 
calls for boosting federal government investing to $16 billion per year into energy innovation. All I’m 
saying is that this level of influence should be watched.
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Evidence that proves these assertions
can be viewed at http://www.londonworldwide.com

 

Another Tesla car catches fire in Hong Kong parking lot: 
media - ALL TESLA BATTERIES ARE EXPECTED TO 
HAVE THEIR INTERNAL BATTERY CHEMISTRY 
DEGRADE AND EXPLODE VIA MULTIPLE CHEMISTRY 
COMPOUND FAILURES. ENERGY DEPT WAS WARNED 
IN WRITING BY BERNIE TSE, BRIGHT, STANFORD AND 
XP BUT THEY IGNORED THE FACTS TO PROTECT 
ENERGY DEPT POLITICAL BUDDIES
 

HONG KONG (Reuters) - A Tesla Inc electric car caught fire in a parking lot in a Hong Kong shopping
mall, the Apple Daily newspaper said on Tuesday, but no one was injured in the blaze, whose cause 
was not immediately known.
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The electric car burst into flames 30 minutes after being parked in the city’s San Po Kong district on 
Sunday, the newspaper said, with three explosions seen on CCTV footage.

Firemen took 45 minutes to douse the fire.

The vehicle was a Tesla Model S 85 KWH dual power version, added the paper, which gave no 
explanation of what might have caused the blaze.

 

Responding to a request from Reuters, Tesla declined to comment. Reuters was not able to contact the 
vehicle owner or obtain CCTV footage of the incident.

Hong Kong’s fire services department told Reuters a vehicle caught fire on Sunday, but gave no details,
such as the make of the car. Authorities are investigating the cause.

The incident comes three weeks after Tesla said it had sent a team to investigate a video on Chinese 
social media that showed a parked Tesla Model S car exploding in the commercial hub of Shanghai.

 

The automaker has said its EVs are about 10 times less likely to experience a fire than petrol-powered 
cars.

There have been at least 14 instances of Tesla cars catching fire since 2013, most of them after a crash.

Reporting by Donny Kwok and Shellin Li in Hong Kong, Yilei Sun in Shanghai; Editing by James 
Pomfret and Clarence Fernandez. Our Standards:The Thomson Reuters Trust Principles.

 
DEADLY EXPLODING LITHIUM ION BATTERIES AND COBALT CORRUPT MINING 
SCAMS ARE KILLING AND ROBBING THE PUBLIC WITH DIRTY "BLOOD MINERALS" 
THAT ARE TOXIC, SELF-IGNITING DANGERS

Lithium ion batteries: Cause wars in the Congo, Afghanistan and Bolivia from the corrupt mining deals
involved with mining lithium and cobalt; are insider trading-owned by ex-CIA boss Woolsey and DOE 
Boss Chu;  excrete chemicals that mutate fetuses when they burn; destroy your brain, lungs and 
nervous system when they burn; kill the factory workers who make them; cause Panasonic to be one of 
the most corrupt companies in the world; poison the Earth when disposed of; can't be extinguished by 
firemen; poison firemen when they burn; are based on criminally corrupt mining schemes like 
URANIUM ONE; Have over 61 toxic chemicals in them; come from an industry that spends billions 
on internet shills and trolls used to nay say all other forms of energy; are insider-trading owned by 
corrupt U.S. Senators who are running a SAFETY COVER-UP about their dangers.

NiCad Batteries and hundreds of other battery types do not have this many problems... but the 
ownership of the lithium mining business by Elon Musk, his Silicon Valley cartel and California 
Senator's families causes other solutions to be hidden, the dangers of lithium ion to be hidden and a 
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monopoly to exist.

Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been exploding and setting people on fire; over time the 
chemical dendrites inside each battery grow worse and increase the chances of explosion as they age - 
LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE AS TIME 
GOES ON AND AS THEY AGE; "Bad Guys" have figured out how to make them explode remotely; 
have their dangers hidden by CNN and MSM because pretty much only the DNC people profit from 
them; are the heart of Elon Musk's stock market scam.

The Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley oligarchs the market monopoly on lithium ion 
batteries and the sabotage of fuel cells in exchange for campaign financing and search engine rigging; 
United States Senators that are supposed to protect us from these deadly products own the stock market
assets of them so they protect them and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA from outlawing them. 
WRITE YOUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE AND DEMAND THAT LITHIUM ION BATTERIES
BE MADE ILLEGAL TO SELL! NiCAD and Hundreds of other battery chemistries DO NOT have all 
of these problems but Lithium Ion batteries get a monopoly because of politician insider trading 
ownerships. A recent fire on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, CA, burned the driver alive and 
killed him. In Florida two kids died in a Tesla, burned alive, screaming in agony. A man died in agony 
in a Tesla crash in Malibu that set Malibu Canyon on fire. A young woman, at the start of life, and her 
boyfriend were burned alive in their crashed Tesla.

There are many more deaths and crashes than you have heard about. The deaths and the cover-ups are 
endless. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own 
the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies and they cover-up and halt 
investigations and laws designed to save the public. They, and their crony's, spend over $1B a year to 
shill and troll hype about lithium ion batteries and cover-up the dangers. Lithium ion EVs are more 
prone to battery fires. Experts say that their lithium-ion batteries can fuel hotter fires that release toxic 
fumes and are more difficult to put out. Lithium ion fires keep reigniting which explains why it takes so
long and requires copious amounts of water or foam (it is an electric fire, after all) to smother the 
flames. Tesla employee Bernard Tse and his team warned Elon Musk about these dangers in 2008 and 
they got fired and/or warned to "say nothing" by Musk. Three top Tesla engineers died in a plane crash 
next to Tesla offices in San Carlos after two of them agreed to become whistle-blowers.

Elon Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians and Senators Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, 
Clinton and Pelosi to give him free taxpayer cash and government resources from the Dept. of Energy 
and the Calif treasury. DOE has been covering-up organized crime activities at DOE in which DOE 
funds are being used as a slush-fund to pay off DNC campaign financiers and to pay for CIA/GPS 
Fusion-Class attacks on Silicon Valley business competitors of those DNC campaign financiers who 
DOE staff share stock market holdings with. Elon Musk is a criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a bald 
fake-hair wearing, plastic surgery-addicted, douchebag, woman-abusing, sex addicted, tax evader. 
Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and 
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Cobalt.

Musk spends billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and buy fake news self-
aggrandizement articles about himself. Musk thinks he is the 'Jesus' of Silicon Valley. Fake News 
manipulator Google is run by Larry Page and Larry is Musk's investor and bromance butt buddy. Musk 
uses massive numbers of shell companies and trust funds to self-deal, evade the law and hide his bribes
and stock market insider trading. A huge number of Tesla drivers have been killed; pedestrians and 
oncoming drivers have also been killed, and Musk covers it up. The DNC and the MSM refuse to allow
any articles about Musk's crimes to be printed because they benefit from Musk's crimes. Musk has been
professionally diagnosed as a 'psychotic narcissist.'A 'Silicon Valley Mafia; cartel of frat boy sociopath 
venture capitalists like Steve Jurvetson, Tim Draper, Eric Schmidt, et al; threaten those who do not 
support the cult of Tesla or their political candidates.

In EVERY blog that you read that mentions 'Musk', at least 1/3 of the comments have been placed their
by Musk's paid shills. Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives, former 
partners, employees, suppliers and co-founders. Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of 
ex-CIA staff and assign them to "dirty tricks teams" to attack his competitors and elected officials who 
Musk hates. Musk never founded his companies. Musk's "Starlink" satellites are domestic spy and 
political manipulation tools - never get your internet from one. Musk stole Tesla in a hostile ownership 
take-over from Marty the true inventor of the Tesla. The same kind of EMF radiation proven to cause 
cancer from cell phones exists in massive amounts in a Tesla.

Musk can't fix a car or build a rocket and has almost no mechanical skills. If you pull a report of every 
VIN# of every Tesla ever built and cross reference that with insurance, repair and lawsuit records you 
will find that the "per volume" fire, crash, death and defect rate is THE WORST of any car maker in 
history! Musk is a lying con artist and partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Sachs has 
a dedicated team of 18 men who rig stocks and valuation bumps for Musk. Over 1000 witnesses can 
prove every one of those claims in any live televised Congressional hearing! Senators Dianne 
Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla Motors 
and/or it's suppliers and mining companies. That is why they criminally help cover-up investigations of 
Tesla! All of this was reported, in writing, to James Comey, Patricia Rich and David Johnson at the 
FBI.

The DNC bosses own the stock in lithium, Solar and EV markets and use kickbacks from those markets
(Especially via convoluted campaign finance laundering via Elon Musk) to finance the DNC. The DNC
bosses use character assassination as their main political tool against any member of the public who 
speaks out against their felony stock market scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. The Harvey Weinstein 
reports by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that they pay to destroy people's 
lives. They use Black Cube, Mossad, In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Media 
Matters, David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers, Facebook servers, Podesta Group, 
Perkins Coie, Covington & Burling and a host of "assassins".
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It should be a felony to hire character assassins in the USA. DEMAND A LAW and DEMAND the 
termination of these attack services. IE: Gawker and Gizmodo Media sets-up the attack stories and, in 
paid partnership with Google, Google kicks their attack links around the globe, in front of 8 Billion 
people, forever. Google locks the attack articles of its enemies on the front top search results of Google 
search results forever, on purpose! That is why Google is being terminated in the largest, most well 
resourced anti-corruption public service take-down in history!

MORE EVIDENCE PROOF:
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practices/

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/07/dr-congo-loses-750m-corruption-mismanagement-
170721154134478.html

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-07-25/cobalt-child-labour-smartphone-batteries-congo/10031330

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-02-24/tesla-slams-tree-florida-bursting-flames-and-killing-
driver
 
You have probably seen the many issues with Elon Musk And Tesla Motors including:

"His corrupt cobalt mines promote genocide in the Congo as seen in NETFLIX Black Earth Rising"
"His corrupt cobalt mines promote mass rape in the Congo as seen in NETFLIX Black Earth Rising"
"His corrupt cobalt mines promote child slave labor in the Congo as seen in NETFLIX Black Earth 
Rising"
"His is not faithful to his girlfriends"
"The workers that build his batteries die or sicken from toxic poisoning"
"Tesla bribes U.S. Senators with cash and stock in order to get free taxpayer funds"
"He is addicted to drugs and booze"
"He has sociopath mental issues"
"He is a narcissist"
"Tesla has had more recalls for safety defects, per volume, than any other car maker. Musk refuses to 
allow the use of the word RECALL but the facts are the facts."
"It is so easy to hack any Tesla and crash it, break into it or give it bad braking orders that it is 
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criminally negligent to allow Tesla's on the street. Even the Chinese have hacked Tesla's from the other 
side of the world!"
"His partner: Steve Jurvetson, has been charged with sex and corruption issues"
"He arranged government kick-backs with the White House"
"He is the world's biggest government mooch"
"He is a member of the Palo Alto Mafia"
"Google (who is a major Tesla investor) hides all negative Musk/Tesla news and hypes TSLA stock in 
order to profiteer with TSLA stock. This is a violation of federal SEC laws"
"More drivers have been caught driving drunk, in Tesla's, than any other car Per Capita produced"
"Larry Page is Musk's bromance buddy and he uses Google to cover-up Musk's scandals"
"His so-called 'foundation" is just a payola and tax evasion scam for his family"
"His batteries are the most dangerous use of lithium ion storage ever conceived"
"His partner: Panasonic has been charged with multiple corruption, dumping, price rigging and 
manipulation crimes around the globe"
"Almost all of the internet 'Tesla Fanboys' are Russian troll farms and hired bloggers that Musk pays 
vast amounts of money to in order to hype up a fake image for him"
"His SpaceX is nothing more than a domestic spy satellite company"
"Musk's brain chip company tortures small animals in bad science experiments"
"His father screwed his daughter and got her pregnant"
"Dianne Feinstein and her family own Musk interests"
"You can't put out the fires when his batteries explode"
"The fumes from his thermal battery vapors give you cancer, lung and brain damage"
"Elon Musk only takes over other people's ideas. He took over Tesla and ran it into the ground, he 
destroyed SolarCity with his brothers self-dealing scam, his brain cap company just cuts open the 
heads of helpless animals and all SpaceX does, now that Musk took it over, is launch satellites that spy 
on civilians and manipulate media..."
etc......

You may have run across Musk’s self promoting, narcissistic, multi-billion dollar, self-aggrandizing PR
hype but here is the other side of the coin. We know these facts from personal interaction with Musk, 
his companies and his politicians. Everything in this letter can be proven in a jury trial, Congressional 
hearings or live TV debates. Musk will do anything to keep this information from getting out but… it is
too late for him! While this may sound like a bad Hollywood movie script. It all really happened and 
there is now massive hard copy evidence to prove it.

Elon Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians including Obama, Clinton and Senators Feinstein,
Reid, Boxer, Harris, Spier and Pelosi to give him free taxpayer cash and government resources from the
Department of Energy and the California political tax pool. This is proven when you follow-the-money 
and the insider trading, stock ownership and crony payola kick-backs.

The Energy Dept (DOE) has been covering-up organized crime activities at DOE in which DOE funds 
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are being used as a slush-fund to pay off DNC campaign financiers and to pay for CIA/GPS Fusion-
Class attacks on Silicon Valley business competitors. DNC campaign financiers and DOE staff share 
stock market holdings with each other under family trusts, shell corporations and layered Goldman 
Sachs accounts. The deal was: Obama funds Tesla, Musk conduits campaign funds to Obama, top 
Obama staff profit off of insider Musk stocks.

Elon Musk is a criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a balding fake-hair wearing, plastic surgery-addicted, 
bi-sexual douchebag, woman-abusing, sex addicted, tax evader. We can put this in writing because all 
of those identifications regarding Musk can be proven in court and are documented in existing lawsuits 
and news stories.

Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and 
Cobalt. Look up this phrase on the top search engines: “child labor electric car batteries”.

Musk spends billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and buy fake news self-
glory look-at-me articles about himself. Musk thinks he is the 'Jesus' of Silicon Valley and he will do 
anything to make the public think so. Musk is insecure because his father was abusive and his “trophy 
wife” Mother is overbearing so he developed sociopath-like mental issues. Musk has been 
professionally diagnosed as a 'psychotic narcissist. He public stated on an investor call that he uses 
drugs and alcohol to get through the night. We have the tapes.

Musk relies on Google and the DNC Main Stream News (MSN) to hide bad news about him. Fake 
News manipulator Google is run by Larry Page. Larry is Musk's investor and bromance ‘Butt buddy’. 
They share an apartment. Musk uses massive numbers of shell companies and trust funds to self-deal, 
evade the law and hide his bribes and stock market insider trading. His brother ran Solar City and is 
now under federal investigation for securities fraud.

A huge number of Tesla drivers have been killed; pedestrians and oncoming drivers have also been 
killed, and Musk covers it up.

The DNC and the MSM refuse to allow any articles about Musk's crimes to be printed because they 
benefit from Musk's crimes. VC’s Tim Draper and Steve Jurvetson are so fanatical about not being 
embarrassed from a Tesla bankruptcy that they will pump the TSLA stock and threaten anybody who 
might disclose the Musk misdeeds. Peter Thiel, a Musk ‘boyfriend” also protects Musk. Musk, and his 
cronies, use Palantir, Google and related software to scan the entire internet every few minutes for any 
occurrence of the words: “Musk”, “Tesla” or “Tesla Fire”. They send trolls and fake bloggers (Many of 
them Russian) to put pro-Musk comments on the comments section of any blogs or articles discussing 
those topics and try to flood out the truth about Musk. In EVERY blog that you read that mentions 
'Musk', at least 1/3 of the comments have been placed their by Musk's paid shills. There are no “Tesla 
Fan Boys”. All of the fanatic Tesla comments on the internet are Musk’s, Thiel’s, Jurvetson’s and 
Draper’s fake fanboy trolls. Musk, himself, stays up late at night pretending to be a ‘Tesla Fan Boy’on 
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blogs.

The 'Silicon Valley Mafia; cartel of frat boy sociopath venture capitalists like Steve Jurvetson, Tim 
Draper, Eric Schmidt, et al; threaten those who do not support the cult of Tesla or their political 
candidates. 

Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives, former partners, employees, 
suppliers and co-founders. Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of ex-CIA and In-Q-Tel
staff and assign them to "dirty tricks teams" to attack his competitors and elected officials who Musk 
hates.

Musk never founded his companies. He took Tesla away from the founder: Marty, in a hostile take-
over!

Musk's "Starlink" satellites are domestic spy and political manipulation tools - never get your internet 
from one. SpaceX is entirely a spy satellite operation.

The same kind of EMF radiation proven to cause cancer from cell phones exists in massive amounts in 
a Tesla.

Musk can't fix a car or build a rocket and has almost no mechanical skills.

If you pull a report of every VIN# of every Tesla ever built and cross reference that with insurance, 
repair and lawsuit records you will find that the "per volume" fire, crash, death and defect rate is THE 
WORST of any car maker in history!

Musk is a lying con artist and partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Sachs has a 
dedicated team of 18 men who rig stocks and valuation bumps for Musk.

Over 1000 witnesses can prove every one of those claims in any live televised Congressional hearing! 
Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock
in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies. That is why they criminally help cover-up 
investigations of Tesla! All of this was reported, in writing, to James Comey, Patricia Rich and David 
Johnson at the FBI.

Why aren’t all of those parties in prison if it is so easy to prove the crime? Think back to recent history:
the heads of the Department of Energy, the FBI, The DOJ and the U.S. Attorney General were kicked 
out of their jobs for corruption. THIS was the corruption they were doing. They all knew about this 
crime but they were covering it up.

Musk took over Tesla Motors in a hostile take-over in order to exploit lithium, cobalt and other mining 
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corruption deals for his business partners. Let’s take a look at the ‘lithium’ in Musk’s horrifically miss-
engineered lithium ion batteries:

His batteries cause wars in the Congo, Afghanistan and Bolivia from the corrupt mining deals involved 
with mining lithium and cobalt. Lithium ion batteries are insider trading-owned by ex-CIA boss 
Woolsey and DOE Boss Chu. Lithium ion batteries excrete chemicals that mutate fetuses when they 
burn; destroy your brain, lungs and nervous system when they burn; kill the factory workers who make 
them; cause Panasonic to be one of the most corrupt companies in the world; poison the Earth when 
disposed of; can't be extinguished by firemen; poison firemen when they burn; are based on criminally 
corrupt mining schemes like URANIUM ONE; Have over 61 toxic chemicals in them; come from an 
industry that spends billions on internet shills and trolls used to nay say all other forms of energy; and 
are insider-trading owned by corrupt U.S. Senators who are running a SAFETY COVER-UP about 
their dangers.

Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been exploding and setting people on fire. Over time the
chemical dendrites, or deposits, inside each battery grow worse and increase the chances of explosion 
as they age - LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE 
AS TIME GOES ON AND AS THEY AGE. This is not a theory. This is a scientific fact. That is why 
you hear about more and more lithium batteries catching fire and blowing up. Additionally, scientists 
also speculate that the increasing presence of low energy nuclear background energy and wifi energy in
the environment is making lithium ion batteries explode more often lately. This theory is upheld by the 
increasing number of FAA reports about commercial airline cabins suddenly “filling up with toxic 
smoke” as some lithium ion battery explodes in someones overhead luggage. As commercial jets go 
higher they lose the protection of the atmosphere and are subjected to more gamma (and other) 
radiation from overhead. This makes the already unstable lithium ion batteries on board blow up.

"Bad Guys" have figured out how to make them explode remotely in devices by making the device 
electrnics cause the batteries to overload. The dangers of lithium ion batteries are hidden by CNN and 
Main Stream News (MSN) because pretty much only the DNC people profit from them and the DNC 
folks control CNN and the MSN.

The Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley oligarchs the market monopoly on lithium ion 
batteries and the sabotage of fuel cells in exchange for campaign financing and search engine rigging; 
United States Senators that are supposed to protect us from these deadly products own the stock market
assets of them so they protect them and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA from outlawing them.

Tom Steyer is a notorious DNC financier. His partner, Margaret Sullivan ran, the federal USAID 
agency, USAID sent all of the DNC campaign financiers in Silicon Valley a federal ‘report’ from 
USAID that said there was “A TRILLION DOLLARS OF LITHIUM IN AFGHANISTAN” and 
promised to give those lithium mines, EXCLUSIVELY, to the Silicon Valley venture capitalists if they 
funded and web search manipulated the election for Obama to take over the White House. We have the 
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documents proving this. In other words, a re-up of the Afghan War was caused by Elon Musk and it 
killed American soldiers so that Musk could buy more mansions and trophy wives.

Alkaline, NiCAD and hundreds of other battery chemistries DO NOT have all of these problems but 
Lithium Ion batteries get a monopoly because of politician insider trading ownerships.

Tesla Motors has caused far more deaths and injuries than the world generally knows about. A recent 
fire on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, CA, burned the driver alive and killed him. In Florida 
two kids died in a Tesla, burned alive, screaming in agony. A man died in agony in a Tesla crash in 
Malibu that set Malibu Canyon on fire. A young woman, at the start of life, and her boyfriend were 
burned alive in their crashed Tesla. There are many more deaths and crashes than you have seen in the 
Main Stream News (MSN) The deaths and the cover-ups are endless.

Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock
in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies and they cover-up and halt investigations 
and laws designed to save the public. They, and their crony's, spend over $1B a year to shill and troll 
hype about lithium ion batteries and cover-up the dangers. Lithium ion EVs are more prone to battery 
fires. Experts say that their lithium-ion batteries can fuel hotter fires that release toxic fumes and are 
more difficult to put out. Lithium ion fires keep reigniting which explains why it takes so long and 
requires copious amounts of water or foam (it is an electric fire, after all) to smother the flames. Tesla 
employee Bernard Tse and his team warned Elon Musk about these dangers in 2008 and they got fired 
and/or warned to "say nothing" by Musk. Three top Tesla engineers died in a plane crash next to Tesla 
offices in San Carlos after two of them agreed to become whistle-blowers.

The DNC bosses, Congress people and federal executives own the stock in lithium, Solar and EV 
markets and use kickbacks from those markets (Especially via convoluted campaign finance laundering
via Elon Musk) to finance the DNC.

The DNC bosses and Musk use character assassination as their main political tool against any member 
of the public who speaks out against their felony stock market scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. The 
Harvey Weinstein reports by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that they pay to 
destroy people's lives.

They use Black Cube, Mossad, In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Media Matters, 
David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers, Facebook servers, Podesta Group, Perkins 
Coie, Covington & Burling and a host of "media assassins".

Gawker and Gizmodo Media set-up the attack stories and, in paid partnership with Google, Google 
kicks their attack links around the globe, in front of 8 Billion people, forever. Google locks the attack 
articles of its enemies on the front top search results of Google search results forever, on purpose! 
Google and Musk are partners-in-crime. Larry Page steals technology for Google and Musk meets with
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Larry Page to advise him on which technologies to steal and how to bypass FEC laws. Musk has 
exceeded FEC campaign finance limits by billions of dollars via “in-kind” services.

SEE MORE AT:

http://www.grand-jury.net

https://www.propublica.org

  https://www.transparency.org  

  https://www.icij.org    

http://tesla-motors-cronyism

http://www.corruption123.com
 
http://londonworldwide.com

http://www.over5000.com

http://fbi-report.net

http://www.rico-silicon-valley.com

http://www.google-is-a-mobster.com

https://stopelonfromfailingagain.com

ELON MUSK'S SPACEX DOMESTIC POLITICAL SPY SATELLITES UNDER ATTACK 
ALREADY:  https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/02/12/asia-pacific/chinas-space-debris-cleanup-
may-cover-story-arms-u-s-satellites-pentagon/

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-02-24/tesla-slams-tree-florida-bursting-flames-and-killing-
driver

ELON MUSK'S PAID-FOR FAKE NEWS MEDIA SHILLS. THEY COVER UP HIS CORRUPTION 
AND PUSH PUFF-STORIES ABOUT MUSK. NEVER TRUST THEM TO BE ANYTHING BUT 
BIASED PROPAGANDA OUTLETS. MANY OF THEM OWN TESLA STOCK: Electrek, Google, 
Facebook, CNN, Huffington Post, Dianne Feinstein's PR office, Nancy Pelosi, Steven Chu, MSNBC, 
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PayPal, KPIX-TV, San Jose Mercury News, Any Hearst owned entity, The SF Chronicle, Motley Fool, 
Green Car Congress, The executive staff of the DNC, The NY Times,

 

 

Tesla's out-of-control sudden-acceleration surge defects
and exploding batteries are not as bad as Tesla's out-of-control corruption and bribery.

 

 

HOW THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AND THE OBAMA WHITE HOUSE ATTACKS 
ANYBODY WHO EXPOSES THE SCHEME:
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How and why did a Donald Trump stripper-date named "Stormy" or an Elon Musk sex party or a 
Kavanaugh drinking incident or the Moonves and Weinstein indiscretions suddenly hit the news at 
about the same time in news history?

In addition to actual murder, Politicians and Silicon Valley Oligarchs hire operatives to end people's 
lives in other creative ways.

It is all part of the modern trend in vendetta, revenge and political payback when a Senator or a tech 
oligarch issues a "kill order" on an opponent.

The client does not like to get their hands dirty so the actual social hit job is performed by companies 
such as:

IN-Q-Tel - (DNC); Gawker Media - (DNC); Jalopnik - (DNC); Gizmodo Media - (DNC); K2 
Intelligence - (DNC); WikiStrat - (DNC); Podesta Group - (DNC); Fusion GPS - (DNC/GOP); Google 
- (DNC); YouTube - (DNC); Alphabet - (DNC); Facebook - (DNC); Twitter - (DNC); Think Progress - 
(DNC); Media Matters - (DNC); Black Cube - (DNC); Mossad - (DNC); Correct The Record - (DNC); 
Sand Line - (DNC/GOP); Blackwater - (DNC/GOP); Stratfor - (DNC/GOP); ShareBlue - (DNC); 
Wikileaks (DNC/GOP); Cambridge Analytica - (DNC/GOP); Sid Blumenthal- (DNC); David Brock - 
(DNC); PR Firm Sunshine Sachs (DNC); Covington and Burling - (DNC), Buzzfeed - (DNC) Perkins 
Coie - (DNC); Wilson Sonsini - (DNC)  and hundreds of others…These are the people and companies 
that except cash, revolving door jobs, political appointments, insider trading stock in Silicon Valley 
tech companies, prostitutes and real estate in exchange for destroying the lives of others.

These attackers deserve to be punished for the rest of their lives for taking away the lives of others in 
exchange for cash. Any company who is corrupt enough to hire any of these assassins should be forced 
out of business. These attack services are responsible for 90% of the "Fake News" problem in the world
because they are the authors of most fake news. Congress must act to make these kinds of companies 
illegal!

These digital assassination services offer hit-jobs, character assassinations and economic reprisal 
programs to famous billionaires and corrupt politicians who are seeking revenge, retribution and 
vendetta executions.

In the case of reporters getting targeted for attacks, President Donald Trump has been accused by the 
liberal corporate media of whipping up a hateful frenzy against the press. But while CNN’s Jim Acosta 
grandstands against Trump, real journalists are still reeling from the draconian extrajudicial measures 
that Barack Obama and his administration used to target them for exposing truth.

This secretive targeting occurred while Obama speechwriter and hate-filled ANTIFA supporter Ben 
Rhodes was running “Operation Echo Chamber,” which reportedly continues, in which he fed 
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information to willing corporate media scribes. “They literally know nothing,” Rhodes said of the 
twentysomething journalists he easily manipulated.

The Freedom of the Press Foundation’s Trevor Timm published documents showing how former 
attorney general Eric Holder changed the rules to more effectively intimidate and surveil members of 
the press.

Timm writes: “Today, we are revealing—for the first time—the Justice Department’s rules for targeting
journalists with secret FISA court orders. The documents were obtained as part of a Freedom of 
Information Act lawsuit brought by Freedom of the Press Foundation and Knight First Amendment 
Institute at Columbia University.”

Trending: Brennan and Clapper Accused of Hacking John Roberts To Blackmail Him

Here is the memo published by the Foundation, which dropped the documents in their entirety:

Obama is also clearly linked to the plot to obtain fraudulent FISA warrants on President Trump’s team, 
as evidenced by Peter Strzok and Lisa Page’s texts confirming that Obama was overseeing their fly-by-
night operation.

Larry Schweikart reported for Big League Politics:

For months pundits and researchers have been pondering the mystery of the FISA approval that led to 
the illegal and historically titanic scandals to ever hit the U.S. government. Some have argued that 
Assistant Attorney General Rod Rosenstein knew the FISA was bogus when he extended it. Others 
have wondered if Special Counsel Robert Mueller knew about the fraudulent basis of the FISA when he
used it, in part, to indict Michael Flynn. Other still, that Mueller was fooled by the FBI.

This is what President Trump calls “SPYGATE”.

It may well be that the surveillance that was conducted began with UK intelligence services and then 
was fed back to the White House of Barack Obama. Here’s the kicker:

President Barack Obama did not need a FISA warrant to authorize spying/electronic surveillance on 
Trump because Obama all along had legal authorization to by-pass the normal court vetting process. 
According to 50 U.S. Code 1802, the “Electronic Surveillance Authorization” () “Foreign intelligence 
in relation to a US person (Trump or his associates) is information that’s necessary for the US to protect
against attack, hostile acts, sabotage, . . . as well as other clandestine activities by a foreign power . . . 
OR . . . information relevant to national defense/security of the US, or the conduct of foreign affairs of 
the U.S.” Such an authorization by Obama required certification by Attorney General Loretta Lynch 
that must be logged with the FISC court. (“The [AG]+ shall immediately transmit under seal to the 
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court [FISC] a copy of his certification.”)

In short, the DOJ has this. If we are correct, a copy of that certification is currently under seal at least 
with the DOJ and the FISC. This is what they are hiding.

However, the Act requires the AG to keep the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate 
Committee on Intelligence informed of these authorizations and unmaskings therein. See 1803 (a) (1) 
(C) If indeed this is what happened, did Lynch report—or only selectively report—to the committees in
a way that excluded non-friendlies? Can you see why Adam Schiff, Mark Warner, and their ilk are 
terrified?

1) Obama authorized spying/electronic surveillance on Team Trump, by-passing normal judicial 
oversight.

2) To create “foreign intelligence,” John Brennan and others organized for UK intelligence to conduct 
surveillance on Trump and his associates, either from the UK or from UK assets within the U.S. This is 
another reason revealing this will unleash an excrement storm: the UK is about to be caught meddling 
bigly in an American election.

3) Lynch certified Obama’s authorization which is now held under seal by DOJ (and FISC).

From this authorization, all unmaking followed, as well as the FBI fraudulent counter intel 
investigation and perhaps the FISA warrant too. Obama knew this was all fake when he made the 
authorization; Lynch knew it was fake when she certified it; the entire inner circle, including the FBI, 
all knew. This takes the U.S. into uncharted territory, and could imperil any politician in the British 
government who supported this or had knowledge of it. Proving any of this would be difficult, as if 
confronted Lynch would almost certainly cover up and Obama would simply deny knowledge. Without
a paper trail, a conviction might be a bridge too far. This is only one of thousands of "kill order" tactics 
introduced by the Obama Administration.

These are the playbook tactics that Senators and tech oligarchs most often use to destroy the lives of 
their political and business enemies:

    - Government agency bosses sometimes solicit the target victims with false promises of future loans, 
contracts or grants from their agency and cause the target victims to expend millions of dollars and 
years of their time for projects which those government bosses had covertly promised to their friends. 
They use the target victims as a “smokescreen” to cover their illegal government slush-funds for the 
victims competitors and personal enemies. By using this tactic, the attackers can drain the target 
victims funds and force them into an economic disaster in plain view of everyone without the 
government bosses fearing any reprisal for their scam.
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    - Every match.com, okcupid.com, Plenty Of Fish, Seeking Arrangements and all other IAC-owned, 
or similar, dating sites (IAC is managed by Hillary Clinton's daughter) have had their profiles, texts, 
and inter-member communications, since those companies were started, hacked or purchased. The 
attack service providers use Palantir and In-Q-Tel financed data analysis software to analyze every 
activity in those dating services in order to find honey-trap, blackmail, sextortion and social conflict 
exploitation opportunities. If you had a bad date with someone, that someone will be hunted down and 
convinced to help harm, #metoo or "rape charge" the intended target. All dates involve a search for sex,
so the likelihood that a sexual disappointment experience will exist in each persons dating history is 
high. Searching every past dating email and text of a subject is quite easy with modern software and 
hacking techniques. A synthetically amplified, PR-agency optimized sex scandal can destroy any target.
Your dating experiences from the 70's or 80's will come back to haunt you decades later. Most dates 
involve drinking alcohol and taking drugs. If you were unattractive or had bad sexual skills your bad 
date will be called "date rape", "drugging your date for sex" and related twisted narratives that are 
designed to shame you, the target. If you try to get a date in the future, your potential date will be 
contacted by a third party who will slander and libel you to make sure your potential first date gets 
cancelled. Your social life will, essentially, end. Every photo on every dating site is cross checked with 
every other photo on the internet in order to cull your Facebook, Linkedin, Snapchat and other social 
media together to create a total psychological manipulation profile data file on you. A single photo on a
dating site can be cross searched on every mugshot archive, photo album and corporate database in the 
worth within minutes using modern super-computers. Your sex life will be on public record in a flash.

    - Social Security, SSI, SDI, Disability and other earned benefits are stone-walled. Applications of 
targets are “lost”. Files in the application process “disappeared”. Lois Lerner hard drive “incidents” are 
operated in order to seek to hide information and run cover-ups.

    - Government officials and tech oligarchs contact members of the National Venture Capital 
association (NVCA) and created national “black-lists” to blockade target victims from ever receiving 
investor funding. This was also confirmed in a widely published disclosure by Tesla Motors Daryl Siry 
and in published testimony. If Silicon Valley political campaign finance oligarchs black-list you (see 
the "AngelGate" Scandal and the "High Tech No Poaching Class Action Lawsuit" cases) you will never
get investor funding again.

    - FOIA requests are hidden, frozen, stone-walled, delayed, lied about and only partially responded to 
in order to seek to hide information and run cover-ups.

    - State and federal employees will play an endless game of Catch-22 by arbitrarily determining that 
deadlines had passed that they, the government officials, had stonewalled and obfuscated applications 
for, in order to force these deadlines that they set, to appear to be missed. This can bankrupt a target 
victim.

    - Some Victims found themselves strangely poisoned, not unlike the Alexander Litvenko case. Heavy
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metals and toxic materials were found right after their work with the Department of Energy weapons 
and energy facilities. Many wonder if these “targets” were intentionally exposed to toxins in retribution
for their testimony. The federal MSDS documents clearly show that a number of these people were 
exposed to deadly compounds and radiations, via DOE, without being provided with proper HazMat 
suits which DOE officials knew were required.

    - Victims employers are called, and faxed, and ordered to fire target victims from their places of 
employment, in the middle of the day, with no notice, as a retribution tactic.

    - On orders from Obama White House officials, DNC-financed Google, YouTube, Gawker Media 
and Gizmodo Media produce attack articles and defamation videos. Google locks this attack media on 
the internet on the top line, of the front page of all Google searches for a decade in front of 7.5 billion 
people, around the world. This attack-type uses over $40 million dollars in server farms, production 
costs and internet rigging. The forensic data acquired from tracking some of these attacks proves that 
Google rigs attacks against individuals on the internet and that all of Google’s “impressions” are 
manually controlled by Google’s executives who are also the main financiers and policy directors of 
the Obama Administration. This data was provided to the European Union for it’s ongoing prosecution 
of Google’s political manipulation of public perceptions.

    - Victims HR and employment records, on recruiting and hiring databases, are embedded with 
negative keywords in order to prevent the victim targets from ever gaining future employment.

    - Gary D. Conley, Seth Rich, Rajeev Motwani and many other whistle-blowers in these matters, 
turned up dead under strange circumstances. It is very possible that some of these attack services, 
operated by former CIA operatives, even offer discrete murder-for-sale services using high-tech 
assassination tools that make murders look like heart attacks and brain failures.

    - Disability and VA complaint hearings and benefits are frozen, delayed, denied or subjected to lost 
records and "missing hard drives" as in the Lois Lerner case.

    - Paypal (A DNC-biased operation) and other on-line payments for on-line sales are de-platformed, 
delayed, hidden, or re-directed in order to terminate income potential for target victims who competed 
with the attackers interests and holdings.

    - DNS redirection, "website spoofing" sends target victims websites to dead ends where no sales 
orders or customer inquiries actually get back to the target. These internet revenue activity 
manipulations are conducted using Google and Amazon servers. All commercial storefronts and on-line
sales attempts by target victims, will have had their sites hidden, or search engine de-linked by a 
massively resourced facility located in Virginia, Texas or Palo Alto, California in order to terminate 
revenue potentials for the target victims.
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    - Over 50,000 trolls, shills, botnets and synth-blog deployments are deployed to place defamatory 
statements and disinformation about victims in front of 7.5 billion people around the world on the 
internet in order to seek to damage their federal testimony credibility by a massively resourced facility.

    - Campaign finance dirty tricks contractors are hired by campaign financiers to attack the friends and
family members of the target victim in order to create low morale for the target victims psyche and 
motivation.

    - Are you getting weird headaches and hearing a "buzzing sound" in your head? The U.S. 
Government has now acknowledged that the Cuban, Chinese and other embassy "sonic attacks" are 
from a known microwave beam weapon. Any one of the technical departments of the attack services 
listed at the top of this article can build such a biological harassment weapon. It can be aimed at the 
target victims office, bedroom or vehicle and, within a week, have caused biological and emotional 
damage using a weapon that has no visible track of trajectory. It is designed to make the target victim 
think they are "going crazy" or "hearing sounds in their head". While this may sound pretty out there, 
web search "Embassy sonic attacks" on the top 5 non-Google search engines and read the very credible 
reports of these attacks.

    - In one case covert political partner: Google, transferred large sums of cash to dirty tricks 
contractors and then manually locked the media portion of the attacks into the top lines of the top pages
of all Google searches globally, for years, with hidden embedded codes in the links and web-pages 
which multiplied the attacks on Victims by many magnitudes.

    - Covert Cartel financier: Google, placed Google’s lawyer: Michelle Lee, in charge of the U.S. Patent
Office and she, in turn, stacked all of the U.S. Patent Office IPR and ALICE review boards and offices 
with Google-supporting employees in order to rig the U.S. Patent Office to protect Google from being 
prosecuted for the vast patent thefts that Google engages in. Google has hundreds of patent lawsuits for
technology theft and a number of those lawsuits refer to Google’s operations as “Racketeering”, 
“Monopolistic Cartel” and “Government Coup-like” behaviors. Thousands of articles and 
investigations detail the fact that Google, “essentially” ran the Obama White House and provided over 
80% of the key White House staff. A conflict-of-interest unlike any in American history. Google’s 
investors personally told Applicant they would “kill him”. Google and the Obama Administration were 
“the same entity”. Applicant testified in the review that got Michelle Lee terminated and uncovered a 
tactical political and social warfare group inside Google who were financed by Federal and State funds.

    - Honeytraps and moles were employed by the attackers. In this tactic, people who covertly worked 
for the attackers were employed to approach the “target” in order to spy on and misdirect the subject.

    - Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Snopes, SPLC and other hired media assassins will be retained to 
produce "hatchet job" character assassination articles about you. Then those articles will be faxed, 
mailed and emailed to your employer and investors with a note saying: "You don't want to have 
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anything to do with this person, do you..?" in order to get you fired from your job and get your loans or 
financing pulled. The attackers will use their round one attack media, that they authored, to create a 
round two second wave attack designed to end your life via economic warfare.

    - Mortgage and rental applications will have had red flags added to them in databases to prevent the 
targets from getting homes or apartments.

    - Krebs On Security, Wired, Ars Technica, The Wall Street Journal and most major IT publications 
have reported that hundreds of spy "back-doors" have been found on every Intel, AMD, Apple, Xfinity, 
Cisco, Microsoft, Juniper Networks motherboard, chip-set and hardware component set. This means 
that any kid with the "key" code can open any computer, server, router, cloud-network or other network
connected device and read every file, photo, video, your calendar and email on your devices at any time
from any location on Earth. The key codes have been released to every hacker community in the world 
for over ten years. There is now no government, corporate or personal data that can't be hacked, even 
data from decades ago. Every single one of your darkest secrets can be in the hands of your enemy 
within 60 minutes, or less. Important meetings you had planned with potential investors, employers, 
clients, dates, suppliers and others will suddenly get cancelled at the last minute. They will get 
cancelled because your enemies are reading your calendar remotely and covertly sending slander 
information to those you had hoped to engage with in order to sabotage your life. Nothing you have 
ever typed on a computer or Smartphone is safe. it WILL be acquired and it WILL be used against you.

    - McCarthy-Era "Black-lists" are created and employed against target victims who competed with 
Obama Administration executives and their campaign financiers to prevent them from getting funding 
and future employment.

    - Obama Administration targets were very carefully placed in a position of not being able to get jobs,
unemployment benefits, disability benefits or acquire any possible sources of income. The retribution 
tactics were audacious, overt..and quite illegal.

    - There are thousands of additional Dirty Tricks tactics being used by these Attack Services yet 
Congress refuses to pass laws out-lawing such attack services. The cost of an attack on a person ranges 
from $150,000.00 to over $50,000,000.00. While a Silicon Valley billionaire can afford to launch 
counter-measures to these attacks, any regular taxpayer will be utterly destroyed, and incapable of 
fighting back, against even the smallest version of one of these "kill orders". A number of modern 
office shootings are the results of these attacks against an individual who has lost everything because of
the attack and has no options left.

Federal law enforcement, the United States Congress and the highest level investigators in the U.S., 
and abroad, have documented (per the “FISA Memo”, Congressional Reports and federal employee 
testimony) and proven the fact that the Obama Administration regularly engaged in the operation of 
retribution, vendetta and reprisal campaigns known as “hit-jobs” against domestic natural born U.S. 
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citizen domestic taxpayers. The Federal Court, in at least one previous court case,has ruled that 
Applicants, in this particular matter, were the victims and target of a number of these attacks designed 
to inflict permanent medical, emotional, character assassination, brand negation, economic and career 
damage.

'They Can't Beat Him On The Law So They Are Trying To Destroy His Life' -Sen. Graham Questions 
Dems' Motives On Brett Kavanaugh Sexual Assault Allegations (dailycaller.com)

LINKS TO PROOF THAT WILL STAND UP IN COURT (GOOGLE HIDES THESE LINKS 
FROM THE PUBLIC):

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/they-literally-know-nothing-ben-rhodes-bragged-about-manipulating-
clueless-reporters/

https://freedom.press/news/revealed-justice-depts-secret-rules-targeting-journalists-fisa-court-orders/

https://freedom.press/news/lawsuit-seeks-government-guidelines-surveillance-journalists-leak-
investigations-surge/

http://www.attacked.biz

http://www.google-is-a-mobster.com

https://knightcolumbia.org/

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/brennan-and-clapper-accused-of-hacking-john-roberts-to-blackmail-him/

https://freedom.press/news/revealed-justice-depts-secret-rules-targeting-journalists-fisa-court-orders/

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/heres-why-obama-clearly-ordered-the-spying-on-trump/

https://dailycaller.com/2018/09/17/lindsey-graham-dems-kavanaugh/

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/09/okeefe-strikes-again-project-veritas-exposes-doj-official-
using-govt-databases-to-stalk-business-owners-video/

https://www.politico.com/gallery/16-worst-political-dirty-tricks

http://artofverbalwar.com/2016/11/03/quick-dirty-guide-political-debate-tactics/

https://politicaldictionary.com/topics/dirty-tricks/
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https://www.learntoinfluence.com/dirty-tricks-and-office-politics/

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/11/election-dirty-tricks/

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/21/us/politics/video-dnc-trump-rallies.html

http://freakonomics.com/2007/11/06/the-complete-history-of-dirty-politics-a-qa-on-anything-for-a-
vote/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratfucking

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-npr-video-and-political-dirty-tricks/2011/03/17/
ABbyMym_story.html

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/rich-rubino/dirty-political-tricks-from-american-
politics_b_9324226.html

http://www.electomatic.com/dirty-campaign-techniques/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COINTELPRO

https://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/05/29/obamas.first.campaign/

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/05/us/politics/dirty-tricks-vandalism-and-the-dark-side-of-
politics.html

https://whyy.org/articles/political-dirty-tricks-are-a-staple-of-modern-politics/

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/19/cambridge-analytica-execs-boast-dirty-tricks-
honey-traps-elections

https://medium.com/@j363j/how-roger-stones-campaign-of-tammany-hall-political-corruption-lead-to-
trump-russia-3099d87784e

https://www.bridgemi.com/detroit-journalism-cooperative/lawsuits-dirty-tricks-and-angry-ex-wife-
detroits-ugliest-election

https://www.salon.com/2016/03/25/hillary_clintons_dirty_politics_bernie_sanders_is_experiencing_the
_same_nasty_tricks_that_clintons_campaign_dealt_obama_in_2008/
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http://savannahnow.com/opinion-opinion-columns/2016-10-25/cal-thomas-political-dirty-tricks-then-
and-now

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/5-political-dirty-tricks-we-learned-from-the-robocalls-trial-1.2669924

https://www.reddit.com/r/dredmorbius/comments/2d0r1d/the_reactionary_political_debate_playbook_k
arl/

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/south-carolina-dirty-tricks-republicans-219116

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-02-10/yale-newspaper-publishes-guide-destroying-white-boy-
lives-using-stasi-tactics

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/02/yale_editor_chillingly_urges_fellow_yalies_to_act_as
_a_stasi_to_monitor_white_males.html

https://russia-insider.com/en/jeff-bezos-nudie-pics-be-released-cyber-tycoon-complains-about-loss-
privacy/ri26224

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VP5jqLAjbDw

and tens of thousands of other evidence items we can show you on the cloud and hard drives we can 
ship to you.

!!!!! Mueller Hears That Silicon Valley Has Been Manipulating The Entire BREXIT Campaign  !!
!!!!

- Second former employee of controversial data firm to be questioned by special counsel’s inquiry into 
Russia collusion

By Carole Cadwalladr

Brittany Kaiser is said to be cooperating fully with the Mueller inquiry.

A director of the controversial data company Cambridge Analytica, who appeared with Arron Banks at 
the launch of the Leave.EU campaign, has been subpoenaed by the US investigation into possible 
collusion between the Trump campaign and the Russian government.

A spokesman for Brittany Kaiser, former business development director for Cambridge Analytica – 
which collapsed after the Observer revealed details of its misuse of Facebook data – confirmed that she
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had been subpoenaed by special counsel Robert Mueller, and was cooperating fully with his 
investigation.

He added that she was assisting other US congressional and legal investigations into the company’s 
activities and had voluntarily turned over documents and data.

Kaiser, who gave evidence to the UK parliament last April in which she claimed Cambridge Analytica 
had carried out in-depth work for Leave.EU, is the second individual connected to the firm subpoenaed 
by the special counsel. The Electoral Commission has said its investigation into Leave.EU found no 
evidence that the campaign “received donations or paid for services from Cambridge Analytica …
beyond initial scoping work”.

Damian Collins, chairman of parliament’s inquiry into fake news, said it was “no surprise” that Kaiser 
was under scrutiny by Mueller because “her work connected her to WikiLeaks, Cambridge Analytica 
and [its parent company] SCL, the Trump campaign, Leave.EU and Arron Banks”.

He said it was now vital Britain had its own inquiry into foreign interference: “We should not be 
leaving this to the Americans.”

Tom Watson, the deputy leader of the Labour party, echoed Collins’s statement, saying: “This is the 
first evidence that a significant player in the Leave.EU campaign is of interested to the global Mueller 
inquiry. People will be bewildered that the British government has no interest in establishing the facts 
of what happened.”

In August, Sam Patten, a US political consultant who had worked for Cambridge Analytica on 
campaigns in the US and abroad, struck a plea deal with Mueller after admitting he had failed to 
register as a foreign agent for a Ukrainian oligarch.

He became a subject of the special counsel’s inquiry because of work done with Paul Manafort, 
Trump’s campaign manager, in Ukraine. He had also set up a business with Konstantin Kilimnik, a key 
figure who Mueller has alleged has ties to Russian intelligence and who is facing charges of obstruction
of justice. In a 2017 statement to the Washington Post, Kilimnik denied any connection to intelligence 
services. Kaiser, however, is the first person connected directly to both the Brexit and Trump 
campaigns known to have been questioned by Mueller.

The news came to light in a new Netflix documentary, The Great Hack, which premiered at the 
Sundance film festival last month and is expected to be released later this spring. Film-makers followed
Kaiser for months after she approached the Guardian, including moments after she received the 
subpoena. She claims the summons came after the Guardian revealed she had visited WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange while still a Cambridge Analytica employee in February 2017, three months 
after the US election.
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One part of Mueller’s investigation focuses on whether the Trump campaign sought to influence the 
timing of the release of emails by WikiLeaks before the election. Investigators are looking at 
communications between them. In the film, Kaiser says that she has gone from being a cooperating 
witness to a subject of investigation because of her contact with Assange.

In October 2017, it was revealed that Alexander Nix, the chief executive of Cambridge Analytica, had 
contacted Assange in August 2016 to try to obtain emails from Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign 
– which indictments from Mueller’s team say were obtained by Russian military intelligence – to use in
Donald Trump’s campaign. When Kaiser gave evidence to parliament last year, she was asked about 
her relationship with Assange and WikiLeaks but failed to reveal that she had met Assange.

In the documentary, Kaiser is shown after receiving an email from the Guardian last June asking about 
meeting Assange and alleged donations of cryptocurrency to WikiLeaks. Kaiser did not respond to the 
email at the time, but on camera says: “She knows I met Assange. And she knows I donated money to 
WikiLeaks in bitcoin.”

Her legal representatives later wrote to the paper to say that the allegations, including that she had 
“channelled” donations to WikiLeaks, were false. Kaiser said she had received a small gift of bitcoin in
2011 – long before she worked at Cambridge Analytica – and, not knowing what else to do with it, 
gave it to WikiLeaks, because she had benefited from material it had released over the years.

Her lawyer told the Observer that the meeting with Assange came about after a chance encounter in 
London with an acquaintance who knew him. It lasted 20 minutes and consisted mainly of Assange 
telling her “about how he saw the world”. He said they did not discuss the US election.

Patten and Kaiser were involved in a controversial election campaign in Nigeria in January 2015, 
which former Cambridge Analytica employees say had “unsettling” parallels to the US presidential 
election.

The Guardian revealed that the data firm had worked alongside a team of unidentified Israeli 
intelligence operatives on the campaign. Ex-Cambridge Analytica employees described how the Israelis
hacked the now-president of Nigeria’s emails and released damaging information about him to the 
press weeks before the election.
=====================

CBS NEWS 60 MINUTES Lara Logan "I’m Being ‘Targeted’ For Saying the Media is ‘Mostly 
Liberal"
by Tamar Auber

On Wednesday, former CBS News foreign correspondent Lara Logan spoke with Fox News Sean 
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Hannity about her recent comments slamming the media as “mostly liberal.”

Logan told Breitbart podcaster Mike Ritland the remarks made on his show — which drew widespread 
attention online — amounted to “professional suicide.”

Defending her remarks on Hannity’s show, Logan said that as the result of her speaking out about how 
the media is “mostly liberal” she has been targeted because she is an independent voice.

“Any journalists who are not beating the same drum and giving the same talking points,” she insisted 
“pay the price” for not going along with the liberal crowd.

She also called out her targeters by name.

“I know they’re going to come after me,” she told Hannity. “Michael Calderone who is at the 
Huffington Post. I can give you the script now. I can tell you who the players are. Joe Hagan. Brian 
Stelter.”

She added: “They smear you personally. They go after your integrity. They go after your reputation as a
person and a professional. They will stop at nothing. I am not the only one. And I am just, I am done, 
right, I am tired of it. And they do not get to write my story anymore. They don’t get to speak for me, I 
want to say loudly and clearly to anybody who is listening, I am not owned. Nobody owns me, right? 
I’m not owned by the left or the right.”

Logan made headlines recently when, during a scorched earth podcast interview with Ritland, she said 
that there was a lot of “weight” in most news organizations on “one side of the political spectrum.”

“The media everywhere is mostly liberal. But in this country, 85 percent of journalists are registered 
Democrats. So that’s just a fact, right?” she told Ritland.

She also trashed reporting based on single, anonymous government sources.

“That’s not journalism, that’s horseshit,” Logan stressed. “Responsibility for fake news begins with us. 
We bear some responsibility for that, and we’re not taking ownership of that and addressing it. We just 
want to blame it all on somebody else.”

=================================

Internal documents from a private Israeli intelligence firm called Psy-Group show that, at the 
time of many incidents, the company, and possibly other private investigators, were targeting 
U.S. citizens because they spoke up about crimes.
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Psy-Group’s intelligence and influence operations, which included a failed attempt in the summer of 
2017 to sway a local election in central California, were detailed in a New Yorker investigation that I 
co-wrote earlier this month. Before it went out of business (ie: changed it's name) , last year, Psy-Group
was part of a new wave of private-intelligence firms that recruited from the ranks of Israel’s secret 
services and described themselves as “private Mossads.” Psy-Group initially stood out among its rivals 
because it didn’t just gather intelligence; its operatives used false identities, or avatars, to covertly 
spread messages in an attempt to influence what people believed and how they behaved. In 2016, Psy-
Group held discussions with the Trump campaign and others about conducting covert “influence” 
operations to benefit the candidate. Psy-Group’s founder and C.E.O., Royi Burstien, a veteran Israeli 
intelligence officer who established the firm in 2014, told me that his talks with the Trump campaign 
went nowhere. The company’s posturing, however, attracted the attention of Robert Mueller, the special
counsel, who has been investigating interference in the 2016 Presidential race.'

================================

FED BOMBSHELL: Fusion GPS Bribed Dozens of MSM Journalists With Cash To Run 
Character Assassinations, While News Companies Paid Firm to Dig Dirt on Trump

High-ranking FBI insiders are pulling back the curtain on Fusion GPS, the firm that commissioned and 
spread the bogus Trump dossier.

It appears the embattled intelligence firm was quite busy paying off Big Media reporters, according to 
federal sources who have traced dozens of transactions between TD Bank and media members as well 
as media organizations, sources confirm.

But stunningly, Big Media organizations have employed Fusion GPS to dig dirt on politicians and 
D.C.’s elite — namely Donald Trump.

“Fusion GPS was on the payroll of the media and in turn had members of the media on its payroll,” one
FBI insider said.

Bombshell revelations.

FBI insiders confirm Fusion GPS employed law firms as well as shell companies to send and receive 
funds to and from media and reporters. But the embattled firm also used its accounts at TD Bank to 
directly commission reporters. Likewise, Fusion GPS received funds from media companies into its 
own accounts at TD Bank, FBI insiders said,

“There are dozens of payments from the media flowing into their (Fusion GPS’) account,” one federal 
law enforcement official said. “One company wired funds to Fusion (GPS) more than a dozen times.”
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Why would media companies commission Fusion GPS? Likely to dig dirt on enemies or secure records
that reporters could not legally obtain, one federal law enforcement insider said. One FBI insider said 
the payments to Fusion GPS coincide with Donald Trump’s run for the White House.

The payments were made between Sept. 2015 and Sept. 2017, records show.

The unthinkable: The mainstream media paying Fusion GPS for dirt on Trump to the same firm the 
Democratic National Committee paid to fund the bogus Trump dossier. And at the same time Fusion 
GPS bribing journalists to place stories — likely negative about Trump, as well as spread the bogus 
Trump dossier around.

Stunning.

Was Buzzfeed — the only company to publish the full bogus dossier — on that list?

And who is on the payroll? We are trying to run that information down.

And why aren’t these people behind bars?

=====================

 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

How To Destroy ANY Corrupt Politician or Dirty Silicon Valley Campaign Financier, 100% 
Legally!

Organized crime is alive and well in public offices across the nation. This is how you utterly destroy 
any person who engages in it, using 100% legal tactics and the power of crowd-sourced law 
enforcement.

FBI and other government officials will even help you do it. The voters will help you do it. Your 
friends will help you do it. Total strangers will help you do it. The entire internet will help you do it.

You will use CIA-class databases, social media, public watch-dog technologies, FBI-quality monitoring
systems and open-source collaborative forensics comparison data to hunt down every: hooker, real 
estate asset, male prostitute, mistress, secret email account, social media posting, family trust fund, 
shell corporation, family stock market transaction, off-shore account, covert investment brokerage, 
email, Uber and Lyft ride, hotel entry and exit, credit card transaction, Paypal account, search engine 
manipulation, venture capital connection, Stanford University admissions bribe, expense account 
abuse, taxpayer funds abuse, rape, sextortion, covert tech company stock they own under another name,
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every party they attended, every tag they appear in on social media, every Cayman Island account, 
every crooked CPA or law firm they have used, every lobbyist they ever paid....EVERYTHING.. and 
you will drop the data into a simple database and cross matrix everything even better than the spy 
agencies can do it..

...AND EXPOSE IT ALL. YOU WILL SUE THEM IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT. YOU WILL 
LAUNCH CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS. YOU WILL HOLD PRESS CONFERENCES IN FRONT 
OF THEIR HOMES. YOU WILL CONFRONT THEM WITH FACTS AT EVERY SINGLE TOWN 
HALL AND PUBLIC APPEARANCE. YOU WILL PUT UP A BOOTH AT EVERY STREET FAIR 
AND PUBLIC ASSEMBLY AREA AND HAND OUT LITERATURE. YOU WILL CREATE A 
MASSIVE PUBLIC MEDIA CIRCUS. YOU WILL MAKE DISCLOSURE WEBSITES. YOU WILL 
NOT LET THEM ESCAPE!

Each person from each political office, lobby firm, law firm or company who engaged in the 
subversion of the government and the bribery of public officials WILL have EVERY personal email 
account, text message account, voice-mail hard drive, social media account, dating account or other 
PERSONAL communications account examined via investigators. Such examinations shall begin from 
the date of the opening of each account and run up to today. Law enforcement believes that such parties
used personal data systems to subvert the laws of public disclosure and engage in criminal financial 
crimes and democracy subversion efforts.

You will be even more powerful than Ralph Nader, Julian Assange and Edward Snowden 
COMBINED!

You will ensure that the public servants, who are your EMPLOYEES!!!!, are held accountable and 
totally, completely devastated for their crimes against the public.

==============================

 

Trump Could Save Taxpayers ‘Billions Of Dollars’ By Straightening Out One Corrupt Energy 
Department Program, Report Finds 

  
Michael Bastasch | Energy Editor
 

 

The Trump administration could save “billions of dollars” if the Energy Department improved its 
management of radioactive waste cleanups, according to the Government Accountability Office 
(GAO).
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The GAO report, released Tuesday, also reported Congress could save up to $4.3 billion by eliminating 
the loan program that gave $192 million to a failed luxury electric car company.

 

“The Department of Energy could potentially avoid spending billions of dollars by developing a 
program-wide strategy to improve decision-making on cleaning up radioactive and hazardous waste,” 
GAO reported.

The Energy Department is responsible for cleaning up waste from nuclear weapons produced during 
the Cold War. The department has spent $170 billion on cleanup since 1989, GAO reported, but lots of 
radioactive waste remains. (RELATED: The NYT Walks Back Bombshell EPA Report, Doesn’t 
Issue A Correction)

The cost of cleanup is growing. The Energy Department estimates future nuclear waste cleanup could 
cost $377 billion at 16 sites across the country. GAO says taxpayers could save billions if they took a 
programmatic approach rather than each nuclear waste site setting its own priorities.

The 200 Area of the Hanford nuclear site is seen in a 1995 aerial photo. Department of Energy/Handout
via REUTERS 

For example, Energy Department officials estimated $18 billion in savings from prioritizing high-risk 
over low-risk waste at the Hanford site in Washington state. The department has yet to determine what 
it will do with as much as two-thirds of the low-risk waste at Hanford.

 

The Hanford site cleanup came under increased scrutiny after a “take cover” order was given in 2017 
after a tunnel containing radioactive waste collapsed.

“DOE officials said that they are making progress in implementing a national programmatic approach 
to the cleanup and will continue to work toward this,” GAO reported. “DOE provided technical 
comments, which were incorporated as appropriate.”

GAO also highlighted an open recommendation to Congress that could save taxpayers up to $4.3 
billion.

“Unless the Department of Energy can demonstrate demand for new Advanced Technology Vehicles 
Manufacturing loans and viable applications, Congress may wish to consider rescinding all or part of 
the remaining credit subsidy appropriations,” GAO reported.

The Obama administration used that loan program to hand out taxpayer funds to electric car companies,
including luxury automaker Fisker Automotive, which drew down on $192 million before having 
its government credit stripped away.

Fisker’s loan was sold off to a Chinese billionaire for $25 million in 2013, netting taxpayers a 
$139 million loss.
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THE FILES AT HTTP://WWW.LONDONWORLDWIDE.COM (AND HUNDREDS
OF OTHER DIGITAL REPOSITORIES AROUND THE GLOBE) HOLD PROOF

OF THESE ASSERTIONS OF CRIMINAL AND ILLICIT CORRUPTION
ACTIVITIES OPERATED BY WHITE HOUSE AND DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY EXECUTIVES!

DEMAND A SPECIAL COUNSEL UNDER OSC DEDICATED TO INVESTIGATING, AND
NOT COVERING UP, THIS CASE!

DEMAND THAT ALL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES INVOLVED BE FIRED!

DEMAND THAT THE PUBLIC AND THE VICTIMS RECEIVE DAMAGES RECOVERY!

DEMAND THAT THE WHISTLE-BLOWERS RECEIVE PROTECTION AND ARE
ALLOWED TO SPEAK BEFORE CONGRESS!

 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY VEHICLE MANUFACTURING LOAN
AND LOAN GUARANTEE SLUSH-FUND CORRUPTION

DOE corruption—appointed and elected officials should 
face prison time
Marita Noon 
|
An exhaustive review of 350+ pages of leaked emails regarding the Obama administration’s handling 
of the various green-energy loan and grant programs makes several things very clear: they lied, 
engaged in favoritism, and rushed application approvals to suit the political agenda of the White House.
At the same time, worthy projects that went through a complete due diligence process were denied or 
ultimately withdrawn, as the lengthy approval process “taxed investors’ patience”—as was the case 
with Aptera Motors, which worked closely with the DOE for two years.

Paul Wilbur, President and CEO at Aptera, didn’t think they were treated unfairly. He told me, “At the 
end of the day, we couldn’t get through the process.” But, he admits, he hasn’t read the emails.

Aptera was trying to build a very efficient electric vehicle with an under $30K price point. Wilbur met 
with Secretary Chu who could see the value in the technology. But our research shows that value was 
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not the deciding factor in which projects got funded and which ones didn’t. Wilbur reports that he 
didn’t donate to any candidate. He wanted to keep the whole process clean and do what was “good for 
America.” 

The report from the House Oversight Committee says Aptera first applied for an ATVM loan in 
December of 2008 and “shut down on December 2, 2011.”  The report implies that Aptera was led on: 
“After numerous negotiations with DOE, in September 2011, Aptera received a conditional loan 
commitment of $150 million if the company was able to raise $80 million privately.” And: “The loans 
given to Fisker and Tesla gave Aptera hope that DOE would eventually act on their application. More 
importantly, since the DOE continued to engage with the company throughout the time period, 
management was convinced that DOE was interested and willing to provide financing for the 
company.”

Aptera’s 100% US technology has since been sold to a Chinese company.

Aptera was applying for an Advanced Technology Vehicle Manufacturing loan (ATVM). Only five 
loans were given out through the program and all have political ramifications. Christine Lakatos, who 
has worked with me on the green-energy, crony-corruption reports I’ve written, has done thorough 
research on the topic. She has read each and every one of the 350+ pages of emails released on October
31 and has written a blog post specifically addressing the ATVM program and its hijinks. As she cites, 
Fisker and Tesla (which Romney referenced in the first debate), got loans in 2010 and then the Vehicle 
Production Group’s loan was the only ATVM loan closed in 2011; all have ties to Obama bundlers. The
other two ATVM loans went to Ford and Nissan—both of which, according to the House report, “were 
heavily engaged in negotiations with the Administration over fuel economy standards for model years 
2012-2016 at the time the DOE was considering their applications. Both companies eventually 
expressed publicly their support for these standards, which the Administration described as the 
‘Historic Agreement.’”

Armed with the sweeping knowledge of the House reports and subsequent hearings, evidence from 
DOE staffers (many of whom were appointed by Obama), Lakatos’ research, and personal experience, 
a different ATVM applicant has now taken its case to court citing “corruption and negligence.”

On November 16, 2012, XP Technologies filed a lawsuit against the federal government concerning the
DOE’s denial of XP Technology’s loan guarantee application. The complaint alleges: “criminal 
activities did take place by DOE staff and affiliates.” A November 23 press release announces that XP 
Technologies is now represented by Cause of Action, “a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that uses 
investigative, legal, and communication tools to educate the public on how government accountability 
and transparency protects taxpayer interests and economic activity.”

According to the document filed on November 16, “Plaintiffs' backgrounds include extensive issued 
patents on seminal technologies in use world-wide, White House and Congressional commendations 
and an engineering team of highly experienced auto-makers. Plaintiff brought a vehicle design, which 
was proposed as the longest range, safest, lowest cost electric vehicle, to be built in America in order to
deliver extensive American jobs nationwide. No other applicant, or award ‘winner’, has succeeded in 
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meeting, or (is) intending to meet, that milestone. XP Technology developed a patented lightweight, 
low-cost, long-range, electric vehicle using air-expanded foam-skinned material for a portion of the 
polymer body and received numerous patents, acclaim and superior computer modeling metrics over 
any competing solution. XP presented a vast set of letters of support to DOE from pending customers. 
Major auto-industry facilities and engineers had joined forces to bring the vehicle to the defense, 
commercial and consumer market.”

Over the weekend, we had an exclusive interview, on condition of anonymity, with a senior official at 
XP Technologies about the lawsuit and the experience.

He reported: “Staff from within the DOE have provided evidence which is quite compelling.” As 
Aptera's Wilbur made clear, the individuals within the DOE were very thorough. One of the emails, in 
the 350+ pages, was from Secretary Chu himself in which he criticized staffers for taking a “principled 
stand,” which held up the approval process of projects the White House wanted advanced. Another 
indicated that the pressure to rush was coming from “above the agency.” Overall, the emails show that 
projects were rushed so that announcements could coincide with visits, speeches, and photo ops—as 
well as providing talking points for the president.

Our XP source told us “We experienced, and have been provided evidence of, applicant submissions 
and reviews being modified in order to benefit some and disadvantage others, and the business 
connections between the different parties associated with the ones that benefited is quite 
extraordinary.”  The leaked emails support this accusation, specifically regarding the “business 
connections.” In her post, Lakatos calls it “green fraternizing.” The emails show that certain applicants 
and decision makers went bike riding together, had coffee meetings, sleepovers, beer summits, parties, 
dinners, and fundraisers.

While he didn’t provide us with a name, the XP official said, “We experienced a senior senator 
blockading our efforts and then providing favors to a competitor, which then benefited his family 
financially.” The discovery the lawsuit will provide will expose the “senior senator,” but our previous 
research shows that Senator Harry Reid’s actions seem to fit the XP official’s comment.

XP Technologies believes that “DOE officials changed the first-come-first-served published rules and 
standards of the funding in order to take applicants in order of who they favored and who had 
purchased the most influence instead of the order in which they applied, as required.”

Having extensively studied the DOE’s various loan programs, including the ATVM, Lakatos and I 
agree with our source’s startling conclusion: “Based on the evidence provided by investigators, and 
experienced directly by our team, it is hard to imagine that at least one or more elected, or?appointed, 
officials might not be seeing measures ranging from censure or even federal prison time.”

Time, the lawsuit, and subsequent investigation will tell.

While the House Oversight Committee has been digging deeply into the mismanagement and 
corruption of the green energy loans, the media has paid little attention. Other than our report, the 
October 31 release of the emails cited here received virtually no news reporting. Even the Fox News 
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Channel ignored the story. The plight of promising companies like Aptera and XP Technologies would 
have gone unnoticed if not for the lawsuit. The legal complaint attracted attention.

On November 16, the Heritage Foundation broke the XP story: “A lawsuit filed in federal court on 
Wednesday alleges mass favoritism in the Department of Energy’s decisions to award federal grants to 
major car companies to develop electric vehicles, according to a legal complaint obtained by Scribe.”

On November 19, Lakatos, whose work is listed as “evidence” in the legal complaint, received a call 
from Fox News’ Gary Gastelu—who reported on the story on November 20. The next day, Fox News 
covered the lawsuit on America’s Newsroom. Even the Drudge Report picked up on the story.

XP has a litigation website on which the company states: “The case has nothing to do with complaining
about not getting the loans. It has everything to do with HOW the applicants didn't get the loans!” They
are communicating with other applicants about participating in the lawsuit.

The XP story and subsequent media coverage offers a lesson for others—especially industries who 
have been wronged by the Obama Administration’s practices (such as energy). The lawsuit may—or 
may not—send officials to federal prison, as our XP source suggests, but it could go a long way to 
winning in the court of public opinion.

IN ADDITION TO OUR EYE-WITNESS, FIRST-HAND, VIEWING OF THESE CRIMES 
THESE SMALL SAMPLES OF THE BROADCAST NEWS REPORTS, CONGRESSIONAL 
REPORTS, FBI CASE EVIDENCE AND AGENCY REPORTS PROVE EVERY ASSERTION 
WE HAVE MADE:

- http://fbi-report.net
- All FBI case files referencing "Solyndra", "Kleiner Perkins", "Rare-Earth Mining", "Stock Market 
Manipulation" and related search terms
- https://stopelonfromfailingagain.com
- http://londonworldwide.com
- https://www.thecreepyline.com
- https://fusion4freedom.com/about-gcf/
- https://fusion4freedom.com/the-green-corruption-files-archive/
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angelgate
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-Tech_Employee_Antitrust_Litigation
- https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
- https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-inside-information/
- https://www.businessinsider.com/congressional-insider-trading-revealed-on-60-minutes-2011-11
- https://www.law360.com/articles/366325/gop-report-slams-white-house-over-535m-solyndra-loan
- https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/judicial-watch-announces-list-of-
washingtons-ten-most-wanted-corrupt-politicians-for-2012/
- http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=140291210
- https://publicintegrity.org/federal-politics/fundraiser-for-obama-urged-solyndra-deal-from-the-inside/
- https://althouse.blogspot.com/2011/10/either-rahm-or-obama-himself-pushed-to.html
- https://archives-energycommerce.house.gov/sites/republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/files/
analysis/20120802solyndra.pdf
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- https://republicans-oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/FINAL-DOE-Loan-Guarantees-
Report.pdf
- https://docs.house.gov/meetings/SY/SY20/20160303/104591/HHRG-114-SY20-20160303-
SD002.pdf
- https://big.assets.huffingtonpost.com/email.pdf
- https://theintercept.com/2014/02/24/jtrig-manipulation/
- https://driftglass.blogspot.com/2014/02/the-deadly-british-viper-character.html
- https://nuclear-news.net/2014/02/28/western-intelligence-agencies-use-the-internet-fot-character-
assassination/
- http://blog.agupieware.com/2014/02/snowden-drip-government-funded.html
- https://freethoughtblogs.com/singham/2014/02/26/the-nsa-and-gchq-are-criminal-enterprises/
- http://vcracket.weebly.com
- https://mega.nz/#F!6Rk1hC7K!5FxlpPi_eG52GnYuN_JmeA
- http://videonet111.com
- http://atvm-loan.com
- http://causeofaction.org/assets/uploads/2015/07/ECF-No.-38.pdf
- http://causeofaction.org/assets/uploads/2015/07/ECF-No.-37.pdf
- http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?11971582033
- http://blogs.wsj.com/venturecapital/2014/02/05/fisker-investors-executives-hit-by-another-lawsuit-
kleiner-perkins-and-ray-lane-among-defendants/
- http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/05/07/a-humbled-kleiner-perkins-adjusts-its-strategy/
- http://www.mining.com/1-trillion-motherlode-of-lithium-and-gold-discovered-in-afghanistan/
- http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_VyTCyizqrHs/TBaffwKixYI/AAAAAAAAH74/Wee8LTQfo3k/s1600/
afghanminerals.jpg
- http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2007/3063/pdf-page.jpg
- https://news.wttw.com/sites/default/files/Letter%20from%20Bright%20Automotive%20to%20US
%20Dept%20of%20Energy.pdf
- https://gigaom.com/2010/08/18/the-greentech-vc-influence-over-washington/
- https://www.catholic.org/news/politics/story.php?id=42817
- https://europetodaynews.wordpress.com/2016/05/23/tesla-and-google-partnered-on-the-same-scam-
against-the-public/
- https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-07-25/cobalt-child-labour-smartphone-batteries-congo/10031330
- https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/business/batteries/congo-cobalt-mining-for-lithium-ion-
battery/
- http://www.mining.com/1-trillion-motherlode-of-lithium-and-gold-discovered-in-afghanistan/
- https://www.dw.com/en/chiles-lithium-blessing-or-curse/a-43721539
- https://www.economist.com/the-americas/2017/06/15/a-battle-for-supremacy-in-the-lithium-triangle
- https://www.visualcapitalist.com/lithium-fuel-green-revolution/
- https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2018/09/26/blood-batteries-cobalt-and-the-congo/
- https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2018/02/27/the-worlds-cobalt-supply-is-in-jeopardy/
- https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/congo-cobalt-reliance-grows-despite-europe-
discoveries
- http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aae9b1/pdf
https://www.mining-technology.com/features/featuremining-iran-endless-opportunity-corruption-and-
the-trump-question-5695882/
- https://www.brighteon.com/5809392344001
- https://business.financialpost.com/personal-finance/high-net-worth/frank-giustra-takes-a-break-from-
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the-blade-runner-sequel-and-an-italian-olive-estate-to-return-to-his-first-love-a-gold-mine
- https://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/giustra-backed-lithium-x-plunges-on-doubts-about-
chinese-buyer/article38156222/
- https://globalnewstimes.wordpress.com/tag/frank-guistra-and-hillary-clinton/
- http://www.dear-white-house.com
- http://archive.is/ox9pX
- https://www.gold-eagle.com/article/hypocrisy-most-foul
- https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/business/batteries/congo-cobalt-mining-for-lithium-ion-
battery/
- https://www.iisd.org/story/green-conflict-minerals/
- https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2017/09/the-dark-side-of-electric-cars-exploitative-labor-
practices/
- https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/07/dr-congo-loses-750m-corruption-mismanagement-
170721154134478.html

ORGANIZATIONS AND WITNESSES WHO CAN ALSO VERIFY THESE FACTS:

https://www.icij.org 
http://www.fbi.gov
http://www.gao.gov
https://www.transparency.org
https://www.judicialwatch.org 
https://corruption123.com 
https://wikileaks.org 
https://causeofaction.org 
http://globalinitiative.net
https://propublica.org
https://www.allsides.com/unbiased-balanced-news
http://wearethenewmedia.com 
http://ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/index_en.html
http://gopacnetwork.org/
http://www.iaaca.org/News/
http://www.interpol.int/Crime-areas/Corruption/Corruption
http://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.traceinternational.org/
http://www.oge.gov/
https://ogc.commerce.gov/
https://anticorruptionact.org/
http://www.anticorruptionintl.org/
https://represent.us/
http://www.giaccentre.org/dealing_with_corruption.php
http://www.acfe.com/
https://www.oas.org/juridico/english/FightCur.html
https://www.opus.com/international-anti-corruption-day-businesses/
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/theme/anti-corruption
https://www.ethicalsystems.org/content/corruption
https://sunlightfoundation.com/
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https://www.opensecrets.org/
http://peterschweizer.com/
http://www.googletransparencyproject.org/
Marita Noon
http://www.nara.gov
pbedard@washingtonexaminer.com
The Archives from whistleblower@judiciary-rep.senate.gov
Congressperson Jim Jordan
Gary D. Conley
stone@stonecoldtruth.com
Philip Giraldi
allumbokhari@protonmail.com
David Bird - WSJ
Congressperson Trey Gowdy
Congressperson Darrell Issa
William Barr, AG
Dan Epstein
BRUCE S. ROGOW - brogow@rogowlaw.com, tcampion@rogowlaw.com
ROBERT C. BUSCHEL - Buschel@BGlaw-pa.com
GRANT J. SMITH - gsmith@strategysmith.com
CHANDLER P. ROUTMAN - routmanc@gmail.com
Investigation Staff - pf@hfk.law
Veronique de Rugy
http://www.projectveritasaction.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOOGLE BOSSES, INCLUDING ERIC SCHMIDT, TOLD ASSOCIATES: "OBAMA NEVER 
WOULD HAVE BEEN ELECTED WITHOUT GOOGLE'S DIGITAL MASS PERCEPTION-
MANIPULATION AND OPINION-STEERING TECHNOLOGIES..." SEE MORE AT: 
https://www.thecreepyline.com

EXECUTIVES FROM GOOGLE, FACEBOOK, NETFLIX AND THE SANDHILL ROAD 
VENTURE CAPITALIST OFFICES USE SILICON VALLEY AND OTHER REGIONS AS 
THEIR PERSONAL HUNTING GROUNDS FOR SEX ABUSE, SEX TRAFFICKING, SEX 
CULTS AND DATE RAPE!

THEIR DEGENERACY TRACKS BACK THROUGH THEIR BUSINESS AND POLITICAL 
ACTIVITIES AND PROVES THAT THEY HAVE NO RIGHT TO ENGAGE IN PROPER 
SOCIETY AND CULTURE.

THE PUBLIC IS NOW JOINING TOGETHER TO EXPOSE THEM AND SEEK THEIR 
ARREST!
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THE SILICON VALLEY AND HOLLYWOOD OLIGARCH SEX PERVERSIONS

- These twisted deeds indicate the mind-set, moral depravity and disturbed culture of the, so-called, 
"Oligarchs" who control modern media.

- Silicon Valley Venture Capitalists Rape And Sex-Extort Interns.

- Silicon Valley's Greylock Partners, Kleiner Perkins, and most other VC's are rapists, sexual predators 
and political bribery enthusiasts and nobody ever arrests them for it...

- They Hire hookers and Rent-Boys, not for the sex, but to be able to "control another human" because 
they are almost all Sociopath personality types.

- They hire "clubs" to secure underage children for them because they want to have total manipulation 
over a helpless person because it makes these men feel more powerful.

- The Rosewood Hotel and the Four Seasons hotels in Palo Alto are riddled with $6000.00 per night 
hookers, rent boys, Stanford Co-Ed "sugar babies" and Russian Mafia managed Ukrainian prostitutes. 
You just have to know the "code words" and hand signals to play "the game".

- Google executives killed by their hookers, black-mailed by their hookers, exposed in sex slave rings 
and worse...

- Huge number of Google, Netflix and Facebook senior executives are homosexual and pressure staff 
for sex.

- San Jose and San Francisco International Airports have a non-stop flow of European Hookers flown 
in by tech CEOs who got them off of "seeking arrangements.com" and "match.com" using the "code 
words".

- Almost every tech executive and Sandhill Road VC has been charged with spousal abuse, sex 
trafficking, intern sex extortion, bribing Stanford to cover up sex exploitation and worse.

- Stanford University bosses cover-up, and support, frat house sex crimes in order to keep rich daddies 
donating to Alumni funds.

- Basements and secret rooms in some of their Woodside and Atherton, California mansions house 
BDSM chambers and sex abuse lock-rooms

-See This shocking video:  https://www.invidio.us/watch?v=O13G5A5w5P0

By KATIE BENNER

Rachel Renock, the chief executive of Wethos, center, with her business partners, Claire Humphreys, 
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left, and Kristen Ablamsky. Ms. Renock said they received sexist comments while seeking financing. 
Credit Sasha Maslov for The New York Times

Their stories came out slowly, even hesitantly, at first. Then in a rush.

One female entrepreneur recounted how she had been propositioned by a Silicon Valley venture 
capitalist while seeking a job with him, which she did not land after rebuffing him. Another showed the
increasingly suggestive messages she had received from a start-up investor. And one chief executive 
described how she had faced numerous sexist comments from an investor while raising money for her 
online community website.

What happened afterward was often just as disturbing, the women told The New York Times. Many 
times, the investors’ firms and colleagues ignored or played down what had happened when the 
situations were brought to their attention. Saying anything, the women were warned, might lead to 
ostracism.

Now some of these female entrepreneurs have decided to take that risk. More than two dozen women in
the technology start-up industry spoke to The Times in recent days about being sexually harassed. Ten 
of them named the investors involved, often providing corroborating messages and emails, and pointed 
to high-profile venture capitalists such as Chris Sacca of Lowercase Capital and Dave McClure of 500 
Startups.

The disclosures came after the tech news site The Information reported that female entrepreneurs had 
been preyed upon by a venture capitalist, Justin Caldbeck of Binary Capital. The new accounts 
underscore how sexual harassment in the tech start-up ecosystem goes beyond one firm and is 
pervasive and ingrained. Now their speaking out suggests a cultural shift in Silicon Valley, where such 
predatory behavior had often been murmured about but rarely exposed.

The tech industry has long suffered a gender imbalance, with companies such as Google and Facebook 
acknowledging how few women were in their ranks. Some female engineers have started to speak out 
on the issue, including a former Uber engineer who detailed a pattern of sexual harassment at the 
company, setting off internal investigations that spurred the resignation in June of Uber’s chief 
executive, Travis Kalanick.

Most recently, the revelations about Mr. Caldbeck of Binary Capital have triggered an outcry. The 
investor has been accused of sexually harassing entrepreneurs while he worked at three different 
venture firms in the past seven years, often in meetings in which the women were presenting their 
companies to him.

Several of Silicon Valley’s top venture capitalists and technologists, including Reid Hoffman, a founder
of LinkedIn, condemned Mr. Caldbeck’s behavior last week and called for investors to sign a “decency 
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pledge.” Binary has since collapsed, with Mr. Caldbeck leaving the firm and investors pulling money 
out of its funds.

The chain of events has emboldened more women to talk publicly about the treatment they said they 
had endured from tech investors.

“Female entrepreneurs are a critical part of the fabric of Silicon Valley,” said Katrina Lake, founder and
chief executive of the online clothing start-up Stitch Fix, who was one of the women targeted by Mr. 
Caldbeck. “It’s important to expose the type of behavior that’s been reported in the last few weeks, so 
the community can recognize and address these problems.”

The women’s experiences help explain why the venture capital and start-up ecosystem — which 
underpins the tech industry and has spawned companies such as Google, Facebook and Amazon — has 
been so lopsided in terms of gender.

Most venture capitalists and entrepreneurs are men, with female entrepreneurs receiving $1.5 billion in 
funding last year versus $58.2 billion for men, according to the data firm PitchBook. Many of the 
investors hold outsize power, since entrepreneurs need their money to turn ideas and innovations into a 
business. And because the venture industry operates with few disclosure requirements, people have 
kept silent about investors who cross the lines with entrepreneurs.

    Some venture capitalists’ abuse of power has come to light in recent years. In 2015, Ellen Pao took 
her former employer, the prestigious venture firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, to trial for 
allegations of gender discrimination, leveling accusations of professional retaliation after spurned 
sexual advances. Ms. Pao lost the case, but it sparked a debate about whether women in tech should 
publicly call out unequal treatment.

    “Having had several women come out earlier, including Ellen Pao and me, most likely paved the 
way and primed the industry that these things indeed happen,” said Gesche Haas, an entrepreneur who 
said she was propositioned for sex by an investor, Pavel Curda, in 2014. Mr. Curda has since 
apologized.

    Some of the entrepreneurs who spoke with The Times said they were often touched without 
permission by investors or advisers.

    At a mostly male tech gathering in Las Vegas in 2009, Susan Wu, an entrepreneur and investor, said 
that Mr. Sacca, an investor and former Google executive, touched her face without her consent in a way
that made her uncomfortable. Ms. Wu said she was also propositioned by Mr. Caldbeck while fund-
raising in 2010 and worked hard to avoid him later when they crossed paths.

    “There is such a massive imbalance of power that women in the industry often end up in distressing 
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situations,” Ms. Wu said.

    After being contacted by The Times, Mr. Sacca wrote in a blog post on Thursday: “I now understand 
I personally contributed to the problem. I am sorry.” In a statement to The Times, he added that he was 
“grateful to Susan and the other brave women sharing their stories. I’m confident the result of their 
courage will be long-overdue, lasting change.”

    After the publication of this article, Mr. Sacca contacted The Times again to amend his original 
statement, adding: “I dispute Susan’s account from 2009.”

    Many of the women also said they believed they had limited ability to push back against 
inappropriate behavior, often because they needed funding, a job or other help.

    In 2014, Sarah Kunst, 31, an entrepreneur, said she discussed a potential job at 500 Startups, a start-
up incubator in San Francisco. During the recruiting process, Mr. McClure, a founder of 500 Startups 
and an investor, sent her a Facebook message that read in part, “I was getting confused figuring out 
whether to hire you or hit on you.”

    Ms. Kunst, who now runs a fitness start-up, said she declined Mr. McClure’s advance. When she 
later discussed the message with one of Mr. McClure’s colleagues, she said 500 Startups ended its 
conversations with her.

    500 Startups said Mr. McClure, who did not respond to a request for comment, was no longer in 
charge of day-to-day operations after an internal investigation.

    “After being made aware of instances of Dave having inappropriate behavior with women in the tech
community, we have been making changes internally,” 500 Startups said. “He recognizes he has made 
mistakes and has been going through counseling to work on addressing changes in his previous 
unacceptable behavior.”

    Rachel Renock, the chief executive of Wethos, described a similar situation in which she faced sexist
comments while seeking financing for her online community site. While she and her female partners 
were fund-raising in March, one investor told them that they should marry for money, that he liked it 
when women fought back because he would always win, and that they needed more attractive photos of
themselves in their presentation.

    They put up with the comments, Ms. Renock said, because they “couldn’t imagine a world in which 
that $500,000 wasn’t on the table anymore.” Ms. Renock declined to name the investor. Wethos raised 
the $500,000 from someone else and is still fund-raising.

    Wendy Dent, 43, whose company Cinemmerse makes an app for smart watches, said she was sent 
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increasingly flirtatious messages by a start-up adviser, Marc Canter, as she was trying to start her 
company in 2014. Mr. Canter, who had founded a software company in the 1980s that became known 
as Macromedia, initially agreed to help her find a co-founder. But over time, his messages became 
sexual in nature.

    In one message, reviewed by The Times, he wrote that she was a “sorceress casting a spell.” In 
another, he commented on how she looked in a blue dress and added, “Know what I’m thinking? Why 
am I sending you this — in private?”

    Mr. Canter, in an interview, said that Ms. Dent “came on strong to me, asking for help” and that she 
had used her sexuality publicly. He said he disliked her ideas so he behaved the way he did to make her
go away.

    Some entrepreneurs were asked to not speak about the behavior they experienced.

    At a start-up competition in 2014 in San Francisco, Lisa Curtis, an entrepreneur, pitched her food 
start-up, Kuli Kuli, and was told her idea had won the most plaudits from the audience, opening the 
door to possible investment. As she stepped off the stage, an investor named Jose De Dios, said, “Of 
course you won. You’re a total babe.”

    Ms. Curtis later posted on Facebook about the exchange and got a call from a different investor. He 
said “that if I didn’t take down the post, no one in Silicon Valley would give me money again,” she 
said. Ms. Curtis deleted the post.

    In a statement, Mr. De Dios said he “unequivocally did not make a defamatory remark.”

    Often, change happens only when there is a public revelation, some of the women said. In the case of
Mr. Caldbeck and Binary, the investor and the firm have apologized, as has Mr. Caldbeck’s previous 
employer, the venture capital firm Lightspeed Venture Partners, which had received complaints about 
him.

    “We regret we did not take stronger action,” Lightspeed said on Twitter on Tuesday. “It is clear now 
that we should have done more.”

    Lindsay Meyer, an entrepreneur in San Francisco, said Mr. Caldbeck put $25,000 of his own money 
into her fitness start-up in 2015. That gave Mr. Caldbeck reason to constantly text her; in those 
messages, reviewed by The Times, he asked if she was attracted to him and why she would rather be 
with her boyfriend than him. At times, he groped and kissed her, she said.

    “I felt like I had to tolerate it because this is the cost of being a nonwhite female founder,” said Ms. 
Meyer, who is Asian-American.
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    But even after she reached out to a mentor, who alerted one of Binary’s investors, Legacy Venture, to
Mr. Caldbeck’s actions, little changed. Legacy went on to invest in Binary’s new fund. Binary and Mr. 
Caldbeck declined to comment.

    “We failed to follow up on information about Mr. Caldbeck’s personal behavior,” Legacy said in a 
statement. “We regret this oversight and are determined to do better.”

    A Silicon Valley venture capitalist has been sued for $40 million by a woman who claims he used her
as a virtual sex slave for 13 years.

    Michael Goguen, who had worked for a firm that funded Google and Paypal, “sexually and 
physically” abused Amber Laurel Baptiste over more than 13 years after picking her up at a Texas strip 
club, her lawsuit alleges.

    Baptiste, who claims she was brought to the United States from Canada by human traffickers at 15, 
said she endured “countless hours of forced sodomy” from the tech titan. The former stripper said 
Goguen made her endure demeaning sexual acts, sodomized her for “six hours at a time,” and forced 
her to call him “king” and “emperor.”

    Filed in San Mateo County, Calif., on March 8, her suit details a life of torture and servitude as she 
was jetting around the globe to serve as the millionaire’s plaything. She claims Goguen had promised 
to save her from human trafficking but instead became an even worse predator himself.

    Goguen, who was forced to step down from his position at Sequoia Capital, did not deny that the two
had a sexual relationship but insisted the sex was consensual. He filed a countersuit against Baptiste 
claiming she is an “exotic dancer . . . looking for a payday.”

    The venture capitalist said Baptiste was obsessed with him and sought to extort him because she was
jealous of his wife. In his countersuit, Goguen provides pages of texts and emails in which she 
apparently refers to him as “Prince Charming,” “My Beautiful Love” and “the sweetest man in the 
world.”

    The suit includes Bapiste’s descriptions of the “amazing sex” the two had together and photos that 
she allegedly sent him in which she is seen playfully posing in her underwear.

    Baptiste is demanding $40 million, saying the two agreed on the amount to compensate her for the 
horrors she had suffered. Goguen, who has already paid her $10 million, said she is “a woman scorned”
and a victim “of her own delusions.”

    He claims that when he tried to end their relationship, Baptiste became bent on vengeance, 
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threatening to ruin his life and reputation. He said that he had no choice but to pay her the $10 million, 
but that she refused to relent and demanded more money.

    Sequoia Capital released a statement that called Goguen’s departure from the firm the “appropriate 
course of action.”A philanthropist, Goguen was lauded for donating $2 million to fight online child 
pornography and sex trafficking where he lives in Montana.

    Goguen is not the only business leader who’s faced backlash over sexually inappropriate behavior.

    FACEBOOK BOSS IN UNDER-AGE SEX SCANDAL

    Dov Katz, head of the computer vision and machine learning group at Facebook-owned Oculus, has 
been charged in King County for attempted commercial sexual abuse of a minor. The 38-year-old tech 
exec allegedly attempted to contact what he believed to be was a 15-year-old girl for sex. The fictitious 
15-year-old was actually an undercover police officer with the Tukwila Police Department, a city just 
south of Seattle.

    The news was first reported by KING 5, which said that Katz was arrested by Tukwila Police on 
Wednesday. Katz is to be arraigned on January 5th, and bail was set at $125,000. An Israeli citizen who
resides in California, Katz is forbidden to have contact with any minors, except in the presence of a 
responsible adult, according to charging documents. Katz allegedly responded to an online 
advertisement that offered sex in exchange for money, an ad which was posted by undercover 
police officer posing as a 15-year-old girl.

    Horrific Google Anal Sex Slave Case Uncovers Twisted Perversions Of Google Executives

    By Samantha Conners - APT

    Michael Goguen, Google's married senior investor, “sexually and physically” abused Amber Laurel 
Baptiste with constant anal sex over more than 13 years after picking her up at a Texas strip club. His 
company: Sequoia Capital, has had other run-ins with cheating married executives, escorts and tax 
evasion schemes, per legal filings.

    Eric Schmidt, the head of Google, proclaimed that he would have a “open marriage” where he could 
have sex any time, with anybody, and is documented in a ream of news articles and video regarding his 
fifteen million dollar “sex penthouse” in New York.

    Sergey Brin, another head of Google, is featured in numerous news articles for his “three way sex 
romp” with multiple Google employees forcing one employee to move to China to escape him. A 
married Google senior executive named Hayes, who helped rig Google's searches for political clients, 
was murdered on his “sex yacht” by his prostitute, which other Google executives had used.
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    Ravi Kumar, another VC associated with Google Executives, was also murdered by a pack of 
hookers and pimps that frequented his Silicon Valley home.

    Valley Girls was a private escort service that used Stanford Co-eds to service the sexual kinks of 
Google executives.

    Ellen Pao famously sued Google founding investor John Doerr, and his company Kleiner Perkins, 
for sexual abuse.

    Google employee divorce filings hold the Silicon Valley record for use of the word “abuse” as one of
the reasons given in the legal papers filed to initiate the divorce.

    The list of kinky, twisted, bizarre sexual antics of Google executives, and their investors, goes on for 
pages and pages...

    Google seems to attract the most twisted, perverted, morally decrepit men in the world. One has to 
wonder why, of all the large companies on Earth, only Google got to place the majority of it's people in 
the White House? That's right, Nike doesn't have it's people in the White House. Macy's doesn't either. 
Neither does Chevron, or John Deere tractor or any other company on Earth.

    Only Google, exclusively and uniquely, had all of their people placed in the White House and top 
federal agency lead positions. What's up with that? Were they selected because of their technical skills 
or their ability to make people bend over?

    An addiction to dirty sexual perversions are not the only illicit trends that Google folks display. The 
Google investors are members of a financing cartel called the National Venture Capital Association

    (NVCA). This group of frat boy elitists got busted for running the “Angelgate” scandal in which they
were documented rigging, colluding, black-listing and contriving the whole Silicon Valley start-up 
industry.

    Then they were caught again when Eric Schmidt, Mr. “Sex Penthouse” and the head of Google, 
wrote emails ordering a conspiracy against Silicon Valley engineers. This “No Poaching” conspiracy 
got the Silicon Valley VC's sued in a class-action lawsuit, which the VC's lost. The Google founder's 
best friend: Jacques Littlefield, kept the world's largest private fully functional military tank squadron, 
in fully operational status, hidden in vast warehouses in his Silicon Valley estate in Woodside, 
California.

    He said he had this arsenal: “just in case”. Does Google make white frat house men insane or does it 
draw the crazy ones to it?
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    The FBI is finally crunching down on these people. After so many years of the White House ordering
the FBI to leave the Google VC's and Silicon Valley perverts alone, it was just getting plain 
embarrassing for the FBI. The audacious impunity with which Google, and it's friends, engaged in tax 
evasion, importing hookers, bribery, stock market rigging, anti-trust schemes and other crimes has 
become so overt, in the media, that it was created a spotlight on federal law enforcements avoidance of 
prosecution of the shenanigans of the Google crowd.

MORE HARD EVIDENCE:

https://voat.co/v/news/3031859

https://www.bitchute.com/video/BHKtRhglgVMw/

https://voat.co/v/news/3051589

https://geopolitics.co/2019/02/22/pierre-omidyars-funding-of-pro-regime-change-networks-with-cia-
cutouts/

https://www.foxnews.com/us/la-news-anchor-died-from-meth-overdose-during-sexual-encounter-at-
hotel-autopsy-reveals

https://voat.co/v/news/3053343

https://cssrc.us/content/california-democrats-protect-offenders-who-lure-minors

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/anthony-weiner-released-from-prison-as-part-of-federal-re-entry-
program

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqV9ysq_n44

JaysAnalysis.com   Sex     Cults  ,   Silicon     Valley  , CIA Hollywood ...  

https://jaysanalysis.com/2018/08/09/sex-cults-silicon-valley-cia-hollywood-technocracy-cfr-jay-
dyer/
 In this new episode I cover the history of Silicon Valley as a public-private partnership from the 

beginning, the CFR on China in 2025, the real power of foundations and charities, and the connection 
of all these together into Hollywood, the CIA and the Pentagon
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The   Silicon     Valley   Sexual Predator   Cult   - Eagle Rising  

https://eaglerising.com/49928/the-silicon-valley-sexual-predator-cult/
There is a Silicon Valley sexual predator subculture that hides itself under the guise of "setting a new 
paradigm of behavior." There is a Silicon Valley sexual predator culture that helps explain a lot of 
sexual harassment and worse allegations. This was exposed recently by Emily Chang in Vanity Fair. 
These parties claim to be about being ...

Sex     Cults  ,   Silicon     Valley  , CIA Hollywood, Technocracy & CFR ...  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBMID4CR8_4
Sex Cults, Silicon Valley, CIA Hollywood, Technocracy & CFR - Jay Dyer Jay Dyer. ... Vegan Cults 
Vs Paleo - Funny Weirdos & Socially Engineering Food - Jay Dyer on Primal Edge - Duration: ...

Sex     Cults  ,   Silicon     Valley  , CIA Hollywood, Technocracy & CFR ...  

https://www.spreaker.com/user/acrnetwork/sex-cults-silicon-valley-cia-hollywood-t
In this new episode I cover the history of Silicon Valley as a public-private partnership from the 
beginning, the CFR on China in 2025, the real power of foundations and charities, and the connection 
of all these together into Hollywood, the CIA and the Pentagon.

'Cult   of founders' is a real problem in   Silicon     Valley  : Roger ...  

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/05/cult-of-founders-is-a-real-problem-in-silicon-valley-roger-
mcnamee.html
Oct 05, 2018 · Roger McNamee, co-founder of tech-focused private equity firm Elevation Partners, 
told CNBC's "Squawk Alley" that the "cult of founders" has become a problem in Silicon Valley.

Beware:   Silicon     Valley's   cultists want to turn you into a ...  

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jan/03/hi-tech-silicon-valley-cult-populism
Jan 03, 2016 · Love & sex Home & garden Health & fitness Family Travel ... Silicon Valley's cultists 
want to turn you into a disruptive deviant ... Like all good cults, such firms tap into our inner quest 
for ...

How Propaganda Spreads Angry White Manfluencer   Silicon     
Valley   ...  

https://artificialisintelligentiaedictum.home.blog/2019/05/10/how-propaganda-spreads-angry-white-
manfluencer-silicon-valley-cargo-cults-and-spas/
While criticism just really is based on information from Silicon Valley power players who fast days at 
a "cargo cult" -type meditation retreat, there are staggering pods of consumer trends that shape the 11-
point Lifestyle Plan of Spirit Baths.
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Bad   Sex   in   Silicon     Valley   - The Cut  

https://www.thecut.com/2017/06/bad-sex-in-silicon-valley.html
But people do in fact get laid in Silicon Valley, as the show Silicon Valley recently dramatized. After 
more than three seasons of existing in a sexless, screen-filled hell, bumbling programmer Richard 
Hendricks finally had sex: an illicit tryst with his main client's fiancée, in an office conference room, 
late at night.

Let's Take the   Cult   out of   Silicon     Valley   Culture ...  

https://www.enterpriseirregulars.com/134781/lets-take-the-cult-out-of-silicon-valley-culture/
But sometimes Silicon Valley cults are not benevolent - Theranos being the best recent example. 
Continuing to work in such environments, prioritizing the needs of the cult over common sense and 
business ethics can do lasting damage to your personal relationships, to your health, and to your career.

WHO IS THE SILICON VALLEY MAFIA?
By Terry Reed and Mark Lawson

They are sex abusers like John Doerr and his entire Kleiner Perkins frat boy staff who were sued by 
Ellen Pao for the misogyny culture of sexual deviancy and abuse that they promote as their corporate 
culture. They are tax evaders like Ray Lane. They are hooker-hiring sex traffickers like Google's 
Forrest Hayes who died from an excess of drugs and sex. They are cheaters like Google's David 
Drummond who destroyed his family by his addiction to infidelity. They are sex addicts who own sex 
penthouses and cavort with the notorious Wendy Deng like Eric Schmidt. Amid the World's Largest 
Corporate Sex Scandals Google CEO Eric Schmidt will now leave Alphabet’s board. Schmidt is a 
known womanizer despite being married for 37 years to Wendy Schmidt, who said in 2012 they started 
living separate lives because she felt like “a piece of luggage” following him around the world. News 
outlets have been sniffing around Schmidt’s former flames looking for a Harvey Weinstein-like 
bombshell, a source close to Schmidt told The PostThey are mobster-class justice evasion lawyers like 
Wilson Sonsini and political bribe conduit lawyers like Perkins Coie. They are charged rapists and 
psychological sex manipulators like Joe Lonsdale.

When Kleiner Perkins offices were broken into by covert law enforcement operatives much was 
revealed. This was followed by the hack of all of John Doerr's emails' and the email of his top staff. 
This was followed by the revelation that Doerr bribes Stanford University for special favors for his kids
and for certain 'relationships'. Now Doerr must walk on pins and needles because he has been put on 
notice that even the slightest bribe, political manipulation or mobster-like tech black-listing will not go 
unnoticed.
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A female employee called Tesla's factory a 'predator zone' at a meeting where workers described the 
constant sexual harassment at Tesla.

DNC chairman Eric Bauman, the head of the California Democratic Party, and the Los Angeles County
Democratic Party., has is former assistant say he was first assaulted after falling asleep in a hotel and 
waking up to his boss performing oral sex on him, and that there were two more instances where he 
was forced to submit to Bauman.

Bay area party guests and Rothschild-linked Bronfman sisters donated millions to the sex cult whose 
leaders, Allison Mack and Keith Raniere, have been charged with child sex trafficking.

Goddard, a director, producer and theme park designer, has faced many sex abuse allegations. Eight 
former members of a Santa Barbara youth theater group in the 1970s alleged that Goddard molested or 
attempted to molest them. A ninth was said to have told others before he died that Goddard sexually 
assaulted him as a child. Goddard denied their allegations.

The Silicon Valley Mafia is The Sandhill Road Venture Capital frat boy company bosses in Palo Alto, 
their National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) partners and the tech companies (Google, Tesla, 
Facebook, Amazon, Twitter, Linkedin, etc.) they control. They are sometimes referred to as "The Deep 
State". They have purchased California, New York and Washington, DC politicians (mostly Senators) 
who they also control. 

They hire rogue ex-intelligence agents to operate Fusion GPS, Gawker/Gizmodo, Black Cube, 
ShareBlue, New America, In-Q-Tel, Podesta Group, Media Matters, etc. massive media attack 
programs against competitors, reporters and outsiders. They collude on black-lists, valuation controls, 
election manipulation, search engine rigging, domestic spying for political manipulation, stock rigging, 
insider trading, executive prostitute clubs, trophy wife assignments, the bribery of politicians and 
worse. They are felons who pay politicians to halt investigations and interdiction efforts. 

They are widely covered in news media articles as: 'sex abusers, cult enthusiasts, elitists, rapists, 
woman beaters, probiosis abusers, sexual work extortion operators, extremists, arrogant clones of each 
other, tone deaf, echo-chamber reinforcing, misogynist, racist, manipulative, insecure, covertly gay, 
corrupt, thieves' and other anti-social revelations. They are not limited to California and also operate 
out of New York and Washington DC. 

They use their monopolistic control of the internet to massively and exclusively scale services that only
they control and use to abuse the public's privacy, human rights, invention rights and information. They
run their cartel like the old Italian Mafia once did.

The Department of Justice conducted a series of raids across California tech and media circles and 
arrested 238 people in connection with a Hollywood pedophilia network, but this story went totally 
ignored by almost all media outlets. According to police, the arrests included some entertainers, 
community leaders, white-collar professionals, a monk, and other high-ranking clergy members. The 
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raids were conducted by the Regional Internet Crimes Against Children task force, working directly 
with the Justice Department. Codenamed “Operation Broken Heart III”, the sweeping raids targeted 
offenders wanted for the sexual exploitation of children, child prostitution, sex tourism and possessing 
and distributing child pornography, said Deputy Chief Matt Blake. Silicon Valley oligarchs use these 
intermediate level people to source up sex victims to be delivered to their Woodside and Atherton 
mansions.

Michael Goguen, who had worked for a firm that funded Google and Paypal, “sexually and physically”
abused Amber Laurel Baptiste over more than 13 years after picking her up at a Texas strip club, her 
lawsuit alleges. Baptiste, who claims she was brought to the United States from Canada by human 
traffickers at 15, said she endured “countless hours of forced sodomy” from the tech titan. The former 
stripper said Goguen made her endure demeaning sexual acts, sodomized her for “six hours at a time,” 
and forced her to call him “king” and “emperor.” Filed in San Mateo County, Calif., her suit details a 
life of torture and servitude as she was jetting around the globe to serve as the millionaire’s plaything. 
She claims Goguen had promised to save her from human trafficking but instead became an even worse
predator himself.

The Silicon Valley Mafia Cartel is the largest provider of dark money bribes to West Coast politicians 
including Feinstein, Pelosi, Harris, Brown, Reid, Boxer, Lee, et al,. Those politicians and their families 
also covertly own the stock of the California tech companies and social media companies like Tesla, 
Solyndra, Abound, Google, Facebook, Netflix, etc. Larry Wallace, a senior staffer for Sen. Kamala 
Harris (D-CA) resigned over the discovery he was involved in a sexual harassment lawsuit and 
$400,000 payout to the sexually abused victim while working for then California Attorney General 
Kamala Harris. In related headlines we read: "ATTORNEY GENERAL THAT COLLUDED WITH 
KAMALA HARRIS EXPOSED AS SEX PERVERT!!!!"; "TOP DNC SEX PSYCHO MAY BE 
ALIGNED WITH SEX CULTS!"; "WHY IS EVERY DNC BIG SHOT TURNING OUT TO BE A 
SCREWED UP SEXUAL MESS!"

The Bay Area headlines reek of perversion: "ANOTHER Democrat Sex Cult Exposed: 'sexual 
servitude' at San Francisco-based 'orgasmic meditation' company: One Taste"; "NXIUM, ONE 
TASTE, EMO, THE WOODSIDE CLUB: WHY DO THE DEMOCRATS GET INTO SUCH 
KINK?"; "UNDERCOVER CAMERA'S IN SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA AT 4TH STREET 
"DANCE/YOGA" BUILDING AND MILL VALLEY CITY BUILDING CATCH SEX-FOR-SALE 
ESCORTS AND KINK"; "THEY USE "MEET-UP" (THE DNC'S NETWORKING SITE) TO 
HUNT FOR VICTIMS TO SEDUCE"; ""HOT LITTLE RED HEAD" TURNS OUT TO BE THE 
TOP ESCORT IN MARIN COUNTY"!

In the latest case of Hollywood's and Silicon Valley's spiralling sexual abuse scandal, Variety reports 
that a veteran 58-year-old Disney executive has been charged with three felony counts of child sexual 
abuse. Jon Heely, the longtime director of music publishing at Disney, was arrested nearly a month ago 
and charged with three counts of lewd and lascivious acts on a child. One of the reported victims was 
15. The other was abused for four years starting at the age of 11, according to the charges. Heely, who 
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oversees the licensing of music from Disney films faces up to nine years and three months in prison 
according to The Daily News.

It is now time to sound the alarm bells on the economic prospects for the Millennial Generation in the 
Western world, but more importantly, at Stanford University. This generation of citizens aged 18 to 36, 
is the first in modern developed economies on course to have a lower standard of living than their 
parents. Housing affordability and a decaying job environment are some of the most pressing issues 
affecting Stanford Millennials. The future is bleak for this avocado and toast generation, as Western 
world economies have likely plateaued regarding economic growth. Surging debt and rising 
government bond yields are producing an environment that could lead to more hardships for this lost 
generation. Tech oligarchs have taken full advantage of broke Millennials by offering “adult 
arrangements” for a roof over their heads. Yes, you heard this correctly, Millennials are trading sex for 
a place to sleep and sex for tuition at Stanford University. Sugar Babies now comprise a large portion 
of Stanford students. Kleiner Perkins and Greylock VC's hire them for sex. Google and Facebook 
executives use them like disposable sex toys. The student debt crisis in the US has gotten so bad, there's
a growing group of young women — and some men — who are taking an unconventional approach to 
paying for college.Through dating websites like SeekingArrangement.com, and match.com, Sugar 
Babies, as they're called, partner up with wealthy, often older, men who want to spend money on them. 
Some 2.5 million Sugar Babies identified as students in 2016 on SeekingArrangement.com. Many of 
these Sugar Babies turned to the site to find someone who will pay for their education so they can 
graduate debt, and worry, free. In exchange, Sugar Babies go to dinners, attend events, or accompany 
their Sugar Daddy, or daddies, on trips. In some cases, they provide companionship or foster a mentor-
mentee relationship. In other situations, the terms of the agreement include physical intimacy.

Jermaine Gagnon, 28, told DailyMailTV how he narrowly escaped death when DNC financier Edward 
Buck injected him with crystal meth at his sex-toy filled apartment. Gagnon said Buck, 63, paid to fly 
him from Minnesota to Los Angeles, drugged him with a substance dissolved in Gatorade then injected 
him with crystal meth. The 28-year-old shared photos of Buck, wearing white long johns, crouched 
over him on a mattress during one of their nights together last year. Gagnon shared images of sex toys 
Buck had for their encounter, saying: 'He had this red and black toolbox with all types of fetish toys, 
like c**k rings, sex toys'. He added: 'He gave me some Tommy Hilfiger tighty whities, a muscle t-shirt 
and some long johns. White knee-high socks'. Gagnon said during one encounter Buck offered him a 
drink he suspected had been spiked, feeling woozy and weak shortly after drinking it. He said: 'He took
my phone. I was so scared. I felt death walked into my soul. I called my mother. I said, 'I feel like he's 
going to kill me, I think I'm going to die'. Buck is now under investigation over the deaths of two black 
men, including one man who died of an apparent overdose at his apartment on Monday.

According to the testimony of a federal agent, Harold “H.L.” Moody, a former Democratic Party 
chairman, streamed live videos of children being raped, distributed child pornography to other 
pedophiles, and regularly smoked methamphetamine out of a glass pipe while seated at his desk during 
work hours. Our tax dollars at work, folks. Jason Bennett, a special agent for Homeland Security 
Investigations, said an undercover agent took “screen shots” of Moody sitting at his desk and chatting 
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with pedophiles in a secret chatroom online on “more than one occasion” between Aug. 29 and Oct. 12.
Bennett described Moody as a “high-volume user” who logged in and out of a chat room solely 
devoted to child pornography several times a day, including 26 times in a two-day span. He was also a 
host of the private chat room, which Bennett explains indicates that Moody did something to receive 
such recognition.

Tech magnate Elon Musk reportedly admits in an upcoming book that he once attended a somewhat 
well-known Silicon Valley “sex party,”. Musk and his bro-friend: Steve Jurvetson, have been 
documented in a number of notorious sex scandals. Even worse is the headline that reveals: "Elon 
Musk Says Pedophile Accusation Against British Man Was Protected Speech But Ignores Fact That 
Musks Father Had Sex With His Own Daughter"

Dov Katz, head of the computer vision and machine learning group at Facebook-owned Oculus, has 
been charged in King County for attempted commercial sexual abuse of a minor. The 38-year-old tech 
exec allegedly attempted to contact what he believed to be was a 15-year-old girl for sex. The fictitious 
15-year-old was actually an undercover police officer with the Tukwila Police Department, a city just 
south of Seattle. The news was first reported by KING 5, which said that Katz was arrested by Tukwila 
Police on Wednesday. An Israeli citizen who resides in California, Katz is forbidden to have contact 
with any minors, except in the presence of a responsible adult, according to charging documents. Katz 
allegedly responded to an online advertisement that offered sex in exchange for money, an ad which 
was posted by undercover police officer posing as a 15-year-old girl. Katz allegedly arranged a meeting
at the Embassy Suites in Tukwila, offering to pay $350 to have sex without a condom. When Katz 
arrived at the hotel with $600 in cash, he was arrested by police.

Former Democrat CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden was arrested on sexual pervert allegations.Frieden 
was charged with forcible touching, sex abuse and harassment, according to police.

California gubernatorial candidate Gavin Newsom's past sexual misconduct disqualifies him from 
holding higher office, rival Democrat Amanda Renteria said Thursday, and he should resign from his 
position as lieutenant governor. "If he was in the Legislature right now, he'd be called out, and like what
we've seen, being forced out," Renteria said in an interview with The Sacramento Bee. "We've got to be
sending the message that the more power you have, the more responsibility you have to protect others."
As mayor of San Francisco more than a decade ago, Newsom had an affair with one of his city hall 
aides, who was also married to his campaign manager at the time. 

Google employees have accused Google boss Rubin of sexual misconduct. A woman, with whom Mr. 
Rubin had been having an extramarital relationship, said he coerced her into performing oral sex in a 
hotel room in 2013, according to two company executives with knowledge of the episode. Google 
investigated and concluded her claim was credible, said the people, who spoke on the condition that 
they not be named, citing confidentiality agreements. Mr. Rubin was notified, they said, and Mr. Page 
asked for his resignation. Google could have fired Mr. Rubin and paid him little to nothing on the way 
out. Instead, the company handed him a $90 million exit package, paid in installments of about $2 
million a month for four years, said two people with knowledge of the terms. The last payment is 
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scheduled for next month. Mr. Rubin was one of three executives that Google protected over the past 
decade after they were accused of sexual misconduct. In two instances, it ousted senior executives, but 
softened the blow by paying them millions of dollars as they departed, even though it had no legal 
obligation to do so. In a third, the executive remained in a highly compensated post at the company. 
Each time Google stayed silent about the accusations against the men. Google executives have been 
caught having sex slaves.

The Rosewood Hotel is brimming with tech guys, some loudly talking about money. The college 
student at our table recommends the ribs—she’s been here before, on “dates” with her “daddies.” 
“There are a lot of tech guys,” she says. “They want the girlfriend experience, without having to deal 
with an actual girlfriend.” “The girlfriend experience” is the term women in the sex trade use for a 
service involving more than just sex. “They want the perfect girlfriend—in their eyes,” says Miranda, 
the young woman at our table.* “She’s well groomed, cultured, classy, able to converse about anything
—but not bringing into it any of her real-world problems or feelings. Her adventures in “sugaring” 
started three years ago when she got hit on by an older guy and rebuffed him, saying, “Look, I’m not 
interested, so unless you’re offering to pay my student loans,” and he said, “Well . . . ?” After that, “he 
paid for stuff. He gave me money to help out with my living expenses.” This is how many of the skinny
co-eds at Stanford University pay the bills and Stanford bosses look the other way.

Those under investigation are Bill Lockyer; Brian Goncher; Daniel Cohen; David Axelrod; David 
Drummond; David Plouffe; David E. Shaw; Dianne Feinstein; Elon Musk; Eric Holder; Eric Schmidt; 
John Zaccarro, Jr.; Frank Giustra; Nick Denton; Harry Reid; Haim Saban; Hillary and Bill Clinton; Ira 
Ehrenpreis; Jay Carney; James Comey; Jared Cohen; Jeffrey Katzenberg; John Doerr; Harvey 
Weinstein; Yasmin Green; Jonathan Silver; Ken Brody; Lachlan Seward; Judge Stewart M. Bernstein; 
Larry Page; Google; Alphabet; YouTube; Facebook; In-Q-Tel; Amazon; Twitter; WordPress.Org; The 
Law Firm of Perkins Coi; Mark Zuckerberg; Martin LaGod; Matt Rogers; Marc Benioff; Michael 
Birch; S. Donald Sussman; Pierre Omidyar; Rahm Emanual; Raj Gupta; Ray Lane; Tom Perkins; 
Robert Rubin; Rob Friedman; Reid Hoffman; Richard Blum; Robert Gibbs; Robert Shwarts; Roger 
Altman; The Law Firm of Covington and Burling; Sanford Robertson; Steve Jurvetson; Steve Rattner; 
Steve Westly; Steven Chu; Steve Spinner; Susie Tompkins Buell; George Soros; Warren Buffet; Tom 
Steyer; The Clinton Foundation, Tim Draper; Valarie Jarrett; Jeffrey Epstein; Vinod Khosla; Michelle 
Lee; The law firm of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and Rosatti; Lawrence Summers; Marc Andreessen 
Sheryl Sandberg; Yuri Milner; Fenwick & West LLP; James W. Breyer; McBee Strategic; Mike 
Sheehy; Nancy Pelosi; Gilman Louie; Thomas J. Kim; Ping Li; Greylock Capital, Accel Partners; Jim 
Swartz; Bank Menatep; Alisher Asmanov; Marc L. Andreessen; Peter Thiel; Clarion Capital; Richard 
Wolpert; Robert Ketterson; David Kilpatrick; Tesla Motors; Solyndra; BrightSource; IDG Capital 
Partners; Goldman Sachs; Morgan Stanley; State Street Corporation; JP Morgan Chase; Lloyd 
Blankfein; Jamie Dimon; Steve Cutler; Rodgin Cohen; Sullivan Cromwell, LLP; Jeff Markey; Steve 
McBee; Michael F. McGowan; Toni Townes-Whitley; CGI Federal; Todd Y. Park;  Frank M. Sands, Sr.;
Robin Yangong Li; Parker Zhang; Jonathan Goodman; Gawker Media; Jalopnik; Adrian Covert, John 
Herrman; Gizmodo Media; K2 Intelligence; WikiStrat; Podesta Group; Fusion GPS; Think Progress; 
Media Matters; Black Cube; Debbie Wasserman, The DNC Executive Committee; Correct The Record;
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Stratfor; ShareBlue; Sid Blumenthal; David Brock; Barack Obama; Sen. Robert Menendez; Jerry 
Brown; Ken Alex; Susan Rice; Kamala Harris; Bruce Ohr; Nellie Ohr

In Silicon Valley, There Are Over 100 Services That Deliver Young Men And Girls To Rich Google 
And Facebook Executives For Dirty Sex. Most of the victims come from local colleges, universities, art
schools and the Mission District, Haight Street and Noe Valley districts in San Francisco. They use 
Facade organizations like "Power Exchange", "Mission Exchange", "The Arena", "Orgasmic 
Meditation", "NXVIUM", "The Spinsters", "The Guardsmen", One Taste, etc. act as fronts for sexual 
transactions. The Rosewood Hotel has sex nights for the sale of women using sly hand signals. Almost 
every hotel on El Camino Real in Palo Alto has a prostitution activity going on around the clock. 
Russian and Italian prostitutes fly in and out of San Jose and San Francisco airports so often that they 
are known as the "pus*y ports". Young, impossibly attractive, girls with tight mini skirts and a roller 
bag in the airport alone are now under constant surveillance by police.

One report recalls: "...At the hotel, Hillary Clinton Mega donor and John Podesta partner Wyss 
assaulted Long physically and sexually, according to her police complaint. “Me screaming, ‘No stop 
it,'” she wrote in her own handwriting to police. “He grabbed my teeth with his left hand and ripped my
mouth open. He inserted a vibrator into my vagina and almost suffocated me by putting his fist into my 
mouth. I struggled and pushed. I thought for sure he was going to kill me,” she wrote. “I left that hotel 
room sick and in pain,” she told police in the statement. She returned to Boulder and “stayed in bed for 
weeks. The physical sickness of this event was devastating,” she told police. Wyss also allegedly 
threatened to stop his financial support for her daughter if she broke up with him, according to 
Long.“She’s probably one of the first who took on powerful men over sexual misconduct,” recalled 
Police Chief Tom Koby in an interview with TheDCNF. He personally knew the Boulder resident and 
counseled her about her relationship with Wyss.“After the attack, I had breakfast with Jackie at the 
Hotel Boulderado. She broke down during breakfast. This thing had happened and it was terrible. She 
was quite shaken and Jackie doesn’t shake too easily,” Koby said.“Hans had her in a bind in terms of 
helping Jackie heal her daughter, who had some serious health addiction issues,” Kolby added. “That 
was what was keeping Jackie in the relationship and she didn’t have a lot of money. She was still 
clinging to the hope she could save her daughter. And that she had these things she wanted to do with 
these organizations working on detention homes and shelters in Boulder and in Denver,” Koby 
recalled..."

Amid allegations of sexual harassment, embattled freshman Democratic Rep. Ruben Kihuen vowed he 
will not resign from his post, despite calls from Democratic leaders that he step aside.Instead, Kihuen is
digging in with a shocking allegation of his own, taking aim at the leaders of his own party. In an 
interview with ABC News, Kihuen, D-Nev., said party leaders knew last year about a former campaign 
staffer’s allegations of misconduct but stood by his campaign nonetheless. Kihuen questioned why they
are calling for his resignation now, more than a year later.“I do find it interesting that the DCCC, 
Leader [Nancy] Pelosi and Chairman Ben Ray Lujan -- they knew about these allegations last year,” 
Kihuen said. “They looked into them. They didn't find anything, and they continued investing millions 
of dollars in my campaign. They went out there and campaigned for me.”
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A married senior official in President Obama's Department of Education was convicted of sex crimes 
and resigned for following women on the DC Metro and taking pictures up their skirts, DailyMail.com 
can exclusively reveal. William Mendoza, 42, the former executive director of the White House 
Initiative on American Indian and Alaska Native Education, stepped down after he was arrested and 
charged with attempted voyeurism in November, 2016, for the vile acts. Mendoza, who earned 
$140,000 a year as a policy advisor in Obama's White House, tried to take photos and videos up 
women's skirts at least four times on his government-issued iPhones in July 2016 without their consent.
He was also caught looking at footage, apparently filmed in secret, of a woman in her underwear 
getting changed in a dressing room. It is not known if he recorded the video himself. When he took the 
indecent photos, he was supposed to be at work and was using a travel card funded by the taxpayer, 
according to documents obtained by DailyMail.com through a Freedom of Information Act request.

After California’s then-Attorney General Kamala D. Harris announced felony pimping charges last year
against the two owners of Backpage.com — a classified-ad website that is a hub for sex trafficking and 
prostitution, one of the men cut a $10,000 check to House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi’s super PAC. 
Mrs. Pelosi’s political action committee, House Majority PAC, has resisted giving the money back, and 
an aide to Mrs. Pelosi said the California Democrat knows nothing about the contribution. The uproar 
over sexual harassment that began with the Harvey Weinstein scandal has intensified the scrutiny of 
political contributions linked to Backpage, which law enforcement officials say is the chief platform for
activities far worse than harassment, including sexual slavery and child prostitution. Mrs. Pelosi isn’t 
the only Democrat struggling to deal with the piles of cash that Backpage’s owners spread around to 
candidates and state Democratic parties over the years. Even Ms. Harris, a California Democrat who is 
now a U.S. senator, ducked the issue. Her office wouldn’t respond to repeated emails about Backpage 
money going to House Majority PAC and other Democratic organizations. Since 2010, the owners and 
their wives have shoveled about $99,000 to candidates and about $95,000 to Democratic parties in 
Arizona, Colorado and New Mexico, according to federal campaign finance data collected by the 
Center for Responsive Politics.

Prominent Democrat donor Terry Bean was indicted earlier this month on two counts of sodomy and 
one count of sex abuse for allegedly having sex with a teenage boy. Bean was arraigned on the charges,
TV station KGW8 reported. He pleaded not guilty and was taken into custody at County jail. 

The body of investigative journalist Jen Moore was found in her Washington D.C. hotel room on 
Monday after her investigation into an alleged sexual assault by President William J. Clinton. “In fact, 
just four weeks before her death, Moore filed details of the alleged victim’s claims with the Department
of Homeland Security, detailing the allegations against Clinton. Moore contacted Homeland Security 
beginning on July 6th through July 9th, records show. A week later, she contacted the FBI with 
identical details about the victim and the shocking allegations against Clinton,”

A leading liberal think tank run by a longtime adviser to former presidential candidate Hillary Clinton 
is facing allegations of serious sexual harassment which went undealt with by management, a new 
report claims. The Centre for American Progress (CAP), headed by Clinton associate Neera Tanden, 
has released four policy proposal papers on dealing with sexual harassment in the workplace, but 
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former staffers have come forward with stories of repeated harassment at the think tank, BuzzFeed 
reports.

Defy Ventures brings the gospel of entrepreneurship to an unlikely place: prisons. The nonprofit 
company founded by Catherine Hoke says it is dedicated to helping formerly incarcerated people start 
their own businesses and stay out of prison. “Transform the hustle,” the company’s tagline encourages. 
Defy has received grants from Google. Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg wrote a foreword to Hoke’s 
new memoir. Former U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara called Hoke’s work “incredibly inspiring” on his 
podcast. But while Defy woos Silicon Valley and Washington, D.C., scandal has rocked the company’s 
leadership. Last month, Defy fired its president after he blew the whistle on allegations of sexual 
harassment by Hoke and fraudulent statistics exaggerating the program’s successes.

Henry T. Nicholas III, the Silicon Valley billionaire founder of chip-maker Broadcom, has been 
arrested by police on drug trafficking charges. According to the Associated Press, Nicholas was 
arrested on suspicion of trafficking heroin, cocaine, meth and ecstasy. Security was called when 
Nicholas couldn’t get into his sex fuelled room at the Encore, a Las Vegas casino hotel. When security 
arrived, they reportedly found Nicholas with Ashley Fargo, the ex-wife of an heir to the Wells Fargo 
banking fortune. Fargo was passed out with a semi-deflated balloon in her mouth, but was revived by 
paramedics. According to reports, security subsequently found canisters of nitrous oxide inside the 
room, and a subsequent search by cops turned up more drugs inside a suitcase. Nicholas’s attorney,  
David Chesnoff, told the Associated Press that they will “deal with the facts in court.”

Multiple famous Silicon Valley lawyers have been found dead, hanged by their own hand while 
attempting to masturbate while choking themselves because they thought that choking would add to the
sensation. A formerly powerful Democrat, Attorney Mark Benavides, has been found guilty on six 
individual counts of human trafficking in a grotesque and sex-filled criminal conspiracy. Mark 
Benavides, a well-known Democrat who ran for the 186th District Court in 2014, was accused by 
federal law enforcement of trading his legal services as an attorney for sex from his clients and then 
recording those manipulative sex-romps, according to local ABC affiliate KSAT. Benevides would then
promise the women that if they allowed him to engage in erotic sex that sometimes included physical 
torture, that he would offer them a legitimate defense in the courtroom.

Hundreds of leaked text messages between Kevin Tsujihara, actress Charlotte Kirk and partners Brett 
Ratner and James Packer show the powerful executive, under pressure, said repeatedly he would push 
for auditions as accusations of "extortion" and a proposed settlement agreement followed

The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared Silicon Valley oligarch 
sex addiction to be a mental illness.

Known as compulsive sexual behaviour disorder, it is defined as an inability to control intense sexual 
urges leading to people neglecting their health despite often deriving no pleasure from being intimate, 
according to a report issued by the WHO.
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Patients must suffer from the disorder for at least six months, and experience substantial distress as a 
result of their addiction, before being diagnosed, the report adds.

It is unclear if this move will lead to sex addiction treatment being provided on the NHS, which does 
not currently consider it to be a condition.

Comedian Russell Brand has been to rehab for sex addiction saying being active between the sheets 
gives him 'a breathing space, when you're outside of yourself and your own head'.

Comedian Russell Brand has been to rehab for sex addiction saying being active between the sheets 
gives him 'a breathing space, when you're outside of yourself and your own head'.

Actor Michael Douglas, who is married to Catherine Zeta Jones, also sought treatment for the disorder 
after numerous affairs ended his first marriage to Diandra Luker in 1995.

As well as reported drug and alcohol problems, Mean Girls star Lindsay Lohan has described herself as
'not a crazy [sex] addict' but adds she enjoys being in different relationships.

David Duchovny, star of The X-Files, sought treatment for sex addiction in 2008 after being unfaithful 
to his actress wife Téa Leoni. 

After the release of a sex tape with his Playboy model ex Nicole Narain in 2003, actor Colin Farrell 
admitted to liking sex with prostitutes and suffering from an addiction. 

Socialite Calum Best, whose footballer father George suffered from alcoholism, has said 'I'm a red-
blooded male and I'm addicted to sex'.

Sex addiction is seen as 'shameful' 

According to Dr Valerie Voon, from the Royal College of Psychiatrists, between two and four per cent 
of people in the UK suffer from sex addiction. Three-to-six per cent are thought to have the condition 
in the US.

She told The Sun: 'It is a behaviour that tends to be hidden as it's shameful and often sex addicts don't 
come forward.

'Adding this to the WHO list is an excellent step for patients as it allows them to recognise that they are
suffering with a problem. 

'It takes it out of the shadows and they are able to seek help for it.'
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Dr Voon believes sex addiction may one day be treated on the NHS alongside conditions like 
depression and anxiety.

Gaming addictions tear families apart   

This comes after Dr Shekhar Saxena, director of WHO's department for mental health, said the body 
listed gaming as an addiction based on scientific evidence, as well as 'the need and the demand for 
treatment in many parts of the world.'

According to Dr Joan Harvey, from the British Psychological Society, only a minority of gamers suffer 
from the disorder, warning that the new condition might cause unnecessary concern among parents.

She said: 'People need to understand this doesn't mean every child who spends hours in their room 
playing games is an addict, otherwise medics are going to be flooded with requests for help.'

Others welcome WHO's classification, saying it is critical to identify video game addicts quickly due to
them usually being teenagers or young adults who do not typically seek help themselves.

Dr Henrietta Bowden-Jones, a spokeswoman for behavioral addictions at Britain's Royal College of 
Psychiatrists, added: 'We come across parents who are distraught, not only because they're seeing their 
child drop out of school, but because they're seeing an entire family structure fall apart.' 

The updated ICD is scheduled to be presented to all WHO member states at their annual assembly in 
May 2019. 

According to the relationship counselling service Relate, sex addiction is any intimate activity that feels
'out of control'.

This could be sex with a partner, masturbation, pornography use, visiting prostitutes or using chat lines.

In some cases, people feel unable to control their urges, which affects their quality of life and those 
around them. 

According to the WHO, compulsive sexual behaviour disorder is defined as an inability to control 
intense sexual urges leading to people neglecting their health despite often deriving no pleasure from 
being intimate.

Patients must suffer from the disorder for at least six months, and experience substantial distress as a 
result of their addiction, before being diagnosed, the WHO adds.
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Source: NHS Choices

=======================

Y Combinator is half homosexual sextortion elitists and half Frat boy Google-
worshippers seeking to control politics and expand the Silicon Valley Echo-Chamber

In its main program, Y Combinator interviews and selects two batches of companies per year. 
The companies receive seed money, SJW advice, and echo-chamber connections in exchange 
for 7% equity.[2]The program includes "office hours", where startup founders meet 
individually and in groups with Y Combinator partners for advice on how to be good liberal 
clones. Founders also participate in weekly dinners where guests from the Silicon 
Valley ecosystem (successful entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, etc.) speak to the founders. 
The deal at Y Combinator is " If you help us control American politics and ideologies, we will 
give you some cash..."

In Y Combinator meetings, naive young Millennial boys are stupid enough to wear sheep clone
Fedora's, have the same tattoos and the same haircuts and carry the same man-bags. The 
robot-like hipster conformity is overt and ludicrous.

The bottom line is that you are going to get fucked by Y Combinator one way or another. The 
VC's and investors that fund it will extort you for blow jobs and anal sex. If you were not in a 
Stanford or Yale Frat House you will be ostracized. If you are over 30 you will be ostracized. If 
you are black or Mexican you will be ostracized. If you are a woman you will be ostracized 
after you are sextorted. If you don't worship ANTIFA and Barack Obama you are ostracized.

The bosses of Y Combinator are the single biggest group of narcissistic, sociopath, holier-than-
thou, effete, peacock strutting, misogynist pigs on Earth. They love nothing more than 
hearing themselves talk.

Y Combinator’s motto is "Make Something Liberal Idiots Want And Nothing That People 
Actually Need."[3] The program aims to focus the founders on further developing their 
product, team and market, refining their business model, achieving product/market fit, and 
scaling the startup into a high growth business, etc. The program culminates at Demo Day 
where startups present their business to a selected audience of Democrat investors.[4]

As of 2017, Y Combinator had invested in ~1,450 companies 
including Dropbox, Airbnb, Coinbase, Stripe, Reddit, Instacart, Twitch, Cruise 
Automation, Optimizely, Zenefits, Docker, DoorDash, Mixpanel, Heroku, Machine 
Zone, Weebly, and Paribus.[5] The combined valuation of YC companies was over $80B.[6]

=======================
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Steve Jurvetson is out at his own venture capital firm after ...
Famed venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson is leaving his job at Draper Fisher Jurvetson in the 

wake of an investigation into sexual harassment.

https://www.recode.net/2017/11/13/16645274/steve-jurvetson-out-d...

Venture firm DFJ is investigating founder Steve Jurvetson for ...
One of tech's most well-known investors, Steve Jurvetson, is being investigated by his 

venture capital firm in the latest sexual harassment allegation to land in Silicon Valley.

https://www.recode.net/2017/10/24/16539644/dfj-steve-jurvetson-s...

Silicon Valley "sex party" was at Steve Jurvetson's home - Axios
Silicon Valley was rocked earlier this month by allegations of sex and drug parties attended by

the tech elite, as detailed in a Vanity Fair excerpt of journalist Emily Chang's upcoming book 

Brotopia. Axios has now obtained text from the book that identifies the host of one of those 

parties as Steve...

https://www.axios.com/silicon-valley-sex-party-was-at-steve-jur...

Steve Jurvetson Quits Venture Capital Firm Amid Investigation
Steve Jurvetson, a founding partner ... of sexual misconduct have continued to reverberate 

since detailed reports emerged over the summer about widespread ...

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/13/upshot/steve-jurvetson-quits-v...

Steve Jurvetson leaves VC firm amid sexual harassment probe
Silicon Valley's sexual harassment problems continue. Steve Jurvetson, one of Silicon Valley's

most high-profile venture capitalists, has left his namesake firm, Draper Fisher Jurvetson, 

amid a sexual harassment investigation, according to Recode. He's the latest in a string of 

venture capitalist ...

https://www.cnet.com/news/steve-jurvetson-draper-fisher-jurvet...

Steve Jurvetson on leave from Tesla, SpaceX, resigns from ...
Steve Jurvetson, who is on leave from the boards of Tesla and SpaceX, was the subject of 

a sexual harassment probe at Draper Fisher Jurvetson.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2017/11/13/steve-jurvetson-out...

Silicon Valley firm severs ties with co-founder Steve ...
SAN FRANCISCO — A prominent Silicon Valley venture capital firm said it is severing ties with 

founding partner Steve Jurvetson after it had conducted an investigation into allegations 

of sexualmisconduct. The firm, called DFJ, made no mention of inappropriate behavior in its 

statement announcing ...

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2017/11/13/prominent-s...
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Tesla, SpaceX board member takes leave after sexual ...
Steve Jurvetson, a partner at a major Silicon Valley venture capital firm that bears his name—

Draper Fisher Jurvetson—has left the company amid accusations of sexual harassment.

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2017/11/tesla-spacex-board-me...

Steve Jurvetson left DFJ over pattern of deception, affairs ...
SAN FRANCISCO — Steve Jurvetson left his venture capital firm after an internal investigation

uncovered a pattern of deception with women including extramarital affairs, some of which 

blurred the line between his professional and personal lives, according to a tech news outlet's 

report published ...

https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2017/11/18/steve-jurvetson-lef...

A Tesla board member was ousted from his venture capital firm ...
Steve Jurvetson, a member of Tesla's board since 2009, ... A Tesla board member was ousted 

from his venture capital firm amid sexual harassment allegations ...

markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/proxy-firm-urges-investors-to...

Jurvetson out of VC firm over sexual harassment allegations ...
Steve Jurvetson on Monday became the most high-profile Silicon Valley venture capitalist to 

be forced out of his job following sexual harassment allegations.

https://www.ft.com/content/5b6e1c2c-c8b9-11e7-ab18-7a9fb7d6163e

Venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson leaves firm amid sex ...
SpaceX backer Steve Jurvetson says he's leaving the venture capital firm he co-founded to 

fight accusations related to a sexual harassment investigation.

https://www.geekwire.com/2017/spacex-backer-steve-jurvetson-leaves...

Jurvetson is on leave from Tesla and SpaceX boards after ...
Venture investor Steve Jurvetson is on leave from Tesla and SpaceX boards after being 

removed from his firm for sexual harassment claims.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/jurvetson-leave-tesla-spacex-boards-...

Tesla, SpaceX Director Steve Jurvetson Leaves VC ... - Fortune
Tesla and SpaceX board member Steve Jurvetson has taken a leave of absence and has left 

his VC firm DFJ amid sexual harassment allegations.

fortune.com/2017/11/13/tesla-spacex-steve-jurvetson-l...

Sergey Brin went sailing with one of tech's most ...
Steve Jurvetson, the venture ... Jurvetson's post on Saturday comes in contrast to other 

prominent men recently accused of sexual misconduct, ...

businessinsider.com/sergey-brin-steve-jurvetson-photo-boat-20...
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Steve Jurvetson, DFJ named as hosts of 'sex party' in ...
Venture investor Steve Jurvetson and DFJ — the firm he co-founded — are reportedly named 

as hosts of a "sex party" in "Brotopia," an upcoming book by Bloomberg TV anchor Emily 

Chang.

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/01/11/steve-jurvetson-d...

Steve Jurvetson on leave from Tesla SpaceX boards after ...
Venture investor Steve Jurvetson is on leave from Tesla and SpaceX boards after being 

removed from his firm for sexual harassment claims.

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/13/steve-jurvetson-on-leave-from-...

VC Steve Jurvetson resigns from DFJ amid harassment ...
Jurvetson resigned from Draper Fisher Jurvetson and is taking a leave from the boards of 

Tesla and SpaceX amid an investigation into sexual harassment

businessinsider.com/vc-steve-jurvetson-resigns-from-dfj-amid-...

Steve Jurvetson - Wikipedia
Steve Jurvetson was the first non ... stepped down from his role at DFJ Venture Capital after 

the firm conducted an investigation into allegations of sexual ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Jurvetson

'Sex Party' or 'Nerds on a Couch?' A Night in Silicon Valley ...
Party described in Vanity Fair article and forthcoming book was at a home of Steve Jurvetson,

a founding partner of venture-capital firm DFJ who left the firm in November.

https://www.wired.com/story/sex-party-or-nerds-on-a-couch-a-nig...

Brotopia: New book says Steve Jurvetson hosted party with sex ...
Did an elite Silicon Valley VC party feature sex and ... Steve Jurvetson, ... Several admitted 

to sexual harassing female entrepreneurs or employees and were ...

https://qz.com/1178134/brotopia-new-book-says-steve-jurv...

Draper Fisher Jurvetson investigating co-founder Steve ...
Steve Jurvetson, a prominent Silicon Valley venture capitalist and board member who was 

honored as a visionary venture investor earlier this year, is under investigation 

for sexualharassment by the Menlo Park firm that he co-founded. DFJ said on Tuesday that it 

launched the probe earlier this ...

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/10/24/jurvetson-draper-...

Steve Jurvetson fires back at DFJ after exit, denies sexual ...
Venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson fired back at his former DFJ partners and denied 

any sexualharassment on his part, one day after the Silicon Valley firm he co-founded 

announced he would step down under a "mutual agreement."

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/steve-jurvetson-fires-back-at-dfj-a...
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Steve Jurvetson Hosted Silicon Valley 'Sex Party' - NYMag
Steve Jurvetson, who recently left the venture-capital firm he co-founded amid sexual-

harassment allegations, reportedly hosted the scandalous event.

nymag.com/selectall/2018/01/steve-jurvetson-hosted-...

VC Steve Jurvetson On Leave From Tesla And SpaceX Boards ...
Venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson has resigned his position at Draper 

Fisher Jurvetson following an internal investigation into claims of alleged sexual harassment.

https://www.buzzfeed.com/ryanmac/venture-capitalist-and-tesla-boar...

DFJ investigating co-founder Steve Jurvetson for sexual ...
Steve Jurvetson, a longtime Silicon Valley investor and co-founder of DFJ, is under 

investigation by the firm for sexual harassment. The investigation, conducted by a law firm, 

began during the summer after media outlets began inquiring about allegations 

regarding Jurvetson's conduct with women.

https://www.pehub.com/2017/10/dfj-investigating-co-founder-stev...

DFJ: investigating misconduct report involving Steve Jurvetson
DFJ co-founder and partner Steve Jurvetson. ... allegations of sexual harassment ... Rex Crum

is the senior web editor for the business section for The Mercury News ...

https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/25/vc-firm-dfj-investigating-misc...

Steve Jurvetson is out at his own VC firm after allegations ...
Sexual harassment is used as a weapon, ... Steve Jurvetson was the only VC to respond to 

the 150 letters I sent out while seeking capital for my first startup.

https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=15690190

Tesla board member denies VC firm departure linked to ...
Prominent tech investor Steve Jurvetson is denying the misconduct allegations against him. 

In a lengthy Facebook post, Jurvetson said the reason for his departure from the venture 

capital firm he co-founded on Monday had nothing to do with "sexual predation" or 

"workplace harassment." "How does one ...

https://money.cnn.com/2017/11/15/technology/steve-jurvetson-tes...

Steve Jurvetson Fires Back at DFJ After His Exit - WSJ
Venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson fired back at his former DFJ partners and denied 

any sexualharassment on his part, one day after the Silicon Valley firm he co-founded 

announced he would step down under a "mutual agreement."

https://www.wsj.com/articles/steve-jurvetson-fires-back-at-df...
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VC Steve Jurvetson resigns from DFJ amid harassment ...
Jurvetson resigned from Draper Fisher Jurvetson and is taking a leave from the boards of 

Tesla and SpaceX amid an investigation into sexual harassment

uk.businessinsider.com/vc-steve-jurvetson-resigns-from-dfj-amid-...

Who Is Steve Jurvetson? Silicon Valley Investor Refutes ...
Jurvetson is also taking a leave of absence from the boards of Tesla and SpaceX, spokesmen 

for the two companies said, amid the ongoing investigation into sexual harassment 

allegations against the investor.

ibtimes.com/who-steve-jurvetson-silicon-valley-invest...

Steve Jurvetson out at DFJ, VC firm he helped found - CBS News
Steve Jurvetson, a founding partner of the venture capital firm Draper Fisher Jurvetson, is 

out at his firm after an investigation into alleged sexual harassment.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/steve-jurvetson-out-from-dfj-venture...

Early investor Steve Jurvetson leaves Tesla and ... - Electrek
Steve Jurvetson, a partner of Venture ... today it was revealed that he's left DFJ in the wake of

allegations of sexual harassment. The VC company today released ...

https://electrek.co/2017/11/13/early-investor-steve-jurvetson...

Venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson leaves Draper Fisher ...
Steve Jurvetson is leaving the Menlo Park venture capital firm he cofounded after 

a sexualharassment probe. Draper Fisher Jurvetson announced the move in a letter sent to 

its investors, according to Recode. The firm didn't say why one of the founding partner it's 

named after was leaving but issued ...

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/11/13/steve-jurvetson-l...

Steve Jurvetson Quits His VC Firm and Takes Leave ... - Inc.com
Venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson resigned from Draper Fisher Jurvetson, a firm he 

cofounded, amid an internal investigation into sexual harassment allegations.

https://www.inc.com/business-insider/steve-jurvetson-draper-f...

Steve Jurvetson leaves DFJ amid allegations of inappropriate ...
Silicon Valley investor Steve Jurvetson is leaving the firm he co-founded, DFJ, weeks after it 

was revealed he was under investigation by the company.

latimes.com/business/la-fi-tn-steve-jurvetson-2017111...

Elon Musk wore spikes and chains to 'sex party' - Mail Online
Musk wore a 'black armor-like costumed adorned with silver spikes and chains,' to 

venture SteveJurvetson's (bottom Inset) 'sex party' in 2017, Emily Chang writes in her new 

book 'Brotopia.'

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5386977/Elon-Musk-wore-spike...
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Tesla Director Steve Jurvetson investigated for sexual ...
Tesla Director Steve Jurvetson investigated for sexual, corruption and exploitative 

misconduct.

https://www.londonworldwide.com/Tesla Director Steve Jurvetson...

Tesla, SpaceX put board member on leave amid misconduct ...
Silicon Valley investor Steve Jurvetson has left the firm he co-founded amid allegations of 

misconduct. Jurvetson, a partner at prominent VC firm Draper Fisher Jurvetson, is a board 

member and investor at Tesla and SpaceX. Jurvetson, 50, tweeted about his departure citing 

"personal matters ...

money.cnn.com/2017/11/13/technology/dfj-steve-jurvetson...

Elon Musk wore spikes and chains to 'sex party' | Page Six
Tesla billionaire Elon Musk had quite the look at venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson's alleged 

"sexparty," according to Emily Chang's new book "Brotopia.". Chang writes that in private 

Facebook photos from the party, Musk "appears wearing a black armor-like costume adorned 

with silver spikes and chains."

https://pagesix.com/2018/02/12/elon-musk-sported-interesting-...

Elon Musk attends Silicon Valley 'sex party,' thought it was ...
Elon Musk attended a now notorious Silicon Valley event that has been called a "sex party," 

his representative told Business Insider. But Musk ... Steve Jurvetson.

businessinsider.com/elon-musk-attended-notorious-silicon-vall...

DFJ has apologized for the reported 'sex party' event at ...
DFJ has apologized for the reported 'sex party' event at Steve Jurvetson ... Elon Musk, the 

tech CEO who is ... with multiple friends of Jurvetson telling Recode ...

https://www.recode.net/2018/1/11/16880806/dfj-steve-jurvetson-se...

Elon Musk wore spikes and chains to 'sex party' | Daily Mail ...
Musk wore a 'black armor-like costumed adorned with silver spikes and chains,' to 

venture SteveJurvetson's (bottom Inset) 'sex party' in 2017, Emily Chang writes in her new 

book 'Brotopia.'

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5386977/Elon-Musk-wore-spike...

Elon Musk, guests dispute DFJ Silicon Valley event was 'sex ...
"If there are 'sex parties' in Silicon Valley, ... as a "sex party" in a coming book, with 

Elon Musk, ... was a party at the home of Steve Jurvetson, ...

businessinsider.com/elon-musk-guests-dispute-dfj-event-sex-pa...
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'Sex Party' or 'Nerds on a Couch?' A Night in Silicon Valley ...
Party described in Vanity Fair article and forthcoming book was at a home of Steve Jurvetson,

... Valley sex parties. ... Musk, whose companies Jurvetson has ...

https://www.wired.com/story/sex-party-or-nerds-on-a-couch-a-nig...

Elon Musk Attended Lewd Silicon Valley Party, But ... - Fortune
Elon Musk unwittingly attended what some say was a sex party held ... Axios reported that its

host was the former Draper Fisher Jurvetson investor Steve Jurvetson ...

fortune.com/2018/01/11/elon-musk-silicon-valley-sex-p...

Steve Jurvetson Hosted Silicon Valley 'Sex Party' - NYMag
Silicon Valley 'Sex Party' Host Identity Revealed ... which claims that particular party's host 

was Steve Jurvetson. ... Musk told Business Insider he did ...

nymag.com/selectall/2018/01/steve-jurvetson-hosted-...

Elon Musk: So-called Valley sex party was just 'nerds on a ...
Elon Musk: So-called Valley sex party was just ... party described by Chang occurred at the 

house of Steve Jurvetson. ... CNET may get a commission from ...

https://www.cnet.com/news/elon-musk-valley-sex-parties-just-ne...

Elon Musk orgy: SpaceX founder attended 'sex party' in ...
BILLIONAIRE entrepreneur Elon Musk has admitted attending a notorious Silicon Valley 

"sex party ... Steve Jurvetson, ... party. The statement claimed Mr Musk ...

https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/technology/entrepreneur-...

Elon Musk Attended Infamously Lewd Silicon Valley Party ...
Tesla and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk was at the lewd party at investor Steve Jurvetson's home, 

but apparently didn't see any sexual activity.

fortune.com/2018/01/11/elon-musk-silicon-valley-party/

Steve Jurvetson, DFJ named as hosts of 'sex party' in ...
Venture investor Steve Jurvetson and DFJ ... "Brotopia," published last week by Vanity Fair 

detailed drug and swinging sex parties ... Musk made a stronger ...

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/01/11/steve-jurvetson-d...

Elon Musk: When Elon Musk Musk attended a sex party in ...
When Elon Musk Musk attended a sex party in ... a costume event — at the house of 

American businessman and venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson in June ...

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/when-elon-musk-musk-attended-a-s...

Musk friend Jurvetson's long Tesla board ... - bizjournals.com
... remove or permanently reinstate Steve Jurvetson, ... Musk friend Jurvetson's long Tesla 

board ... Jurvetson, DFJ named as hosts of 'sex party' in ...

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/05/16/steve-jurvetson-t...
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Elon Musk 'didn't know Silicon Valley event was sex party ...
Billionaire CEO Elon Musk admits to attending a now infamous drug-fueled sex soiree in 

Silicon Valley, but says he didn't know it was a sex party.

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5261293/Elon-Musk-says-didnt...

Elon Musk Wore Spikes and Chains to Alleged 'Sex Party'
The mastermind behind SpaceX, Elon Musk, once wore an elaborate suit including spike and 

chains to an investor's 'sex party' in 2017, according to a new book about silicon valley.The 

account comes from Brotopia, an exposé about the male-dominant culture in silicon valley 

written by Emily Chang.

popculture.com/celebrity/2018/02/15/elon-musk-spikes-cha...

New Details About The Sex Party Elon Musk ... - YourTango
New Details About The Sex Party Elon Musk Allegedly ... Inside YourTango; ... was in 

attendance at the party that was held at DFJ investor Steve Jurvetson's ...

https://www.yourtango.com/2018309799/details-silicon-valley-tesla-f...

Everyone hates us, and it's not because of our sex parties ...
It was, briefly, the zeitgeist's perfect Silicon Valley story: a sex-and-drugs party hosted hosted 

by since-ousted top-tier VC Steve Jurvetson, at an official Draper 

Fisher Jurvetson event,attended by multiple billionaires including Elon Musk.

https://techcrunch.com/2018/01/14/everyone-hates-us-and-its-not-...

Elon Musk, guests dispute DFJ Silicon Valley event was 'sex ...
"If there are 'sex parties' in ... its characterization as a "sex party" in a coming book, with 

Elon Musk, ... June was a party at the home of Steve Jurvetson, ...

uk.businessinsider.com/elon-musk-guests-dispute-dfj-event-sex-pa...

Elon Musk and other guests dispute that a notorious Silicon ...
"If there are 'sex parties' in ... its characterization as a "sex party" in a coming book, with 

Elon Musk, ... June was a party at the home of Steve Jurvetson, ...

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/elon-musk-other-guests-dispute-18280...

Elon Musk denounces 'Silicon Valley sex party' book: 'it's ...
... engage in sex parties, ... Elon Musk denounces 'Silicon Valley sex party ... confirmed by 

WIRED Magazine as being hosted by venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson, ...

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/news/elon-musk-denounces-silicon-va...

Silicon Valley "sex party" was at Steve Jurvetson's home - Axios
Silicon Valley was rocked earlier this month by allegations of sex and drug parties attended 

by the tech elite, as detailed in a Vanity Fair excerpt of journalist Emily Chang's upcoming 

book Brotopia. Axios has now obtained text from the book that identifies the host of one of 

those parties as Steve...
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https://www.axios.com/silicon-valley-sex-party-was-at-steve-jur...

Elon Musk Insists A Drug-Fuelled Silicon Valley Sex Party ...
A new book claims Musk was ... Elon Musk Insists A Drug-Fuelled Silicon Valley Sex Party ... 

The party was reportedly held at the home of Steve Jurvetson, the co ...

https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/elon-musk-silicon-valley-sex-party/

Elon Musk Attended Infamous Silicon Valley Sex Party | Zero Hedge
Elon Musk Attended Infamous Silicon Valley Sex ... was reported to have taken place at the 

home of disgraced VC Steve Jurvetson ... and I guess sex parties don't ...

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-01-11/elon-musk-attended-infamo...

Elon Musk 'confusingly' attends sex party | Business Standard ...
Read more about Elon Musk 'confusingly' attends sex party on Business Standard. Tesla and 

SpaceX CEO Elon Musk attended an infamously lewd party -- which he thought was a costume

event -- at the house of American businessman and venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson, but 

did not participate in sexual activities.

https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/elon-musk-confusingly-a...

The Real Problem with Silicon Valley's "So-Called Sex Parties"
The Real Problem with Silicon Valley's "So-Called Sex ... thought it was a Steve and Genevieve

party," referring to Steve Jurvetson, ... to do, Elon Musk, ...

https://www.inverse.com/article/40191-the-real-problem-with-silic...

Brotopia: New book says Steve Jurvetson hosted party with sex ...
Did an elite Silicon Valley VC party feature sex and ... Steve Jurvetson, ... Tesla confirmed in 

statement to Business Insider that Musk attended the party for a ...

https://qz.com/1178134/brotopia-new-book-says-steve-jurv...

Elon Musk confirms he was at an alleged Silicon Valley 'sex ...
Elon Musk attended a now notorious Silicon Valley event that has been called a "sex party," 

his ... Elon Musk attended a now ... investor Steve Jurvetson, ...

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/elon-musk-confirms-alleged-silicon-2...

=================================================

===
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HOW WE DID IT -
How did we fight back against the most powerful organized crime entity on Earth?

We get that question all the time. Here is the answer.

First, they started it. The bad guys attacked us because our products and services were better than theirs
and they could not compete. They decided to cheat rather than compete and they cheated with political 
bribes, black-lists, collusion and other anti-trust violating acts. When we helped law enforcement 
investigate them, the bad guys doubled down on their attacks. The bad guys crossed the line when they 
used our own government officials and taxpayer funds to operate their crimes. They broke felony laws 
and the basic principles of Democracy.

So who are these mobsters? They are your Senators, White House Staff, insider agency staff and their 
Silicon Valley Oligarch sociopath political financiers. Some of your public officials set-up, operated 
and maintained an organized crime scheme for personal profit at the expense of every taxpayer. They 
went after Five Trillion dollars of your tax money for their personal interests via rigged stock market 
scams, rigged government contracts, exclusionary policy manipulations and other schemes that harmed 
American taxpayers.

We are taxpayers...so.. Game On!

We wrote FBI-quality criminal activities reports and filed them with every law enforcement and 
regulatory agency in every country in the world that we could find, including the FBI, OSC, GAO, EU,
Interpol, FSB, UN, etc.

We identified and listed every person, organization and company involved in the attacks and RICO law 
violations and provided that list to The U.S. Congress and every agency.

We opened our own private investigator and crowd-sourced investigations into the following:

- Every stock market account they or their family owns

- Every Uber or Lyft ride they ever took for any meeting or transport of sex workers
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- Every flight manifest they appeared on

- Every bank account they have ever held

- Every lawsuit, divorce record and police record they have ever appeared in

- Every trust fund they or their family holds

- Every shell corporation they, or their family holds

- Every person named in the Epstein Pedo book: https://www.scribd.com/document/416207833/Jeffrey-
Epsteins-Little-Black-Book-Redacted    cross referenced across all of the other databases and then 
supplied to the FBI and Child Protection Agencies

- Every item in the Swiss Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every item in the Panama Papers Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every item in the WikiLeaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every item in the Snowden Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every sex trafficking incident that connects to each of them alone, and in groups

- Every financial transaction between any of the parties on the master list and the character 
assassination and hit job firms of: Google, Univision, Gawker Media, Unimoda, Jalopnik, 
Gizmodo,Black Cube, Fusion GPS, Media Matters, Think Progress, IN-Q-Tel, K2 Intelligence, 
WikiStrat, Podesta Group, YouTube, Alphabet, David Drummond, Larry Page, Facebook, Correct The 
Recor, Stratfor, ShareBlue, Sid Blumenthal, David Brock, Eric Schmidt, Sunshine Sachs, Covington 
and Burling, Buzzfeed, Perkins Coie and Wilson Sonsini or their derivatives with common owners.

- Every item in the Quest Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every tactical deployment, by a campaign financier, of the tactics listed in this manual: 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP89-01258R000100010002-4.pdf

- Every sex service that their credit card payments every connect too

- Every real estate transaction that any name or company they, or their family, were involved in, tracks 
to

..... and hundreds of thousands of other information points about them that prove that they benefit from 
crimes that they engage in for others who engage in crimes using the America public policy system.

It all goes into shared 100% legal public collaborative databases that work like XKEYSCORE, or MS 
Access, or Oracle Databases.

The proof of collusion, organized criminal actions and raw covert corruption is indisputable. The actors
are all the same people. The beneficiaries are all the same people. The communications between the 
parties all coordinate the same actions.
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We have demanded their arrests, indictments, exposures and bankruptcies. We say "Fuck You" to the 
Silicon Valley Oligarch 'Illuminati' scumbags and the crooked Senators and Governor's they bribed. 
You say you are going to "...kill us and destroy our lives.." and that you are so frightening. You think 
you are a big scary thing? Here comes 'scary'! Watch what billions of taxpaying voters with 
collaborative FBI-class forensics investigation software is doing to you now, you bastards! Have fun!

=================================

Many thousands of additional person's, organization's and links are available for Grand Juries, Civil 
Trial Juries and Live Televised Congressional Hearings to prove these assertions... 

[ - Produced With WIKILAWPEDIA collaborative global web-authoring group-editing 
software via wikipedia.com, wikinewsia.com, voat.co, reddit.com, pacer.gov,
ICIJ, EU investigators and many other collaboration sites. (C) Creative Commons 
Open Source Law Enforcement Software. This data is compiled daily by millions
of members of the public via crowd-sourced law enforcement, eye-witness reports, 
forensic data reports, Congressional reports and federal investigators. 
It proves the charges with indisputable corroboration from multiple sources via 
crowd-sourced forensics. These sites self-replicate on new servers and
p2p-nodes via ai-process when damaged or attacked. Since no corporate brand-based 
news outlet can be trusted any longer, crowd-sourced news/forensic
research is your only non-biased, non-propaganda, non-"fake news" web news resource
these days. Copy this site for other issue topics. - ]

HASHTAGS: #PUBLICFORENSICS, #CITIZENSLEUTHS, #ANTICORRUPTION

TORRENT FILE NAME KEYWORDS: PUBLICFORENSICS

DEAD-MAN SWITCH FINDER CODE: L08YHxgghJhjXG%GU

DRAWSTRING CLIENT-SERVER PULL CODE: K997TGY3U-b

CITIZEN FORENSICS - FOUNDED 1976. OPEN-SOURCE. CROWD-POWERED. 
GLOBALLY NETWORKED.

https://globalanticorruptionblog.com/
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Appendix B

- See attached PDF’s
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Appendix C

- See attached PDF’s
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Appendix  D

- See attached PDF’s
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Arrest Recommendations

- See attached PDF’s
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